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'Secret Inventions' will be the Title of this Amazon Kindle. 

Secret GE ice box with a Cube of Solid Hydrogen, is a secret invention! Size 
Matters too. 

Spin Off of Secret Inventions from a solid cube of Hydrogen, all Top Secret Today! 

10-30-2020 Get Your Porsche WindmillCar Costume's from the FBI for a Safe 
Halloween, No kids run over by a 'Bus' as they all have F-35 Radar cloned from 
F-35's flying over Oil Fields in Syria for Treats of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues, 
none for iPad Air's for All Treats, Invention Stimulus. Health Care For All, Chemo 
for Mom's of Trick and Treaters. 

Tricks Malaria can do in the Blood Cell to kill 400K in 2020. 



Admiral with a Fleet of 100 Malaria Hospital Ships, 400K trick and treaters all 
women and children with Malaria in one year, 2020. 

Admiral crossing the street to visit the Yale Key West Medical School's Nobel Party 
for the Rx Malaria Discovery Cure All 'aerosol' in the Air. Not effected by Berlin 
Warriors, Diesel in the Air. 

Yale Key West Medical School's Nobel Party for the Rx Malaria Discovery Cure 
All 'aerosol' in the Air. Not effected by Berlin Warriors, Diesel in the Air. 

Yale Key West Medical School's Nobel Party for the Rx Malaria Discovery Cure 
All 'aerosol' in the Air. Not effected by Berlin Warriors, Diesel in the Air. 

10-30-2020 Halloween ghosts being real and the 'Soul' being a CERN God Particle! 
'Secret Inventions' will be the Title of this Amazon Kindle. The Universe itself 
seems alive with Secret Inventions. 



'Secret Inventions' will be the Title of this Amazon Kindle. 

Secret GE ice box with a Cube of Solid Hydrogen, is a secret invention! 

10-30-2020 Trick-or-Treating Is Scary, for Real when the FBI inspected Bus has No 
F-35 Radar. On Halloween kids will be hit by the Bus, all knowing their 'accident' 
will be kept private by CBS Nightly News. CBS Nightly News will not report Trick 
and Treaters Hit by the Bus with no F-35 radar like kid was no wearing a helmet. 

10-30-2020 Apple News in your Gmail box headlines; Million Trick or Treaters 
given iPad Air by Jeff Bezos. Cost 1 Million iPad Air at $1K each = $ 100 million. 
Right and Right thing to do as 1 Million Porsche WindmillCars would have cost 
Jeff... lot more, grin. FBI agents stop by the Porsche Dealership for their treats! $$$ 
Perks to get the FBI to give a million kids Tricks! Hit by the Oil Tanker, Waiting 
for Mom in her Porsche WindmillCar, A War Crime. 



Amazon, Apple, Facebook and Alphabet reported the latest in a string of enormous 
quarterly profits on Halloween, tricks or treats? $38 billion profits in the last 3 
months. Better than .99 cents profit on a can of Coors. 

At Jeff Bezos House Million Trick or Treaters given iPad Air by Jeff. 



10-30-2020 Ghost of Pink FBI mothers, daughters out Trick and Treating for $7 
Trillion dollars treat Breast cancer Rx Recipe from the Oil and Gas Men ready to 
buy another $7 Trillion dollars worth of advanced drones and missiles. She has 
Mom's Cat with the Pink Ribbon around its neck. 

imam and a Rabbi walk into the Yale Key West Medical School; Trick and Treats 
this Halloween. 

10-30-2020 Halloween Eve Fueled by Oil and Gas Men for a 'Billion' Children 
million with birth defects from Gas and Oil Industry getting their Trick at early 
Voting counted at CBS Nightly News and MSNBC. Gas Station Owners. War 
Criminals. 



10-30-2020 Federal Assistance FBI for these 'Billion' Halloween Children Treats 
are tricks long as the gas stations are open 24/7. 

10-30-2020 FBI at the Porsche Dealership not at the Special Olympics Church 
meeting with a 'Billion' Birth Defects, the Hidden Million Man Army of Children 
with Birth Defects. 

10-30-2020 Concern by Ivanka and the Admirals Daughters over the Never Ending 
Birth Defects because of the Never Ending Wars for Oil and Gas Trillions. 

10-30-2020 'Billion' Birth Defects shows Trumps Oil and Gas Prince in Saudi 
Arabia influence with the FBI. 

10-30-2020 Trump Sold a Pardon to Prince Salman for his beheading in Turkey. 

10-30-2020 Texas and Alaska are a Tossup of Wounded Warrior and Oil Men both 
motives are Trillions in Oil Revenues not Trillions of Star and Galaxies, Jewish 
Exodus to Sirius Aliens and Star Wars Invention Projects on Amazon Prime 1 
Click. 



10-30-2020 Gas and Oil Men in France Outraged Macron might use the 2020 Ford 
and Porsche WindmillCars to win the War with Muslims. "French officials were 
particularly outraged by comments on Twitter by Mahathir Mohamad, a former 
Malaysian prime minister, who said that Muslims had a right to “kill millions of 
French people for the massacres of the past.” The French government quickly 
asked Twitter to suspend Mr. Mahathir’s account for inciting hatred and violence. 
The post was later removed." 

Muslims had a right to “kill millions of French people... 

10-30-2020 InventBook Messages posted in Paris were removed by Paris Oil and 
Gas Men! 

10-30-2020 Right to work on a Million Invention projects was 'Killed' by Macron! 

10-30-2020 “Enough is enough,” Nice’s mayor, Christian Estrosi, told BFM TV. “It 
is now time for France to exempt itself of Oil and Gas laws to permanently 
annihilate Mecca's Riches Beyond belief from $4 gas masterminded by Jimmy and 
Rosalynn Carter. 

10-30-2020 Oil and Gas Elite a test of France’s commitment to its secular ideals, 
instead of killing InventBook and 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars for 
Trillions in Oil Revenues. 



10-30-2020 Standing in the crowd was Abdelkader Sadouni, the imam who had 
been yelled at by the woman in her balcony. “Our religion is light-years away from 
this — there’s no way any Muslim would approve of this,” he said. But he worried 
aloud that terrorist attacks had instilled a fear of Islam in the national psyche. 

imam and a Rabbi walk into the Yale Key West Medical School... 

10-30-2020 Jews are light years from Exodus to Sirius there is a way to get these 
Exodus Inventions, General Dynamics know about this inventions but wants to 
make money on Drones and missiles advanced weapons instead of advanced 
Exodus IP invention projects on InventBook not Twitter and Facebook. 

10-30-2020 Mr. Sadouni said that terrorists were “breaking this national union to 
which we aspire.” 

10-30-2020 9/11 Terrorists are on the Board of Directors at Trump Oil Company 
making Trillions and Trillions from 9/11 $4 gas. 

10-30-2020 The Gas and Oil Industry will be shuttered in 2020; "When the Ulmer 
Brewery was shuttered by Prohibition in 1920, Ulmer’s heirs moved into the real 
estate business, retaining the office and its attached wagon house and stable. In 
1952, the Ulmer office was sold to an electrical appliance manufacturer, which in 
turn sold it to Acme Lanterns, a company that made lighting fixtures in a loft 
building next door." 

Prohibition in 2020 remodels all the Bars on Duval and Sunset and Vine into iMac 
Computer labs, advanced Star Wars Mac Labs selling G5 invention spin offs. 



10-30-2020 The Gas and Oil Industry will be shuttered in 2020; Gas Stations will be 
sold to Apple and Amazon for iMac Computer Labs with Comcast Business Fiber. 
Verizon will install the 5G Super Speed cells. 

Secret Inventions will be the Title of this Amazon Kindle. 

Secret GE ice box with a Cube of Solid Hydrogen, is a secret invention! 

10-30-2020 Solid Hydrogen Cubes will be installed in 2021. "New York brewers 
often used ice harvested from the Hudson River. But by 1887, a landmarks 
commission report notes, maps showed that an ice machine had been installed on 
the second floor of the machine house." 

Secret Inventions will be the Title of this Amazon Kindle. 

10-30-2020 1 million are without electricity for the 'ice box' from Hurricanes just in 
the USA Today. The Bacon and Eggs will have already gone bad. Solid Hydrogen 
Cubes will be installed in 2021 all sizes and many accessories to come. 

Spin Off of Secret Inventions from a solid cube of Hydrogen, all Top Secret Today! 

10-30-2020 .99 cents profit on each $1 Beer; The William Ulmer Brewery complex, 
which was designated a city landmark in 2010, is a largely intact remnant of an era 
when as many as 45 breweries operated in Brooklyn, many concentrated in the 
heavily German areas of Bushwick and Williamsburg. The district was favored by 
German brewers in part because .99 cents profit on each $1 Beer. 

10-30-2020 Brewery office at 31 Belvidere Street is on the market, through Nathan 
Horne of Compass, for $3.99 million, a whisker less than 100 times what Ms. 
Schachner paid $40K. 



10-30-2020 "3,500 artifacts related to the K.G.B., the Soviet Union’s intelligence 
agency and secret police. “My daughter and I have invested a lot of work, energy, 
heart and many years of collecting artifacts,” Mr. Urbaitis wrote in an email on 
Tuesday." 

10-30-2020 "3,500 iPad Air's in a warehouse like space in Chelsea near the Apple 
NYC Store. Hell no KGB spy tools invented. Julius Urbaitis and Agne Urbaityte, 
father and daughter curators of the K.G.B. Spy Museum, in the interrogation 
room. The museum, shut since March, is closing for good. The 3,500 iPad Air's 
were killed by the modern KGB in Moscow for Nerve Agent Recipes and Missions. 

KGB Mission to arm everyone in Moscow with an iPad Air... 

10-30-2020 K.G.B. Espionage Museum, which opened less than two years ago, is 
closing permanently!! 

10-30-2020 The KGB Windmill Car Museum is open in Moscow. The 
"International Spy Museum" in DC also objected to the K.G.B. museum’s use of a 
“.org” web address. No one objected to the Diesel Mercedes fleet owned by all spy 
agency's. 

10-30-2020 "In 2014, Mr. Urbaitis founded another K.G.B. museum, called the 
Atomic K.G.B. Bunker, in a former nuclear fortification in Lithuania. That 
museum, he said, will now be his focus." 

10-30-2020 KGB MD's will be the focus of Greg's Amazon Kindle after I marry 4 



Yale MD Women and invite a Pink Russian KGB MD to Chat on Zoom. 

10-30-2020 "3,500 iPad Air's in a Amazon warehouse fully loaded with Acrobat's 
Amazons version of InventBook, Rx Recipes hacked by the State Dept and CIA's 
Pink Women. Ready to ship soon as Trump's Oil Sanctions are lifted. 

10-30-2020 Trick in Win 10 Blue Screen of Death World Wide; "Malaria, spread 
by mosquitoes, especially during rainy months, kills 400,000 people a year in 2020." 

10-30-2020 

https://www.nextplatform.com/2020/10/19/national-lab-supercomputing-sites-pick-
sambanova-for-ai-system-dance/ 

This is what the Yale Key West Medical School will have for Diagnosis of every 
patient. Who would order, give the orders for this for West Point Medical School? 

AI accelerators for WindmillCar accessories like F-35 radar and iPhone 12 Pro 



Max iDash Cam and iTickets. Drivers license and license plates all GPS. 

Paris Cartoons of the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars racing... to Mecca $$$ 

Paris Cartoons of the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars racing... to Mecca $$$ 



Amazon needs to put these Heavy Lift Helicopter on Sale for Amazon Prime Days!! 



Amazon needs to put these Heavy Lift Helicopter on Sale for Amazon Prime Days!! 

New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here



New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here



New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here

Bill and Melinda Gates are ‘Amazing, Isn’t They?’ Grammar checker on iMac's! 

Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz are two of the Bounty Hunters who Killed the King of 
Sweden's Nobels! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

Greg's New Book On Amazon Kindle; 'Secret Trillions - WindmillCars' ----------- 
Click Here $$$



Greg's New Book On Amazon Kindle; 'Secret Trillions - WindmillCars' ----------- 
Click Here $$$

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's



2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages

Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here **************



YouTube Movie night TV Tonight CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue 
Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 



YouTube Movie night TV Tonight CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue 
Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 

Sellers have pictures of the island house of course, windfall is underwater pictures 



of the Fishing! 

Hurricane Fishing with Underwater Robots, cameras are waterproof iPhone 12 Pro 
Max 





10-29-2020 Halloween for Kids: Out of Character This Year, trick-or-treating with 
the Yale MD at the Presidents Bed Side tricking him with cardiac arrest sudden 
death iPad Air Rx Cartoons and Brain Cancer from 5G waves. Gravity of the next 
trick or treat in the Winds of a Stimulus for Kids is Star Wars IP invention projects 
on Amazon Prime 1 click they can order for a Halloween Nobel Prize lost by the 
President of the USA for his little Girl Ivanka! 

10-29-2020 Halloween for Kids: Out of Character This Year is the Presidents 
Daughter Ivanka knowing Kids will never get hit by a Bus or Car with F-35 Radar 
on all cars and roads. 

10-29-2020 Kids will never get hit by a Bus on Halloween Eve. Motivation to get 
this Radar installed on the Bus got hit by F-35 Fighter Pilots over Syria Oil Fields. 



Halloween; Halloween's Drone Strike Cheers in the Haunted House for Children. 
Audio and video of Drone Strikes and Cheers to scare the Hell out of Children. 

Kids will never get hit by a Bus on Halloween Eve. Motivation to get this Radar 
installed on the Bus got hit by F-35 Fighter Pilots over Syria Oil Fields. 



10-29-2020 Reading the NY Times or watching CBS Nightly News the day after 
Halloween you might think no kids on Halloween Eve were hit by a bus! 

10-29-2020 “Sometimes we assume in neuroscience or animal behavior, there’s only 
one way of doing it,” After reading the NY Times and Watching the CBS Nightly 
News you might think no kids on Halloween Eve were hit by a bus ever! There has 
to be one way to go viral, when the bus without F-35 radar hit a trick or treater in 
front of the NY Times or CBS Election Studio at Times Square NYC. 

10-29-2020 Oil and Gas money bought advanced weapons drones and Missiles from 
President Trump... when she needs F-35 Radar on her bus! Subway in NYC. 



10-29-2020 Ivanka knows all those who stifled F-35 Radar on all Cars, Mary 
Trump will put them in her next Tell All Amazon Kindle. 

10-29-2020 French Embassy in Saudi Arabia said in a statement that a security 
guard at the French Consulate in the city of Jeddah was attacked by a knife-
wielding assailant!! 

10-29-2020 Mawlid festivities, which celebrate the birthday of the Prophet 
Muhammad. 

10-29-2020 USA Wedding to 4 MD Wife's and Birthday Party Giving them all a 
Windmill Porsche!! 

10-29-2020 All Saints Day: 1 November 2020 Day of the Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCar Driven, Raced by Saints! Sinner's race the Diesel Mercedes War 
Machine made in Berlin in 2020. Oil Terrorists! 

10-29-2020 Over 6 Billion Feared Dead After Typhoon Molave Slams Into 
Vietnam! 



10-29-2020 7 Billion Jewish Aliens at Sirius; Ultra-Orthodox Jews’ Greatest 
Strength is the Dr. Rabbi MD PhD selling Exodus to Sirius via Einstein Apps at the 
Apple Store. Learning Curve is spelled out how long it will take Ultra-Orthodox 
Jews to get their Doctor Degree. Einstein Stimulus Check from the Dr. Rabbi MD 
PhD. Spin off inventions and Nobels from E=mc2 an Apple Store app! 

10-29-2020 Dr. Einstein is the Brain Surgeon for Ultra-Orthodox Jews! Who's kids 
will all become Elite Brain Surgeons! Growth hormones from Einsteins Math. 

10-29-2020 Einstein's End of Time and the Time Change Sunday. Jews will change 
their speculations on CERN particles that make up Gravity, Quarks. And Particles 
or Waves that make Time. God is Great. 

10-29-2020 Windmill Porsche Festivities in Paris and Saudi Arabia, will put a end 
to Diesel Terrorists and birth defects. 

10-29-2020 Deadly Knife Attack in Nice, France today! 3 killed. 2 inside Notre 
Dame basilica in Nice. 

10-29-2020 Picture of Paris Lawmakers, Lawyers, Everyone in this picture knows 
about the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCar! If all these Lawmakers in Paris 
were clones of Pasteur the Rabid Dog Oil Men would be the terrorists arrested. 



10-29-2020 Picture of Paris Lawmakers, Lawyers, Everyone in this picture knows 
about the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCar! If all these Lawmakers in Paris 
were clones of Pasteur the Rabid Dog Oil Men would be the terrorists arrested. 

10-29-2020 Cat Woman's President with his Oil and Gas money bought advanced 
weapons drones and Missiles from President Trump... when she needs cat food and 
iPad Air's. 



10-29-2020 Cat Woman's President with his Oil and Gas money bought advanced 
weapons drones and Missiles from President Trump... when she needs cat food and 
iPad Air. 

10-29-2020 Notre-Dame basilica in Nice, France, on Thursday, today 3 killed by 
knife armed Muslim Man 2 in the Church and 1 at nearby bar, screaming God is 
Great for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues $$$ 



10-29-2020 At least two other stabbing attacks were also reported in France Today. 

10-29-2020 "Azerbaijan is at war with Armenia, Women were out shopping, men 
were filling their cars at the gas station." Cluster bombs were on the Winds not 
WindmillCars. Warriors in the Winds world wide. 

10-29-2020 "Porsche WindmillCar Owners are at War with Oil Men's Winds, 
Wounded Warriors" World Wide racing Windmill Cars! 

10-29-2020 "Wounded Soul's" just knowing about the Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCars should have been bought along with iPad Air's for millions instead 
of advanced drone and missile weapons. Trillions and Trillions of dollars for 
advanced drone and missiles in the last decade sold by Trump Oil Company. 

10-29-2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCar's since Before the disintegration of the 
Soviet Union. 

10-29-2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCar's since Before the disintegration of the 
Soviet Union. 



10-29-2020 Soviet Union Russians, would have fired up the Porsche WindmillCars; 
the rockets were fired from a Russian-made Smerch multiple-rocket system and 
unleashed cluster bomblets taking out 100,000 Porsche WindmillCars! 

10-29-2020 "There is military only, no civilians. No Military Generals who want to 
race a Porsche WindmillCar around Times Square and Swiss Mountains! Drive 
into Bank of America and withdraw all the Oil Money. Trillions and Trillions the 
Oil Men will spend on more and more advanced drones and Missiles. 

10-29-2020 How the cause of the crash how Oil Men's Generals spent trillions and 
trillions on advanced drones and Missiles for decades and decades driving by the 
Cat Woman feeding the stray cat and Doctoring the run over cat. 

10-29-2020 Porsche WindmillCar drive 12 years ago by; After 12 Years, Arrest 
Made in Abduction of Former Times Journalist David Rohde. Who ever sent David 
Rohde to Afghanistan war instead of sending Dave to the Porsche Dealership in the 
USA will be on the front page of the Times seated in Dave's Windmill Porsche. 
Shock and Awe of this picture and the caption below it. Mr. Rohde declined to 
comment on the news of Mr. Najibullah’s arrest or the 2014 and 2020 Porsche 
WindmillCars! 

10-29-2020 Dave did stop by the Porsche Dealership. 



10-29-2020 2020 Porsche WindmillCar not one 12 years old for William F. Sweeney 
Jr., the head of the F.B.I.’s New York office, said he will race around Time Square 
and the NY Times building. Thrilled with a 2020 Porsche WindmillCars!! 

10-29-2020 William F. Sweeney Jr., the head of the F.B.I.’s New York office has 
ordered a 2021 Porsche WindmillCar with advanced F-35 radar and iPhone 12 Pro 
Max iDash Cam and he will never get any iTickets most likely. 

10-29-2020 In 2014, the group claimed responsibility for the killing of Nils Horner, 
a Swedish journalist in Kabul. 

10-29-2020 2014 Porsche WindmillCar was test driven by the King of Sweden in 
Secret. A war crime. 

10-29-2020 FBI's Closing Arguments on the 2020 Porsche WindmillCar's!! Hear 
Mecca from the NYC gas station, God is Great for Riches beyond belief. 1 Million 
New Mosque and gas stations in 2020. No New Porsche WindmillCars for the FBI. 

10-29-2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCar's will bring Strong Winds, Rain, Surge 
of 1,001 spin off invention accessories diesel Mercedes engineers in Berlin will face 
arrest by the FBI and Cardiac Arrest from a Oil and Gas Mans lifestyle and 
culture. 



10-29-2020 Key West; Zeta, is the fifth major storm to hit Louisiana this year, 
coming as yet another blow late in a long and punishing hurricane season that has 
wrought billions of dollars in devastation in the state and left many residents worn 
out. 

10-29-2020 Knocking out Power to the Ford and Porsche WindmillCars that plug 
into all Habitat for Humanity Homes in Louisiana. After making landfall near the 
fishing village of Cocodrie, La., around 4 p.m. local time, the storm quickly moved 
northeast through New Orleans and along the Mississippi coast, knocking out 
power to more than 500,000 people in Louisiana alone. 

10-29-2020 GE engineers knocking out power to more than 500,000 people in 
Louisiana alone. 

10-29-2020 GE Windmill Turbines knocking out WindmillCars, 5,000,000. Just in 
the USA. 

10-29-2020 Senators taking Medical Terminology grin. 'Offensive and 
embarrassing': Senators struggle to pronounce Google CEO Sundar Pichai's name 
correctly. Hooked on Phonics was priced out of reach for Senators to buy this for 
Halloween 2020. iPad Air that goes along with Hooked on Phonics too. Advanced 
weapons were bought on Halloween for their kids. 



10-29-2020 Senators Failed Stimulus of the Ford and Porsche WindmillCars, and 
the Yale Key West Medical School. 

10-29-2020 Key West vote on Carnival Cruise Ships, only the 2 White men at 1984 
HQ will vote on the Key West Hospital Ships. 

10-29-2020 FBI warns of attacks on Hospitals leaving out the Yale Key West 
Medical School Hospitals. Most Star Wars authentic of any Hospital World Wide! 

10-29-2020 Over 6 Billion Feared Dead After Typhoon Molave Slams Into 
Vietnam! 

10-28-2020 Trump the Land Shark, Hemmingway Today at the Hemingway House 
Writing Class wins another Nobel with Trump is the Old Man and the Sea 
character fighting off the Cat Woman and her meowing cat wanting some fish. 

10-28-2020 Doctors have the Elite Skills for Heart Transplants; How far will 
Trump go to cut in front of the line for a Heart Transplant next year 2021 on 
election Day? 



10-28-2020 Next year 2021 on election Day will Trump get a Heart Transplant... 

10-28-2020 Read My Wikipedia Entry on the Learning Curve to Mastering Heart 
Transplants on the internet then on iPad Air Apps at the Apple Store. Which 
Doctor will you pick to do your Heart Transplant. 

10-28-2020 MIT Halloween Apps at the Apple Store, Boston Mass; you can’t go 
trick-or-treating Harvard and MIT Apple Store Apps for Kids working on the 
Nobel Prize Treats. Traditionally this year. A number of towns have taken a strong 
stance and prohibited, officially curtailed the Halloween tradition. The Boston 
Globe iPad Air Apps at the Apple Store trick or treats for Halloween are all candy 
at the front door. Tricks no Apps Treats. 



Cat Woman's President with his Oil and Gas money bought advanced weapons 
drones and Missiles from President Trump... when she needs cat food and iPad Air. 

10-28-2020 Cat Woman and her cat need the Sharks Wash Up on Beaches, Stabbed 
by Swordfish later caught by Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines for Fishing for Cat 
Mom's and her Cat. 

10-28-2020 "Trump is the Land Shark" with the sword that beheaded the Ford 
WindmillCar fish feast in Key West and NYC. Scientists know little about the 
Sharks behavior. Or about swordfish in general, despite how plentiful they are in 
restaurants and Law suits, for the Land Sharks like Trump. 



10-28-2020 Trump the Land Shark, Hemmingway Today at the Hemingway House 
Writing Class wins another Nobel with Trump is the Old Man and the Sea 
character fighting off the Cat Woman and her meowing cat wanting some fish. 

10-28-2020 Crime-scene today is the Cat Mom's Picture, Land Shark and Sword 
Fish are in a Ocean of Oil for the Money to feed on. 



10-28-2020 Trump the Land Shark, Scientists searching for these rare incidents 
also want to hear from the public. Hemingway Today in Key West at the 
Hemingway House Writing Class wins another Nobel with Trump is the Old Man 
and the Sea character fighting off the Cat Woman and her meowing cat wanting 
some fish. "Old Man and the Sea" won Hemingway the Nobel. If the Hemingway 
House Writing Class was open with Apple Store apps on Sharks and Sword Fish 
another Nobel would be written in Key West Today. This Shark was lost. Hear the 
cat's meow!! 

Halloween; Halloween's Drone Strike Cheers in the Haunted House for Children. 
Audio and video of Drone Strikes and Cheers to scare the Hell out of Children. 



10-28-2020 MIT Halloween Apps at the Apple Store, A woman was seriously 
injured Tuesday after she was hit by a car in the breakdown lane of Interstate 95 in 
Massachusetts in an incident that police believe was domestic assault. 

10-28-2020 ‘Presidential Malpractice’ Over Covid-19 Over Ivanka dying from 
Breast Cervix Ovary Cancer. 

10-28-2020 Learning Curve to Mastering E=mc2 and becoming Dr. Rabbi MD PhD 
needs the Stimulus Check of Trillions and trillions of dollars from the oil and gas 
Mad Men who's only Exodus is Endless Wars inventing advanced drones and 
missiles not Gravity Engine Cars! 



10-28-2020 Get Creative on Halloween; Porsche WindmillCar Treats for all, like 
Health Care for All. All Paid for by Oil and Gas Madmen Haunted by spending 
$777 Trillion on Advanced Weapons, drones and Missiles, USS Jimmy Carter Nuke 
Subs. Horror of 40 Nukes on 100 Subs. 

10-28-2020 Horror!! 1.5 Million New Yorkers Eat at the Catholic Church Food 
Bank when oil and gas wealth built up the military, purchasing advanced weapons 
and sent officers for NATO-standard training. 

Cat Woman's President with his Oil and Gas money bought advanced weapons 
drones and Missiles from President Trump. A war crime in Times of Windmill 
Ford and Porsche Cars. 

Cat Woman and her cat need the Sharks Wash Up on Beaches, Stabbed by 
Swordfish later caught by Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines for Fishing for Cat 
Mom's and her Cat. 



10-28-2020 Horror!! Inside N.Y.C.’s Insanely Loud Car Culture and War Culture 
in the Age of Ford and Porsche WindmillCars! 

10-28-2020 Get Creative about Working in Space, the Universe is Haunted with 
Aliens, most are at Sirius! 

10-28-2020 Absurd spending of Oil and Gas Revenues by the Ruling Class on 
Advanced Weapons, Drones and Missiles after decades of President Jimmy Carters 
marriage to Rosalynn and no Porsche WindmillCar gift to a wife of 50 years. A 
War Crime! 

10-28-2020 Paris Cartoons of the 700 beheaded in the streets of Mecca the last 
decade were censored by the Paris Ruling Class and the News Paper editors. 
"Muslim Countries Denounce French Response to Killing of Teacher, Urge 
Boycott" 

10-28-2020 Absurd Homicidal Peanut Plantation Owners in Georgia, Russian not 
Georgia, USA. Scare People! How this Halloween plans on making haunted House 
our Habit for Humanity filled with the sounds of Drone Strike Cheers, yes the Kids 
Cheer helped from Wounded Warriors living the future generations of Drone 
Strikes, horror on Halloween 3030. 



10-28-2020 Azerbaijan’s president, Ilham Aliyev, is showing no signs of slowing 
down, and the country is gripped with war fever. 

10-28-2020 Azerbaijan is gripped with war fever, rest of the World Leaders 
Presidents have Oil Money Fever in their War over the Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCars Racing ups and down the Swiss Mountains never having a head on 
collision with F-35 Radar on all WindmillCars and roads. Still the Oil Men 
Warriors kill a Million WindmillCar drivers every day in this War. 

10-28-2020 “It’s logical that Azerbaijan wanted to start this, not the Armenians, 
who merely want the status quo,” 

10-28-2020 Status of the Caspian Sea Heavy Lift Helicopter Fishing Fleet fueled by 
Windmill Helicopters is on hold at Star Wars! Drones and Missiles were built by 
Oil Men not Heavy lift Helicopter Fishing Fleets. Warriors Mental illness in text 
books needs to be update by the 1 million new Doctors. 

10-28-2020 Status; Russia has been a crucial presence backing Armenia. It 
supported Armenia in the original conflict, maintains two military bases in the 
country and has provided drones and missiles not a Heavy Lift Helicopter Fleet 
fishing in the Caspian Sea. Crazy Russians! 

10-28-2020 Windmill Car's Ford and Porsche Status Quo want to Start Their 
Engines, drive to Aliens at the Nearby Stars. Start Star Wars! 



10-28-2020 Status quo of Caspian Sea fishing fleets in ships vs Star Wars Heavy 
Lift Helicopter Fishing Fleets, home every night by 6 pm warm inside Heavy Lift 
Helicopters fishing with robots like the Ford Assembly lines. 

10-28-2020 Yes, United Nations Security Council sold advanced weapons not 
Fishing with Heavy Lift Helicopters. 

10-28-2020 Yes, United Nations Security Council; Mourning the death of Anar 
Isakli, a 23-year-old soldier in the Azerbaijani Army. The conflict has killed 
thousands of troops and more than 100 civilians. 

10-28-2020 Status. oil and gas wealth to build up the military, purchasing advanced 
weapons and sending officers for NATO-standard training in Turkey. 

10-28-2020 1.5 Million New Yorkers Eat at the Catholic Church Food Bank when 
oil and gas wealth built up the military, purchasing advanced weapons and sent 
officers for NATO-standard training. 

10-28-2020 N.Y.C. Times Square billboards pair Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner 
with Advanced Weapons Drones and Missiles vs Ford and Porsche WindmillCars. 
Ivanka wants to sue, who? 

Cat Woman's President with his Oil and Gas money bought advanced weapons 
drones and Missiles from President Trump. A war crime in Times of Windmill 
Ford and Porsche Cars. 



Cat Woman's President with his Oil and Gas money bought advanced weapons 
drones and Missiles from President Trump. A war crime in Times of Windmill 
Ford and Porsche Cars. 

10-28-2020 Turkey’s main source of natural gas, was also hugely important. Not the 
Cat Woman!! 

10-28-2020 Putin of Russia said on Thursday that each side had already lost more 
than 2,000 soldiers in less than a month of fighting. 



10-28-2020 Status quo of Caspian Sea fishing fleets in ships vs Star Wars Heavy 
Lift Helicopter Fishing Fleets 

10-28-2020 Yes, United Nations Security Council resolutions and basic principles 
agreed to in previous negotiations about how much Oil Revenues money Mecca gets 
from $4 gas sold in Miami, Cuba. UN greened Iran can not sell its oil. No Cuban 
MD's can work in the Amazon Jungles in the Jungle Clinics, though a million will 
die this week no one can sue Trump for sanctions on Cuban MD's in the Amazon 
Jungles. 

10-28-2020 UN miscalculations wrecking the Ford and Porsche WindmillCars! 

10-28-2020 1 Million dead from exhaust, kids on Halloween Night look at the UN's 
web page on exhaust from the traffic and draw a cartoon on their iPad Air. Special 
Olympics birth defect kid have been unfunded and sanctioned from the UN and 
Trump Towers as 1K marching into Trump Towers would lose the Election for 
Trump. Hell there is a Church filled with birth defected kids from exhaust just in 
Key West. 

10-28-2020 Pope Francis and his Cardinals miscalculations in counting the birth 
defects from exhaust, will exhaust the Catholic Church of all its Blood Money from 
King Salman. 

10-28-2020 Sue the Hell out of them... Cartoons from birth defected kids on their 



iPad Air. 

10-28-2020 Cartoons in the NY Times on the Front page from birth defected kids, 
killed! 

10-28-2020 Pfizer C.E.O. All but Rules Out Halloween Trick or Treats Penicillin 
Rx Recipe for the kids working on an iPad Air on Halloween Night with Apple 
Store Apps to get more treats than tricks going door to door in a unsafe 
neighborhood with felons who just held up the Exxon Mobil gas station and are 
cover in blood from suckering punching a women pulling in for gas out of spite for 
Trump Oil Company instead of Trump Porsche Windmill Car Company. 

10-28-2020 Halloween iPad Air has this trick for kids to master, Some Covid 
Survivors Have Antibodies That Attack the Body, not Virus. 

10-28-2020 WindmillCar's Roots of War: When Armenia Talked Tough, 
Azerbaijan Took Action. Generals took no actions to prevent 100's of Wounded 
Warriors many who will not be able to drive the 2020 Porsche WindmillCars. A 
war crime. 

10-28-2020 Oil is Why an Afghan Political Crisis Derailed Payments to War 
Victims 

10-28-2020 Oil is Why there are War Victims and Pink Women Tortured as there is 
a decades old Crisis at 1984 HQ. 



10-28-2020 US Troops feel the losses in the Syrian Oil Fields,come home to exhaust 
from the double cab long bed diesel trucks the Commanding Officers bough for 
their bonus. No iMac Pro no thoughts of even thinking about working on a Rx 
Recipe. Just Drive your Super Duty over sized Diesel pickup up and down Duval 
stopping at a bar here and there. iPad Air is for Girl Scouts no Wounded Warriors 
who guarded the Syrian Oil Fields for the Generals. 

10-28-2020 1 Million Cuban Doctors MD's are the Plans not Bidens; Biden’s Plans 
for Latin America: End ‘Bully Dictating Policy’ 

10-28-2020 Paris Cartoons of the 700 beheaded in the streets of Mecca the last 
decade were censored by the Paris Ruling Class and the News Paper editors. 
"Muslim Countries Denounce French Response to Killing of Teacher, Urge 
Boycott" 

10-28-2020 UN Human Rights Commission got Oil Revenue blood money for not 
making new about the beheaded 700 in the last decade in the streets of Mecca so 
Muslims started to behead people in the Streets of Paris too. Rich as Mecca is they 
think they are immune to the Paris Ruling class over who they behead in the streets 
of Paris. 

10-28-2020 ‘Presidential Malpractice’ Over Covid-19 Over Ivanka dying from 
Breast Cervix Ovary Cancer. 

10-28-2020 Conscientious objectors must be allowed to work on Nobels in Physics 
for a Star Wars Age. Iron Age, Bronze Age, Oil Age, Star Wars Aliens Wars. 



10-28-2020 Red Meat; Colon Cancer Screening Should Start Earlier, at Age 45, 
U.S. Panel Says. 

10-28-2020 NYC No motive for the killing, one of three domestic violence killings 
recorded in New York City in the last 10 days. Forty-five people had been killed in 
acts of domestic violence as of Oct. 18, compared with 56 by the same day last year, 
according to the most recent police statistics. The same day next year 2021 another 
50 dead women from domestic violence in NYC. Year after year and the Motive is 
not in the NY Times but in our times of Oil and Gas and no Polygamous Marriages 
but for Muslims. Muslims domestic violence deaths are not reported by the NY 
Times in NYC. 

10-28-2020 Heart Transplants; 560 people in New York City were killed in 
domestic violence incidents from 2010 to 2018. 5K women were attacked pulling 
into a NYC gas station during a hold up. 

10-27-2020 "7 Billion People all displaced from All other parts of the Universe" by 
Never ending Wars Wonder About the New Supreme Court with Dr. Amy MD 
Heart Transplant Surgeon and Brain Surgeon, grin. 

10-27-2020 Dr. Amy MD will be doing Heart Transplants at the New Supreme 
Court Today her first day on the job. First Supreme Court Justice to get a Heart 
Transplant...  



10-27-2020 Dr. Amy MD will be doing Heart Transplants at the New Supreme 
Court Today! 

10-27-2020 New Supreme Court with Dr. Amy MD will hear the Case filed by High 
School Teachers not wanting to let in the MD's Cadaver's. Virginia Military 
Institute agrees to teach Medical School Class on Dissection. West Point too. 

Amy looking into the Apple Store with her girl friends, Stimulus Checking iPad 
Air's! 

Amy looking into the Apple Store with her girl friends, Stimulus Checking iPad 
Air's! 

10-27-2020 Conscientious objectors must be allowed to serve CERN God Particles 
to defend Star Wars Aliens from the Military Teachings at West Point. CERN is 
not a West Point Class Today. NASA water is on the Moon and Star Wars Aliens 
are at the Nearby Stars. Mostly likely Aliens are at Sirius. Too far for the Military 
to Care. 



10-27-2020 Conscientious Start Another New West Point Class; "I had a double 
mastectomy. I lost part of my body and being a woman, but he sees me as 
beautiful." Chaos of War and Chaos of the War on Cancer not fought by West 
Point Generals guarding the Syrian Oil Fields today. 

10-27-2020 Doctors at the Yale Key West Medical School Dread Treating the 
Supreme Court Justice for Cancer and Heart Attacks without Star Wars 
Technology. The IBM Watson Supercomputer AI Simulations, art of the Diagnosis 
today not tomorrow. Sue IBM for no Star Wars AI Dr. Watson MD 
Supercomputers in the Hospitals. Dr's Office, Urgent Care Clinics. 



Amy's Vote for this at Halloween; Halloween's Drone Strike Cheers in the Haunted 
House for Children. Audio and video of Drone Strikes and Cheers to scare the Hell 
out of Children. 

10-27-2020 Advanced Micro Devices; Advanced MD Devices a Start Up Company 
that will be written up in the NY Times. Advanced MD Devices will be listed on 
Amazon Prime 1 Click under IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors. 

10-27-2020 Stimulus Check for $777 Trillion dollars, from $4 Gas since Jimmy 
Carter married OPEC! 



10-27-2020 Stimulus Check for 1 Million new Medical School Students will be 
written by Lawyers who sue Doctors for not being able to cure her Breast Cancer 
with a Miracle Rx Penicillin. Brain Dead Lawyers from drinking Russian Vodka 
and expensive French Wine with no Pink Warning Labels. 

10-27-2020 Stimulus book and Movie; "Trump Sex Cult" will be the title of the 
next tell all book by Mary Trump! 

10-27-2020 Giving Rx Recipe Workers their Stimulus Check; checking up on the 
odds of getting a Miracle Penicillin for Cancers and the Virus Plague. CBS Nightly 
News tonight at election HQ Studio in NYC. 

10-27-2020 Riyadh condemned all acts of terrorism regardless of the perpetrators, 
in an apparent Get Out of Jail Free for all the 100's of fiery wrecks we pass in 
traffic every day that would not happen if the 2020 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCars were not sanctioned by Trump Oil Company. 

10-27-2020 Kerry; President Xi Jinping had argued that 1 Million new BP Oil, 
Exxon Mobil gas stations were going to be built in China every year no matter how 
many head on collisions and fiery wrecks were collected in the traffic statistics. NY 
Times never reports on gas station hold ups in China or NYC. Statistics are not 
printed. 



10-27-2020 Kerry; President Xi Jinping had argued that 1 Million new Yale Key 
West Medical School Students and 100 New Hospital Ships. No Hospital Ships have 
been built by Xi, None, No Fishing Ships have been built by Xi. 

10-27-2020 Kerry's 2020 Porsche WindmillCar's; John F. Kerry served as U.S. 
secretary of state from 2013 to 2017 in the Obama administration and was a United 
States senator from Massachusetts from 1985 to 2013. 

10-27-2020 YouTube videos of gas station hold ups don't go viral on CBS Nightly 
News, now back in NYC at Election HQ Studio. 

10-27-2020 Unlike Kerry's Yale every Grad from Yale Key West Medical School 
will have the Skills to do a Heart Transplant. And pull Wisdom Teeth. 

10-27-2020 President Trump mocked the first Woman MD with Breast Cancer as a 
President of the USA with Other Universe Tweets than Trumps!! Senator Kamala 
Harris during a rally in Pennsylvania on Monday and said, “She will not be the 
first woman president — you can’t let that happen.” First Women MD with Breast 
Cancer you can't let that happen there must be a Rx Penicillin Miracle Drug for 
Cancers years before this Pink Woman MD is President of the USA. Ivanka could 
help make this Penicillin if she turns from Dr. Trumps wrong Rx written in the air 
not on a new iPad Air. 



10-27-2020 Texas and Oil Money Addiction's, worst No Texas Oil Money spent on 
MD's 

10-27-2020 Texas Oil Money should have been spent to be a SuperSpreader of Yale 
Key West Medical School Students and Double the number of Medical School 
Students in every Medical School World Wide, even Cuba. Did Cuba double the 
number of Medical School students admitted in 2020, Hell No! Why, they didn't 
think to use this tactic in the War on Cancer and diseases the Jews must cure 
before they can Drive into the Universe with their Exodus to Sirius. 

10-27-2020 The Jewish Rabbi will hire 7K Cuban MD's when the Jewish Rabbis get 
a windfall of $7 trillion dollars from 9/11 Saudi Terrorists. 

10-27-2020 Trump and Kerry's targeting of Yale Key West Medical School MD's a 
“reprehensible act.” A War Crime! 

10-27-2020 Pakistan; there are currently 1,200 Baluch officers and at least 25,000 



Baluch soldiers in the ranks of the Pakistan Army, which counts more than a half-
million active duty personnel. 

10-27-2020 There are currently Zero MD's at Yale Key West Medical School 
thanks to the sanctions on the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars by Trump Oil 
Company in Pakistan's Baluchistan’s wealth of minerals, oil and natural gas. To 
pay for a million man Army not 1 Million MD's needed in Pakistan and the USA. 

10-27-2020 Paris Halloween 2020; A Teacher, Beheaded on the streets of Paris! His 
Killers Riches from Mecca, Mecca also Beheaded a Teacher in Public this Week, 70 
beheadings in public this year more than one a week. Paris Ruling Class Oil Men 
look at 52 weeks of French Men beheaded in the Streets of Paris and the Failure of 
French Ruling Class Oil Men to Stop 70 beheadings in 2021 in Mecca in public. 
Failure of the Ruling Class Oil men in Paris and Mecca. Halloween in Mecca 
Cartoon 70 Teachers Beheaded for crimes against Allah. Crime of the French 
Ruling Class Oil Men in a Cartoon will have to wait for the next 2021 iPad Air. 

10-27-2020 The coronavirus was gathering lethal speed when President Trump met 
his Brazilian counterpart, Jair Bolsonaro, on March 7 for dinner at Mar-a-Lago. 

10-27-2020 Mr. Bolsonaro drove 10,000 Cuban doctors and nurses out of 
impoverished areas of Brazil, Ecuador, Bolivia and El Salvador. Many left without 
being replaced. hen they attacked killed the international agency most capable of 
fighting the virus — the Pan-American Health Organization, or PAHO — citing its 
involvement with the Cuban MD's. The White House Admiral MD's when along 
with this war crime. 



10-27-2020 “Make Brazil Great Again” At the Yale Key West Medical School sign 
in. 

10-27-2020 Trump Oil Company battle that shifted among many fronts, from 
Brasília to Miami, Cuba gas station hold ups sucker punching any women drivers 
pulling in for $4 gas as the robbers held up the gas station. 

10-27-2020 How Trump and Bolsonaro two presidents drove out 10,000 Cuban 
doctors and nurses. They defunded the region’s leading health agency. They 
wrongly pushed selling Oil as a cure that funds them $777 Trillion dollars when 
Ford and Porsche WindmillCars drive to a cure for Cuban Doctors and Nurses 
winning 1,001 Nobels in Medicine at the King of Sweden Palace not King Salman's 
Palace, no Nobels in Medicine from the Palace Doctors here. A War Crime. 

10-27-2020 Pink War and Oil Revenue Crimes part of the American-backed Free 
Syrian Army in the USA oil Fields of Sirius. $$$ 

10-27-2020 $$$ “Turkey pays all Turkey-backed rebels in Idlib via Faylaq Syria. 
$$$ 



10-27-2020 Turkey’s support for Azerbaijan against Armenia, a Russian ally 

10-27-2020 UN Support for the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars 

10-27-2020 Russian Fighter Jets “Attacking the HQ of Faylaq al-Sham is nothing 
ordinary,” 

10-27-2020 Several million people live in the province, many of them displaced 
from other parts of Syria by the country’s nine-year civil war. 

10-27-2020 Several Billion 7 Billion People all displaced from other parts of the 
Universe and the Nearest Stars, Exodus Invention Projects in the decades since 
Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter sold gas for $4 a gallon instead of selling 1 Billion 
Ford and Porsche WindmillCars, a War Crime! 



10-27-2020 60 million people, mostly in small communities in the Amazon basin, 
many of whom had never before seen a doctor. Academic studies reported high 
levels of patient satisfaction and reduced infant mortality rates. The Pan-American 
Health Organization oversaw the Cuban doctors in Brazil and promoted their work 
as a model; 

10-27-2020 Several Billion 7 Billion People all killed by Trump Oil Company, 1 
billion never got to Trumps Doctors Office. Pink Women Ivanka helped dad 
murder. 

10-27-2020 War Crimes, State Department pressured Ecuador, Bolivia and El 
Salvador until they expelled more than a thousand Cuban medical workers last 
year. 

10-27-2020 State Dept. agency with eradicating Pink Cancers, Hell No! Kerry has a 
editorial in the NY Times today and it has nothing to do with eradicating Pink 
Cancers from State Dept women. They will die on Kerry's Battlefields without a 
WindmillAmbulance. 

10-27-2020 Doctors Without Borders, will not cross the Pink Borders of Trump and 
Ivanka to win a Nobel in Medicine! Editorial in the NY Times on the diagnosis of 
the MD's at Doctors Without Borders who's Nobel in Medicine is a mirror of 
Jimmy Carters Nobel Peace Prize for our Habit for Humanity without Ford 
Windmill Cars! 



10-26-2020 Barrett Set to Be Confirmed to the Supreme Court. Judge Amy Coney 
Barrett’s confirmation drive to the Supreme Court in a Porsche WindmillCar! Her 
7 kids voted 7-0 for a Porsche WindmillCar too, grin. Yes 7 lawyers 0 Doctors! 

Mecca Children call them infidels 7 infidels! 

10-26-2020 Lawyers sue the Woman's MD for not having a Rx Antidote for 
Gamblers Virus a plague world wide super spreader is Trump at the Bahrain, 
Dubai Casino. 

Amy just won the Florida Lottery - PowerBall Jackpot... $777 Trillion $$$ thanks 
to Mecca's God is Great for $4 gas stations. 

10-26-2020 Barrett's Supreme Court will have to rule if her kids New Work Laptop 
can run the New version of Mac OS 'Pencillin' on all the worlds Win 10 PC's. Vote 
by Amy will affect 1 billion children, not just her 7 kids. This is not Peanuts at 
Jimmy Carter's Peanut and WindmillCar Plantation. Yes Jimmy Carter planted 
WindmillCars. 

PC running Mac OS 'Penicillin' Vote 8-4 

10-26-2020 Barrett's Supreme Court Stimulus Checks go out to 7 of Amy's kids... 
cost of a PC running Mac OS 'Penicillin' will be peanuts compared to iMac Pro 
loaded. 



PC running Mac OS 'Penicillin' Vote 8-4 

10-26-2020 Amy's Girl Hood Fantasy to Marry a Doctor MD and have 7 kids. Buy 
them all a Porsche when they graduate from Yale Key West Medical School. Know 
they will never fall asleep driving thanks to the Star Wars accessories built into the 
2020 Porsche WindmillCar. Lawsuits over falling asleep Driving a Porsche are very 
few. Sexy Porsche racing the streets of Paris will keep everyone awake, grin. Tires 
still squeal! 

Law suits over falling asleep Driving a Porsche are very few! 

Law suits over falling asleep Driving a Porsche are very few! 

10-26-2020 Amy's Vote to test all leaving the Bar's this Halloween; will save the life 
of a 14 year old girl! 

10-26-2020 Amy's Vote for this at Halloween; Halloween's Drone Strike Cheers in 
the Haunted House for Children. Audio and video of Drone Strikes and Cheers to 



scare the Hell out of Children. The lawsuit, which is seeking class status, also asks 
for a refund from Wounded Warrior's who built millions of Haunted House's on 
Halloween and will have these children kill millions in drone strikes when they are 
adults. A War Crime. 

10-26-2020 Gamblers Driving to the Supreme Court tomorrow; "Woman sues 
Apple for hosting 'gambling apps' after spending thousands on in-game currency 
$$$" 

Amy's Vote for this at Halloween; Halloween's Drone Strike Cheers in the Haunted 
House for Children. Audio and video of Drone Strikes and Cheers to scare the Hell 
out of Children. 



10-26-2020 Lawyers sue the Woman's MD for not having a Rx Antidote for 
Gamblers Virus a plague world wide super spreader is Trump at the Bahrain, 
Dubai Casino. 

10-26-2020 Gas Cars in In Madagascar, Endangering Supreme Justice of Ford 
WindmillCar's in Madagascar. Mad Men not just Macron in Paris Mad over a 
Teacher beheaded by a Moslem Mad about his new car gift before he got a French 
Driver's License. Lemurs Find a Private Refuge in Madagascar is the headlines in 
the NY Times not Gas Cars and Madness about Gas Cars from Paris to 
Madagascar. 

Sexy New Porsche WindmillCar's never made it into Print or out of the NY Times 
Garage... racing! 

10-26-2020 Madagascar's Sexy New Porsche WindmillCar's never made it into 



Print or out of the NY Times Garage, but one hopeful article on Printing, 20 million 
ballots for voters gassed the printing press the NY Times uses. Madagascar will 
print a million traffic tickets next year instead of the Sexy iTickets alert on the New 
Porsche WindmillCar's iPhone 12 Pro Mac iDash Cam. As Car Salesman and Cop 
in Madagascar when he drew a Cartoon on his iPad Air for the front page of the 
NY Times, a world away from those Mad about the Gas Car. 

10-26-2020 Pope Francis Appoints First Cardinal to Drive the Vatican 
WindmillCar in Public kept Secret for Decades by many many Pope's and 
Cardinals, a sin! Failure of the Pope to save the soul of the Cardinal's. Hell! 

10-26-2020 Catholics Empty the Sports Bars not on Orders from Pope Francis but 
on orders from God. 

10-26-2020 A Police Officer, a Football Coach, A sinner, who gave his Football 
Team Brain Cancer from Diesel instead of a Clean 2020 Ford WindmillCar 
Touchdown. A War Crime. 

10-26-2020 Conformation of Breast cancer by Amy Barrette, quite day in Green 
Bay cheering on its Packers at the Amazon Warehouse survivors of getting their 
breast cut off. 

10-26-2020 "A Teacher, His Killer and the Failure of French Money from Gas and 
Oil in Times of Porsche WindmillCar's for Teachers, clean Paris Air for Students. 
Abdoullakh Anzorov, 18, who grew up in France from age 6 and was the product of 
its public schools, rejected those principles in a horrific crime that shocked and 



enraged France. Offended by cartoons of the Prophet Muhammad shown in a class 
on free speech given by the teacher, Samuel Paty, 47, the teenager beheaded him a 
week ago with a long knife before being gunned down by the police." 

10-26-2020 Mr. Anzorov came back to Évreux. His father, who specialized in 
setting up security for construction sites and other businesses, was encouraging his 
son to join him, Mr. Ibragimov said. The father had recently bought his son a car, 
he added. “But he couldn’t drive it yet because he still hadn’t gotten his driver’s 
license,” Mr. Anzorov’s transformation appeared to have played out online, 
according to an analysis by the French news website Mediapart of a Twitter 
account that he created in June and that was deleted last week after his death. 

10-26-2020 Car he drove was not in the NY Times article; Mr. Anzorov, the 
Chechen teenager, traveled all the way from Évreux to Conflans-Sainte-Honorine, 
nearly 60 miles, to kill Mr. Paty. Cell calls were recorded as all cell calls are 
recorded as Snowden in Moscow leaked this Secret. Ms. Schnapper, the president 
of the Council of the Wise, said of Mr. Anzorov’s years in France’s public schools. 
“We’ll never know. But it’s a sign of failure.” He heard Mecca 5 times a day and 
saw its riches beyond belief on FaceBook, a failure of Macron's Ruling Class not to 
use the New Car fathers buy for their French Son's and Daughter's in 2020. A 
Porsche WindmillCar. 

Lawsuits over falling asleep Driving a Porsche are very few! 



Lawsuits over falling asleep Driving a Porsche are very few! 

10-26-2020 The Moslem Killers Twitter account that he created in June and that 
was deleted last week after his death. His posts on Twitter attacked a wide range of 
targets — from Jews to Christians to the rulers of Saudi Arabia. All his post were 
censored in this article by the NY Times. His medical records too. His Paris MD. 

10-26-2020 French WindmillCar's sanctioned by the Paris Elite, a attack on the 
very foundation of Paris!! Paris Oil Men with Trillions and Trillions of dollars 
shaping national identity that is the Diesel in the Air up in the Eiffel Tower, see the 
smog over Paris is the national identity of Paris Today. Beheaded by the King of 
Saudi Arabia for Gas Station Owners in Paris. 

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan of Turkey questioned Mr. Macron’s mental 
health about a beheading in the streets of Paris in 2020. 



10-26-2020 Macron’s Cartoons of Muslims; Muslim nations, including Kuwait and 
Qatar, have begun boycotting French goods in protest. President Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan of Turkey questioned Mr. Macron’s mental health for not using the 
French WindmillCar to win the War with Mecca's Riches beyond belief. Hell 
Pentagon spends $1 Billion dollars a day, Mecca earns $1 Trillion a Day from $4 
gas sold in Miami, Cuba. 

10-26-2020 Cartoons of the Prophet Muhammad driving a Porsche WindmillCar, 
racing through the streets of Paris like Tom Cruise in "FallOut!" 

10-26-2020 Jean-Pierre Obin, a former senior national education official, said that 
public schools played a leading role in “the cultural assimilation and political 
integration” 

10-26-2020 Jean-Pierre Obin, a former senior national education official, said that 
Macron plays a role in getting the Porsche WindmillCar Race around the streets of 
Paris. 

10-26-2020 Paris Catholic church, has been weakened, by Pope Francis taking $1 
Trillion in blood money from King Salman, he said. Paris-based think tank Institut 
Montaigne will write this Catholic History of Today's WindmillCars in Paris. As 
the Gravity Engine Car invented in Paris not the Vatican will cause God unrest in 
the streets of Paris and Rome. 



Amy's Vote for this at Halloween; Halloween's Drone Strike Cheers in the Haunted 
House for Children. Audio and video of Drone Strikes and Cheers to scare the Hell 
out of Children. 



10-26-2020 Mecca's children fail to assimilate into Paris Life because they are rich 
kids from Mecca. No reasoning to politely address teachers as “Madame” or 
“Monsieur.” as the Mecca Children call them infidels! 

10-26-2020 UN War's financed by $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot; Used 
Cars Are a Pollution Problem, U.N. Warns in today's NY Times. End news story on 
CBS Nightly News tonight used cars and old cars in Cuba. Every Halloween a 
Tractor flips in the Pumpkin Fields. Tractor Flips During Hayride in Illinois, 
Killing One and Injuring 17. 

10-26-2020 UN Used Car Sales; Kenya and Nigeria, more than 90 percent of cars 
bought today are secondhand imports diesel pick up trucks from the Navy guys in 
Key West. Exhaust pipes diesel winds fill the air of everyone on sidewalks kin 
Kenya and Key West. Exhaust such as fine particulate matter and nitrogen oxides, 
have been linked to increased risk of heart attacks, lung cancer. 



Lawsuits over falling asleep Driving a Porsche are very few! 

Law suits over falling asleep Driving a Porsche are very few! 

10-26-2020 UN aging cars with lots of wear and tear can be less safe to drive and 
more likely to crash. The report noted that countries with weak restrictions on 
imports, such as Nigeria or Zimbabwe, have particularly high rates of traffic 
deaths. 1.3 million traffic deaths world wide in 2020. 

10-26-2020 UN will not report on F-35 radar on all cars and roads even though they 
have written many many UN reports on this. 



10-26-2020 "UN 1 billion cars on the road globally. That number is projected to 
double by 2050, with much of the growth coming from sales of secondhand vehicles 
in lower-income countries. Transportation already accounts for one-quarter of 
humanity’s carbon-dioxide emissions, which are rapidly heating the planet. And in 
many African cities, cars and trucks have become a dominant source of outdoor air 
pollution, which already kills more than 3 million people worldwide each year." 

10-26-2020 UN exports of 2020 WindmillCars! Light Year Drive starts with the 
Exports of WindmillCars! 

10-26-2020 UN China Aims to End Extreme Poverty, but not by Driving 100 million 
2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCar's. But by building 1 million news gas stations 
in 2021. 

10-26-2020 UN China has no Aims to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine, but Cuba does 
once UN Sanctions on MD's are made public. 

10-26-2020 One Million New MD's in tomorrows NY Times front page Headlines. 
Walter Reed and all the VA Hospitals will help train then in Heart Transplant 
skills. 

10-25-2020 40,000 Skyscrapers in Dubai harvested from a Peanut Plantation Crop. 
Miracle Grow For Ford WindmillCars NYC, Trump Towers Dubai harvest virus 
positive! 



10-25-2020 40,000 Heart Transplants in Dubai harvested from "Mad Men!" The 
Apprentice Heart Transplant NBC TV show! 

10-25-2020 Pink Breast Cancer Torture and Deaths will go on for Decades no 
matter who is elected President of the USA - 'Cancers Penicillin' for the Mac OS 
run on all Win 10 computers will save all the Pink Women's Lives! 

10-25-2020 Halloween's Pink Particles that make up gravity are spooky! A Trick 
And Treat!! From God. On Pink iPad Air Tablets with Pink Particles, diesel Parts 
per billion too. Scare the Hell out of the Top Brass who only have tricks for little 
girls making cookies with Rx Recipes thanks to the New Apple Store Apps. Treats! 

10-25-2020 Halloween's Drone Strike Cheers in the Haunted House for Children. 
Football or a Drone Strike on a distant Oil Field, all for Haunted Money. Money 
Haunts the Cheers of Drone Strikes in a Taylor Swift Music Video for Halloween's 
Children. 



Now on your iPad Air Money Haunts the Cheers of Drone Strikes in a Taylor Swift 
Music Video for Halloween's Children. 



10-25-2020 GE is holding USA hostage to Saudi Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion. Iran 
held US hostage when Jimmy Carter could have driven the Porsche GE 
WindmillCar into History. Instead this rich kid Plantation Owner crashed the 
Porsche into a Tree. Drunk on masterminding $4 gas on the 4th of July USA. 
Mecca Riches beyond belief. 1 Million new Mosque and gas stations for Mecca 
Peanuts for Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter. No Skyscrapers for Habitat for Humanity 
single family homes. Skyscrapers in Dubai harvest from a Peanut Plantation in 
Georgia. 

10-25-2020 Warriors Virus infecting Pink Women Hostage's, holding off their 
Miracle Rx Penicillin Cure and Mac OS Penicillin run on all Win 10 PC's. Progress 
held hostage for other things in the life of a Warrior, like Trump Tweets that are 
Crazy and kill the Penicillin Discovery! 

10-25-2020 Virus Surge Shadows Trump and Biden failure to get into Yale Key 
West Medical School and the lack of a Rx Penicillin Discovery from Admiral MD's 

10-25-2020 Virus Surge Shadows Trump and Biden failure to get any Walter Reed 
MD's logged on to Dr. Watson MD AI IBM Super Computers going over Rx 
Recipes. 

10-25-2020 President Carter to Trump holding the Ace of Hearts with the 2020 
Porsche WindmillCars Race around Times Square. Dr. Lisa Sanders MD can write 
an article for the NY Times on Art of the Diagnosis and misdiagnosis and 
treatments for the Yale Key West Medical School Students for their Class titled, 
"Dictators and Doctors." 



10-25-2020 Turning 100, a Former Spanish Soldier Laments the Curse of Wars 
Rape and Cold Blooded Killings of women and children, Drone strikes and Cheers! 
will there be a Bill for Hell. Gravity at CERN will tip the scale of Justice. Tip him 
off ahead of Time. At 100 Andreu Canet is one of the last survivors of the “baby 
bottle conscription.” Born in 1920, they were drafted as teenagers in an ill-fated bid 
to stop Franco from winning Spain’s civil war." South Korea a court ruled that 
conscientious objectors must be allowed to serve their country in other ways. The 
government says they’ll still have to do so behind prison walls. Behind Vatican 
Walls Pope Francis has no thoughts on making all conscientious objectors POW's 
of Wounded Warriors with no desire to drive the 2020 Porsche into Star Wars. 

10-25-2020 Arrested Development of War to 'Alien Wars' Leads to Tragedy in the 
Valley's of Heaven and Hell. 

10-25-2020 13 Billion year old Universe with its troubled Juvenile Delinquent Teen 
Earth covered in Oil Money. Money that Makes the world go around to More Wars 
when the Windmills in the Universe are kept Top Secret from 7 Billion people who 
would benefit from the Stimulus Checks to check out the cure for cancer the 
Warriors Killed along with women and children on the Battlefields. 

10-25-2020 Vote to Confirm; there are Aliens Out in the Universe in the News for a 
week! 

10-25-2020 5-4 Vote to Confirm Justice in the Universe! 



10-25-2020 Virus Surge Shadows Trump and Biden failure to get into Yale Key 
West Medical School and the lack of a Rx Penicillin Discovery from Admiral MD's 

10-25-2020 Virus Surge Shadows Trump and Biden failure to get any Walter Reed 
MD's logged on to Dr. Watson MD AI IBM Super Computers going over Rx 
Recipes. 

10-25-2020 Pink Breast Cancer Torture and Deaths will go on for Decades no 
matter who is elected President of the USA 

10-25-2020 Pink Breast Cancer Torture and Deaths will be censored by MSNBC, 
CBS, NY Times front page pictures. 



10-25-2020 Heart Transplant Stimulus at the Yale Key West Medical School. 
Samsung announced the death but did not specify the cause. Mr. Lee had been 
incapacitated since a heart attack in 2014. No mention in the NY Times obituary of 
Why no heart transplant or how many are done in South Korea. North Korea I 
would bet has Zero Heart Transplants a year, bad news for the Old Generals. 

10-25-2020 This is how Yale Key West Medical School in 2011 would have 
advanced Korea; Lee Kun-hee pushed the company relentlessly up the 
technological ladder. By the early 1990s, Samsung had surpassed Japanese and 
American rivals to become a pacesetter in memory chips. It came to dominate flat-
panel displays as screens lost their bulk. And it conquered the middle-to-high end 
of the mobile market as cellphones became powerhouse computing devices in the 
2000s. This is how Yale Key West Medical School in 2011 would have advanced 
Korea Heart Transplants and over the counter Rx next to the Samsung Laptops 
running Mac OS Penicillin 11.84. Grin. 



10-25-2020 Samsung's Mr. Lee was South Korea’s richest man! Samsung 
electronics for the Heart failed to interest him until he had a heart attack. Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD can write a article for the NY Times on Art of the Diagnosis and 
misdiagnosis and treatment for the Yale Key West Medical School Students. 

10-25-2020 Samsung has enough money to hire 10 Yale Key West MD's to test the 
hearts of all Samsung workers every day with a new Samsung Electronics Scanner. 
MD machines like GE Health Care MRI's and CT's. Hew Heart monitors for 2021. 
More than a Apple Watch! 



10-25-2020 GE is holding USA hostage to Saudi Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion. 
South Korea’s corporate dynasties are such a major source of economic vitality 
that some South Koreans wonder whether the chaebol are holding their country 
hostage. 

10-25-2020 GE is holding USA hostage to Saudi Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion. Iran 
holding US hostages when Jimmy Carter could have driven the Porsche GE 
WindmillCar into History. Instead this rich kid Plantation Owner crashed the 
Porsche into a Tree. 

10-25-2020 Lee Kun-hee graduated from Waseda University in Tokyo in 1965. In 
1965 Greg got married to his first wife. 

10-25-2020 Greg in 2020 seeks out 4 Yale MD Wife's for himself and all the Men in 
Tokyo + Korea with the desire for a Legal Polygamous Marriage contract that says 
we will win a Nobel in Medicine, 4 Nobels in Medicine in 2021. Cheers better than a 
Drone strike cheers in 2021 we can hear today. 

10-25-2020 Trump gets paid to pardon everyone! Lee Myung-bak, South Korea’s 
president from 2008 to 2013 and no relation, was sentenced to 15 years in prison for 
accepting $5.4 million in bribes from Samsung in exchange for pardoning Mr. Lee. 

10-25-2020 NYC Can I Actually Be Missing the Commute? The Warp Speed 
Mobilization. The commute to the nearby stars. 4 light year Commute by Wall 
Street Banks, banking on a big payout. 7 Billion people in this commute and most 



miss the commute. Only those Driving the 2020 Porsche don't miss this Light Year 
Commute. So they Commute to NYC day after day waiting for others in the 
Universe to Commute to Earth. "People-watch, one of the little pleasures of living 
in a crowded metropolis. Lose that experience, and you may feel adrift at home." 

10-25-2020 Star Gazing! Long ago Star Gazers drew up the Constellations on iPad 
Air's with Apple Store Apps updated for 2020. "It’s “where we encounter all 
manner of people outside of the relatively small circles that form our social lives.” 
Energy of star creation spark that starts the Hydrogen burning for a billion years. 

10-25-2020 Shock and Awe Bush killed with Baghdad's Shock and Awe for Oil 
Money instead of Solar Winds fueling the Star Wars WindmillCars. It’s hard to 
mentally set oil wells on fire and cop cars writing a ticket instead of a iTicket on 
endless Texas highways. Kids of Texas Oil Men always crashed their Porsche into a 
tree driving drunk and the Texas Lawyers got them off from the DUI tickets. Yes 
more than one. 

Kids of Texas Oil Men always crashed their Porsche into a tree driving drunk and 
the Texas Lawyers got them off from the DUI tickets. Yes more than one. 



Kids of Texas Oil Men always crashed their Porsche into a tree driving drunk and 
the Texas Lawyers got them off from the DUI tickets. Yes more than one. 

10-25-2020 Commute to the first star 4 light years from Earth will gets better 
results with x-rays and gamma ray probes. Drones. "How to Improve the 
Protection of Patients Undergoing Frequent Medical Imaging" How to improve the 
next newest Space Telescope that is being built to see things 10 billion light years 
from Earth not 4 light years from Earth. 



10-24-2020 ‘Transition’ to Alien War's isn't Win 10 Forced Updates but Mac OS 
running on all PC's with Apple Store Apps, 'star Wars'  

10-24-2020 ‘Transition’ to Escape isn't Win 10 - but Mac OS running on all PC's 
with Apple Store Apps for Rx Recipes to Cure All ill's Bill and Melinda Gates 
deleted like when Win 10 updates your PC in 2020! Mac OS running on all PC's 
will win the Wars lost by Bill and Melinda Gates. Steve Jobs would have won 
adding AI Code to Rx Recipes to Mac OS updates. Star Wars 'Cancers Penicillin' 
for the Mac OS for Mac's! 

10-24-2020 ‘Transition’ from Win 10 to Mac OS. Perhaps 130,000 Lives lost, billion 
lives will be saved to win many Nobels in Medicine, Physics with iMac's for all 
thanks to the iMac Stimulus Checks from Trump Oil Company pay back's! 

10-24-2020 ‘Transition’ from $1,200 stimulus check is peanuts compared to the cost 
of an iMac with Apple Store Apps, and Adobe $$$. 

10-24-2020 "Transition" iPad Air opening the box, finding your Apple ID, 
password, and 3 security question answers you wrote down on that piece of paper 
you put somewhere. Is there a Apple Store App for this, No! 

10-24-2020 ‘Transition’ The Price for Not Wearing Masks: Perhaps 130,000 Lives. 



The pandemic death toll would be lower. 

10-24-2020 A Debate Pledge to ‘Transition’ From Oil; perhaps 1 million Lives 
would be saved just from Diesel Mercedes War Machines gassing the Jews with 
Diesel. 

10-24-2020 "Transition" Moscow fiery wrecks burn victims to Star Wars Burn 
Units! 

10-24-2020 ‘Transition’ the War on Pink Cancers and the Oil Men's Wars to sell 
gas at $4 a gallon! No gas stations with the ‘Transition’ to 2020 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCars with Star Wars accessories. 

10-24-2020 ‘Transition’ to 100 Hospital Ships for the Navy from 100 USS Jimmy 
Carter Nuke Subs! 

10-24-2020 ‘Transition’ to Escape isn't Win 10 but Mac OS running on all PC's 
with Apple Store Apps for Rx Recipes to Cure All ill Bill and Melinda Gates 
deleted like the Win 10 updates do to your PC. 



10-24-2020 ‘Transition’ to Escape isn't Win 10 but Mac OS running on all PC's 
with Apple Store Apps for Rx Recipes to Cure All Pink Cancers and Virus Plagues 
London and Paris quit for another 100 Year war over Oil Revenues, who gets to sell 
their oil at millions of BP and Exxon Mobil gas stations world wide. 

10-24-2020 ‘Transition’ to West Point Medical School from West Point! 

10-24-2020 Star Wars First Contact with Aliens a ‘Transition’ Star Wars 
propaganda no longer a myth. The American military was invincible, to Star Wars 
Lead by CERN” 

10-24-2020 ‘Transition’ from a Russian Space Station that leaks Oxygen to a CERN 
Space Station with 4K Physics Techs. 

10-24-2020 A Debate Pledge to ‘Transition’ From Oil Puts Wars in Baghdad and 
Syria for their Oil Fields into Star Wars War for the Victory Rx Recipe in the War 
on Pink Cancers and Virus Plagues in the Orwellian Debate. Vote for George 
Orwell 2020, Grin 

10-24-2020 ‘Transition’ to vote for a George Orwell who drives a Porsche 
WindmillCar and sells his Diesel Mercedes for scrap. 



10-24-2020 Star Wars First Contact with Aliens a ‘Transition’ Star Wars 
propaganda no longer a myth. The American military was invincible, to Star Wars 
Lead by CERN” 

10-24-2020 Create the illusion Dr. George Orwell MD is not responsible for the 
death of Steve Jobs, when Justice Dept. lawyers sue him the MD for no cancer cure 
yet. Shock and Awe of Baghdad was not use in the War on Cancer. Why, Texas Oil 
men! DUI Lawyers are criminals using the Law like Trump used the IRS. 

10-24-2020 ‘Transition’ The Price for Not Wearing Masks: Perhaps 130,000 Lives. 
The pandemic death toll would be lower. 

10-24-2020 Perhaps 130,000 Lives lost to Unexpected Love Affair With Canadian 
Wine, mostly naive women who never took a Anatomy Class in Canada High 
Schools. 

10-24-2020 Our Montreal-based Canada correspondent, Dan Bilefsky, was seduced 
by British Columbia’s picturesque wine region. There was just one problem: 
Finding the wine back home. 

The wind was whipping around Ivanka whispering warnings of breast cancer, a Rx 
Cure All in 3030 not 2020. Ivanka tested all coming into her Penthouse for 
Whooping Cough in Secret. 



10-24-2020 "Transition" Ivanka to send her children to Yale Key West Medical 
School, MD High School, "Doctors New Elementary Schools". Yes preschool at 
Walter Reed for Military MD's. More than just 'Day Care' temps taken at the door. 
Coming and going. 

The wind was whipping around Ivanka whispering warnings of breast cancer, a Rx 
Cure All in 3030 not 2020. Ivanka tested all coming into her Penthouse for 
Whooping Cough in Secret. 

10-24-2020 "Transition" Ivanka's Time Square ad to change every few seconds to 
Mandatory Flu Shots at CVS and Walgreens Times Square Shots updated to drops 
up your nose or on sugar cubes. Whooping cough vaccines too DTaP at CVS no 



charge Ivanka.No Shots up your nose drops or on a sugar cube vaccinations for 
kids and adults. Out of a transition to Star Wars. 

10-24-2020 ‘Transition’ The Price for Not Drinking any fine French Wine: Perhaps 
130,000 Lives. More like 1.3 million lives, mostly women getting breast cancers 
from Alcohol. Transition will be decades in the Making as the French and 
Canadian French Wine makers are willing to kill poison millions with wine for 
decades to come, like gas stations in Canada and Paris. 

10-24-2020 Trumps Tax records for Charity write offs are a scam the IRS passed 
over thanks to the Orwellian Oil Revenues in the Tax Code. Trump State Park was 
a IRS scam. Trump Oil Company is a War Crime! 

10-24-2020 A Debate Pledge to ‘Transition’ From Oil Puts Diesel Mercedes War 
Machines at the "Climate at Center" of exhaust, gas, poison gassing of the Jews in 
2020 by Berlin Warriors Again and Again this time following orders from Oil 
Kings and Princes. 

10-24-2020 A Debate Pledge to ‘Transition’ From Oil Puts Clean Air Climate at the 
Center of the Universe. 



Particles that make up gravity are spooky! A Trick And Treat!! From God... now 
on your iPad Air 



10-24-2020 Joseph R. Biden Jr.'s debate statement that he would "transition" the 
country away from oil gave President Trump an opening and thrust Diesel 
Mercedes and Berlin Warriors into climate change, a code name for Oil Gods. 

10-24-2020 She Used to Paint City Hall Pink on her iPad Air. Now, She Runs It as a 
Chemo City Hall Urgent Care Clinic with no charge but to get City Hall to Cure 
Pink Cancers in 2020 not 3030. Virus testing has expanded to blood test for 
everything. What a Dr. City Hall MD would have been built if BP Oil didn't build 
City Hall. 

10-24-2020 Berlin Warriors in the Headlines are typically theatrical affairs with the 
winner and loser preordained... the losers are millions of Jews gassed by Diesel and 
the evidence is in their DNA and special Olympics birth defected kids by the 
millions world wide covered up and sanctioned by Trump Oil Company. 

10-24-2020 Berlin Warrior Edward J. Snowden speaking via video link at a 
conference in Berlin last year. Recent changes to Russian law helped him win 
permanent residency. Not exposing driving the 2020 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCars around the Kremlin won him permanent residency in Moscow. 

10-24-2020 Sometimes, though, they go off script at MSNBC and CBS with fiery 
wrecks and 1.3 million traffic deaths worldwide in 2020 still without the news of No 
head on collisions in your Ford and Porsche WindmillCars. Snowden, 37, has been 
living in exile in Moscow since 2013, when he fled to the Russian capital after giving 
journalists access to a trove of National Security Agency documents detailing the 
American intelligence service’s mass surveillance programs. NSA and the KGB 



keep secret the fiery cop cars on the side of the roads in Russia and the USA. 
iTickets on your iPhone 12 Max Pro iDash Cam are not part of the NSA or KGB 
surveillance. Putin had driven by 100's of fiery traffic wrecks without stopping to 
help. Burn Units in Moscow and at Walter Reed are not for those in fiery wrecks. 
No Star Wars Burn Units exist world wide. 

10-24-2020 "Transition" Moscow fiery wrecks burn victims to Star Wars Burn 
Units! 

10-24-2020 Snowden told the German newspaper Die Zeit last month that millions 
of Jews have Diesel exhaust particles in their DNA and he was encouraged by Mr. 
Trump’s comments, to keep this news off MSNBC CBS NY Times. He has married 
his American girlfriend, learned Russian and describes Moscow as a “beautiful 
city.” He must have bought a Diesel Mercedes but this was censored from the 
newspaper article. “With thanks for the years of Driving a Diesel Mercedes in 
Moscow.” I never miss the Porsche WindmillCar and its Star Wars accessories of 
Climate controls 78 F 24/7 never getting into a cold car in Moscow 

10-24-2020 "Transition" from millions of wood burning stoves in Russia to All 
Electric Stoves, Furnace, warm WindmillCars 24/7. 



Particles that make up gravity are spooky! A Trick And Treat!! From God... now 
on your iPad Air 



10-24-2020 I never miss the Porsche WindmillCar and its Star Wars accessories of 
Climate controls 78 F 24/7 never getting into a cold car in Moscow 

10-24-2020 "Transition" Snowden in Moscow, Moscow Rich as Mecca, 300 miles 
from Moscow and 300 miles from Mecca riches beyond belief for Mecca's small 
villages not Moscows. POVALIKHINO, Russia With election day looming, Nikolai 
Loktev was in a panic: The mayor of a tiny village of log houses, wood-burning 
stoves and rutted dirt roads 300 miles east of Moscow, knows about the riches 
beyond belief in Mecca and Moscow. Getting the Riches from Mecca and Moscow 
to Povalikhino is MI Mission Impossible even when you are written up in the NY 
Times, they didn't give anyone in Povalikninoi any money, riches. No Go Fund Me 
in the NY Times or CBS Nightly News. 

10-24-2020 "Transition" the country away from Berlin's Warriors this one last 
time! 

10-24-2020 Trump Announces Sudan Oil Company Will Move to Normalize 
Relations With Israel and the Jews gassed by poison Diesel Exhaust will not be able 
to sue. 

10-24-2020 Oil Industry Expresses Concern, Not Alarm, About Biden Comments 



10-24-2020 Oil Industry Expresses Concern, And Alarms, gassing a million Jews in 
2020 with poison Diesel Exhaust gas gives the Oil Men Alarm. Jews the Jewish 
Rabbis know about millions of Jews who have died from poison gas of the Oil 
Industry. 

10-24-2020 Window to Escape isn't Win 10 but Mac OS running on all PC's with 
Apple Store Apps for Rx Recipes to Cure All Pink Cancers and Virus Plagues 
London and Paris quit for another 100 Year war over Oil Revenues, who gets to sell 
their oil at millions of BP and Exxon Mobil gas stations world wide. 

10-24-2020 "Transition" from the 100 million men like Biden, Biden's laptop 
included a graphic Porn video. That is now on YouTube in Moscow. Trump 
watched this video, did Putin? 

10-23-2020 Particles that make up gravity are spooky! A Trick And Treat!! From 
God... 



Particles that make up gravity are spooky! A Trick And Treat!! From God... now 
on your iPad Air 



10-23-2020 CIA must Approve Remdesivir Recipe App in the Apple Store, sooner 
than later for a treat for humanity working on Rx Recipes. 

10-23-2020 Particles in the Air on your iPad Air, H2O well as Gravity Particles 
show up better on your iPad Air with Apps to share. 

10-23-2020 Halloween’s Not Halloween unless you are dressed as Dr. Einstein MD 
with a out of date speed limit sign for light particles. Apple Store has a app to go 
faster than the speed of light. Turn it on! Invent it! Treat the World to a Nobel in 
Physics. AI specs was the breakthrough, Discovery! 



10-23-2020 Halloween’s Not Canceled: Here’s How to Make It Spooky! Gravity is a 
God Particle at CERN's Halloween Party. CERN God Particle treats - Tricks those 
who went to War gave the kids. Kids, they finally get a Gravity Engine Car this 
Halloween. Particles that made up gravity are spooky! 

10-23-2020 Decades of Halloween Facebook Tricks instead of InventBook Treats 
for kids. Given out by the Justice Dept. NASA and CERN Halloween House in 
every city and town world wide. Inside their haunted house is 1,000 nearby stars 
and haunting sub atomic particles in vivid head on collisions, kids can spot the 
Higgs Quarks. 

10-23-2020 Halloween’s kids going door to door looking at the night sky of Stars 
and wondering why the Adults only give out Tricks of Wars! No Star Wars Treats 
but for a few movies. 

10-23-2020 Halloween’s kids going door to door with their iPad Air App loaded 
with the tricks and treats of the Stars and Black hole Tricks of super Gravity's 
Physics. 





10-23-2020 Halloween’s House of Gravity, No Gravity, Super Strong Gravity. Your 
heart loves gravity you find out. 

10-23-2020 Decades of Halloween at Jimmy and Rosalynn Peanut Plantation and 
only Tricks for Kids, a bag of Wars. This Halloween a Gravity Engine Treat from 
CERN a God Particle, gravity treat to wave up and down to Wounded Warriors 
giving out Tricks to give you Hell. 

10-23-2020 Halloween at the UN in Geneva; Baghdad, Libya Cease-Fire Raises 
Hopes for Full Peace Deal. Oil money Deal $$$ The two main factions in years of 
civil war that have drawn in Russia, Turkey and other regional powers signed an 
accord at the United Nations in Geneva. Halloween kids in Geneva will get a 
Porsche WindmillCar this Halloween. Hell No kids in Geneva get the Diesel 
Mercedes War Machines. Really! 

10-23-2020 Halloween with Money to Burn and Fiery Car Wrecks in every UN 
Nation to burn kids in the back government approved safety seat. Hell on 
Halloween 2020. Membership travel, with its emphasis on peace of mind, is surging 
during the pandemic. But is health and safety only a guarantee for those with an 
“in” and money to burn? Kids to Burn Units swell as Oil Money to Burn, puts the 
Hell into the 2020 Halloween tricks and treats. 

10-23-2020 Halloween with Money to Burn. But I also blame Ayn Rand — or, more 
generally, the writer Dr. Ayn Rand MD PhD for a Penicillin Novel many of them 
like the ones at the Haunted Hemingway House this Halloween. Hell, Hemingway 
House is closed to Halloween Kids with the sweet tooth to read and write on 
Halloween night. A Medical Mystery Novel about rabid dogs in Paris. Like the 
Sorbonne University,  Marie Curie MD University and the French government not 
letting the French put the iPhone 12 up to their ear as the electromagnetic waves 



cause brain cancers. Apple with Dr. Cook MD and Dr. Steve Jobs MD would have 
shielded us from the brain cancer waves. Tricks and treats. 

10-23-2020 F.B.I. had seized a computer that purportedly belonged to Hunter 
Biden. Biden adviser to a Ukrainian Oil company whose board Hunter Biden sat 
on, Burisma Oil. Biden left a damaged Apple computer at his shop in April 2019 
and asked to recover any data. Biden's laptop included a graphic Porn video. 

10-23-2020 F.B.I. had seized a computer that purportedly belonged to Greg in Key 
West. It is also not clear what the F.B.I. did with Greg's laptop or what Justice 
Department officials knew about the sensitive F.B.I. comments reading about the 
Ford and Porsche WindmillCars and millions of Pink Breast cancer women 
tortured for decades by Wounded Warriors not interested in the War on Cancer 
but the shock and awe of Baghdad for the Oil Fields and $300 Million a Week in 
Oil Revenues since Desert Storm. $$$ 

10-23-2020 Saudi, UAE, Dubai, bribes to Trumps; Goldman Sachs Wall Street 
bank admitted that it had paid bribes to World Leaders, Malaysian officials in a 
scandal that toppled the country’s leader. King Salman is Still King for a while 
longer. Queen Elizabeth only drives her Porsche WindmillCar inside Windsor 
Palace. David Solomon, the Bank CEO said we are guilty of gassing the Jews, 
millions with Diesel Mercedes War Machines. Jho Low, a financier with expensive 
tastes who was the heist’s mastermind and remains an international fugitive most 
likely in Berlin at the Diesel Mercedes War Machine HQ. Hollywood movie “The 
Wolf of Wall Street.” 



10-23-2020 Trump-Salman Oil Company But never before had it had to go before a 
U.S. judge and admit it was guilty of a crime, War Crimes and Crimes in the War 
on Pink Cancers. $6.5 trillion just from Miami, Cuba gas stations at $4 a gallon that 
was intended to benefit the people, especially Pink Breast Cancer Women being 
Tortured by Trump Oil Company Workers. 

10-23-2020 MSNBC and NBC anchor and muted microphones for all the riches of 
$777 Trillion in oil revenues in Swiss Banks, maybe China Banks too. 

10-23-2020 MSNBC and NBC anchor and correspondent, managed to restore order 
to a Wounded Warrior Universe and Culture, an institution that some believed 
could not be tamed. After building 100's of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs with 40 
Nukes on Each Sub ready to fire at Iran for selling oil. In Times of Ford and 
Porsche WindmillCars. 

10-23-2020 F.D.A. Approves Remdesivir as First Drug to Treat Covid-19 

10-23-2020 CIA must Approve Remdesivir Recipe App in the Apple Store, sooner 
than later for a treat for humanity working on Rx Recipes. 



10-23-2020 Halloween’s kids going door to door with their iPad Air App loaded 
with the tricks and treats of the Stars and Black hole Tricks of super Gravity's 
Physics. 

10-23-2020 CIA must Approve Remdesivir Recipe App in the Apple Store, sooner 
than later for a treat for humanity working on Rx Recipes. 



10-23-2020 F.D.A. Approves Starbucks Rx Pink Recipe as First Pink Latte with Rx 
Drug to Treat Breast Cancer, a Cure All for All Stages of Breast Cancer. 

10-23-2020 Virus puts Football on hold in a Texas Town not Breast Cancer Rx 
Recipes as all the Texas Oil Money went to expanding Football Stadiums not Pink 
Hospitals and Texas Oil Men kept Pink Women out of Walter Reed for Chemo and 
cutting off breast. This is Texas Football on the front page of the NY Times today. 



10-23-2020 2020 Porsche Windmillcar accessories, red lights and stop signs at Star 
Wars City Hall USA. Wikipedia and W.H.O. Join to Combat the Greed Virus 
Misinformation as the Gas Station owners in Texas want kids in Combat not in 
Porsche WindmillCars racing on Texas Highways. 

10-23-2020 “The Vatican attitude toward Pope Francis’ as Dr. Pope Francis MD 
making all the Cardinals Dr. Cardinal MD is well know in the Vatican inner circle 
but not yet on the front page of the NY Times or on MDNBC with comments from 
Dr. Bill and Melinda Gates MD's. Grin. 

10-23-2020 "Boeing must hire its Labor Ready and Day Labor Temps ha. Appeals 
Court Says Uber and Lyft Must Treat California Drivers as Employees" By KATE 
CONGER GE, IBM, Microsoft, Amazon all have fewer than 100 employees, all the 
others are Labor Ready and Day Labor Temps. 

10-22-2020 Yale Key West Medical School will be a 55 Story Skyscraper out of Star 



Wars AI Technology and some Alien Anatomy thoughts... 

10-22-2020 MD Sorbonne University,  Marie Curie MD University, New Medical 
School's will be 55 Story Skyscraper's in the Heart and Hearts of Paris who will fail 
the Paris Oil Men Lawyers! Cure their Cancers and Greed Virus. 

Justice; when no one world wide runs a red light or stop sign. This is the Justice 
Dept. we need. MD side effects from all those running a Red Light today is War! 

Paris 2 teenagers were paid about $350 to identify a teacher later decapitated by 
Allah and Allah has $777 Trillion in Paris and Swiss Banks from gas station hold 
ups in Miami, Cuba. 

Islam kids all in Anatomy Class cutting up a cadaver so they will not behead 
anyone for Allah. 

10-22-2020 Paris Paris-Sorbonne University, Pierre et Marie Curie University, 
Medical School will be a 55 Story Skyscraper in the Heart and Hearts of Paris 
intellectual MD's who will replace the Paris Oil Men Lawyers! 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, $7 Trillion from Islam for the Beheaded 
Teacher should go to... 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, $7 Trillion from Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCars will go to iPad Air for All along with Heart Transplants for All and 
iPhone 12 Max Pro iDash Cam for all Cars. Better technology than Red Light 



Cameras! 

10-22-2020 Hell Red tape, red lights run, infected with the Cancer of War. Yale 
Key West Medical School will be a 55 Story Skyscraper with the Worlds Fastest 
Super Computer and Job satisfaction thanks to out smarting the Virus of War. So 
many Generals though the King of Sweden would start a Nobel in War too! 

10-22-2020 Hell Red tape, red lights run, Hell of a crash millions of Times and no 
Time for the Justice Department to sue anyone for Red Tape and Red Light 
Cameras. Yes Red Light Cameras have been sued millions of times yet there will be 
another million red light and stop sign crashes. A War Crime. 

10-22-2020 Hell Red tape, red lights run, 3-D model of your Heart on Burgers 
should have been in this Verizon Ad. VERIZON The 5G Journalism Lab Brings 
Ambitious 3-D Models to The New York Times. Environmental Photogrammetry is 
just one of the new technologies enabled by 5G. 

10-22-2020 Hell Red tape, red lights run, Verizon 3-D ad for heart disease in recent 
decades, it remains the nation’s leading killer. Not even Trump believes these MD's. 
Why? There are no 3-D ads with the Heart Disease. Cigarette smoking and lowered 
levels of artery-damaging cholesterol, from Red Meat, Hell No! 

10-22-2020 Hell Red tape, red lights run, Verizon 3-D ad for Brain Cancer caused 
by putting the iPhone 12 up to your ear. Paris MD's have a Law, you must use 
Apple ear buds when using your iPhone 12. Justice Dept. knows this as they have 
the highest rate of Brain Cancer than any gov. dept. 

10-22-2020 Hell Red tape, red lights run, Hell Trump has a Bank Account in China 



10-22-2020 Hell Red tape, red lights run, Hell Trump has s Bank Account in 
Moscow 

10-22-2020 Hell Red tape, red lights run, Hell Paris Banks are Owned by Allah's 
Prince Salman. Please no Cartoons of this in the Paris or NY Times papers. 

10-22-2020 Hell Red tape, red lights run, Hell for Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale 
MD women Today. Run over by Pope Francis new electric Pope Mobil Car. 
Gravity is Hell to pin down as a God Particle. Lets invent the Gravity engine first 
and see the Jewish Alien Mechanics at Sirius working on our Exodus Invention 
Projects on Amazon Prime 1 Click with specs and genius Edison tutors. Einstein 
too. AI version of Einstein and Edison. 

In Azerbaijan, Pain and Loss Drive War Fever. Dr. Hell MD for the Troops 
Gravity of the War Crimes. Pope has other Church business for Today. 

10-22-2020 Hell Red tape, red lights run, 4 Yale MD Wife's know about 'Mad Cow' 
Disease of misfolded proteins there is no cure for for cows or humans who eat Red 
Meat with misfolded proteins. Cooking with Pasteur will not kill Mad Cow Disease. 
How many catch this in Paris and NYC is censored by the Cattle Men. Deer 
Hunters. 

10-22-2020 Hell Red tape, red lights run, Polygamous Marriage is not Legal unless 
your are Allah. 4 Yale MD would could invent a Cartoon Kindle of this with Nobels 
in Medicine in the vows. Fixing the Heart from eating so many Cows. Asking Pope 
Francis and his Cardinals if they will get a Heart Transplant, for Legal Polygamous 
Marriage. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have sanctions on Legal Polygamous Marriage 
making the front page of the NY Times and comments from Bill Gates. 

10-22-2020 Hell Red tape, red lights run, Google Antitrust Fight Thrusts Operation 
Warp Speed AI Exodus IP invention projects into the Google Advanced Search 
Engine with no ads if you pay $10 a month. 



10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run without Porsche WindmillCar technology. 
Justice when no one world wide runs a red light or stop sign. This is the Justice 
Dept we need. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run. Justice Dept does not report on Nigeria Oil 
Money in Trumps Bank. A Dozen Protesters in Nigeria Reported Killed by Security 
Forces when both should have been racing around Nigeria in 2020 Ford and 
Porsche WindmillCars never running a red light or stop sign. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, doubts on Stimulus Checks and a Miracle 
Cure for Pink Cancers. Only one headline of these 2 will be in the NY Times every 
Day. No NY Times Stimulus Articles copied and pasted from the New England 
Journal of Medicine in the NY Times or MSNBC CBS. "Amtrak Warns of Layoffs 
and Project Delays Without Billions in Assistance" By PRANSHU VERMA NY 
Times. $7 Trillion dollars all Pink would give Pope Francis his Miracle Cure for 
Breast Cancer and if Pope Francis had 4 Wife's he would have given $7 trillion to 
discover this Miracle Pink Cure from the Vatican Bank. Yes there is $7 Trillion in 
the Vatican Bank, from Oil Kings donations to the Catholic Church. Stimulus 
Checks!! God is Great. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, Trumps 'Bounty Hunters' in Moscow now kids 
in Paris who work for Peanuts as Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter would say. "Paris 
Two teenagers were paid about $350 to identify a teacher later decapitated outside 
his school. As the nation mourns, officials move against what they see as militant 
Islam. Mr. Paty, who was killed Friday, was also awarded France’s highest civilian 
honor, the Legion d’Honneur. Dr. Paty MD will teach Anatomy dissection to Islam 
kids cutting up a cadaver so they will not behead anyone for Allah. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, Paris government’s view that the killing 
reflects a menacing surge of militant Islamism as Stimulus Checks from Allah Oil 
Company in Saudi Arabia are more than Trumps $1,200 Stimulus Checks in the 
USA. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, Trump knows how much the Moscow 'Bounty 



Hunters' were paid so does the NY Times and they will not make this public. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, "Shortly before 5 p.m., several students, 
including the two who had been paid, pointed out Mr. Paty as he emerged from the 
middle school, College du Bois d’Aulne in the Paris suburb of Conflans-Sainte-
Honorine, Mr. Ricard said. Mr. Anzorov followed him and killed him in the street, 
posting a picture of his severed head online, officials say." 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, Sorbonne ceremony Wednesday, Mr. Paty’s 
coffin was carried by uniformed guards across the courtyard of the ancient 
university. Anatomy Class for all High School Students going to Sorbonne thinking 
of the Centuries it too the MD to get a Dissection Class for Doctors now a Dissection 
Class for Islam kids so they will not behead people in the streets of Paris. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, Sorbonne Medical School Stimulus Checks 
from this Beheading in the Streets of Paris not in the Anatomy Labs. Is it possible 
to study medicine in France in English? Unfortunately, studying medicine in public 
universities in France is in the French language only. Hence, mastering this 
language is one of the most important obstacles against foreign students applying to 
study in France. French MD's need to learn English to Out Rank Islam. 

iPad Air GPS map of your life for all for security, beheadings! 





Paris-Sorbonne University, Pierre et Marie Curie University, Medical School will 
be a 55 Story Skyscraper in the Heart and Hearts of Paris intellectual MD's who 
will replace the Paris Oil Men Lawyers! 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, "2018 by the merger of Paris-Sorbonne 
University, Pierre et Marie Curie University, along with smaller institutions. The 
date 1257 on its logo refers to the founding of Collège de Sorbonne by Robert de 
Sorbon, part of the university's early legacy. With 33 Nobel Prizes, Fields Medals 
and 1 Turing Award winners among its alumni and professors, Sorbonne 
University has a long tradition of academic excellence." 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, $7 Trillion from Islam for the Beheaded 
Teacher should go to... School of Medicine is located in two teaching hospitals, 
Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital and Hôpital Saint-Antoine (the latter itself being the 
successor to Saint-Antoine-des-Champs Abbey). 



10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, With $7 Trillion from Islam this Hospital's 
History will change again... The Salpêtrière was originally a gunpowder factory 
(saltpetre being a constituent of gunpowder), but in 1656 at the direction of Louis 
XIV, it was converted into a hospice for the poor women of Paris as part of the 
General Hospital of Paris. It served as a prison for prostitutes, and a holding place 
for women who were learning disabled, mentally ill or epileptic, as well as poor; it 
was also notable for its population of rats and a bloated and unresponsive 
bureaucracy. Although the Pitié-Salpêtrière was much admired for the 
architectural ambitions of Libéral Bruant, it provided wretched living conditions 
for its inmates.[3] The building was enlarged in 1684. Engraving by L'Hopital de la 
Salpêtrière made around 1660 Pérelle. On the eve of the Revolution, it had become 
the world's largest hospital, with a capacity of 10,000 patients plus 300 prisoners. 
From La Salpêtrière they were paired with convicts and forcibly expatriated to 
New France. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, With $7 Trillion from Islam this Hospital's 
History will change again... The Salpêtrière. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, The Brain and Spine Institute has been located 
in the hospital since it was established in September 2010. In 2020 thanks to $7 
trillion it will get the worlds fastest super computer and AI for many more Nobels 
in Medicine. God is Great when you have $7 Trillion all illegal from gas stations in 
Paris. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, Former president Jacques Chirac had a 
pacemaker fitted at the Salpêtrière in 2008. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, Pope Francis will have a heart transplant at 
the Salpêtrière in by 4 Women MD's all wanting a Legal Polygamous Marriage to 
win 4 Nobels in Medicine. A better Life Style than Islam Polygamous Marriage. 



10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, Men ran over 12 Women running to Pakistan 
for MD apt. Demand for Pakistan Visas Sets Off Deadly Stampede in Afghanistan! 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, Rudy Giuliani Denies He Did Anything 
Wrong; Porn is Legal and the Supreme Court will not change the laws on Porn 
until God exist in their Universe, or Jewish Aliens influence how much time they 
spend watching Porn. Giuliani bills Trump for the Hours he watches Porn as perk 
for Trump Lifestyle behavior. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, MY Post Cartoons of Giuliani watching Porn 
on Hunter Bidens laptop. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, Lawyers iPhone 12 - "The Police Can 
Probably Break Into Your Phone" By JACK NICAS When your iPhone 12 Pro 
Max is also your iDash Cam and iTickets, iCop in your Porsche WindmillCar. 
Watching Porn while driving will be a article for Jack Nicas at the Times. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, Aliens Built the Pyramids. Key was Gravity. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, Aliens Built the Pyramids. Champollion, who, 
on unlocking the Rosetta stone and revealing the secret of hieroglyphics after years 
of scholarly struggle, was so overcome with emotion and fatigue he collapsed to the 
floor in a faint. And Giovanni Battista Belzoni, the Italian strongman and one-time 
circus performer who in 1817, under the aegis of the British consul, managed to 
drag, float and sail the 2.7-meter-high, 7¼-ton bust of Ramses II all the way from 
Luxor to the British Museum. And the British Army officer Richard William 
Howard Vyse, who, with no previous training in archaeology, used gunpowder and 
dynamite to blast away at the Pyramids in search of an entrance, then bored a hole 
27 feet deep into the back of the Sphinx hoping (in vain) to find a chamber within. 
We learn too of the shrewd and influential French archaeologist Auguste Mariette, 
who in 1851 unearthed the fabulous Serapeum at Saqqara. Never mind that his 
excavations were illegal, that he produced fakes to placate antiquities inspectors, 
nor that he used grain sacks to smuggle hundreds of objects he found at the site and 
surreptitiously shipped them off to France. 



10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, Aliens Built the Pyramids. Key was Gravity. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, Key to unlocking the Rosetta stone, now the 
Key To Unlocking Gravity can come from the AI Apps used to unlock the Rosetta 
Stone. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, Pink Rosetta Stone is the breast cancer cell 
today without any AI Champollion apps at the Apple Store. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, Two decades ago, he said, the government filed 
a landmark antitrust case against Microsoft — but did not produce the safeguards 
to prevent misbehavior by Bill and Melinda Gates to behead any teacher who 
didn't charge every student $99 for Win 10. “Something happened that caused the 
momentum to dissipate, Bill and Melinda Gates put a Stop to the Universe 
expanding into empty space to be the Trillion dollar winners on Earth losing 
Trillions of Stars and their Aliens. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, “Something happened that caused the 
momentum to dissipate, Bill and Melinda Gates put a Stop to the Universe 
expanding! With Win 10. 

10-22-2020 Red tape, red lights run, GPS Google Map can track your iPhone 12 
GPS location on a map, you can get a copy of this map of your life, and the Police 
can to as we can not trust anyone so we do need a GPS Google Map of our life. 
iPhone 12 Max Pro iDash Cam will add video to the GPS map of our life. Justice! 

10-21-2020 Google AI Up Against Laws of God to cure all "Diseases and Pink 



Cancers" Sued by the Justice Department to Stop this Advanced Searching for Rx 
Recipes. 

10-21-2020 Google Advanced AI Searching; Nortriptyline had the highest 
efficacious percentage (25%), and the second-lowest quit rate (38%), giving it the 
highest level of overall utility. Duloxetine had the second-highest efficacious rate 
(23%), and lowest drop-out rate (37%). Pregbalin had the lowest efficacy rate 
(15%) and Mexiletene had the highest quit rate (58%). 

10-21-2020 "There was no clearly superior performing drug in the study," 

10-21-2020 Google Advanced AI Searching is what we trust in like 5G to have more 
ultra fast spots besides outside in the Whole Foods Parking lot. Ultra fast 5G can't 
get into Whole Foods and the NY Times article didn't give us the specs for this. Just 
walls and windows stop the 5G signal. 

10-21-2020 Google Advanced AI Searching is what we trust in discovery of getting 
5G Ultrafast into the Windows and putting Win 10 code into public domain for 
many Google advanced searching discoveries Win 10 will never search for on 
Google. 

10-21-2020 Win 10 advanced search is unreliable to kill mosquitoes let alone Pink 
cancer in 2021 instead of 2030 running Microsoft. Hello Watson IBM's MD super 
computer. Operation Warp Speed in advanced searching for Apple Store Apps. 

10-21-2020 Antitrust is Win 10 Not Google. 

10-21-2020 Operation Warp Speed in Google Searching like 5G Ultrafast. 
"Standing in front of a camera store in South of Market, I got 5G speeds reaching 
2,160 megabits a second, which was 2,900 percent faster than 4G. Even where it 
was a tad slower — behind the Safeway parking lot in the Marina district — the 5G 
iPhone drew speeds of 668 megabits a second, which was 1,052 percent faster than 
4G." 



10-21-2020 Justice for those who ordered 5G iPhones Today; Karen Schulz, a 
Verizon spokeswoman, said the company ran into complex engineering tasks in San 
Francisco. While ultrafast 5G relies on access to light poles, most of the city’s 
utilities infrastructure is underground. Verizon’s progress to deploy 5G has run 
into red tape, she said" 

10-21-2020 Red tape, red lights run without Porsche WindmillCar technology. 
Justice when no one world wide runs a red light or stop sign. This is the Justice 
Dept we need. 

10-21-2020 Google Advanced AI Searching is what we trust. Here are the two 
versions of 5G in a nutshell: There’s ultrafast 5G, which is called millimeter wave. 
(Verizon labels it “5G Ultra Wideband.”) It travels very short distances and has 
trouble penetrating obstacles and walls. That makes it usable in outdoor spaces like 
street corners or parks, but probably not in our offices or homes anytime soon. 
Because of that, only tiny slivers of the country now have superfast 5G. Then 
there’s “5G Nationwide,” which is more widely available. It travels much farther, 
but carriers have said it will be only about 20 percent faster than 4G wireless 



networks. 

10-21-2020 Search Google for the Yale Key West Medical School!! 

10-21-2020 Search Google for the West Point Medical School!! 

10-21-2020 What would the out come be of testing everyone at Google and the 
Justice Dept for getting into a Medical School, getting those who passed into a 
Medical School and perk of keeping their paychecks from Google and the Justice 
Dept as they go to a Medical School. This is what the Army Generals did to West 
Point, paying them to go to West Point Medical School. 



10-21-2020 Yale Key West Medical School will be a 55 Story Skyscraper out of Star 
Wars AI Technology and some Alien Anatomy thoughts... 

10-21-2020 UMass Medical School plans to construct a 9 story building. Mecca's 90 
Story Medical School. 

10-21-2020 UMass Medical School plans to charge its Medical School Students 
$100K a year. Mecca plans to pay its Medical School students $100K a year with 
perks. 

10-21-2020 Medical School and High School MD students alongside Hearts, lungs, 
kidneys, brains, alongside quarks, electrons, neutrinos, muons, gluons, photons and 
the other known particles. 

10-21-2020 UMass Medical School plans to construct a nine-story, 350,000-square-
foot research and education building that will change the face of the Worcester 
campus and accelerate research into new therapeutics for some of the most 
challenging diseases faced by humans. The $325 million building, which will be 
located between the Lazare Research Building and the Albert Sherman Center, will 
include program space for a projected 77 principal investigators, in addition to 
animal medicine and an FDA-compliant manufacturing facility for clinical trial 
therapeutics, according to a press release Tuesday. 

10-21-2020 What Is Happening With the Antitrust Suit Against Google? God!! 



10-21-2020 What Is Happening With the Antitrust Suit Against Google? God!! U.S. 
Google's Illegally Monopoly - What happened to Oil and WindmillCars? 

10-21-2020 CERN God Particle is now the Gravity Engine Car and Live streaming 
Jewish Aliens at Sirius, Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks that cures all stages of breast 
cancer. 

10-21-2020 What Is Happening With the Antitrust Suit Against Google? 

10-21-2020 Justice Dept cautioned that hope for a miracle cure is not searching 
Google for 4 trillion Rx Recipe using AI apps at the Apple Store and Amazon 
Prime 1 click links with specs and genius Pasteur Salk tutors. 

10-21-2020 Justice Dept cautioned that Facebook is a miracle for the Justice Dept 
not InventBook. We don't have a Justice Dept that is effective in searching for 
Miracle Cures. Just oil riches in Mecca! Justice in Mecca with Riches beyond belief 
is a miracle from Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter. 



10-21-2020 Justice Eating your Peanuts, we trusted the Georgia Plantation Owners 
now we need the Justice Dept to sue Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter for more than 
Peanuts, for $777 Trillion dollars in Oil Revenue mostly in Swiss and Paris Banks. 

10-21-2020 Justice 1,001 Nobels in Medicine is not Peanuts, Jimmy Carters Nobel 
Peace Prize is Peanuts! Jimmy Carters Moslem Wedding to 4 Rosalynn all with an 
MD from a Georgia Medical School would have changed saved a million life's in 
emergency surgery alone. 

10-21-2020 Justice Legal Polygamous Marriages in the USA at Plantation Sites that 
harvest Peanuts with Star Wars Helicopters fueled by Windmills and package them 
peanuts to stay fresh forever. Loaded onto a Amazon Truck never seeing a 
Plantation Warehouse. Silos are relics in Star Wars Plantations. 



10-21-2020 Only way to put the fear of God into Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter is to 
write we will sue you after you have died and gone to Hell. Justice will be spending 
all your Peanut money on the Yale Key West Medical School Staff. 

10-21-2020 Now Sue the Justice Department for Mass Murders in the USA and you 
still need to Search Google for the Ford and Porsche WindmillCar Star Wars 
Accessories and 1.3 million traffic deaths world wide in 2020. 

10-21-2020 Operation Warp Speed, the government effort to speed treatments and 
vaccines to market, ends with the Justice Department Lawyers refusing to search 
for a MD. 

10-21-2020 Operation Warp Speed, sues Google not Prince Salman and Mecca. Sue 
for Warp Speed live streaming video AI technology from Aliens at Sirius. Justice 
will be had for this invention in 3030 instead of 2021. No Warp Speed inventing 
here. Hear Microsoft's trust us to update Win 10 again and again. This should be 
stopped by the Justice Department. Microsoft Win 10 updates. 

10-21-2020 Google Up Against Laws of God! Microsoft's Bill and Melinda Gates 
didn't win our trust to end Malaria let alone all Disease and Pink Cancers on Earth 
in 2020 via Google Search of 4 trillion Rx Recipes and AI Apps at the Apple Store 
on iMac iPad Air OS code named "Utopia Nobels in Medicine 2020" 

10-21-2020 Google No Disease or Cancers On Earth in 2020 was lost by the 2 White 
Men at 1984 HQ at the Justice Dept. Miracle Penicillin Rx Recipe found on a 
Google Search and Amazon Prime 1 Click list of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine deleted 
by President George Orwell a Oil Man. 



10-21-2020 Google Justice Dept to sue Bill Gates, he knows about the Apple App 
1,001 Nobels in Medicine and deletes it from his MSNBC News. 

10-21-2020 1Phone 12 is Super Fast in Some Places 

10-21-2020 Paris Beheading have hit France with a Vengeance and another 100 
Year war with the British! 



10-21-2020 Paris iPhone 12 Super Fast Today as there exist ways to win like getting 
the Nobel in Medicine for Starting High School Kids on Anatomy Labs 

10-21-2020 Paris Allah in Paris in a Anatomy Lab with all the Moslem boys and 
girls cutting up a cadaver reaching the heart they talk about Burgers and Heart 
Plack. United States is home to 95 million cattle, and changing what they eat and 
what People eat will be learned by all in the Class new class of Anatomy labs in 
High School Paris. Dissection!! 

10-21-2020 Paris Nobel in Physics for the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars 
and their Star Wars accessories iPhone 12 iDash Cam and iTickets for all of Allah 
beheading Masterminds like Prince Salman. 

10-21-2020 Only thing left is money in Paris Banks under Allah. Sue Allah $$$ 

10-21-2020 Sue; The fiancée of the slain Washington Post journalist sued Prince 
Mohammed bin Salman Sues Saudi Crown Prince Over Khashoggi Killing 

10-21-2020 Sue; Paris Sues King and Prince Salman over the Paris Teachers 
beheading too. 

10-21-2020 Sue; 9/11 NYC Jews sue 



10-21-2020 Sue; The fiancée of the slain Washington Post journalist sued Prince 
Mohammed bin Salman Sues Saudi Crown Prince Over Khashoggi Killing 

10-21-2020 Sue; close advisers to Prince Mohammed, Saudi Arabia’s de facto ruler. 

10-21-2020 Sue; Key West The lawsuit was filed under the Torture Victim 
Protection Act also covers the Yale Key West Medical School Bombed by the Navy 
in 2011. Paris MD's will upgrade Paris High School for Moslems with classes in 
Anatomy in the Lab with a cadaver for enlightenment. First Cartoons will be Pope 
Francis getting a Heart Transplant. Will he say its a Miracle? 



10-21-2020 A Priest Who Left the Church for Love to marry 4 Yale MD women for 
Wifes. 

10-21-2020 A Priest MD who will do the surgery for Pope Francis Heart 
Transplant. A Miracle. 

10-21-2020 “The suit seeks to hold accountable those responsible for the brutal 
premeditated kidnapping, torture, assassination and dismemberment of a U.S. 
resident, Mr. Khashoggi,” 

10-21-2020 Mr. Khashoggi was killed inside a Saudi consulate in Istanbul on Oct 2, 
2018, while seeking paperwork for his upcoming wedding. 

10-21-2020 Greg in Key West is seeking a Legal Polygamous Marriage in the USA 
not just Saudi Arabia. But to 4 Yale MD women no 4 12 year old girls for the 
Prince. 

10-21-2020 ...an audiotape of the killing, which they eventually played for Gina 
Haspel, the C.I.A. director. The C.I.A. concluded that Prince Mohammed was 
culpable for Mr. Khashoggi’s death and most likely ordered the killing. 

10-21-2020 A audio and video of 4 Yale MD wifes working in a Legal Polygamous 



marriage to win 4 Nobels in Medicine will open this marriage behavior to 1 Billion 
who are not allowed to live in a legal Polygamous marriage to win a Nobel. 

10-21-2020 Mr. Khashoggi also repeatedly criticized Saudi Arabia’s war in Yemen. 

10-21-2020 Mr. Khashoggi also repeatedly criticized Saudi Arabia’s war in Yemen 
and Vietnam as with the 2020 Porsche WindmillCar in Hanoi Hanoi will be rich as 
Mecca. A War Crime. 

10-21-2020 Hanoi will be super rich as Mecca driving the Porsche WindmillCar... 



10-21-2020 NYC will be super rich as Mecca Driving the Porsche WindmillCar... 

10-21-2020 ...overall conspiracy... BP Oil Marriage to 4 Yale MD Wife's and 4 
Nobels in Medicine superfast like the iPhone 12 iDash Cam and iTickets as Queen 
Elizabeth drives by fiery wrecks in London without stopping to end gas stations 
world wide. Orwell Conspiracy of Kings and Queens in 2020. 

10-21-2020 While the killing of Mr. Khashoggi took place in Turkey, Saudi officials 
in Washington took part in the conspiracy to kill him, according to the charges in 
the lawsuit. Mr. Khashoggi had originally sought to acquire the documents 
necessary for his marriage to Ms. Cengiz at the Saudi embassy in Washington but 
was redirected to the consulate in Istanbul, according to the lawsuit. “This fatal 
misdirection took place in the United States and was part of the overall 
conspiracy... 

10-21-2020 Oil BP Oil and Saudi Arabia Oil $$$ “This fatal misdirection took place 
in the United States and was part of the overall conspiracy intended to STOP the 
Porsche WindmillCars from racing to the top! 

10-21-2020 Google Up Against Laws of God Microsoft's Bill and Melinda Gates 
didn't trust to end Malaria let alone all Disease and Cancers on Earth by 2020 via 
Google Searchin of 4 trillion Rx Recipes and AI Apps at the Apple Store on iMac 
iPad Air OS code named Utopia 2020 No Disease or Cancers Miracle Penicillin Rx 
Recipe found on a Google Search and Amazon Prime 1 Click list of 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine. Bill Gates knows about the Apple App 1,001 Nobels in Medicine and 
deletes it from his MSNBC News. 

10-21-2020 Key West Monroe County ranks in the top 25 counties in the state for 



Bike traffic crashes yet they are not on a Google search of Key West, they have 
been censored by City Hall Key West and the Key West Newspaper The Citizen. 

10-21-2020 Oil infected Mormons; Salt Lake City school board members sent 
profane texts and attacks as they debated how to hold fall classes. Not a Class Act 
by the Church Congregation at the Salt Lake Tribune. Tribune of Oil Men Blood 
Money kickbacks to Salt Lake City for Prince Salmans beheadings of the Later Day 
Saints Porsche WindmillCar in Mecca and Salt Lake City. Citizens of Salt Lake 
City rich as Mecca in 2020 lost to Mormons infected with the Oil Mens Virus. Class 
on Anatomy in the Labs will be live streaming for profane comments by the men on 
the School Board. 

10-21-2020 The Grand Mosque of Pantin had shared a video on its Facebook page 
days before the murder, denouncing the teacher's use of the cartoons. The Interior 
Ministry said the mosque, which has around 1,500 worshippers, would remain shut 
for six months from Wednesday night. The closure was "for the sole purpose of 
preventing acts of terrorism," an official notice plastered outside the mosque said. 

10-21-2020 The mosque's imam, M'hammed Henniche, told the AFP news agency 
that he regretted sharing the video on social media, but that he had done so out of 
concern for Muslim children, not to endorse its complaint about the Muhammad 
cartoons. 

10-21-2020 The mosque's imam, M'hammed Henniche, told the NY Times No 
Cartoons of the Porsche WindmillCar racing in the Streets of Paris, ha. 

10-21-2020 Paris Ruling Class and Macron did not close All Mosque in Paris and 
France, Why? $$$ Allah's Money in Paris Banks. Prince Salman's money in Paris 
Banks. 



10-21-2020 Mecca riches beyond belief $$$ yet the NY Times headlines is; 1.5 
Million New Yorkers Can’t Afford Food. Pantries Are Their Lifeline. Thousands 
more New Yorkers have showed up at the city’s food banks since the pandemic 
began. As federal and city benefits are tied up in politics, New Yorkers are left to 
figure out how to get by. By NIKITA STEWART and TODD HEISLER NY Times 
in Mecca, ‘People come here to chill.’ Not to make NYC richer than Mecca on the 
front page of the NY Times. 

10-21-2020 Mecca has 10,000 Weddings Today all with 4 Wifes for the Prince; N.Y. 
Shuts Down Hasidic Wedding That Could Have Had 10,000 Guests. The ultra-
Orthodox synagogue in Brooklyn accused state officials of “unwarranted attacks” 
on the wedding. 4 MD Wifes for the Rabbi will be Exodus from the Plagues of 
NYC. 

10-20-2020 Cartoons for the Yale Paris Medical School Anatomy Class will start 
another Moslem War with Medical School Teachers in Paris. 

10-20-2020 Paris Intellectuals MD's requiring all High Schools to teach Anatomy in 
Class, a Revolution in Anatomy Cartoons in Class with the Dissection of a Cadaver 
for High Schools, all in Paris even the Moslem High Schools. 

10-20-2020 Place de la Republique in Paris Pink statue of Marianne, the 
personification of the French Republic, "holding aloft an Rx Recipe cure all for 
breast cancers. Not yet Discovered by intellectuals who built her statue. Macron 
will talk about Allah here tomorrow in front of tens of thousands not Breast Cancer 
Cure All. 2 Wars and Macron lost both. 



10-20-2020 There is only one chance for Jewish Exodus for the Paris Jews in todays 
French Revolution against Allah's Stimulus and Mecca $777 Trillion. no one in 
Paris makes Headlines in times of War in the streets of Paris today. Money is the 
Key $$$ 

Allah's Money is the Key $$$ Key to open French and Swiss Banks for Stimulus 
Checks! 

10-20-2020 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars will have a DMV license 
accessory as a GPS License Plate the DMV buildings will become Amazon 
Warehouses. "Line Holders Are Paid to Wait All Night Outside Motor Vehicle 
Offices" By LAUREN HARD Drivers License will be your new iPhone 12 Max Pro. 
Or iPad Air. iTickets will save fiery cop cars rearended when writing a ticket on the 
side of the road. AI for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Grin. Burn Units will get AI 
for the 100's burned in fiery wrecks in 2020. 

10-20-2020 The microphones of President Trump and Joseph R. Biden Jr. will be 
muted during portions of the final presidential debate on fiery cop cars on the side 
of the highway they both passed driving to the debate. A War Crime there is no 
immunity for! 

10-20-2020 Burn Units 6K Cuban MD's sanctioned; "U.S. to Sign Limited Trade 
Deal With Brazil" Limited as in No Way the 6K Cuban MD's working at clinics in 
Brazil kicked out can come back to treat fiery wreck burn victims under this State 
Dept Trade Deal. 

10-20-2020 Apple Store Apps for Burns and Back Pain, “But there’s an additive 
benefit in the care provided by a physical therapist. With added physical therapy, 
you’re less likely to have a prolonged case of disability.” With AI PT you have a 
better super computer simulation PT. 



Allah's Money is the Key $$$ Key to open French and Swiss Banks for Stimulus 
Checks! 

Order iPhone 12 for All - iPhone 12 iDash Cam for All Cars! Verizon 5G 100 times 
faster than today's 5G after downloading this Apple Store App IP invention project 
to win a Nobel Prize in 2021 for 5G 100 times faster than today's 5G 



Allah's Money is the Key $$$ Key to open French and Swiss Banks for Stimulus 
Checks! 

10-20-2020 Kingship's Nobel One with Sails in Times of Windmills. King of Sweden 
and the King of Saudi Arabia set sail on the Queen Elizabeth built in the Times of 
Windmill Fueled Air Craft Carriers and Gravity Engine Secrets. 

10-20-2020 Mecca $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues in Paris Banks. 

10-20-2020 Mecca $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues in Paris Banks. 



10-20-2020 Paris Crackdown on ‘the Allah Enemy Within’ let into Paris by Fed's 
taking Trillions from Prince and King Salman at their French Palace with a Ocean 
Front. 

10-20-2020 Place de la Republique in Paris recalled the Cartoon attacks ones held 
after the attacks of 2015, 2020, 2021 100 years of Moslem attacks on Paris driven 
fueled by the riches of Mecca $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues in Paris Banks. 

10-20-2020 Paris anger swept the country following the decapitation of a high 
school teacher for showing cartoons of the Prophet Muhammad in class. Prophet 
Muhammad was in his Porsche WindmillCar Drunk on $777 Trillion in Mecca. 
Praying to Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter not Allah. God is Great thanks to Jimmy 
and Rosalynn Carter planting a gallon of gas at .18 cents growing to $4 a gallon. 

10-20-2020 God is Great thanks to Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter planting a gallon of 
gas at .18 cents growing to $4 a gallon. 

10-20-2020 Cartoons for the Yale Paris Medical School Anatomy will start another 
Moslem War with Medical School Teachers in Paris. 

10-20-2020 Cartoons for the Yale Paris Medical School will start another Moslem 
War in the Medical school Classrooms. Françoise Lorcerie, an education expert at 
the National Center for Scientific Research, said she had never heard of using the 
caricatures of the prophet in a classroom setting for high school students. And she 
was critical of Mr. Paty’s invitation to Muslim students that they leave the class to 
avoid being offended. 



10-20-2020 Muslim High School Students will refuse to study Anatomy and 
Dissection unless its a beheading on the streets of Paris not in the Medical School 
dissection lab. 

10-20-2020 Facebook Paris deleted the WindmillCars; Moslems preaching 
radicalized sermons or sharing hate messages on social networks, was ok just not 
WindmillCars from the USA. 

10-20-2020 Muslim associations previously given government money $$$ for their 
work selling Diesel Mercedes and not telling anyone about the Porsche 
WindmillCars. 

10-20-2020 As much as the Charlie Hebdo killings, the beheading of Mr. Paty has 
struck deep inside the French psyche as an assault on a principal pillar of the 
French republic 

10-20-2020 As much as the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars has struck a deep 
cancer inside Biden and Trump, the State Dept in the USA an assault on the Nobel 
for the Gravity Engine decades before its invention driven by the Psyche of CERN 
who know they will find this God Particle. 

10-20-2020 strategy of reconquest, of Pasteur and Salk with a pink dot in the sugar 
cube not a shot in the arm. 



10-20-2020 There is a large and hostile Muslim contingent waiting in the winds of 
9/11 to sue Trump. Casino and Bars ready to drink the Russians under the table 
and drive away drunk with immunity for Drunk driving thanks to the Worlds 
Lawyers who I have to remind there is No Nobel in Law and never will be. 

10-20-2020 Paris intellectuals are Oil Men who paid someone to take the SAT test. 
Mr. Macron vowed to end home-schooling as well as the practice of bringing in 
foreign imams. 

10-20-2020 Some 51 Muslim aid organizations will also be targeted by the police 
this week 

10-20-2020 Already, 15 people have been arrested, including family members of the 
suspect, an 18-year-old Chechen refugee named Abdullakh Anzorov, who was shot 
dead by the police Friday night after the killing. Also in custody is the father of a 
student at the school who had denounced Mr. Paty online for showing the 
caricatures and had demanded his dismissal. The video circulated widely on social 
media Facebook. 

10-20-2020 Paris Police will shut down Facebook in Paris and World Wide. Many 
will be Arrested as CIA spy's promoting Saudi Arabia Oil Sales instead of Porsche 
WindmillCars. 

10-20-2020 Paris wartime government against Allah without the Porsche 
WindmillCar made Public. 



10-20-2020 Miami, Cuba gas station hold ups punitive expeditions, kind of score-
settling spite by the hold up men wanting to drive a Porsche WindmillCar. 

10-20-2020 Place de la Republique in Paris recalled the Cartoon attacks ones held 
after the attacks of 2015, 2020, 2021 100 years of Moslem attacks on Paris driven 
fueled by the riches of Mecca $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues in Paris Banks. 

10-20-2020 Place de la Republique in Paris Pink statue of Marianne, the 
personification of the French Republic, "holding aloft an Rx Recipe cure all for 
breast cancers. Not yet Discovered by intellectuals who built her statue. Macron 
will talk about Allah here tomorrow in front of tens of thousands not Breast Cancer 
Cure All. 2 Wars and Macron lost both. 

10-20-2020 US Charges Russian Intelligence 



10-20-2020 Intelligence Stimulus Driving the 2020 Ford And Porsche 
WindmillCars! 

10-20-2020 Hacked the electric grin with Hydrogen Cubes -254 C 

10-20-2020 There is only one chance for Jewish Exodus for the Paris Jews in todays 
French Revolution against Allah's Stimulus and Mecca $777 Trillion no one in 
Paris makes Headlines in times of War in the streets of Paris today. Money is the 
Key, riches beyond belief not Peanuts from Jimmy and Rosalynn Peanut Plantation 
but planted there with $4 gallon gas. Profit Margins higher than Apple Store iPad 
Air and apps. 99% Profit Margins and nothing from Sweden for the Nobel in 
Economics, a war crime. 



10-20-2020 POW's traded for Syrian Oil Fields, Hell No the Pentagon said. "High-
Level U.S. Mission to Syria Sought Release of American Prisoners" By RICHARD 
PÉREZ-PEÑA 

10-20-2020 Nobel in Medicine at the Apple Store App; 719,000 people were 
estimated to be living with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma in the United States. Specs on 
the Apple Store App will give you a chance to win a Nobel in Medicine. Apple Store 
Nobel in Medicine Apps cult following has been squashed by Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundations Scams. 

10-20-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders article for the State Dept. On diagnosis of Odd Noises, 
Strange Illnesses and 2 Very Different U.S. Responses. “5G Nationwide,” “5G Ultra 
Wideband.” How fast the State Dept. gets a diagnosis for its ringing in the ears and 
a cure by Dr. Lisa. depends on how fast Verizon brings out 5G AI app for 
inventors. Yes the State Dept under National Security could order Verizon to speed 
things up. Standing in front of a camera store in South of Market, I got 5G speeds 
reaching 2,160 megabits a second, which was 2,900 percent faster than 4G. Even 
where it was a tad slower — behind the Safeway parking lot in the Marina district 
— the 5G iPhone drew speeds of 668 megabits a second, which was 1,052 percent 
faster than 4G. 

10-20-2020 5G Ultra fast diagnosis and treatment for State Dept. sick employees 
does not mean just the ones back from Russia and Cuba. 

10-20-2020 Bars are Great but the Bite of the Vodka is like Flesh eating venom. 
Slow Lorises Are Adorable but They Bite With Flesh-Rotting Venom too, 



10-20-2020 PT is a cure for some back pain. BT behavior therapy would be more 
effective with an Apple Store AI app on your new 5G iPhone 12 Max Pro for the 
right timming to change your Vodka behavior desires cravings. 

10-20-2020 Specs for the 2020 Porsche WindmillCar are at the Apple Store App. 
316 mph speed record car one of Only 100 examples of the Tuatara will be built at 
the automaker's facility in Richland, Washington, and each one starts from $1.9 
million. The hypercar is powered by an SSC-developed 5.9-liter twin-turbo V-8 that 
produces 1,350 horsepower on 91 octane and 1,750 hp on E85. The engine spins to 
8,800 rpm and sends power to the rear wheels via a 7-speed automated manual 
transmission that can shift in less than 100 milliseconds. The transmission is built 
by Italy's CIMA. The Tuatara's dry weight is only 2,750 pounds. 

10-20-2020 Yale Key West Medical School and West Point Medical School and now 
in Paris Allah Medical School. ONLY ABOUT 41% OF applicants to U.S. medical 



schools who sought admission for the 2019-2020 school year got to become a MD, 
“in the loop” cases taking high fidelity diagnosis of the blood test results and 
symptoms to AI apps, NATIONAL LAB SUPERCOMPUTING SITES Los Alamos 
and Lawrence Livermore National lab given over to Diagnosis and treatment Rx's. 
New Rx's Recipes given to us by AI on these gov. super computers. Stimulus 
Checks. This AI chip experiment is much more than a mere few PCIe cards to test 
upon. The SambaNova DataScale cabinet is Infiniband connected into the Corona 
supercomputer with multiple connections because LLNL needs a ton of bandwidth 
to feed the accelerators. The system has eight of the reconfigurable data elements, 
designed to individually support multiple concurrent workloads or to operate as a 
single system for large model execution. This is what the Yale Key West Medical 
School will have for Diagnosis of every patient. 

10-19-2020 Sweden recorded 5,918 virus deaths as of Sunday, Sweden Car Carrier 
Ship with Sails not Windmills delivers 7K gas engine cars - delivered to 7 Billion 
People on Earth. 

10-19-2020 State Dept Mass Murderer Kerry; Herd Immunity? Or ‘Mass 
Murder’? A proposal to Pink State Dept women. Mass Murder of Pink Women 
World Wide caused by Never Ending Wars! 

10-19-2020 Steve Jobs Statue at the State Dept was removed to the Cancer Ward, 
War. Another Lost War. 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret iPad Air Monopoly Game App." Nobel Prize War Game 
Winners 2021. There never will be a "Nobel in Law" for anyone on the USA 
Supreme Court. They Lost the Porsche WindmillCar gift for Pink Women Grads at 
Yale and Harvard Medical Schools. 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret Investments Pay Offs." China could go into debt to buy 1 
Billion iPad Air, the pay off is known by Greg in Key West but not Xi in China. Ha. 



10-19-2020 Utopia is an iPad Air for All with Rx Recipe apps 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret Car's, War Game Monopoly." By ANTON 
TROIANOVSKI Times journalists find No 2020 Ford or Porsche WindmillCars in 
this article about civilians huddling in basements as a three-week-old war conflict 
over the disputed Caucasus territory hints of a long and punishing fight. 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret War dead in 2020 Mosquitoes spread diseases like malaria, 
dengue, that kill at least a half a million people in 2020 and there would be an 
Apple Store App if 1 Billion People had a iPad Air 2020. War in the Caucasus is 
Todays Headlines not 500K dead from Bill and Melinda Gates Failed Mosquitoes 
War. This lost War will not be on MSNBC as its politics not Nobel. Bill and 
Melinda Gates get a Trump You re Fired Nobel. 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, studies 
mosquitoes repellents. 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret Yale Key West Medical School Would Be Writing Code for 
AI Mosquitoes Nerve Agent with Russians who work for Putin. Nobel Putin and 
Bill Gates lost for a Mosquito Nerve Agent. Russian Mosquitoes within 100 miles of 
this lake drink it up and die by the billions. Nerve Agent nectar they eat for most of 
their meals and the blood they gorge on before laying eggs. 

10-19-2020 "Top Secrets; Open your Minds to the iPad Air Apps of AI inventions 
that use Russian Nerve Agent not just for mosquitoes but Pink Cancer and some 
virus. Russians must have the worlds most cirrhosis of the liver plague. No iPad Air 
apps in Moscow Apple Store. 



10-19-2020 "Top Secrets; Nobel Virus Plague, Sweden recorded 5,918 deaths as of 
Sunday, compared with 278 in Norway and 346 in Finland. 

Sweden's new car carrier is the world's largest Sail-powered vessel causing the 
deaths of millions, this is mass murder. There is a Apple Store App for this Sail vs 
WindmillCar 7K delivered to 7 Billion People on Earth. 

Sweden Car Carrier Ship 7K delivered to 7 Billion People on Earth. 

10-19-2020 "Top Secrets; Nobel Sails Not Windmill power a Ship that can carry 7K 
cars 7K Cuban MD's to the Kings Palace to work on Nobels in Medicine on Apple 
Store iPad Air apps with AI and list of Nobel in Medicine Invention Projects with 
specs. Sweden's new car carrier is the world's largest Sail-powered vessel causing 
the deaths of millions, this is mass murder. There is a Apple Store App for this Sail 
vs WindmillCar 7K delivered to 7 Billion People on Earth. 



Order iPhone 12 for All - iPhone 12 iDash Cam for All Cars! Verizon 5G 100 times 
faster than today's 5G after downloading this Apple Store App IP invention project 
to win a Nobel Prize in 2021 for 5G 100 times faster than today's 5G 



10-19-2020 "Top Secret." Digital Edition of the NY Post published the files on 
Hunter Bidens Laptop and Greg's Laptop stolen by City Hall Key West. Laptop 
Computers the Russians copied too. New York Post Published Hunter Biden 
Report Amid Newsroom Doubts, By KATIE ROBERTSON Katie at the Times 
would have no doubts who at 1984 HQ bombed the Yale Key West Medical School 
in 2011 as this is in the files on Greg's Laptop. Russian Porn is on Hunter Bidens 
Laptop. 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret Drunk on War in a Monopoly Game Land on Antidotes." 
Sobering up those in War in the Russian Caucasus with 2020 Ford and Porsche 
Windmill cars and Exodus into Star Wars Riches of Inventions paid for with illegal 
gas money in Swiss Banks. 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret iPad Air Monopoly Game App." China Exports local 
governments engaged in a binge of debt-fueled construction projects mostly 1 
Million New Gas Stations for 2021 No new Medical Schools built with debt money 



instead of Gas Stations and there is a Apple Store App to find the Chinese Exhaust 
for each gas stations diesel Mercedes birth defects and cancers. A War Crime. 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret." China is not buying iPad Air for All like Health Care for 
All. China is now buying more iron ore from Brazil, more corn and pork from the 
United States 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret Investment Pay Offs." China could go into debt to buy 1 
Billion iPad Air, the pay off is known by Greg in Key West but not Xi in China. Ha. 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret Nobel Winners in 2021 Monopoly Game of Spys." Stupid 
or just making out to be Stupid in China. Beijing uses a wide range of tools to 
gather intelligence at American research centers and didn't win a single Nobel in 
2020 or 2021 with all this Chinese spy research on Rx Recipes and Higgs particles. 
No Nobels for China for the Next Decade. 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret Pink Women's State Dept Monopoly App." State 
Department Pink Women have also denounced the practice of no Apple Store Apps 
for Rx Recipes for All. 

10-19-2020 State Dept Mass Murderer Kerry; Herd Immunity? Or ‘Mass 
Murder’? A proposal to let people with low risk of infection live without constraint 
could lead to a million or more preventable deaths. 1.3 million traffic deaths world 
wide in 2020. Mass Murder Headlines about the State Department in the 



WindmillCar Times Digital Edition. 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret." By BEN HUBBARD ‘If There Were No Hashish Here, 
You Wouldn’t See a Single House’ Just 100's of Ford WindmillRV Homes designed 
out of Star Wars RV Homes with Star Wars Accessories! 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret Monopoly Palace Rooms for Rent." Raging Forest Fires in 
Colorado were Greg biked up and down the mountains in Boulder County and the 
Town of Ward, 9,884'. Porsche WindmillCars racing up the mountain roads 
instead of Forest Fires was lost by Gas and Oil Men Criminals who today set fire to 
the Colorado Forest for their Shock and Awe Ending. Soon a ending to Colorado 
Gas and Oil Men who have a room lined up at Prince Salman's Palace. 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret Best Monopoly Winners and Losers, Killers." Colorado 
Wildfire Grows Into Largest in State History So Did Oil and Gas not Ford and 
Porsche WindmillCars the most in any State will never be Colorado as the Oil and 
Gas Men's Money will be confiscated for War Crimes against Pink Colorado 
Women who died by the millions as the Colorado Oil and Gas men flew to Dubai 
Trump Casino. 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret." Digital Edition of the NY Post published the files on 
Hunter Bidens Laptop and Greg's Laptop stolen by City Hall Key West. Laptop 
Computers the Russians copied too. New York Post Published Hunter Biden 
Report Amid Newsroom Doubts, By KATIE ROBERTSON Katie at the Times 
would have no doubts who at 1984 HQ bombed the Yale Key West Medical School 
in 2011 as this is in the files on Greg's Laptop. Russian Porn is on Hunter Bidens 
Laptop. 



10-19-2020 "Top Secret." Revolution in Paris Again and Again, Demonstrators in 
France honor teacher beheaded after discussing Prophet Muhammad cartoons 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret Prophet Muhammad cartoons Monopoly." Prophet 
Muhammad cartoons on the front page of the NY Times Today to Honor Paris 
Citizens in a War with Mecca that would have been won with the Times 
WindmillCar Model. Not a NY Times Windmill Cartoon on the front page of 
todays Paper. A war crime. 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret Apple is still sticking with its proprietary Lightning charge 
port. If the company really did care about the environment, it would have switched 
to USB Type-C. C++ type in Star Wars is more than just OS code. Get this app at 
the Apple Store today. 

10-19-2020 "Top Secret 

10-18-2020 Top Secrets "Invention Projects Monopoly." Break the Top Secret 
Code to get a Rx Recipe Cure for Steve Jobs Cancer! 



10-18-2020 Top Secrets "Invention Projects Monopoly." You land "Invention Hotel 
Rooms" Another Wall Street Start Up you have to invent it! In Top Secret. 

10-18-2020 "Top Secret Invention Projects Monopoly." At the Apple Store on a 
app... 

10-18-2020 Top Secrets "Invention Projects Monopoly." - iPhone 13 Pro Max is the 
same size as the iPad Air so you can fit a micro GE electric generator fueled by that 
solid Hydrogen ice cube inside. 

10-18-2020 "Top Secret Invention Projects Monopoly." At the Apple Store on a 
app... 

10-18-2020 "Top Secret Invention Projects Monopoly. 85" inch Steve Jobs Big 
Screen for a Home Office takes the Top Secrets of Warriors Never Forget Revenge 
to get the Nobel in Medicine lost by the Warriors in the War's since Steve Jobs 
Cancer. Break the Top Secret Code to get a Rx Recipe Cure for Steve Jobs Cancer! 

iPhone 13 Pro Max the same size of the iPad Air 

10-18-2020 Invention Projects Monopoly. "Those with a "Top Secret Card" get out 
of Jail Free Card is now a Car, WindmillCar to get out of Jail Free in this Apple 



Store App of "Invention Projects Monopoly." 

10-18-2020 "Invention Revolution" There will be an Invention Revolution led by 
Edison! Edison Electric, then GE General Electric. 

10-18-2020 "Invention Tourism" 5G Air Waves Made Visible as Human Vision in a 
Yale Medical School Class with Super Computer Simulations and zoom of the new 
iPhone 12 Max Pro advanced Apple Store apps. 

10-18-2020 "Invention Tourism" Is the New Luxury 52 Bucket List in the NY 
Times! Try to forget the waste of 100,000-square-foot amenities club featuring an 
indoor soccer field, tennis court, basketball court, skateboard park, rock climbing 
wall, bowling alley, recording studio and gardening room, among many other 
leisure spaces. "Invention Tourism" is a better design at 53 West 53. 

10-18-2020 "Invention Tourism" driven to greater extremes in Racing the Porsche 
WindmillCars! 

10-18-2020 Vogue Is 'Vogue Invention Tourism' Visiting Trump Towers, Trumps 



Palace with golden faucets... symptoms of brain cancer. 

10-18-2020 New England Journal of Medicine is Tourism for Inventive Medical 
School Students, all the CT's and MRI along with code for Apple Store Apps that 
Invent for you. AI 'Invention Tourism' 

10-18-2020 "Invention Tourism" show this realistic way as the highest tech we 
know today, E=mc2 and CERN theory that Gravity is particles of Quarks. No Time 
God Particles yet. Design Theory Space, Time, Gravity, 

Top Secret "Utopian Invention Projects" Not yet a Novel at Amazon but a app at 
the Apple Store Order today your iPhone 12 for All - Along with the iPad Air, 
Order One for Greg too. Thanks 

Those with a Top Secret get out of Jail Free Card is now a Car, WindmillCar to get 
out of Jail Free in this Apple Store App of "Invention Projects Monopoly." 

Verizon 5G 100 times faster than today's 5G after downloading this Apple Store 
App IP invention project to win a Nobel Prize in 2021 for 5G 100 times faster than 
today's 5G 



Order iPhone 12 for All - iPhone 12 iDash Cam for All Cars! Verizon 5G 100 times 
faster than today's 5G after downloading this Apple Store App IP invention project 
to win a Nobel Prize in 2021 for 5G 100 times faster than today's 5G 



iPad Air, Order One for Greg too. Thanks - iPhone 13 Pro Mac the same size of the 
iPad Air can fit a micro GE electric generator fueled by that solid Hydrogen ice 
cube. 

iPhone 13 Pro Mac the same size of the iPad Air 

10-18-2020 Treadmill Desk and Nordic Track for a home office used to be seen as a 
perk, “but now it’s a priority,” 

10-18-2020 85" Steve Jobs Big Screen for a Home Office takes the Warriors Never 
Forget Revenge to get the Nobel in Medicine lost by the Warriors in the War on 
Cancer. 



10-18-2020 From Paris with Love Today is the Post Cards at the Pasteur Institute 
of Utopian IP invention projects in the Apple Store App. 

10-18-2020 From Paris with Love Today is Oil and Gas from the Ruling Class. 

10-18-2020 From Paris with Love Today Can the Fat Cats at the Paris Oil and Gas 
Casino's be trained like the Schrödinger's cat to feed on 2020 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCar Invention accessories and build a new Mouse Trap. And the World 
will knock on your door. 

10-18-2020 From Paris with Love Today, "Pasteur Casino." 

10-18-2020 Gravity will have something to do with Winner's and Loser's at the 
Pasteur Casino. Winds of inventing a Gravity Engine before its Time blows 
through the Diesel Exhaust in every Major City World Wide. 

10-18-2020 Super Position goes to Pasteur who can cure the Rabid Dogs of Oil and 
Gas feeding on Greed for Trillions and Trillions of dollars. 



10-18-2020 Revolution of the Universe in Space strategy that would close every gas 
station world wide overnight! Windmills! intense invention projects in the Apple 
Store apps and Amazon Prime 1 Click spelled out with links and specs. Genius 
Tutors like AI from Pasteur's Lab. Nobels Lab AI in a Apple Store App.The high 
quality AI factor microcantilever dissecting the brain cancer cells. Thinking. 
Talking about Brain and Breast Cancer like never before with microcantilevers. 
E=mc2 

10-18-2020 Microcantilevers, E=mc2 Love Poems and Love Letters with the Yale 
MD Wife's will come, in time a discovery like microcantilevers at CERN. 

10-18-2020 Colorado Oil Fracking for the last Decade improved Oil Well flow while 
causing cancer in the brain to lose all hope of a overnight miracle cure Rx Recipe. 
Side Effect in the NY Times and CBS Nightly news are only for Rx ads that run on 
and on about side effects of the Rx they are selling. 

10-18-2020 Trump Said He Will Leave the USA, for Dubai's tallest Skyscraper in 
the World and live in the Penthouse. Perpetuating selling gasoline for $4 a gallon on 
the 4th of July USA. Trump-Salman-Macron Oil Company. 

10-18-2020 "Utopian Invention Projects" Venom, Omen. Oil. 'Exodus Invention 
Projects' Novels kept secret by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 



10-18-2020 Paris Beheading's Surge another Endless War in the Streets of Paris. 
“Abdullah the servant of Allah” Paris is Abdullah's Mecca thanks to Gas Stations 
owned by the Elite French Men, not French Women dressed in Pink on the 
Runway. 

10-18-2020 Paris Gas Stations and Key West Gas Stations are both a Cancer that 
has spread to the Trump Casino's and Florida Lottery World Wide, even infecting 
Moscow. 

10-18-2020 Hunter Biden's Moscow Laptop and Greg's Key West Laptop both in 
the hands of the FBI. 

10-18-2020 "Pink Cancers and Islam are cancer's. We eliminate it or we die from 
it” Gas Stations are the Cause of Many Cancers! $$$ 



10-18-2020 'Soul' of Paris Be headings by “Abdullah the servant of Allah” will go 
on for 100 years or until the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars race up the 
Streets of Paris to the Palace! 

10-18-2020 Culprits Emerge from 1984 "Down and Out in Paris and London" 
Exhausted from never ending exhaust in the Paris News. Gassing the Jews with 
diesel Exhaust and fiery wrecks. 

10-18-2020 Mayor of Paris said he has enough 'Blood Money' from Prince Salman 
to buy a Palace at Lake Geneva. 

10-18-2020 Plastic and Food Waste, now Waste of Money on CBS Nightly News 
ads. Flush With Cash, Biden Eclipses Trump in War for the Airwaves, vastly 
outspending President Trump in TV advertising, no one at MSNBC calls a Waste of 
Money better spent on Rx Recipe Cure All for Virus and Pink Cancers. 50% of 
Biden profits to go to Breast Cancer Women not allowed into Walter Reed for 
Chemo. 



10-18-2020 'Soul' of the Universe today is there another Universe before the Big 
Bang. 'Soul' of the Universe after we watch a live streaming video of Jewish Aliens 
from Sirius will expand the 'Soul' of the Universe. 

10-18-2020 For Bride's ready to marry a Nobel Prize in Medicine or Physics in a 
Legal Polygamous Marriage in a Different Universe than Prince Salman with a 12 
year old girl for his 4th Wife not a Yale MD Professor, grin. For Young Moslem 
Women Rohingya Brides, Marriage Means 4 Wife's to a Rich Gas Station owner a 
Perilous, Deadly Crossing different than the 4 Yale MD Wife's crossing over to 
work day and night on a Nobel in Medicine and Physics. Only the Moslem Brides 
are written up in the NY Times By HANNAH BEECH Hanna knows about the 
Legal Polygamous USA brides all MD women at Yale. Hannah knows about this 
loss of a Nobel in Medicine from her censorship at the Times. In our Times of 
Marriage to 4 Yale MD women, a license to win a Nobel. 

10-18-2020 

10-16-2020 "Utopian Invention Projects" Not yet a Novel at Amazon but an app at 
the Apple Store! 

Verizon 5G 100 times faster than today's 5G after downloading this Apple Store 



App IP invention project to win a Nobel Prize in 2021 for 5G 100 times faster than 
today's 5G 

10-16-2020 "Utopian Invention Projects" Not yet a Novel at Amazon but a app at 
the Apple Store! 

10-16-2020 "Utopian Invention Projects" Not yet a Novel at Amazon but a app at 
the Apple Store! 



iPhone 13 Pro Mac the same size of the iPad Air can fit a micro GE electric 
generator fueled by that solid Hydrogen ice cube. 

10-17-2020 "Utopian Invention Projects" Not yet a Novel at Amazon but a app at 



the Apple Store Order today your iPhone 12 for All - Along with the iPad Air, 
Order One for Greg too. Thanks 

Order today your iPhone 12 for All 



iPad Air, Order One for Greg too. Thanks 

Paris; Beheadings in the streets France, Macron needs of the Trump Sanctioned 
Porsche WindmillCar Invention, A "Utopian Invention Project" Not yet a Novel at 
Amazon but an app at the Apple Store! 

10-17-2020 Paris French Police Fatally Shoot Man Who Beheaded Teacher on the 
Street of Paris in another 100 year war or until the oil Money dries up for Total Oil 
Company, Exxon Mobil, Royal Dutch shell, BP Oil. 

Paris, He then took a photo of his victim beheaded... 

10-17-2020 He then took a photo of his victim beheaded and posted it, with a 
message to French president Emmanuel Macron signed “Abdullah the servant of 
Allah” 



10-17-2020 Macron stopped at the Paris Gas Station before getting to the crime 
scene!! 

10-17-2020 (a character invented for the film) "Paris Cartoons!" 



10-17-2020 (a character invented for the film) "Paris Rich as Mecca! 100's 0f 
Trillions, riches beyond belief selling the 2020 Porsche WindmillCar! 

10-17-2020 Peanuts + Oil; Jimmy Carter and Rosalynn say they are at peace with 
God and keeping the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars off the Streets of Paris. 

10-17-2020 Peanuts for millions of Americans and 7 Billion People World Wide! 

10-17-2020 Peanuts + Porsche! Fed's Failed to report 2020 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCars and $777 Trillion in secret Swiss Bank accounts... 

10-17-2020 Fed's scrambling to finish dozens of new rules affecting millions of 
Americans and 7 Billion People World Wide keeping the 2021 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCar Secret. 



10-17-2020 Mexico's Defence Chief ran the Drug Carte he does not feel Guilty 
reading these headlines 

10-17-2020 Pentagon Defence Chief runs the Oil Cartel they don't feel guilty over 
all the Wound Warriors who would never have gotten a Purple Heart but a Porsche 
WindmillCar. And never Crash and burn in a Porsche windmillcar with F-35 
Radar. No head on collisions during all these War years in Baghdad and Afghastan. 

Purple Hearted Windmill Porsche saved all from being wounded by the Pentago. 



10-17-2020 No regrets from any Defence Chief but getting arrested for War Crime 
of Drugs and Oil. 

10-17-2020 Stimulus Checks for 7 Billion are in Swiss Banks 

10-17-2020 $777 Trillion is not Peanuts but Windfall Masterminded by a Georgia 
Peanut Plantation Owner Jimmy Carter with help from Rosalynn. Their cut is $500 
million in a Georgia Bank for the next 100 years like the Rockefeller. 

10-17-2020 $421 Million in Debt: Trump Calls It ‘a Peanuts,’ because he has $777 
Trillions which is Mecca Riches Beyond Belief a stimulus for 7 Billion People. Paris 
has a problem with Moslems Cartoons and kids teachers beheaded by Prince 
Salman on orders from Trump that he will not tweet. 

10-17-2020 Beheaded on the Streets of Paris not in Mecca, Macron has a problem 
he will not solve with the 2020 Ford WindmillCar and when Paris find out Macron 
has a WindmillCar that would have prevented Paris Citizen from being beheaded 
on the Streets of Paris there will be a French Revolution, how did Macron let this 
teacher get beheaded, $777 Trillion in Total Oil Company Revenues paid blood 
money from the French Government Oil Company before the teacher was 
beheaded was paid to Macron. 



10-17-2020 The assailant French media reported that he was 18 and of Russian 
origin. But the NY Times always reports this wrong then corrects it tomorrow. 
Seems to be on purpose a 1984 George Orwell Trait for Journalists. 

10-17-2020 The assailant was heard to yell “Allahu akbar” at the moment of the 
knife attack. 

10-17-2020 Cartoon's got him Samuel Paty beheaded at Eragny and Conflans-
Sainte-Honorine, France. The teacher’s school, College du Bois-d’Aulne, 100 Year 
Wars taught here for the next 100 years of Oil and Gas, WindmillCar Cartoons. 
Apple Store has a app for WindmillCars in the classroom. 



10-17-2020 Windmill Porsche Cartoons killed by Macron would have save his life! 
A war crime! 

10-17-2020 He then took a photo of his victim beheaded and posted it, with a 
message to French president Emmanuel Macron signed “Abdullah the servant of 
Allah” 

10-17-2020 Challenger V Lies Ahead. Challenger V Space Shuttle for 4K CERN 
Physics Techs. 



10-17-2020 I.R.S. audit that could cost him over $100 million, cost Prince Salman 
$777 Trillion as this is how much Trump owes Habitat for Humanity at Jimmy and 
Rosalynn Peanut Plantation with everyone walking, then driving a Porsche 
WindmillCar not a Diesel Mercedes like Mecca. By RUSS BUETTNER and 
SUSANNE CRAIG Russ and Craig will write a article for the Times about Porsche 
WindmillCars Driven by Peanut harvesting crew after they get off work and 
Meccas Moslems driving a Diesel Mercedes at out of gas stations in Mecca a Hell of 
a though no one thinks possible today. No open gas stations in Mecca or Plains 
Georgia. 

10-17-2020 What Went Viral This Week, stimulus Talks Stalled Peace Talks for all 
the Never Ending Wars. Baghdad has Oil Fields bigger than all the Georgia Peanut 
Fields and Tobacco Fields combined. 

10-17-2020 What Went Viral This Week, iTickes on your new iPhone 12 Pro Max 
iDash Cam, ending getting pulled over by the cops only to get rear ended by a 
Warriors DUI Driver crashing into to back of the cop car. Fiery Wrecks go Viral 
on CBS MSNBC front page of the NY Times fiery wrecks go viral. Not any Time 
soon. 

10-17-2020 What Went Viral This Week, Facebook shutting down for InventBook 
app at the Apple Store! 



10-17-2020 What Went Viral This Week, Hunter Bidens laptop and Greg's Laptop 
in Key West stolen by city hall employees that lost not just Huge Cruise Ships but 
100 Hospital Ships Docked at the Yale Key West Medical School since 2011. 

Hunter Biden finds Gregs laptop in Key West and the Yale Key West Medical 
School. 

10-17-2020 Pfizer in Switzerland goes viral with Vaccines you need every year for 
the flu and virus instead of a Rx Penicillin Miracle Cure for the flu and Virus 
Plagues. Engineered by the Swiss like Saudi Oil Money. 

10-17-2020 In Fights Over Face Masks, Echoes of the American Seatbelt Wars 
Christine does not tell you in this NY Times article 1.3 million traffic deaths in 2020 



and again in 2021 with seat belt laws. By CHRISTINE HAUSER Christine does not 
tell you 100 kids in safety seats in back will be left in a hot car to die a tortured 
death at the governments Masterminds of keeping the safety seats in back. No 
second thoughts on anything. 

10-17-2020 Peanuts + Porsche! Heavy lift helicopter combines is not a Flash Point 
for Georgia or South Africa Plantation Owners. Inventions out of Star Wars for 7 
Billion. 

10-17-2020 Trump and Price Salman to end Special Olympics birth defects caused 
by exhaust in DNA. Netherlands to Allow Doctors to Help End Lives of Terminally 
Ill Children from Exhaust in the air. 

10-17-2020 Netherlands to end gas stations and Exhaust in the air and in Childrens 
DNA, No! Netherlands to keep the gas stations and kill the sick kids. 1984 Oil 
Novel. 

Birth defects in the Netherlands from Diesel Exhaust... 



10-17-2020 Netherlands to Allow Doctors to Help End Lives of Terminally Ill 
Children Hugo de Jonge, the Dutch health minister, said Jews are being gassed to 
death by the German Diesel Mercedes War Machine, nothing ever changes. 
Exhaust is in the air world wide and in all Childrens DNA. Special Olympics lost 
the Trump Name as Trump and Prince Salman are libel for the birth defects and 
deaths. Wow!! 

10-17-2020 Yale New Haven Shuts out the Universe of Beheading's on the Streets of 
Paris caused by Yale Alumni falling asleep driving the Diesel Semi Truck for more 
hours than you can stay awake without any Stimulus Inventions for Windmill Semi 
Trucks at the Apple Store apps. 



10-17-2020 Yale Bookstore How to Keep Your Desk Organized is upgraded to 
Apple Store App How to Keep 1,001 IP invention projects spelled out with specs 
and genius Einstein MD tutors organized with AI IBM Super Computer, computer 
Time. How to keep your Desk Organized in times of AI super computer simulations 
and cold cubes of Hydrogen that lets sound travel 100 times faster. Prism for this 
too. Edison heard about this... 

10-17-2020 Mothers little helper has Rx Recipes today. The Best Recipe for the 
classic chocolate chip cookie you need a Rx for. 

10-17-2020 Wall Street Start Up Rx Chocolate Chip Cookies. Cooked forever more 
by Girl Scouts with Rx Recipes. 

10-17-2020 Seek Invention projects to avoid isolation from Gravity Engine Car Era 
sooner than later. 



10-16-2020 And Ms. Guthrie, an anchor on “Today,” welcomed viewers with a 
friendly greeting — “We want 100 Hospital Ships as Part of the Yale Key West 
Medical School." Helping win a Nobel for WHO at the UN. 100 Times faster than 
not mentioning this. 

10-16-2020 And Ms. Guthrie, an anchor on “Today,” welcomed the "Utopian 
Invention Projects" Not yet a Novel at Amazon but a app at the Apple Store! 

10-16-2020 cyanosis — And 2020 Porsche WindmillCar's racing to the Pentagon 
Unnerve Pentagon People!! Oxygen filled Car without a trace of toxic Nerve Agent 
or Diesel. 

10-16-2020 cyanosis — And NBC’s Savannah Guthrie Grills Trump as Cops 
writing a ticket on the side of the road are Grilled in a Fiery Wreck. NBC could 
have put a video of this on Today Show with Savannah Guthrie. George 
Stephanopoulos of ABC had it easy, steering his Diesel Mercedes around the fiery 
cop car on the side of the road. 



10-16-2020 cyanosis — And Ms. Guthrie, an anchor on “Today,” welcomed viewers 
with a friendly greeting — “We want 100 Hospital Ships as Part of the Yale Key 
West Medical School, sanctioned by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 



10-16-2020 cyanosis — And Ms. Guthrie bias, she interrupted Mr. Trump too often 
with Pink Dead and Tortured for decades and decades of Endless wars in Baghdad 
and Afghastan. MSNBC viewers with “Well,” she declared, “that Pink War 
happens to be lost by those at the Dubai Trump Casino.” 

10-16-2020 cyanosis — And There was no debate the Admirals do not want 100 
Hospital Ships!! 

10-16-2020 cyanosis — And 2011 Greg's Laptop the FBI has it. GOP lawmakers 
ask FBI if it had Hunter Biden laptop. More than a dozen GOP members of the US 
House of Representatives have asked the FBI to reveal if the agency had possession 
of Greg's laptop from 2011 with 1,001 IP invention projects. Bike thiefs all city hall 
employees cut the cables and took Greg's trike and laptop. Police report was stolen 
laptop changed to lost Laptop. Loss is the Yale Key West Medical School in 2011. 
City lost Greg's Laptop in 2011 and the Yale Key West Medical School as the FBI 
watched the monitors. 

10-16-2020 Sign of Economic Distress by the 9/11 Jews Gassed by Diesel Mercedes 
War reflected in the Riches of those who profited from 9/11 Distress, Oil Gods! 

Dubai Robbed 7 Billion People of $777 Stimulus Checks, a war crime! God is Great 
when you have this much Oil and Gas Money, all illegal protected by the Pentagon. 



Dubai Robbed!! Dubai Prince hospitalized after complications from an open-heart 
procedure, 100 open-heart patients all men from Dubai. Complications to the MD's 
who work for the Prince. 

10-16-2020 Claims Rise Against Riches Beyond Belief in Dubai, Mecca. Moslems 
face Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter 5 Times a Day and Pray thanks for the 2020 Ford 
and Porsche WindmillCars. No Peanuts Grin. 

10-16-2020 How Exodus Airlines is trying to fly Earth to Sirius Exodus for Dr's 
Moses and Einstein MD. Inspired by Dr's Moses and Einstein MD, Hasidic 
Backlash Grows Over Virus Plague from Dubai's Peace Treaty with the Israeli PM 
and Ruling Class Generals. 

10-16-2020 "120 Caesars not just 12" Amazon Kindle with Israeli Generals named 
Caesar and a Tell All like Mary Trump and Small Fry Daughter of Steve Jobs who 
would be going to Israel with Steve today if the Israeli Generals were Dr. Caesar 
MD. A War Crime Kindle. 

10-16-2020 Wasp Lawyer Headlines Today; Trump Said to Be Warned That 
Giuliani Was Conveying Russian Disinformation. Mr. Trump and Mr. Giuliani 
have promoted unsubstantiated claims about 9/11 not being Masterminded by the 
Prince and King of Saudi Arabia in exchange for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues the 
NYC Jews need for Exodus invention projects. 



10-16-2020 Mr. Giuliani’s campaign to undermine Mr. Biden has focused on his 
anticorruption efforts in Ukraine while he was vice president and his son Hunter 
Biden’s work there on the board of a gas company owned by an oligarch widely 
seen as corrupt. 

10-16-2020 Mr. Giuliani has accused the Bidens of protecting Burisma, the energy 
company where Hunter Biden was a board member. 



10-16-2020 Russian Oil God's wrongdoing, Russian Wife's given Vodka for her 
BDay not a Porsche WindmillCar, wrongdoing. 

10-16-2020 Fires on Slopes of Kilimanjaro Threaten a Diverse Ecosystem 

10-16-2020 Fiery Cop Cars on the Side of the Highways from Moscow, to Paris to 
London to NYC threaten a Diverse population of Oil Gods with trillions and 
trillions of dollars that burn more intense than Cops in fiery wrecks writing a 
iTicket. What is suppose to be a iTicket via iPhone 12 Pro iDash Cam. Fires on 
Slopes of Kilimanjaro Threaten a Mismatch Picture Post Card and Hemingway 
Novel. The story opens with a paragraph about Mount Kilimanjaro, the highest 
mountain in Africa, whose western summit is called in Masai the “House of God.” 
There, we are told, lies the frozen carcass of a leopard near the summit. No one 
knows why it is there at such altitude. 

10-16-2020 "The reader is introduced to Harry, a writer dying of gangrene, and 
Helen, who is with him on safari in Africa. They are stranded in the camp, because 



a bearing in their truck's engine burnt out. Harry's situation makes him irritable, 
and he speaks about his impending death in a matter-of-fact, sarcastic way that 
upsets Helen. He quarrels with her over minute things, from whether he should 
drink a whiskey and soda, to whether she should read to him. Helen is obviously 
concerned for his welfare, but Harry's frustration makes him talk unpleasantly 
towards her." 

10-16-2020 "The reader is introduced to Harry, Harry is a 'Baby Killer' and the 
flash back scenes drive him to suicide. Sitting at your Desk in the Pentagon waking 
to a field of dead women and children you killed. 

10-16-2020 Hemingway House Writing Class with Apple Store IP invention project 
Apps. We all are stranded in the camp, because a bearing in the truck's engine 
burnt out, before we could get the Gravity Engine Trucks Engine Invented. 

10-16-2020 Gravity Engine is the summit to the Invention Climbers and is called in 
Masai the “House of God.” 

10-16-2020 Humanity never reached his potential as Inventors of Gravity! 
gangrene.1936 Harry scratched his right knee on a thorn. He had not applied 
iodine right away, and the wound got infected; because all other antiseptics ran out, 
he used a weak carbolic solution that "paralyzed the minute blood vessels", thus 
the leg developed gangrene. 



10-16-2020 World map of gangrene... app at the Apple Store! Nobel in Medicine for 
this Cure All too. All Mount Kilimanjaro, trails stock the Gangrene Perfume spray 
at every trail head. Without a Rx. Just without a Rx would save a life too. 

10-16-2020 (a character invented for the film) A Rx Recipe is invented in this film 
for 2021 using Apple Store App in a 007 Hemingway Novel to win a Nobel again in 
2020. 

10-16-2020 Novel Drug Trials with 2 instead of 7,000 MD's a Novel. Amylyx, a 
Massachusetts start-up the 2 students founded, to seek the agency’s permission to 
provide the drug for compassionate use while it is still being evaluated. The two-
drug combination was conceived seven years ago by Justin Klee, left, and Joshua 
Cohen when they were students at Brown University. 7,000 Cuban MD's have been 
sanctioned by Trump from working for the King of Sweden on this Rx Recipe to 
extend the life of ALS patients for 2 months. Well they will be working on a Rx 
Recipe Penicillin Miracle cure for the King of Sweden. The two-drug combination, 
dreamed up by two college students, is one of several potential treatments raising 
the hopes of patients with A.L.S., also known as Lou Gehrig’s disease. The paralytic 
condition steals people’s ability to walk, speak, eat and ultimately breathe, typically 
causing death within two to five years. Greg in Key West Dreamed up the idea to 
let 7,000 Cuban MD's work for the King of Sweden on a Nobel in Medicine but 
Trump's sanctions on Cuban MD work killed this and the King of Sweden getting a 
really good Nobel in Medicine. 

10-16-2020 Movie A film adaptation of the short story, directed by Henry King, 
written by Casey Robinson, and starring Gregory Peck as Harry, Susan Hayward 
as Helen, and Ava Gardner as Cynthia Green (a character invented for the film) 
appeared in 1952. The film's ending does not mirror the story's ending. 



10-16-2020 (a character invented for the film) 

10-16-2020 (a character invented for the film) 



10-16-2020 (a character invented for the film) 

10-16-2020 (a character invented for the film) 

10-16-2020 120 Caesars + sociopathy's... not Einstein MD's A few years later, 
doctors would confirm my diagnosis. And World Leaders funded by Oil... we aren’t 
designed to function without access to emotion, so we sociopaths often become 
destructive in order to feel things. I used to break into houses or steal cars for the 
adrenaline rush of knowing I was somewhere I wasn’t allowed to be — just to feel, 
period. The Prince became the psychotic killer who invites world leaders to his 
Palace and tells them his 4th wife is a 12 Year Old Girl. They all agree not to tell 
CBS or MSNBC. 

10-16-2020 MD Ph.D. in psychology in order to win a Nobel Rx Recipe to Cure the 
Prince you need the Apple Store App with 4 Trillion Rx Recipes. And a Salk sugar 
cure with a pink dot in the middle as the Prince pops sugar cubes not Hydrogen 
cubes frozen solid to hear the new sounds of physics. And that in doing so, my 
husband was finally able to teach me the one thing I have been trying to learn all of 
my life: IP invention projects app in the Apple Store. Spelled Out with specs and 
links, genius tutors like Pasteur you can talk to with AI. Today. 



10-16-2020 "Badly Ill With Coronavirus, Some Ultra-Orthodox in Israel Choose 
Home Care" Until Dr. Rabbi MD orders Intensive Care! 

10-16-2020 "Mexico’s Former Defense Minister And Oil Ministers Are Arrested in 
Los Angeles" Giving Mexico City poor $7 Trillion USD. Stimulus Checks. Yes 
Stimulus Checks for everyone in Mexico from the Drug and Oil Cartels thanks to 
the WindmillCar Cartel. 

10-16-2020 "Utopian Invention Projects" Not yet a Novel at Amazon but a app at 
the Apple Store! 

10-16-2020 Which house did she pick. One with a conference table and Nordic 
Track. 



10-15-2020 Apple Store App sound prism not just light with AI Science Non Fiction 
speed of sounds 100 times faster ice cold in a cube of Hydrogen a new sound prism 
not just light. No one would have thought there were so many colors of light 
without the Prism Apple Store App. Next Cube from Steve Jobs Light 100 times 
faster in a Cube. What kind of cube? 

10-15-2020 Amazon Prime's best sale was; Amazon to ship 1 billion thanksgiving 
turkeys to the UN Food Bank Cooked!! 

10-15-2020 Sound 100 times faster in a cube of Hydrogen with a built in prism. AI 
Apple App Store. 

Verizon 5G 100 times faster than today's 5G after downloading this Apple Store 
App IP invention project to win a Nobel Prize in 2021 for 5G 100 times faster than 
today's 5G 



10-15-2020 Why ‘Supermom’ Gets Star Billing, She Has Stage 4 Breast Cancer 
from Russian Vodka and Coors... Diesel Mercedes Wedding Gift. Dubai Marriage, 
Wedding. 

10-15-2020 Why ‘Judges Judge, Which Is Why Their Dubai Marriage, Wedding's 
Matter’ they Married $777 Trillion in Oil Revenue, millions of Gas Station hold ups 
in Miami, Cuba. 

iPhone 12 Pro Max for All in the USA with apps. Paid for by Dubai Riches Beyond 
Belief, 1 Million new Mosques to say the least... waste of money. 



iPhone 12 Pro Max for All in the USA with apps. 

iPhone 12 Pro Max for All in the USA. How much would this cost? 

How much would this cost society if Dubai refused to pay for this? 



iPhone 13 Pro Mac the same size of the iPad Air can fit a micro GE electric 
generator fueled by that solid Hydrogen ice cube. 



10-15-2020 ‘Judges Judge, Which Is Why Their E=mc2 Evidence Matter's in their 
Hell and Heaven sentences’ Dubai Robbed the Judge of his 'Nobel in Law.' 

10-15-2020 cyanosis — not getting enough oxygen to the tissues. 

10-15-2020 'Men Control GX Grey Reducing Shampoo', doesn’t use the word dye 
in its advertising or packaging. The company’s Lawyers not Doctors spent weeks 
editing this Shampoo when its really a hair dye and they won a Company Nobel in 
Law. 

10-15-2020 The Doctor who caught this diagnosis in a patient would get a Nobel in 
Medicine if the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ didn't dye their Gray Hair but went 
natural in their Live Streaming Videos. 

10-15-2020 Supreme Court Lawyers not Doctors Judgment's on Shampoo with 
Hair coloring Dye, hidden cost of going to the Doctor and hidden dye in the 
Shampoo. 

Verizon 5G 100 times faster than today's 5G after downloading this Apple Store 
App IP invention project to win a Nobel Prize in 2021 for 5G 100 times faster than 
today's 5G 



10-15-2020 Apple Store App for Shampoos and Hair Dye's ready to download at 
the end of today! AI picture you take on your new iPhone 12 will cure your 
Shampoo and Hair Dye symptoms. 

10-15-2020 "He was clearly not the only man who was surprised by the product’s 
tendency to darken nails. On the first page of customer comments on one website, 
half the comments mentioned the nail discoloration. “I guess I should have read the 
fine print,” the patient said to me ruefully. “Next time.” 



10-15-2020 Dubaisis - robbed your Shock and Awe of Oxygen in the Universe! 

10-15-2020 'SuperDoctor' Dr. Lisa Sanders MD would visit the Pentagon and Steve 
Jobs Campus to Cure Both Cancers in Society. "Indonesian Defense Chief, Accused 
of Rights Abuses, Will Visit Pentagon" Pink Cancer and Pentagon Cancers are 
world wide and will destroy the Earth sooner than later if the Doctors Porsche 
WindmillCar is not Returned by the Defense Chief! 

10-15-2020 Dubai robbed Dr. Lisa Sanders MD of her Pentagon Pink WindmillCar 
Nobel Peace Prize Treaty. 

10-15-2020 Dubai robbed these 4 Girls looking into the Apple Store Window of 
their Nobel Prize! 

10-15-2020 4 Girls had their bikes stolen by Trump Dubai expensive gifts for 
Trumps, no Bikes Ha, no Gift Tax, Today. Under Trump, Criminal Prosecutions 
for Bike Theft Dropped Sharply. 1.3 million Bikes stolen in 2020 1.3 million dead in 
traffic wrecks in 2020. NY Times 9 arrest out of 1.3 million crimes. Not on the front 
page. 

10-15-2020 Even journalists inside NBC and MSNBC were taken aback at the 
network’s decision to air Trumps Medical Records, lifetime of Medical Records in 
a Tell All Book by Mary Trump. 



Verizon 5G 100 times faster than today's 5G after downloading this Apple Store 
App IP invention project to win a Nobel Prize in 2021 for 5G 100 times faster than 
today's 5G 

10-15-2020 Even journalists inside NBC and MSNBC were taken aback at the 
network’s decision to air 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCar's New 2021 Models 
you can pre order Tonight. 



10-15-2020 Rome 620 antique marble statues amassed by Prince Alessandro 
Torlonia and his father in the tradition of noble families. 5th century B.C. to the 4th 
century A.D. 

10-15-2020 Apple Store App with AI Get a Make Over with hidden AI Nobel Prize 
2021 for this Apple Store App. No longer your run of the mill app. 100 Times faster 
speed of sound inside the cube of Hydrogen AI in its code. 

10-15-2020 Apple Store App with AI Science Non Fiction speed of sounds in a cube 
of Hydrogen a new sound prism not just light. No one would have though there 
were so many colors of light without the Prism Apple Store App. 

10-15-2020 CERN prism dissecting the new sounds in a cube of hydrogen, light in a 
cube of hydrogen. 

10-15-2020 CERN's niche clientele who buy CERN God particles and IP invention 
project AI apps in the Apple Store. 

10-15-2020 Frozen Foods, Turkey Dinner in a cube of Hydrogen at -254 C UN Food 
Bank Nobel Peace of Turkey Winners in the Market for their Thanksgiving turkeys 
during a holiday changed by the pandemic. 



10-15-2020 A Disrupted Thanksgiving Leaves the Turkey Farms Business Guessing 
until they read this web page and call on Amazon to ship 1 billion thanksgiving 
turkeys to the UN Food Bank Cooked, a Windfall like the 2020 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCars will be. 

10-15-2020 Apple Store App with AI all 620 antique marble statues amassed by 
Prince Alessandro Torlonia spelled out in art of the diagnosis, 120 Caesars not just 
12. 

MD diagnosis, 120 Caesars not just 12 

10-15-2020 Commonly known as The Twelve Caesars, is a set of twelve biographies 
of Julius Caesar and the first 11 emperors of the Roman Empire written by Gaius 
Suetonius Tranquillus. 

10-15-2020 Key West Pirates and Caesar at the Yale Key West Medical School with 
100 Hospital War Ships for Exodus invasion by the Jews with WindmillCars and 
Dr. Moses MD. ...most memorable of the entire web page 
www.electricwindmillcar.com. 

10-15-2020 Suetonius describes an incident that would become one of the most 
memorable of the entire book. Caesar was captured by pirates in the 
Mediterranean Sea. Caesar engaged in debate and in philosophical discussion with 
the pirates while in captivity. He also promised that one day he would find them 
and crucify them (this was the standard punishment for piracy during this time). 



10-15-2020 When told by the pirates that he would be held for a ransom of 20 
talents of gold, Caesar laughed, and said that he must be worth at least 50 talents. 
Just as he had promised, after being released, Caesar captured the pirates and 
crucified them. 

10-15-2020 Caesars Palace Las Vegas Hotel and Casino - Official Site 

10-15-2020 120 million Generals in Seat Belts for the Safety of the Universe. 
Seatbelt laws were a hard sell in state capitals as opponents argued they were 
uncomfortable or an imposition on personal liberty. Sound familiar? 

10-15-2020 Rome amassing Star Wars Invention Projects apps at the Rome Apple 
Store, Hell No! 

Verizon 5G 100 times faster than today's 5G after downloading this Apple Store 
App IP invention project to win a Nobel Prize in 2021 for 5G 100 times faster than 
today's 5G 



10-15-2020 Statue of the Roman general Germanicus from the first century A.D. 
The show at the Capitoline opens with a head-spinning panoply of Art of the 
Diagnosis in the Generals Mindless killings from the first century A.D. 

10-15-2020 The First century A.D. lost the intellectual Star Wars to the first 
century A.D. Generals, Why? Killing won over the Rome Senate and the USA 
Senate Today over the Doctors Porsche WindmillCar Race into the Stars. All these 
Centuries. A statue of Hercules, in no need for a Doctor. 

10-15-2020 Athens and Rome Gravity Engine Intellectuals were overrun by 
Military Generals! Athens and Rome Gravity Engine Intellectuals Today are over 
run by Pentagon and Russian Generals today, Hell with Gravity they order! 



10-15-2020 Dubai robbed these Defense Chief's, of their Nobel Prize! 

10-15-2020 All Wars are Nobel in Medicine and Nobel in Law, arrest all the 
Lawyers who had our 2020 Ford WindmillCar's Towed time and time again since 
Jimmy Carter and Rosalynn masterminded price fixing of $4 a gallon gas on the 
4th of July USA. 

10-15-2020 Dubai robbed Juliana Merola returned to New York City after Nobel 
Peace Prize App school in the Steve Jobs Campus. She had lived in various 
downtown neighborhoods, but now she was interested in the other end of 
Manhattan. “I always liked the Upper West Side, now with iMac's, Mac Book 
Pro's, iPad Air, iPhone's I need to get rid of the couch for a conference table with 
many many monitors. 

10-14-2020 Dubai robbed Helsinki of its Nobel Prize! 

10-14-2020 Dubai robbed these 4 Girls looking into the Apple Store Window of 
their Nobel Prize! Judge Amy Coney Barrett said nothing!! 

10-14-2020 Apple precedents to win a Nobel Peace Prize for 2021. Judge Amy 
Coney Barrett demonstrated easy familiarity with Supreme Court precedents but 



said almost nothing about whether they should win a Nobel Prize in 2021. Hell No! 

This is War with the US Supreme Court Lawyers! Victor gets a Nobel Peace Prize 
in 2021 and a Porsche WindmillCar for All with a iPhone 13 Pro Max iDash Cam 
iCop iTickets. All Lawyers on the Supreme Court will Vote against this Nobel for 
Apple. 

10-14-2020 Judge Amy Coney Barrett said nothing about the Nobel Peace Prize as 
Supreme Court is not part of the Nobel Prize Culture or World we live in today, 
Supreme Court is a culture of wasp lawyers knowing there will never be a Nobel in 
Law as Lawyers kill many many Doctors each year. And Lawyers kill even more 
Patients, evidence is counting the Pink Kills and torture by the Judge not letting 
Pink Women into Walter Reed for Chemo and Breast Cut Off. A War Crime by the 
Supreme Court. 

Judge Amy Coney Barrett said nothing about the Nobel Peace Prize as Supreme 
Court is not part of the Nobel Prize Culture or World we live in today, 

10-14-2020 Dubai robbed these 4 Girls of their Nobel Prize! 



10-14-2020 Dubai robbed these 4 Girls looking into the Apple Store Window of 
their Nobel Prize! Judge Amy Coney Barrett said nothing!! 

10-14-2020 Health Care for All Hell! Only if the Supreme Court opens Walter Reed 
Hospital to all Pink Women with Breast, Ovary, cervix cancers. 

10-14-2020 Apple Store Apps and iPhone 12 Pro Max for All will win a Nobel Peace 
Prize in 2021. For just one app out of 1,001. One being peripheral blood stem cell 
graft app advancement for Bone Marrow Donors. 100 Times Faster like Sound in a 
Cube of Hydrogen. 



iPhone 12 Pro Max for All will win a Nobel Peace Prize in 2021 with apps. 



iPhone 13 Pro Mac the same size of the iPad Air can fit a micro GE electric 
generator fueled by that solid Hydrogen ice cube. 

10-14-2020 Delay of the Next Bond 007 movie winning a Nobel Prize! 

10-14-2020 Delay of the Next Bond 007 movie winning a Nobel Prize! As after 



reading this web many bet the Delay in the new 007 Bond "No Time to Die" has a 
scene, the Bond Girls is covered in 'Pink Scrubs' and you can read the name 
'Trump's Walter Reed Military Hospital." White Coat Doctors in front of Walter 
Reed - Hell No Pink Coats we are Trump's White Coated Doctors! Tricks not 
Treats for 007 Bond Girls! Nobel Prize for Walter Reed, Trump gets his first. 

10-14-2020 “deep fusion.” Camera Hell “deep fusion.” Apps to track your life on 
GPS and IP invention projects for Exodus. 

10-14-2020 “deep fusion.” Camera Hell “deep fusion.” Apps to track your Stolen 
Bike with a Apple Door Bell Camera in your Bike Hidden so you can watch the 
thieves carry off your bike. Smile your on Cameras sticker on your bike. Ha. 

iPhone 13 iPhone Max Pro the same size as the iPad Air 

10-14-2020 6.7" iPhones Max Pro. iPhone 13 Mac Pro the same size as the iPad Air 
can fit a micro GE electric generator fueled by that solid Hydrogen ice cube. Apple 
has 1 year to the day to engineer this. 1 year to the Day to engineer the iPhone 13 
Max Pro iDash Cam too. All cars will be required to have a iPhone 13 Max Pro 
iDash Cam 1 year from today if anyone wants to win a Nobel in 2021. 

iPhone 13 iPhone Max Pro the same size as the iPad Air 

10-14-2020 capability to run on 5G next-generation cellular networks, for much 
faster speeds. 



10-14-2020 "Apple Store Nobel Peace Prize 2021 Event;" When is the Apple event? 
When is the Apple event?, Apple Store Nobel Peace Prize 2021 Event starts today! 

Verizon has a chance to win a Nobel in Physics for 5G 100 Times faster there is a 
Apple Store App to get this invention. 

10-14-2020 Verizon Model Ford WindmillCar or Verizon Model Porsche 
WindmillCar. Fast Track or Government Post Office Speed. Speed of sound 100 
times faster in a Hydrogen ice cube. These inventions will win the 2021 Nobel in 
Physics and Chemistry. Verizon has a chance to win a Nobel in Physics for 5G 100 
Times faster than 4G will they even try to win a Nobel. Hell No Most likely. Hans 
Vestberg, chief executive of Verizon, joined Apple to talk about 5G, highlighting its 
peak speeds. But those peak speeds will not be available in most of the nation. 

Verizon has a chance to win a Nobel in Physics for 5G 100 Times faster there is a 
Apple Store App to get this invention. 

10-14-2020 Apple precedents to win a Nobel Peace Prize for 2021. Judge Amy 
Coney Barrett demonstrated easy familiarity with Supreme Court precedents but 
said almost nothing about whether a Nobel in Law is a war crime or crime against 
humanity. 

10-14-2020 Judge Amy Coney Barrett said nothing about the Nobel Peace Prize as 
Supreme Court is not part of the Nobel Prize Culture or World we live in today, 
Supreme Court is a culture of wasp lawyers knowing there will never be a Nobel in 
Law as Lawyers kill many many Doctors each year. And Lawyers kill even more 
Patients, evidence is counting the Pink Kills and torture by the Judge not letting 
Pink Women into Walter Reed for Chemo and Breast Cut Off. A War Crime by the 
Supreme Court. 



10-14-2020 GlaxoSmithKline and Seqirus, will never win a Nobel Prize for a Rx 
Recipe Cure All Penicillin for Virus and Cancers, Pink Cancers will be the Never 
Ending War for Oil Money too. Sanofi, Medicago and Clover Biopharmaceuticals, 
which have all partnered with GSK to keep the Oil Flowing instead of the Cure 
2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars. 

10-14-2020 Justice Dept. Sues Ex-Aide Over Book About Melania Trump. The 
Justice Department sued a onetime close friend and aide to the first lady, Melania 
Trump, on Tuesday to try to recoup the profits from a tell-all book that ... The New 
York Times Justice Department sues author of Melania Trump tell-all book, says 
Stephanie Winston Wolkoff broke nondisclosure agreement 

10-14-2020 The New York Times Justice Department sues author of Melania 
Trump tell-all book, says Stephanie Winston Wolkoff broke nondisclosure 
agreement 



10-14-2020 The New York Times Justice Department nondisclosure agreement with 
Saudi Terrorists selling gas at $4 gallon for Mecca Riches Beyond Belief refusing to 
disclose the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars, a war crime by the Justice 
Department. They need a good lawyer, grin. 

10-14-2020 Porsche WindmillCar Racing in; For Nagorno-Karabakh’s Armenians 
and Azerbaijanis coexisted in Soviet days. But conflict over the disputed territory 
exploded in the late 1980s, instead of the Porsche WindmillCar. Putin Model 
Porsche WindmillCar was not sold to Putin, in bought the Diesel Mercedes for his 
Russian Army Generals. No Disputing! 



10-14-2020 Land Sharks have taken over the Driving on Land with Putin Diesel 
Mercedes. 

10-14-2020 Shark livers are considered among the best sources of the compound, 
squalene, a chemical that kick-starts the immune system into action can make or 
break certain recipes 4 Trillion Recipes need to know about this chemical. 

10-14-2020 Pink Doctors at Walter Reed work for Trump. Trump Says 'Great 
Thing About Being President' Is Abundance of Doctors When You Catch COVID 
"If you're not feeling 100 percent. you have more doctors than you thought existed 
in the world," President Donald Trump said. 

10-14-2020 Switzerland Hiking Death slip and fall down a Swiss Mountain. I 
searched Google images for the Swiss Mountain Trail and found nothing. SALT 
LAKE CITY — A missionary for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints 
has died after she slipped and fell while hiking in Switzerland, the church 
announced Tuesday night. Annabelle Nielsen, 20, of Highland, was hiking with five 
other missionaries when she fell down a steep incline Tuesday. 

10-14-2020 Windmill Porsche 2020, 'This is War' with Helsinki!! Helsinki Makes 



Sustainability a Guiding West Point Honor Code for Development, Co-housing is 
on the rise, as is solar power and geothermal heat. In one neighborhood, trash is 
collected via pneumatic tubes. 

10-14-2020 Key West more bike thefts than NYC. Bike Thefts Are Up 27% in 
Pandemic N.Y.C.: ‘Sleep With It Next to You’ As more people are buying bikes, 
more bikes are being swiped from sidewalks, garages and basements. Locks are not 
always a deterrent. By KIMIKO DE FREYTAS-TAMURA 

10-14-2020 The number of bicycles, including those with electric motors, reported 
stolen in New York from March through Sept. 21 was 4,477, an increase of 27 
percent from the 3,507 reported stolen during the same period last year, according 
to the police. Those figures are likely an under count since only one in five bike 
thefts are reported to the police, according to 529 Garage, a bike registry service. 
About 1.7 million bikes are stolen every year in the United States, about one every 
30 seconds, according to the group. In London, bike theft fell when Britain went 
into lockdown but surged when it eased. Between June and August, Metropolitan 
Police recorded 8,453 thefts, compared with 6,422 in the same period last year, a 
rise of about 30 percent. In August, the police arrested two men after discovering 
nearly 120 stolen bikes at a home in East London. 



10-14-2020 No Nobel intentions here; 1.3 million traffic deaths in 2020 and ever 
year since 1980. NASA’s Langley Research Center in Hampton, Va., has spent 
years developing a system that bounces light off the surface to measure altitude and 
velocity of a descending spacecraft. This technology, lidar, short for light detection 
and ranging, is similar to radar, but it should be able to provide more precise 
readings. Apple not NASA Nobel Prize for iPhone 13 Max Pro iDash Came on all 
Cars. Health Care for All iPhone 12 Max Pro for all for a Nobel in 2021 for Apple 
Store. 

10-14-2020 The Future of iPhone 84 Design 100 Times Faster than the speed of 
sound when it travels through a cube of solid Hydrogen. 



10-14-2020 Bridal Technology both the Bride and Groom wore iPhone 12 Max Pro 
Body Cameras. Bridal Fashion Week in NYC will be Bridal Technology Week in 
NYC. Influence of working on a Nobel Prize. 

10-14-2020 Extreme Bridal Technology iPhone 12 Max Pro Body Camera walking 
up and down the aisle recording the vows, 100 times the speed of sound in a cube of 
Hydrogen. Shocking all the 100's of thousands solid Gold Cubes in Baghdad and 
Mecca. Coup! Divorce from Gasoline Cars. 

10-14-2020 Dubai robbed Helsinki of its Nobel Prize! 

10-14-2020 “Data like that are the glue of a smart city, and like a lot of cities, 
Helsinki has really embraced the down side Dubai robbed Helsinki of its Nobel 
Prize! 

10-14-2020 Helsinki Skyline will look like Dubai but miniature when the Elite 
Ruling Class buy 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars and Trucks for snow 
plows. All Electric. Carlo Ratti, director at the Massachusetts Institute of 



Technology. “What’s interesting is Helsinki has embraced a bottom-up approach to 
using data to improving the lives of residents.” Sorry MIT Directory these 
improvements for the lives of its Citizens are War Crimes when you Drive in the 
Data on Ford and Porsche WindmillCars and Snow Plows. 

10-14-2020 Helsinki City Council enabled residents to propose and vote on iPhone 
13 Max Pro for all 1.4 million. NYC Bloomburg with $77 Billion profits from 9/11 
oil could buy all 14 million in NYC a iPhone 12 Max Pro. 

10-14-2020 Bloomburg Robbed NYC of its Nobel Prize in 2020. 

Virus Cartoons in Paris Today at the Pasteur Institute will win the Nobel in 2021 



10-11-2020 Google's Nobel Fishing Map tracking Columbus Day. Days before the 
Discovery and Days after the Discovery Inventions tracked. 

10-11-2020 Apple Store as the Nobel Peace Prize winner in 2021... 



10-11-2020 Amazon Prime 1 Click IP invention projects as the Nobel Peace Prize 
winner in 2021... 

10-11-2020 Google's Nobel Fishing Map. Small Fry Fish, Apple Does Not Need to 
Return Fortnite Games to App Store, Judge Rules Games are a waste of time and 
resources when Columbus Day vs Steve Jobs Day is heading to the Supreme 
Courts, Cancer Cure Laws! Apple Event the Day after Columbus Day the 
Judgement!! Apps to Cure Cancers. Only way to get these Apps into the Apple 
Store, Sorry! 

10-11-2020 Apple Store as the Nobel Peace Prize winner in 2021... 



"Apple Store Nobel Peace Prize 2021 Event;" When is the Apple event? When is 
the Apple event? Apple's online-only event will be held on Oct. 13 at 10 a.m. PT, 
which is 1 p.m. ET. 





10-13-2020 007 Bond Girl Painted Pink in 'No Time to Die.' Deleted scenes of the 
Pink Bond Girl. 

10-13-2020 007 Bond Girl covered in Gold. CERN Gold how did it become Gold... 
A Einstein E=mc2 mystery. 



10-13-2020 007 Bond Girl covered in Oil, oil in her lungs M said to Bond. She 
worked in the office! At the Ford WindmillCar Company. 

10-13-2020 Nobel Prize Organization that doesn’t have to rely on might or military 
force to stay relevant is Wish full Thinking, Grin. 

King of Sweden will never give a Lawyer a Nobel in Law! As all Lawyers have DUI 
ads for Drivers. 

10-13-2020 Physics Class for Today is E-mc2 and Sound Travels 100 Times Faster 
in Solid Block of Hydrogen. Solid blocks of hydrogen at -254 C can be found 
around all 10 inch GE electric windmillcar generators. This is why a 10 inch 
windmill can generate 1 trillion volts and amps. Now you can listen to this super 
conductive GE electric generator for the hums purr. The Physics Cat is a Wave and 
Particle at the same time and today sound limit is 100 times faster than it was 
yesterday if you have a solid block of Hydrogen. Yes Star Wars Humanity has 
many solid blocks of hydrogen around and house and yard for various task. Yet to 
be invented by us. Physics Today gives us the speed of Sound 100 Times faster in a 
block of Solid Hydrogen at -254 C 

10-13-2020 Physics Sound can travel at 36 km (22.4 mi) per second. That’s more 
than 100 times faster than its average speed through air, which is 343 m (1,125 ft) 
per second. 

10-13-2020 100 times faster Rx Recipes can be made in the USA. Cost is $7 Trillion. 
Money is here in Swiss Banks under Oil Kings. $7 Trillion dollar Rx Lab next to 
CIA HQ as the 4 Trillion Rx Recipes to remake tomorrows Miracle Drugs are all 
trade secrets ripe to hack. 



10-13-2020 Physics Tomorrow will give us the Speed of Light 100 Times faster in a 
Invention App on the Apple Store or on Amazon Prime 1 click Apps. 

10-13-2020 CERN Tourism prepares to overtake the Military Parade's in Moscow 
and North Korea. 

Tanks, Missiles, are replaced by Apple Store's iMac's, iPhone 12, iPad Air 



Tanks, Missiles, are replaced by Apple Store's iMac's, iPhone 12, iPad Air 

Tanks, Missiles, are replaced by Apple Store's iMac's, iPhone 12, iPad Air 

10-13-2020 Hell of a Conversation to overhear in Hell is Roberta McCain, the 
Senator’s Mother and His Beacon, Dies at 108. God sent 2020 Porsche 
WindmillCar! Conversations between John McCain and his Mother. Disney Movie 
when the real 2020 Porsche WindmillCar is driven into the Admirals Family Wars! 
War is Hell this is Why! Conversations after you are dead are not gone but will live 
on in a Disney Movie if its made by the owners of the 2020 Porsche WindmillCars! 
Grin. 



10-13-2020 In Mecca Roberta McCain, a Warrior Mother of 4 sons all Moslem War 
Heros! Everyone at home all these decade's facing Mecca, Pray God is Great and 
believe this more than ever before with the Riches Beyond Belief from the 2020 
Porsche WindmillCar Gas Money. 

10-13-2020 In Mecca and Manhattan Your Walk Down the Aisle with the Invention 
Projects Vows. List are different as a NYC Wedding and a Mecca Wedding. Wall 
Street and Main Street NYC and Mecca. Nobel for Marriage Discovery's that are 
Miracle Cure's for so many Plagues left over from London and Paris History. 



10-13-2020 Disney Reorganization Puts a Sharper Focus on Streaming live Jewish 
Aliens from Sirius before the Admirals Kids can start a war with Iran over selling 
gas at Exxon Mobil for $4 a gallon on the 4th of July USA. 

10-13-2020 Admirals and their Kids at the Disney Star Wars Star Wars Light Year 
Space Ships bigger than any Carrier today. F-35 Pilots are all NASA employees not 
the Navy. 

10-13-2020 Admirals kids sell Casinos and Florida Lottery tickets in the Latest 
Israeli Thriller, Emphasis on Thrills of winning the Power Jackpot of $384 million. 
Navy intelligence gets every Rabbi in Israel to sell Florida Lottery Tickets not 
Exodus IP invention projects spelled out by Dr. Moses MD. PhD. 

10-13-2020 Hell and Heaven offer Dueling Views to the Wounded Warriors in 
Marriage Laws and Judgement Day Confirmation of Star Wars Begins our 
Universe. A Universe before the Big Bang is Ok and so is Our Star Wars Universe 
Begins ending the Pentagons Never Ending Wars current ones for Saudi Terrorists 
Oil Money or should I say Blood Money for the Top Brass from Dubai, UAE, 
Kuwait, Bahrain, Saudi Araba. Jews have been exiled from Star Wars. 



10-13-2020 Vaccines are made by the 100's of Millions, Rx Penicillin dose that 
Cures All for 7 Billion is shelved for Money Making Vaccines you need ever year 
like the Flu. Cure Penicillin for the Flu has been shelved by the Oil Mens Culture of 
Greed infecting the Pasteur Institute, ask Macron! 



10-13-2020 The problems Barrett poses in the motive for applying to Law School 
instead of the Yale Key West Medical School to win a Nobel in Medicine instead of 
a seat on the Supreme Court that will never get her a Nobel in Law as the King of 
Sweden will never give a Lawyer a Nobel in Law! As all Lawyers have DUI ads for 
Drivers. 

King of Sweden will never give a Lawyer a Nobel in Law! As all Lawyers have DUI 
ads for Drivers. 

10-13-2020 Content with the Trump Qatar Casino alcohol drinks in Dubai, Mecca, 
and the total immunity from DUI thanks to Wasp Lawyers all drunk at the 
Supreme court Confirmation hearing today and tomorrow. Drunk Supreme Court 
News CBS MSNBC 

10-13-2020 Pink Defiant Women are hit again and again by a Walter Reed MD at 
the door trying to get Chemo, breast cut off. 

10-13-2020 Georgians Drive to Jimmy and Rosalynn Carters Peanut Plantation 
Star Wars Theme Park. Cost to get in is selling your soul to Mecca Oil Men. Two 
Huge Questions Heaven and Hell. CERN God particles for the Georgia Plantation 
Owners who also own a gas station. No one in Georgia owns a Ford or Porsche 
WindmillCar, this is Hell. As the accessories are all out of Star Wars Gravity 
Engine Cars. 



10-13-2020 007 Bond Girl covered in Gold 

10-13-2020 007 Bond Girl covered in Oil, oil in her lungs M said to Bond. She 
worked in the office! 

10-13-2020 Margaret Nolan, ‘Goldfinger’ Actress, Dies at 76 She drew fame at age 
20, painted in gold, in the Bond film. 

10-13-2020 007 Bond Girl Painted Pink in 'No Time to Die.' Deleted scenes of the 
Pink Bond Girl. 

10-13-2020 Mecca, Vietnam with $777 Trillion from the CIA in Hanoi. Hell No, Is 
Vietnam the Next ‘Asian Miracle’? The country is making autocratic capitalism 
work unusually well. If you don't look in the Apple Store Window at the iPhone 12 
Pro Max and the Mac Book Pro's on Sale at $8,384 on Amazon Prime Day. By 
RUCHIR SHARMA 



10-13-2020 Mecca, Israel. The Rabbis have spy's looking out for Exodus Invention 
projects costing $7 Trillion each. 

Yes, Dr. Bond MD in the Next 007 Bond Movie and she will be a real Yale MD 
Professor. A Nobel in Medicine Winner too. MI tips in the Next Bond Movie. 



What came before the Big Bang was another Universe. What came before the 
Virus!! 

What came before the Big Bang was another Universe. What came before the 
Virus!! 

Virus Cartoons created on the Apple iPad Air in Paris Today at the Pasteur 
Institute will win the Nobel in 2021 this Amazon Kindle will share the Nobel. 

10-12-2020 1492 Exodus Jews and the rest of Humanity were never meant to be so 
Isolated in a Light Year Universe. The Ruling Class since Columbus. Ferdinand 
and Isabella, yes the King of Sweden too and his Nobel Winners in times of 2020 
Ford and Porsche Windmill cars that can Drive many Light Years. 

10-12-2020 OPEC won the Nobel in Economics Today $$$777 Trillion in Cash from 
Gas. Paul R. Milgrom and Robert B. Wilson, were awarded the Nobel in economic 
science on Monday for improvements to auction theory and inventions of new 
auction formats — innovations that have had huge practical applications when it 
comes to allocating scarce resources. The pair, close collaborators who are both 
affiliated with Stanford University, have pioneered new auction formats that 
governments have since used to auction off radio frequency. 

10-12-2020 Exodus Invention projects auction off radio frequency that picks up live 
Streaming Video of Jewish Aliens at Sirius. A Nobel Winner! Cost is $7 Trillion but 
worth it as it will give the Jews Exodus and Dr. Rabbi MD. Hero Einstein's! 



10-12-2020 Exodus Jews and the rest of Humanity were never meant to be so 
Isolated in a Light Year Universe. The Ruling Class since Columbus. Ferdinand 
and Isabella, yes the King of Sweden too and his Nobel Winners in times of 2020 
Ford and Porsche WindmillCars that can Drive many Light Years. 

10-12-2020 The King of Sweden said I really love living alone, in the Universe! 

10-12-2020 The King of Sweden said I really would not love living with knowing 
there are Aliens at Sirius! This would change my ways of thinking about Earth and 
the Universe! Altering the way of life for the King of Sweden! 

Paris Cartoons Trial is going on Today. Verdict is Guilty as Hell. Draw this in a 
Cartoon on your new iPad Air. App for Paris Cartoons. Create Your Own Digital 
Comics Whether You Can Draw or Not. 

Apple Store and Amazon Prime Cartoon apps and Kindle Cartoon books sell 
millions. 



10-12-2020 Auction off 1.001 Nobels in Medicine lost this Nobel in Economics on 
Columbus Day 2020. A War Crime in the War on Pink Cancers!! 

10-12-2020 On 2 January 1492, the last remaining Moslem stronghold in Spain, 
Granada, fell to the armies of the Catholic monarchs, Ferdinand and Isabella. 

10-12-2020 These monarchs dismissed Christopher Columbus, who had been at 
their court for 6.5 years petitioning for support for an expedition to discover a 
great New World. 

10-12-2020 In Key West since 2011 writing about the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 
addicted to their Forever Wars in Baghdad for Oil Revenues not Driving the 2020 
Ford and Porsche WindmillCars. Head on Collisions and Fiery Wrecks kids left in 



hot cars to die. 

10-12-2020 On 2 January 1492, The Jews were given a choice: convert to 
Catholicism or leave the country a dictate that led to the Expulsion of the Jews 
from Spain. 

10-12-2020 Today The Jews were given a choice: come to Dubai and Bahrain, UAE 
as tourists stay at the Qatar Trump Casino, gamble on God and spend your money. 

10-12-2020 Today the last remaining $100 Trillion remaining in Mecca's Banks fell 
to Jewish Hackers, Star Wars Doctors Dr. Moses MD and Dr. Einstein MD. 

10-12-2020 The Spanish Inquisition had already been instituted in 1478 to detect 
hypocrisy. Roman methods of interrogation were still in effect, which always 
involved torture. 

10-12-2020 Bone Saw Torture for those reading about Saudi Arabia with $100's of 
Trillions in Chase and Bank of America. The Spanish Inquisition was Public this 



too. 

10-12-2020 Nobel Prize organization that doesn’t have to rely on might or military 
force to stay relevant is Wish full Thinking, Grin. 

10-12-2020 Nobel Prize organization that has $10 Trillion in Swiss Banks would pay 
society with 100's of Nobels each year all year long not just one week in October. 

10-12-2020 Nobel Prize organization that has $10 Trillion vs Brain Fog Virus 
infected the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ causing a shortage of high end laptops the 
Mac Book Pro fully loaded high end costing $8,384 plus Acrobat for $150 a year. + 
+ 4 Young Girls looking into this Apple Window are not going to be shown at the 
Next Apple Event this week. Grin. 

10-12-2020 Nobel Prize organization that doesn’t have to rely on might or military 
force to stay relevant is Wish full Thinking, Grin. Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter's 
Nobel Peace Prize for the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmiillCar will make a 
thrilling movie about the King of Sweden and a Peanut Plantation Owner in 
Georgia. Cunning scenes of cars lined up at gas stations only to find gas selling for 
$4 a gallon up from .18 cents a gallon. Windfall in the 100's of Trillions 
masterminded by a Georgia Peanut Plantation Owner and his wife. 



10-12-2020 Cost $$$ syndicate of seven noble Genovese bankers resident in Seville 
the group was linked to Amerigo Vespucci and funds belonging to Lorenzo di Pier 
Francesco de Medici paid for Columbus Day Ships and Crew. 

10-12-2020 Christopher Columbus's arrival in the Americas on October 12, 1492 

10-12-2020 Christopher Columbus's arrival in the Americas on October 12, 1492 
Christopher Columbus was an Italian explorer on behalf of Spain, who set sail 
across the Atlantic Ocean in search of a faster route to the Far East only to land at 
the New World. His first voyage to the New World on the Spanish ships Santa 
María, Niña, and La Pinta took approximately three months. Columbus and his 
crew's arrival to the New World initiated the Columbian Exchange which 
introduced the transfer of plants, animals, culture, human populations, and 
technology between the New World and the Old World. 



10-12-2020 La Niña ("The Girl")), and La Pinta ("The Painted"). 

10-12-2020 Julian Calendar; it would have been October 21, 1492 on the Gregorian 
Proleptic Calendar, which extends the Gregorian Calendar to dates prior to its 
adoption in 1582. 

10-12-2020 Star Wars Star Trek Calendar's it's 4084. Sounds about right for the 
World Leaders still selling gas for $4 a gallon in 2020. 

10-12-2020 On 2 January 1492, the last remaining Moslem stronghold in Spain, 
Granada, fell to the armies of the Catholic monarchs, Ferdinand and Isabella. They 
began making changes in the direction of cultural unity. The Moslems were 
encouraged to leave for North Africa. 



10-12-2020 The Jews were given a choice: convert to Catholicism or leave the 
country a dictate that led to the Expulsion of the Jews from Spain. 

10-12-2020 The Spanish Inquisition had already been instituted in 1478 to detect 
hypocrisy. Roman methods of interrogation were still in effect, which always 
involved torture, even if the suspect began by confessing everything. As the New 
Christians (so they were called), were never arrested unless already convicted in 
public belief, the outcome was almost always some form of burning, dead (if 
already executed) or alive, although individual expulsion was sometimes used.[58] 
The Jews who converted, called conversos, were often welcomed into high places 
with open arms, so to speak. The Grand Inquisitor himself, Tomás de Torquemada, 
was of a converso family. On the other hand, those who professed Catholicism, but 
practiced or seemed to practice Crypto-Judaism, were called Marranos. These lived 
a life of terrible fear and secrecy. 

10-12-2020 In the conclusion of their affairs at Granada the monarchs dismissed 
Christopher Columbus, who had been at their court for 6.5 years petitioning for 
support for an expedition to discover a great circle route to the far east ("regions of 



India," in English "Indies"), which would entail a voyage due west over the deep 
and unknown ocean.[59] Paying him for his time and trouble, they dismissed him 
and his suite for good and all, they thought.[60] They had nothing against his being 
Italian,[61] as he professed Catholicism also, but their Spanish advisors had 
condemned the idea as unprofitable. 

10-12-2020 No sooner had he departed from nearby Santa Fe, the temporary 
capital, than Luis de Santángel, a converso in the position of royal treasurer, and 
some other friends of Columbus, convinced the queen that great risks could bring 
great profits at a minimal cost on this expedition.[62] Columbus was summoned 
from the road only four miles away and was unexpectedly given the support he had 
been denied all this time along with command of the expedition and the permanent 
rank of admiral and governor of all lands he should acquire. He was to receive 10% 
of all portable valuables he would acquire, 

10-12-2020 Exodus Plagues not in the Memory of the Ruling Class. Implant 
Memory for the Qatar Trump Casino Winning and the Florida Lottery. Win a 
Nobel in Medicine for a Plague is not in any Casino. 



10-12-2020 Exodus Plagues ‘Plague of Dementia’: Brain Fog Plagues Covid 
Survivors. No Apple Store of Amazon 1 Click Rx Invention Apps impeding their 
ability to work and function in daily life working on Nobel in Medicine. 

10-12-2020 Brain Fog Virus infected the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ causing a 
shortage of high end laptops the Mac Book Pro fully loaded high end costing $8,384 
plus Acrobat for $150 a year. + + 4 Young Girls looking into this Apple Window 
are not going to be shown at the Next Apple Event this week. Grin. "When Your 
Last $166 Vanishes: ‘Fast Fraud’ Surges on Payment Apps" front page article in 
the NY Times. Apple Store Apps for IP invention projects Vanished for 100 million 
in the USA who only had $166 dollars to their name but applied to the 2 White Men 
at 1984 HQ for a Nobel Prize Job. Trumps you re Fired Inner Circle at the Casino. 
At the Worlds Casino's False Rumors Often Start at the Top. "When Your Last 
$166 Vanishes: ‘Fast Fraud’ Surges on Payment Apps" front page article in the NY 
Times. Go Fund Me to buy Apple Store Apps for Nobel Prize Workers got Nothing. 

10-12-2020 NYC Built a Subway in Mecca for $25 Billion, every day they worked 
from Manhattan the NY Times wrote a article about the NYC Subway. "In 
Emptier Subways, Violent Crime Is Rising" By CHRISTINA GOLDBAUM NY 
Times. In Mecca Subway built by workers in Manhattan there is no crime or 
criminals but for Oil Men. 

10-12-2020 For 3,000 years Kedi the Cat has been Meowing in Istanbul. Now you 
can watch the movie on YouTube. 



10-12-2020 Rx Perfumes and Rx Latte at Starbucks. Inventions years and years old 
never given to the public. Inhaled Vaccines Aim to Fight Coronavirus at Its Point of 
Attack, nose!! Vaccines sprayed into the nose or inhaled through the mouth won’t 
require needles and could be easier to roll out. They may be more effective too. 

10-12-2020 Rx Perfumed Penicillin time released, smell the rose! Inventions years 
and years old never given to the public. 

10-12-2020 Dual Flu-Covid Nasal Spray Vaccine to Start Trial in Hong Kong. 
AstraZeneca makes the FluMist nasal spray vaccine. 

10-12-2020 Polio vaccine in a pink dot in the middle of a sugar cube was not in this 
article by Bloomberg. 



” Monoclonal antibody cocktail run on Q's new supercomputer simulations for 
Shock and Awe of a Medical 007 Bond Movie. 

10-11-2020 OPEC oil money Winds Nobel in Economics 2020 'Fish Oil' lost. 

10-11-2020 Google's Nobel Fishing Map tracking Nobel Peace Prize Winners, 
Apple’s app store has been “a miracle” in getting a Rx Recipe for a Cancer Cure. 
Will Apple Store get the Nobel Peace Prize in 2021 or the Nobel in Medicine in 
2021? Nobel Cooks and Cook at Apple question each others 'Business!' 

10-11-2020 Apple Store as the Nobel Peace Prize winner in 2021... 

10-11-2020 Google's Nobel Fishing Map tracking Nobel Peace Prize Winners, what 
you catch after winning a Nobel Peace Prize. Today it's the UN Food Bank. Not in 
the Sunday NY Times, How they Spend their Sunday after winning the Nobel Peace 
Prize. 

10-11-2020 Google's Nobel Fishing Map tracking Head On Collisions and the 
Innocent Casualty's of Car Wars. Today Car Wars are between Diesel Mercedes 
and Porsche Windmill Cars with No Head On Collision Accessories +. 

10-11-2020 Unreal Engine, Epic’s Games software development tool that is used by 
100 million game makers. Judge rules on this Judgement Call. 100 million game 



makers go viral on CBS Nightly News. 200 Million followers! 

10-11-2020 Google's Nobel Fishing Maps A new neighborhood of 5,000 Skyscrapers 
in Jerusalem for 5,000 Medical School Students. 3 Miracles Pope Francis will 
recognize as Pope Francis has the money to build 5,000 Skyscrapers in Vatican 
City. Only a word from God could get Pope Francis to buy 5,000 Skyscrapers for 
Vatican City. Vatican Bank Carnivals want to keep the Cash on Hand for other 
Miracles. Nobel Peace Prize trackers what they get done before and after they win 
a Nobel Peace Prize. 

10-11-2020 Rx Recipes you will love! And recognize them as Miracles! Rx Recipe 
for Memory decades ago was a lost Nobel in Medicine by those selling War Hero 
Memories! 

10-11-2020 Google's Nobel Fishing Map All Head On Collisions Could Have Been 
Avoided if the Nobel Peace Prize would have gone to the 2020 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCars! 

10-11-2020 Wife's Gone to Heaven, After 244 years of head on Collisions, cars and 
trucks the Navy Top Brass turned down 'No Head on Collisions' technology of the 
2020 Ford And Porsche WindmillCars. 



10-11-2020 Wife's Gone Fishing from Key West to Stockholm, Sweden, Catch a 
Shooting Star and Star Wars. Gone Fishing for Jewish Aliens at Sirius. Biggest 
Catch in the history of the Jewish Exodus, Fishing. Plagued by the Lotus Virus and 
Pink Cancers, Casino's Dr. Moses MD must Stop from taking over Society like the 
Florida Lottery. 

10-11-2020 Google's Nobel Fishing Map tracking French Open is not Tennis Today 
but opening up the 4K Rx Recipes all trade secrets, secret miracle Rx Cures like 
Rabbies Treatments at the Open Door Pasteur Institute with Fishing Boat out of a 
Stars Wars Institute Lab costing Trillions only the French Oil Men have today. 

10-11-2020 Google's Nobel Fishing Map tracking Earth Final in the French Open 
the Intellectuals secret invention is the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars and 
Fishing Hole a Secret one at Sirius the North Star. The Big Dipper Constellation 
Dips for Fish to Feed all 7 billion with a new French Recipe that keeps the cooked 
fish fresh forever... 

10-11-2020 Google's Nobel Fishing Map tracking Today Gas Men's Ghastly Drones 
and Missiles costing Trillions of her Fishing Trip Money. 

10-11-2020 Google's Nobel Fishing Map tracking Pink Women World Wide 
Denounce the White House Relief Offer that does not include Chemo at Walter 
Reed Hospital. Today Trumps Walter Reed MD will refused to cut off her breast to 
give her more time to pray for a Rx Recipe cure all for Pink Cancers. Pink Drones 
will be the front page Picture in the NY Times tomorrow and on the ending Story 
for CBS Nightly News. 



10-11-2020 Google's Nobel Fishing Map tracking Columbus Day, which is observed 
on Monday, was also canceled, as was a 5-light year IP invention projects run 
through on live streaming video from 5 light year distance on Saturday morning 
celebrating the 244th birthday of the U.S. Navy, not ready for Star Wars with real 
Aliens at Star Wars. 

10-11-2020 Rx Recipes you will love! And recognize them as Miracles! Rx Recipe 
for Memory decades ago was a lost Nobel in Medicine by those selling War Hero 
Memories! 

10-11-2020 Google's Nobel Fishing Map tracking Admirals think Earth is a Safe 
Space Place in our Universe. By the time Star Wars Aliens over run Earth it will be 
to late to mention todays Admirals in their Safe Space. Thinking Light Year Navy 
is Out of this World Never Could happen! 

10-11-2020 Google's Nobel Fishing Map tracking Jewish Alien Safe Space is the 
Casino's at UAE Dubai, Bahrain, Qatar. 

10-11-2020 Google's Nobel Fishing Map tracking First Public Appearance of the 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ Facing Making Mecca the Richest Place on Earth thanks to 
Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter planting $4 a gallon Gas on Columbus Day. 



10-11-2020 Google's Nobel Fishing Map tracking Reading aloud in Georgia the best 
way to plant and grow Peanuts. Advances to Star Wars Combines and Packaging 
that keeps the Peanuts fresh forever. No its not adding more salt. Grin. 

10-11-2020 Google's Nobel Fishing Map tracking Jimmy and Rosalynn spending 
Surged on Nuke Subs not Peanut Plantation Harvesting Combines. 

10-11-2020 Google Fishing Map tracking White House Doctor Says Trump Is No 
Longer Contagious, the Casino and Oil Mens Greed Virus has infected everyone on 
Earth. Pentagon War Machine is well oiled, celebrating the 244th birthday of the 
U.S. Navy, $244 trillion dollar stimulus from the Senator Gas Station owners. 

10-11-2020 Google Fishing Map tracking MILTON, Mass. (WJAR) — One person 
has died following a wrong-way driver crash in Milton, Massachusetts, Saturday 
morning. Massachusetts State Police said they responded to Route 93 southbound 
at Exit 3 at 5 a.m. for reports of a wrong-way driver. State troopers said the crash 
involved four vehicles. According to authorities, one person was ejected from their 
car and one was entrapped in their car. 



10-11-2020 Google Fishing Map tracking After 244 years of head on Collisions, cars 
and trucks the Navy Top Brass turned down 'No Head on Collisions' technology of 
the 2020 Ford And Porsche WindmillCars. 

10-11-2020 How President Trump Ruined the lives of his Walter Reed Doctors! A 
War Crime... 

10-11-2020 The Physics Cat is looking for Escapist Exodus into a New Universe of 
Star Wars Einstein Rabbis. A Universe existed before the Big Bang. E=mc2 in the 
Class rooms in Jerusalem for 5,000 Medical School Students who know their 
Physics Cat can be in 2 places at the same time as a particle and wave, now out in a 
Real Universe of Star Wars Inventions instead of Casino's in Dubai and Qatar, 
UAE. Mecca Terrorists have 100's of Trillions of Dollars, of the Einstein Rabbis 
Money. 

10-11-2020 Guantánamo Bay Navy Base Raises Health Alert and Closes, gives all 
its Money to the Exodus Einstein Rabbis as War to hack Mecca's Swiss Banks is 
harder than the Rabbi thought, without help from the USA Top Brass. Stream 
These Ultra-Cool Heist Movies To get some better ideas how to Heist Hack Mecca's 
Swiss Banks. Help from Swiss Jews. 

10-11-2020 Admission to the Universe is a Physics Cat that can be a particle and a 
wave at the same time. CERN in the next MI Mission Impossible movie not to late 
as 'No Time to Die' will be pushed back to 2022 as the Virus will be spread by super 



spreaders like Trump. Virus in the Next MI "Mission Impossible" movie. Movie 
makers get some virus free air riding the Train on top of the cars instead of seated 
inside the train. 11 New Mission Impossible Movies in the Next 11 Months to keep 
the Movie Industry alive in times of a deadly virus, not in MI yet. Rebellious 
Movies and Rebellious Movie Makers MI of course on both. Game Changer for 
making movies is the Virus Plague in 2020. Top Gun on the futuristic CERN space 
station in a flash back scene wakes to this is your Mission if you accept it. 

10-11-2020 Monoclonal antibody cocktail in the Next Bond OO7 movie. Q's spy 
gadgets would get half the movies time. These cells date back to the 1970s and were 
originally taken from kidney cells in donated fetal tissue, “immortal.” As they are 
dividing in 2020. 

10-11-2020 Bond said that in his experience most people don’t know what goes into 
testing lifesaving drugs. “It would surprise people if they ever did find out exactly 
what goes into the production and testing of some of the treatments,” Bond said. 
“And this is a perfect example.” Monoclonal antibody cocktail run on Q's new 
supercomputer simulations for Shock and Awe of a Medical 007 Bond Movie. Yes 
we will have a Dr. Bond MD in the Next 007 Bond Movie and she will be a real Yale 
MD Professor. A Nobel in Medicine Winner too. MI tips in the Next Bond Movie. 

10-10-2020 Wife's Engineered 'Fish Oil' $$$ at the UN Nobel Peace Prize, 'Fish 
Oil!' $$$ 

10-10-2020 Wife's Engineered trillions and trillions of Alaska and Canada Fish for 
the UN Food Bank Delivery. Delivery of the Nobel Peace Prize goes to the World's 
Navy for Gone Fishing Web. 100's of Navy Fishing Ships. Sunk by WHO at the 
UN? 



10-10-2020 UN intellectuals Won a Nobel Peace Prize for the UN Food Bank over 
Trump and his Banks holding Trillions in Oil Money for Saudi Arabia Terrorists. 
$$$ 

10-10-2020 Nobel Wife's Engineered a 'Fish Dish' Recipe with secret staying power 
that keeps the Fish edible forever... A Nobel in Physics and Chemistry for 2021. 

10-10-2020 Wife's Rx Recipe to End Selfish Oil Men and Warriors will be a Game 
Changer Marriage to UN Nobel Peace Prize. Fish and Selfish Men who Fished all 
the Oil Trillions then wasted them on Selfish Wars fishing with Drones and 
Missiles, not very good Fishing to win a Nobel Peace Prize. 

Dr. Katrina MD is Fishing for a Nobel Rx Recipe for 'Mad Men!' 



10-10-2020 Oil Men's Drone Strike Cheers are deep and ominous... No Fishing 
Humanity Sign is Ominous! 

10-10-2020 Oil Men's Drone Strike Cheers are deep and ominous... there is no 
reason reasoning to be sorry for her torture and murders at Jewish Owned gas 
stations by the Leaders of Israel in UAE, Dubai, Bahrain eating Fish. Gone Fishing 
for Riches not fishing for Exodus MD's. Dr. Exodus MD Medical School. Professor 
Dr. Rabbi MD. 

10-10-2020 Dr. Rabbi MD Doctoring the Jews. Cuomo’s Restrictions on 
Synagogues in Virus Hot Spots Can Go Forward. The Dr. Rabbi MD is already 



there treating the Jews to a Miracle Cure Trump will make available to the public. 

10-10-2020 Wife's Engineered trillions and trillions of Alaska and Canada Fish for 
the UN Food Bank Delivery. 

10-10-2020 Wife's Engineered trillions of dollars are in a Harvard Bank Account 
under Oil and Gas Money. Harvard acted solely in its own self-interest and worst 
didn't try to win a Nobel in Medicine for her Pink Cancers decades after decades of 
Oil and Gas Donations from Alumni. Yale too. Besides breast cancer there is a 
plague of follicular lymphoma, a form of blood cancer. 2020 Boston Plagues not 
accounted for in the Boston Globe Newspaper. 

10-10-2020 Wife's New First Ever WindFalls Engineered 'Halloween’ Judge at the 
Supreme Court Rules: No Tricks, Trillion Treats after decades of Tricks by the 
Warriors of Hell sitting in front of the TV Cheering on Drone Strikes and 
Football.No Fishing trips for the UN Food Banks Nobel. 

10-10-2020 Wife's Surprise for the Wife's on Halloween Treats by the Women 
Judge on the Supreme Courts World Wide in Times of Windfalls for Oil and Gas 
not Wife and Husband with no iMac and Nobel in Medicine from Trump or for 
Trump. Hell Trump even lost the Nobel Peace Price to Whole Foods at the UN a 
Amazon Company, grin. 

10-10-2020 Wife's Surprise Bill and Melinda Gates didn't get a Nobel Peace Prize. 
Lost in the Nobel Announcement was the Trillions of Dollars value of the UN Food 
Banks and the Trillions of Dollars in the Bill and Melinda Foundation in Cash not 
for buying Food for the UN Fish and Chips Food Bank. 



10-10-2020 Wife's Engineered a R and R from Warriors fueled by Oil's Trillions 
taken away from them to spend Trillions and Trillions on her Health Care and 
Exodus to Sirius. 

10-10-2020 Wife's Engineered a Pink 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCar to Drive 
to a Rx Recipe Cure All for All Virus and Cancers. 

10-10-2020 Wife's Engineering a way around White House and Pentagon blocked 
Trillions and Trillions from Gas Station Hold Ups World Wide. Gas Tankers by the 
100's to fuel the Navy Ship when WindmillCars are growing in technology at 
Jimmy and Rosalynn Carters Peanut Plantation. 

10-10-2020 Wife's Engineered Protection Laws; Game Changer will be the iPhone 
12 Pro Max iDash Cam and Google GPS tracking of her and their lifes on a Google 
GPS map upgrade for Google from tracking her Protein Bars, grin. 

10-10-2020 Wife's Engineered Oil Change all the Trillions and Trillions of gallons 
from Oil Change. Shock and Awe if this was ever Pictured on the front page of the 
NY Times or CBS. 



10-10-2020 Wife's American Petroleum Institute, the main oil industry lobbying 
group, have also argued against listing Wife's as threatened or endangered as all 
the statistics are classified eve n the Warriors Road Kills from DUI drinking 
coming home from Afghastan and just Killed at the front Door arriving home. 
Classified. 

10-10-2020 Wife's American Petroleum Institute, with Trillions and Trillions of 
dollars and Wife's on the Pink Battlefield killed mass murder by the Oil Men at HQ 
for Decades and Decades of Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter watching from 1984 HQ. 



10-10-2020 Oil Men's Drone Strike Cheers are deep and ominous... 

10-10-2020 Wife's Engineering the End to Oil Men's Drone Cheers Their growl is 
deep and ominous... 4 hour YouTube Movie of their Drone Cheers will be Made by 
Disney. Their ferocious reputation is protected by the British Prince Harry's 
Wounded Warrior ads on CBS Nightly News asking for money when they have 
Trillions. Ferocious hunger the UN Food Bank looks empty with 100's of Bags of 
Rice and Flour when the Wounded Warriors waste Steaks at the Trump Qatar 
Casino. 

10-10-2020 Wife's Engineered ads for the Wolverine Warriors Foundation, a group 
of Wife's out to do a lobotomy brain surgery on every one of them via Rx Recipe in 
their Snow Bank and Swiss Bank. Eric Odell, species conservation program 
manager at Colorado Parks and Wildlife. “Now we’re back to square one.” Eric 
and Colorado are not at Star One the Star Alpha Centauri. Alien Species Program 
managers will be in Israel not Colorado with Exodus into the Universe as this 
Plague of Oil Men even infected Colorado for the last couple of Decades killing all 
the Alien Wildlife populations. 

10-10-2020 Wife's Engineered News; in the NY Times and CBS; Oil men in Canada 
and Alaska, on the other hand, are home to robust populations who house more 
food than the UN Food Bank's picture in yesterdays NY Times. Fish by the 
Trillions in Canada and Alaska for the Oil Men and None at the UN Food Bank. 



10-10-2020 Wife's Engineered trillions and trillions of Alaska and Canada Fish for 
the UN Food Bank Delivery. 

10-10-2020 Dr. Rabbi MD Doctoring the Jews. Cuomo’s Restrictions on 
Synagogues in Virus Hot Spots Can Go Forward. The Dr. Rabbi MD is already 
there treating the Jews to a Miracle Cure. 

10-10-2020 Wife's Engineered a End to the 'Queen's' City's Drunk Discount Liquor 
and Tobacco culture of Warriors killing everyone on Earth Mentality. 

10-10-2020 MD's as tenured professor's in the field of nanoscale electronics for Star 
Wars Medical Schools and Hospitals getting a Windfall of IP invention projects 
listed on Amazon Prime spelled out with links to get you started inventing with 
specs and genius tutors. Jeff Bezos has not posted this on Amazon Prime yet. 



10-10-2020 7 Billion Without Power, victims of Oil and Gas Men at 1984 HQ. 
Powerful Winds filled with Exhaust Particles that killed millions of Jews since 
Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter halted sales of 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars 
in Georgia. 

10-10-2020 Peanut Plantation Owners are asked how much longer should Earth 
and Humanity be kept in isolation from the rest of the Universe Aliens? As they 
plant and grow Peanut's when we need to plant and grow Cashews! Harvested via 
Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines that package Peanuts and Cashews to stay fresh 
for 100 Years. No Wasted Peanuts or Cashews technology of Star Wars. 

10-9-2020 Nobel Peace Prize for 100 Hospital Ships. "USS Dr. Jimmy Carter MD 
Hospital Ship" was sunk by a Nuke torpedo, several of them, maybe 5K nuke 
torpedoes. It's classified. Still the Nobel Peace Prize was given to Jimmy and 
Rosalynn Carter for the "USS Dr. Jimmy Carter MD Hospital Ship" commanded 
by the White House Admiral MD, grin. 



10-9-2020 Nobel Peace Prize for the UN Food Bank when Swiss Banks Over Eat 
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. 

10-9-2020 Nobel Peace Prize for Felons holding up a Stockholm, Sweden gas station 
today sucker punching the woman getting gas out of spite for No Nobel Peace Prize 
for the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars! 

10-9-2020 Today in Mecca 4 Wife's of one Prince work at the Mecca Oil Company. 

10-9-2020 Nobel Peace Prize for Greg in seeking a Wife, 4 like the Moslems, but for 
a very different reason than Moslems in Mecca Today, to Win 4 Nobel's in 
Medicine with 4 Yale MD Wife's. Pay off from this Nobel Peace Prize will be 4 
Nobel's in Medicine! 

10-9-2020 Trump Is Killing the Economy Out of Spite. Felons holding up a Miami, 
Cuba gas station today sucker punching the woman getting gas out of spite for 
Trump. 

10-9-2020 We Need More Doctors, MD's!! 



10-9-2020 Trillions made from Gas Stations and the Nobel Peace Prize goes to the 
UN Food Bank. Trillions are in Swiss and Stockholm Sweden Banks from Oil 
Revenues. $$$ 

10-9-2020 We need more Trillions for Doctors, MD's Rx Recipes better ones like 
Penicillin Miracle Cure that works on Virus and Pink Cancers. We need $1 trillion 
today. 

10-9-2020 "USS Dr. Jimmy Carter MD Hospital Ship" was sunk by a Nuke 
torpedo, several of them, maybe 5K nuke torpedoes. Its classified 

10-9-2020 Nobel Peace Prize for the UN Food Bank when Swiss Banks Over Eat 
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. 

10-9-2020 Nobel Peace Prize for Greg in seeking a Wife, 4 like the Moslems, but for 
a very different reason than Moslems in Mecca Today, to Win 4 Nobel's in 
Medicine with 4 Yale MD Wife's. Pay off from this Nobel Peace Prize will be 4 
Nobel's in Medicine! 

10-9-2020 Greg is seeking a Wife, 4 like the Moslems, but for a very different 
reason than Moslems in Mecca Today with 4 Wife's and none Cooking up a Rx 
Recipe on the world's fastest supercomputers for a Rx Penicillin Recipe that works 



on gram negative bacteria and virus. And Gram positive Bacteria, Hell might as 
well get a Rx Recipe for all Disease and Virus, cancers too. Moslems in Mecca with 
4 Wife's are not Cooking Today. 

10-9-2020 Nobel Peace Prize for Greg in seeking a Wife, 4 like the Moslems, but for 
a very different reason than Moslems in Mecca Today, to Win 4 Nobel's in 
Medicine with 4 Yale MD Wife's. Pay off from this Nobel Peace Prize will be 4 
Nobel's in Medicine! 

10-9-2020 Today in Mecca 4 Wife's of one Prince work at the Mecca Oil Company. 

10-9-2020 Mr. Trump tweeted suggestions on Thursday that Speaker Nancy Pelosi 
might be orchestrating “a coup” against him. 

10-9-2020 Coup Stimulus Talks have gone on for centuries fueling the Newest Ultra 
Gas Stations World Wide. Soon Whole Foods will be at Every Exxon Mobil Gas 
Station along with FedEx and UPS. Berlin Gas Station Owners can be Pardoned 
but not Key West Gas Station Owners! 



10-9-2020 Nearby Stars Real Estate in the Universe selling on Earth by Brokers 
who are Overwhelmed by the lithium and Gold. Ideas of the White House Warp 
Speed in Zoom and YouTube live streaming video from these nearby stars all the 
way to Sirius. 

10-9-2020 Tropical Islands in the Nearby Light Years for Sale by Brokers. But this 
new wave of Light Year island buyers is less driven by ego than a desire to escape 
being the first Humans in centuries to pick up live streaming video of Aliens in the 
Islands above. The logistics of light years are complicated and have been deleted by 
the Top Brass for Drones and Missiles not live streaming video. 

10-9-2020 Stimulus for Star Wars Live Streaming videos from all the nearest Stars 
to Sirius will be Next Years Nobel Prize, Grin! Live Streaming Video Technology to 
the Stars, real stars and people who will be stars getting a Nobel in Physics for Live 
Streaming Video coming from Nearby Stars. So Boring on Earth with only 
Microsoft computer games. Star Wars invention projects are on InventBook and 
Amazon Prime. 

10-9-2020 1% of the Stars in the Universe with many thousands of times more 
lithium than our Sun. 

Island Sirius would generate many to work on Live Streaming Video technology for 
Island Stars. 



Gladden Private Island in Belize has generated more interest than any other rental 
for one broker. 

10-9-2020 Trillions made from Gas Stations while Millions Lost Jobs, Some 
Executives Made Millions in Company Stock. 

10-9-2020 Trillions made from Gas Stations Exposes Greed for Trillions in Cash in 
Sweden’s Generousness to Oil Men when the World needs more Doctors MD's than 
Oil Men. 



10-9-2020 $77 Trillion, Yes $77 Trillion from Gas Stations. IBM has been unable to 
generate overall growth for years, disappointing investors. Last year, the 
company’s revenue declined 3 percent, to $77 billion. Last year 1 million new gas 
stations were built in China, India, Pakistan. Profits for IBM. 

10-9-2020 IBM's Mr. Krishna said in an interview that the split-up was the 
culmination of IBM’s increasing focus on cloud and A.I. as engines of growth. IBM 
Dr. Watson MD SuperComputer failed to Get a Miracle Cure Rx Recipe from 4 
Trillion Rx Recipes over the last few years of Dr. Watson being on the front page of 
the NY Times. Engine IBM sold out is the WindmillCar Engine and the Gravity 
Engine Invention. 

10-9-2020 IBM, analysts say, Dr. Watson SuperComputer cannot compete head to 
head with InventBook as Dr. Watson SuperComputer was for show and tell on CBS 
Nightly News not for AI work getting a Rx Recipe hacked from 4 trillion Rx 
Recipes. 

10-9-2020 IBM, 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine Apps in the Apple and Amazon Store. 
IBM does a big business in writing specialized software for its many corporate 
clients. “IBM’s cloud strategy has got to dovetail with its custom software 
development,” Mr. Cusumano, the M.I.T. professor, said. Dr. Watson 
SuperComputer deleted 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine Apps in the Apple and Amazon 
Store. 



10-9-2020 Top 1% MD's in Art of the Diagnosis and Treatments, “IBM’s cloud 
strategy has to get to clone these top MD's in custom software to be in a thousand 
exam rooms at the same time,” Urgent Care Exam rooms are not designed by Star 
Wars MD's in the top 1%. Symptoms tracked to the Diagnosis and Rx by the Top 
MD's! 

10-9-2020 Top 1% of MD's and Nobel Prize Winners are More Competitive than 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundations Innovations. Microsoft Says App Stores 
Should Be More Competitive. MD Rx Recipe Apps are needed and there are none 
at the Microsoft or Apple Store. Games are a War Crime in our Times. Yet Epic 
Games, maker of the popular game Fortnite, has accused Apple in an antitrust 
lawsuit of abusing its size to overcharge app developers. Rx Recipe app developers 
need to sue Apple and Microsoft. NY Times too. Sue Epic Games, Spotify and 
Match Group, the developer of Tinder. Get new programs on a computer. for Rx 
Recipes and 1,001 IP invention projects spelled out with links and specs and Genius 
tutors. 

10-9-2020 Games not MD Rx Recipe Apps. Microsoft is a developer itself and has 
clashed with Apple recently over its all-you-can-play cloud gaming app, which gives 
users access to many games through one interface. 

10-9-2020 Antitrust of Bill and Melinda Gates to get a Rx Recipe Miracle Cure for 
Virus and Pink Cancers. Gates behavior resembles the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

10-9-2020 Xbox gaming console, which it argued followed a different business 
model. It said that gaming consoles were sold with little or no profit, or at times 
below cost, and that it instead recouped the development costs through the games. 



10-9-2020 InventBox Rx Recipe Console's and 1,001 IP invention projects XBox 
console's! Antitrust of Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation inventions. Games 
People Play. 24/7 

10-9-2020 MD's appeal to the Coup the 2020 Porsche WindmillCar Coup stimulus 
to Drive to a Utopian MD Ordered Society. Sober from being drunk on Oil and its 
exhaust side effects. 

10-9-2020 Trump Is Killing the Economy Out of Spite. Felons holding up a Miami, 
Cuba gas station today sucker punching the woman getting gas out of spite for 
Trump. 

10-9-2020 Windmill Porsche Coup 

10-9-2020 Incoherent Pink Women Today might be orchestrating “a coup” against 
him. The Never Ending Pink Cancer Wars. 



10-9-2020 Scientists saw a double standard in the president’s endorsement. 
“Hypocrisy has never bothered the man, cocktail of two monoclonal antibodies 
manufactured by Regeneron. Those antibodies are synthesized outside the body 
and then infused into patients to help fight off the infection, treatments for 
conditions from birth defects to Ebola to cancer. Pink Cancer Tweets from Trump 
were Deleted by Trump. 

10-9-2020 Monoclonal antibodies, as well as remdesivir and vaccines, began with 
fetal tissue decades ago, decades of No 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars, Cure 
Money. 

10-9-2020 White House’s Operation Warp Speed, for the 2020 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCars. 

10-9-2020 Mecca Oil Company; “One concern regarding the ethical assessment of 
viral vaccine candidates is the potential use of abortion-derived cell lines in the 
development, production or testing,” may run afoul of some religious groups and 
conservative leaders who have questioned the cells’ use and Blessed Mecca Oil 
Company. 

10-9-2020 Fueling Mecca Oil Company Money requires the death of Jews gassed by 
the millions world wide with Diesel Mercedes Exhaust. A War Crime by our world 
leaders today. 



10-9-2020 Mecca Oil Company, American military was reluctant to intervene 

10-9-2020 Nobel Peace Prize goes to Mecca Oil Company And Trump Snacks. 
Nobel Committee Chairwoman Berit Reiss-Andersen said that with this year's 
award the Norwegian Nobel Committee wanted to "turn the eyes of the world to 
the millions of people who suffer from or face the threat of hunger". 

10-9-2020 Nobel Peace Prize: UN World Food Program wins! Trump Steaks with 
Butter and Bacon is the Big Loser. Amazon Prime Food Bank can ship 1 Billion 
Food Bank Packages of Peanut Butter from Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation next 
year. PB Protein Bars too. PB cookies too. 

10-9-2020 



Ghez and her colleagues can design the Keck Domes for Hurricane and Forest Fire 
Homes, something Jimmy Carter should have won a Nobel for Habitat for 
Humanity. Size Matters too. 

10-8-2020 We Need More Doctors, MD's!! 

10-8-2020 "USS Dr. Jimmy Carter MD Hospital Ship" was sunk by a Nuke 
torpedo, several of them, maybe 5K nuke torpedoes. Its classified 



10-8-2020 We Need More Doctors, MD's!! 

10-8-2020 1% of the Stars in the Universe with many thousands of times more 
lithium than our Sun. 

10-8-2020 We Need More Elite Top 1% Doctors, MD's!! 

10-8-2020 Plexiglass Barriers Didn’t Stop the Virus at the Debate, Experts Warned. 
More Doctors MD's are needed at these Debates. CBS has 1 MD in the air filled 
with virus for less than 10 minutes with no dialog about the workings of the virus in 
the air flow around the Plexiglass Barriers and a better way to stop the virus 
floating around in the air. Like Filters surrounding Pence and Harris. 

10-8-2020 We Need More Doctors, MD's!! 

10-8-2020 "USS Dr. Jimmy Carter MD Hospital Ship" was sunk by a Nuke 
torpedo, several of them, maybe 5K nuke torpedoes. Its classified 

10-8-2020 We Need More Doctors, MD's!! 

10-8-2020 1% of the Stars in the Universe with many thousands of times more 



lithium than our Sun. 

10-8-2020 We Need More Elite Top 1% Doctors, MD's!! 

10-8-2020 1% of the Elite Doctors MD's need to be in thousands of hospitals at the 
same time and thanks to Apple, Amazon, Google technology they can be in 
thousands of places at the same time maybe even millions of places at the same 
time. This is a lot more advanced than Google tracking protein bars sold. Grin. 

10-8-2020 No Penicillin Miracle Cure; Virus Takes Center Stage as Pence and 
Harris Skirmish in Debate, featured sharp exchanges over No Rx Penicillin Miracle 
Cure because the Debate over the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars was blown 
off by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

10-8-2020 Greg is seeking a Wife, 4 like the Moslems, but for a very different 
reason than Moslems in Mecca Today with 4 Wife's and none Cooking up a Rx 
Recipe on the worlds fastest super computers for a Rx Penicillin Recipe that works 
on gram negative bacteria and virus. And Gram positive Bacteria, Hell might as 
well get a Rx Recipe for all Disease and Virus, cancers too. Moslems in Mecca with 
4 Wifes are not Cooking Today. 

Ghez and her colleagues can design the Keck Domes for Hurricane and Forest Fire 
Homes, something Jimmy Carter should have won a Nobel for Habitat for 
Humanity. Size Matters too. 



10-8-2020 Few Doctors MD's at the Debate and in the Ruling Class Kings and 
Prince's. England has never had a Doctor MD King or Queen. France has never 
had a Doctor MD King or Queen. Let them Eat Cake today. Let them buy Gas at 
$4 a gallon. Berlin has another generation of WW II Warriors Driving the Diesel 
Mercedes War Machines gassing millions of Jews World wide and no one not even 
the NY Times helps save the Jews from Diesel Mercedes poison gas. 

10-8-2020 Fewer Doctors by 2021 as U.S. Seeks to Draw Down Its Troops in 
Afghanistan to 2,500 by Early 2021 and they will not enlist in the Yale Key West 
Medical School. 



10-8-2020 Yale University after Vietnam brought back the ROTC after it was 
kicked off during the Vietnam War, debate now is to bring back the MD's and kick 
ROTC off the Yale Campus during the War on Virus and Pink Cancers as the 
ROTC will stifle this War! 

10-8-2020 How a Virus Surge Among Orthodox Jews Became a Crisis for New 
York New York City had been holding off for decades on driving the 2020 Ford 
and Porsche WindmillCars to the 9/11 Jews who have to send their Medical School 
Money to Mecca buying $4 gas. Surge of Orthodox NYC Jews would have been 
driving to the NYC Medical Schools to become Doctors MD's via the Rabbis. 

10-8-2020 Blessing from Pope Francis and the Notre Dame Priest infected millions 
in the congregations world wide, Pence and Harris Skirmish didn't expose these 
Catholic virus deaths and the Cardinals will cover up this too! Notre Dame’s 
President Faces an Angry Campus After Getting the Coronavirus. 

10-8-2020 HQ after getting Facebook up and running instead of 'InventBook! A 
War Crime in the War on Virus and Cancers. 



10-8-2020 We Need More Doctors MD's to stop and smell the Rose Perfume not a 
Rx Perfume yet. It’s true, perfume is integral to French Women and now Paris 
women MD's as it's a Rx Perfume Revolution. Let them eat cake without getting 
diabetes. Seduction à la française, after all, is nothing but a conversation that works 
on the French Menus for Pasteure's Late Revolution, the Rabid Oil Men 
vaccinated. 

10-8-2020 We Need More Doctors MD not Another World Class The New Museum. 
Many Find Its a Tough Place to Work when no perks cure cancer, diseases. 

10-8-2020 We Need More Doctors MD's so should the French reinvent all their 
Museums into Medical School's and Urgent care clinics. 

10-8-2020 We Need More Doctors MD's who ship has not come in as the Navy built 
a fleet of 100 USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. The USS Dr. Jimmy Carter MD PhD 
Ship was sunk by a Nuke torpedo several of them, maybe 5K nuke torpedoes. It's 
classified. 



10-8-2020 Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr. noted the opposite concern. “We’re 
told that if we agree with Oracle, we will ruin our tech industry in the United 
States,” he said. Supreme Court Hears Copyright Battle Between Google and 
Oracle in reality is the battle between Facebook and InventBook. Court will ruin 
1,001 Nobels in Medicine, Physics and Chemistry if the computer code Win 10 is 
not put in the public domain along with 4 trillion Rx Recipes. 

10-8-2020 Oracle has asked for billions of dollars in damages over what it said was 
Google’s wrongful copying of about 11,000 lines of software code. Both have stifled 
the Rx Penicillin Code that kills all Virus. In 2016, a San Francisco jury found that 
Google had not violated copyright laws because it had made “fair use” of the code. 

10-8-2020 InventBook fair use of the Win 10 code and Rx Recipes all trade secrets 
to get a Nobel in Medicine for a Rx Penicillin Miracle cure of all virus and cancers. 

10-8-2020 80-Year-Old Is Killed After Asking Bar Patron to Wear Mask. Woman 
pulling into the Exxon Mobil gas station in Miami, Cuba is killed by the gas station 
hold up felons on their 3rd gas station hold up of the day. 



10-8-2020 Google tracks protein bars not Bar Patrons killed and injured... 

10-8-2020 Wounded Warriers from Desert Storm and Butchers, Meat Workers Die 
of Covid-19, Families Fight for Compensation not a few thousand but a 2020 
Porsche WindmillCar!! 

10-8-2020 Shock and Awe of the Universe today is Desert Storm's Shock and Awe 
of Oil Fields in Baghdad. 

10-8-2020 Intellectual Georgia Peanut farmers Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter who 
arrived at a fortuitous time that robbed millions at the gas stations world wide and 
then robbed them of Driving Racing a 2020 Porsche WindmillCar around the 
Peanut Plantations in Georgia. “regardless of their intellectual predilections, 
cultural biases or narrow ambitions.” InventBook! 

10-8-2020 Intellectual Bill and Melinda Gates arrived at the Ford and Porsche 
Dealerships at 1984 HQ only to buy a second home in Dubai not Key West. 
“regardless of their intellectual predilections, cultural biases or narrow ambitions.” 
InventBook! 



10-8-2020 The Invention Projects Book Kindle with super computer simulations of 
every virus and disease cancer as a Kindle is infinity like the Car. 

10-8-2020 None have tested positive for Driving the 2020 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCars. Joint Chiefs of Staff — have tested positive, none of them!! 

10-8-2020 The Marine Corps said Wednesday that Gen. Gary L. Thomas tested 
positive for COVID-19, becoming the latest to be infected by a virus that has 
afflicted President Donald Trump and an array of top staff at the White House. 
Thomas attended a meeting of the Joint Chiefs on Friday, and so far U.S. officials 
said none of the other top military leaders in the meeting — including Gen. Mark 
Milley, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff — have tested positive. 

10-8-2020 Paris Cartoons Trial is going on Today. Verdict is Guilty as Hell. Draw 
this in a Cartoon on your new iPad Air. App for Paris Cartoons. Create Your Own 
Digital Comics Whether You Can Draw or Not. 

Apple Store and Amazon Prime Cartoon apps and Kindle Cartoon books sell 



millions. 

10-8-2020 Paris Cartoons Kindle Cartoons for sale on Amazon; 1,001 pages. Before 
you dive in, decide what type of comic you want to make: More Doctors are needed 
is the one Cartoon Kindle you should start with. Tip Walter Reed will not admit 
Pink women for Chemo. 

10-8-2020 All the White House Doctors know Greg has been writing about this for 
months. So start your Kindle Cartoon Book with the Walter Reed MD's will not 
admit Pink women for Chemo. 



10-8-2020 Artists using iPads have a lot to work with in Comic Draw, a full-
featured digital studio that includes drawing tools, page templates, a script editor 
and perspective guides. The app is $10, but it offers a free 14-day trial. 

10-8-2020 Paris Cartoons that organize your spin off Pasteur invention projects. 
Easy to do in Pasteurs lab on your next visit to Paris. 

10-8-2020 A universe existed Before the Big Bang Exploded and it was Exploded by 
God, the Big Bang was Exploded by God. 

10-8-2020 Headlines Today from Trump; Getting the Virus was a Blessing from 
God. Someone on his staff thought this up. Blessing from Heaven for the rest of 
Humanity would be a White House Staff of MD's working on a Rx Recipe Cure like 
a Penicillin for the Virus not just a vaccine that does not cure like a Penicillin does. 

10-8-2020 We Need More Doctors and Cartoons. Virus is the Black Hole Today; By 
imaging the 'Virus' Galactic Center at infrared wavelengths, Ghez and her 
colleagues have been able to peer through heavy dust that blocks visible light, and 
to produce images of the Virus. Today the Black hole is the Virus. This imaging at 
infrared wavelengths will win Ghez a second Nobel. Grin. 

Ghez and her colleagues can design the Keck Domes for Hurricane and Forest Fire 
Homes, something Jimmy Carter should have won a Nobel for Habitat for 
Humanity. Size Matters too. 



10-7-2020 $7 Trillion for an advanced Crispr gene editing tool awarded by the King 
of Sweden soon as the Swiss Bankers Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion are hacked. 

10-7-2020 Nobel Prize in Chemistry was jointly awarded on Wednesday to 
Emmanuelle Charpentier and Jennifer A. Doudna for their 2012 work on the 
development of Crispr-Cas9, a method for genome editing. The announcement 
marks the first time a science Nobel has been awarded to two women. CRISPR-
Cas9, which is short for clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats 
and CRISPR-associated protein 9. The CRISPR-Cas9 system has generated a lot of 
excitement in the scientific community because it is faster, cheaper, more accurate, 
and more efficient than other existing genome editing methods. CRISPR-Cas9 was 
adapted from a naturally occurring genome editing system in bacteria. The 
bacteria capture snippets of DNA from invading viruses and use them to create 
DNA segments known as CRISPR arrays. The CRISPR arrays allow the bacteria to 
"remember" the viruses (or closely related ones). If the viruses attack again, the 
bacteria produce RNA segments from the CRISPR arrays to target the viruses' 
DNA. The bacteria then use Cas9 or a similar enzyme to cut the DNA apart, which 
disables the virus. 



Apple Store and Amazon Prime CRISPR-Cas9 apps! 

Apple Store and Amazon Prime CRISPR-Cas9 apps! 

Amazon needs to put Heavy Lift Helicopter on Sale for Amazon Prime Days as a 
Windfall from WindmillCars of $7 Trillion for Engineering the Heavy Lift 
Windmill Helicopter Combines will win a Nobel for Harvesting Peanuts! 

10-7-2020 Nobel for Ford WindmillCars is Awarded by the King of Sweden! 

10-7-2020 What to Watch For at Tonight’s Debate With Harris and Pence; 1984 



Orwellian Comments about the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars racing up 
and down Times Square NYC! 

10-7-2020 What to Watch For in We Need More Doctors; Watch for the building of 
the "Yale Key West Medical School!" 

10-7-2020 No Nobels in Oil this year!! Venezuela, Once an Oil Giant, Reaches the 
End of an Era Venezuela’s oil reserves, the world’s largest, will shut down all Oil 
Wells forever once the Nobel for Ford WindmillCars is Awarded by the King of 
Sweden. When?? 

10-7-2020 Nobel for Ford WindmillCars is Awarded by the King of Sweden! 

10-7-2020 Virus vs Pink Women's typical death toll as the Real Never Ending 
Wars! Reason the USA lost these Wars is 9/11 Saudi Terrorists greed for $4 Gas 
not 2020 Ford WindmillCars. Mecca calls the NY Times God's Miracle. 



10-7-2020 Trump exaggerates fewer and None, as fiery cop cars Numbers Explode 
on the side of the road writing a traffic ticket that should be an iTicket. Mecca calls 
this the NY Times God's Miracle of editing the news. 

10-7-2020 Trump exaggerates fewer and None, as fiery cop cars Numbers Explode 
on the side of the road writing a traffic ticket that should be an iTicket on your 
iPhone 12 Max Pro iDash Cam. MP's are taking about the Apple Event on Oct. 16 
about the iTickets via the iPhone 12 Max Pro iDash Cam. iCop in your Car! Your 
driving life on a GPS tracking map on Google. 

10-7-2020 Gen. Mark A. Milley, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and 
nearly all the rest of the Joint Chiefs took to their homes or alternate locations to 
self-quarantine, after Adm. Charles Ray, the vice commandant of the Coast Guard, 
tested positive. Tested negative to win the War on Cancer and Virus Diseases in 
2020. Yes 2020. A normal Pentagon could win this war in 2020. Normal being one 
were the top brass are not infected with the Oil Virus. 

10-7-2020 ‘A Rainy Day in New York’ Review: How to Ruin Your Weekend Sex! 

10-7-2020 'A Slow Day at the Pentagon' Review how to Ruin Your Universe, All the 
Nearest Stars all the Way to Sirius. 



10-7-2020 52 Nearest Stars that will look different after they make the front page of 
the NY Times. 

10-7-2020 MP's are positive they can be arrested for fiery cop cars on the side of the 
road, 100's of MP Cop Cars thousands of LA NYC cop cars. Colorado Cop Cars 
too as Gasoline Tankers on Mountain Roads go over the cliff more than once. 
Google Censors the tracking of all these fiery wrecks. Google Map of all fiery 
wrecks since Jimmy and Rosalynn Carters first one in Georgia 1980. 

10-7-2020 None of the Pentagon officials have shown conscience or concern for War 
Crime Charges for fiery wrecks and kids left in hot cars on Military Bases World 
Wide. All classified. 

10-7-2020 Virus quarantines reflected “an abundance of caution.” Pink women 
dead on the Pentagons battlefields reflect an abundance of "Born to Kill" No Nobel 
Peace Prize for the Pentagon today, Black Hole Peace Prize. Super Strong Gravity 
and no secret weapon, the gravity engine car. Drones and Missiles were engineered 
instead of Gravity Engine Cars. 

10-7-2020 Trump said, “Many people every year, sometimes over 100,000, and 
despite the Vaccine, die from the Flu,” and he added that it did not result in 
shutting the country down. 



10-7-2020 Joint Chiefs Generals said there is no need for a Military Mobilization to 
get a Rx Recipe Miracle Cure for the flu or the virus. War is Hell. C.D.C. figures, in 
a typical year over the past decade, fewer than 50,000 Americans died from 
influenza. Deaths peaked at an estimated 61,000 in the 2017-18 season. 

10-7-2020 Ruling Class “not negotiating in good faith” as Whooping Cough spread 
by the General coughing looking at the new grand daughter gives her Whooping 
Cough. He studys Drones and Missiles all his life not Whooping Cough. 

10-7-2020 Sept. 27, when much of the Pentagon’s senior leadership attended a 
White House reception for families of fallen troops to get a 2020 Porsche 
WindmillCar compensation for Pentagons $777 Trillion in $4 gas money for Wars. 

10-7-2020 To Hell with winning the Desert Storm War with 2020 Ford 
WindmillCar the wounded and dead troops can have a 2020 Porsche WindmillCar 
as compensation. The Widow racing up the Colorado Mountain roads in her dead 
warriors 2020 Porsche WindmillCar. A gift from Trumps Behavior Pattern. Losers 
get to be winners in a Porsche WindmillCar. 

10-7-2020 Physician, Dr. Jesse T. Schonau, said Mr. Pence had been tested daily 
with negative results to giving up on $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues for the 2020 
Ford and Porsche WindmillCars. 



10-7-2020 President Trump continued to downplay his Cartoons Racing Driving 
the 2020 Porsche WindmillCars to Mecca Gas Stations the Last Gas Stations on 
Earth! 

10-7-2020 Paris seriousness of Mecca Cartoons and $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues in 
Swiss Banks. Stimulus for 7 billion people. $500 million in Jimmy and Roslyn ne 
George Bank will stay in a Georgia Bank Forever if no Cartoons of this are 
published in the NY Times. 

10-7-2020 Although Dr. Conley, whose credibility has come under scrutiny by Yale 
Medical School Professors ready to email him a Failing Grade giving Trump VIP 
Rx Treatment only a Saudi Prince gets, grin. 

10-7-2020 Wasp Government Lawyers Senators Condemn Big Tech’s ‘Monopoly 
Power’ and Urge Their Breakups instead of starting InventBook and 1 Click 
Amazon prime IP invention projects 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out listed with 
specs and genius Einstein and Pasteur tutors. Give Win 10 code to the public. 
Order Starbucks to turn on the WiFi and install iMac's, make Starbucks an iMac 
computer lab for 100 million who could never afford to buy a high end loaded iMac 
at $14,284 plus $140 a month for Comcast Business fiber. Plus Adobe and Office 
cost. 

10-7-2020 NY Times writing about Trumps haircut cost not $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues. Compared with Mr. Trump’s billion-dollar losses, which offset any 



profits, $70,000 in dubious hair-care deductions might seem trivial. But they are 
emblematic of his overall approach to taxes: No amount is too small to withhold 
from the government’s coffers. 

10-7-2020 IRS tax fraud on $777 Trillion in illegal $4 gas on the 4th of July. Ha! To 
denounce The Times’s reporting and has called Mr. Trump a “genius” for finding 
ways to shrink his tax and gasoline bill. Mecca calls the NY Times God's Miracle. 

10-7-2020 "Trump Took $70,000 in Tax Deductions for Hair Care. Experts Say 
That’s Illegal." By JAMES B. STEWART 

10-7-2020 "Trump Took $777 Trillion dollars via $4 gas on the 4th of July. Experts 
Say That's Illegal so is bone saw killings by Prince Salman. 

10-7-2020 Warning Labels on Sun Trikes and No Warning labels on 2 Wheel Bikes 
for; on a borrowed pedal bike with handlebars two inches lower than my own. This 
required continued neck extension during the ride. I felt fine afterward, but within 
hours I developed neck pain with numbness and tingling radiating down my arms. I 
went to the emergency department. 



10-7-2020 Warning Labels on bikes and breaking your neck because the handle 
bars are to low!! Why Women Are Biking in Record Numbers in N.Y.C. When the 
pandemic hit, draining streets of traffic, more women began using the city’s bike-
share program. 

10-7-2020 Deployed 2011 Ford WindmillCars in the USA, Hell No! AeroVironment 
has unveiled its latest loitering missile unmanned aircraft system for the US Army 
and other customers. Based on the SwStchblade 300, which was deployed with US 
forces in Iraq and Afghanistan in 2011. 

10-7-2020 sophisticated and intelligent Drones and missiles not 2011 Ford 
WindmillCars... Switchblade Drone 300 more than 10 years ago, AeroVironment 
has worked with multiple new customers to develop scalable variants that could 
address new mission requirements," says Wahid Nawabi, AeroVironment president 
and chief executive officer. 

10-7-2020 Eager US Army for its LMAMS program, our customers are eager to 
deploy Switchblade Drone 600 because it can address larger, hardened targets in a 
more precise, rapid and cost-effective manner than legacy missile systems. 

10-7-2020 Synapses find the energy to support intense conversations thought to 
underlie learning and memory mostly used for Drones and Missiles in Wars the last 
decades not the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars. Which will drive humanity 
to the Gravity Engine Cars. The team studied synapses that use the 



neurotransmitter glutamate to communicate. Communication happens when a 
packet of glutamate is released from presynaptic boutons which are tiny 
protrusions that stick out, like beads on a string, of long, wiry parts of neurons 
called axons. 

10-7-2020 What happens when boutons undergo intense communication thought to 
underlie learning and memory. They found that this type of signaling quickly 
dropped energy levels at boutons. These changes triggered a series of chemical 
reactions controlled by an energy sensor called AMP-activated protein kinases 
(AMPK) that ultimately led to the rapid recruitment of mitochondria to the 
boutons. Genetically blocking or chemically interfering with this feedback loop 
prevented the delivery of mitochondria to boutons and lowered energy levels. This, 
in turn, reduced synaptic responses during intense communication more than seen 
in control cells and slowed the recovery of the responses after the bursts ended. The 
researchers concluded that this feedback loop may normally play a critical role in 
providing the energy needed to sustain synaptic communication throughout a 
healthy inventors Mind. 

10-7-2020 Ask why would Warriors and Drone Engineers Exist; Lithium-rich stars, 
which account for only 1% of the total number of the low-mass evolved stars, is one 
example of such conflict. They preserve up to thousands of times more lithium than 
normal stars, and astronomers are wondering what these lithium-rich stars really 
are and why they exist. Ask why would Warriors and Drone Engineers Exist in a 
Universe of Lithium rich stars. Why do the super rich like Bezos, Bill and Melinda 
Gates stifle the Rich Universe of the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars? 

10-7-2020 The game changer here is Star Wars Exodus vs Never Engine Wars for 
Who gets to sell their oil for $4 a gallon on the 4th of July. 



10-7-2020 The game changer here is. Find out how lithium is created in stars in 
USA Star Wars Era when gas stations are closed, but for Mecca's 

10-7-2020 100's of fiery cop cars in Berlin and Russia, no arrest yet. "Berlin Trial 
Opens for Man Charged With Murder on Behalf of Russia. German prosecutors 
accused the defendant of the killing of a former Chechen commander at a time 
when Berlin is losing patience with Moscow." By MELISSA EDDY 

10-7-2020 Trumps desire for Russian Women in the Miss Universe Contest need a 
psychotherapist and professor at New York University who specializes in the 
psychology of sexuality and desire, as Trump is not a Priest but has sex desire in 
common with them. Crazy sex life that risk syphilis in the brain not even his Walter 
Reed Doctor would write a Tell All Book and Mary Trump never got Trumps 
Medical Records of all his sex diseases though she might still try to get these. 

10-6-2020 Paris Cartoons of the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars racing 
around Paris published on the front page of the NY Times Today!! No Cartoons of 
Trump were published in the NY Times Today on orders of the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ, Ha! Funny! You have to publish these Cartoons in your mind, and its 
easy to do! Get out your iPad Air... perfect for these Cartoons. Cartoon Hell; 
Walter Reed MD's keep out Pink Women needing Chemo today. God is Great! 



10-6-2020 Intellectual history of Paris and Rome, we can hear the Lions Roar and 
the Let them Eat Cake, then comes Pasteur and all the Rabid Dogs in Paris. Little 
girls bitten by a dog is not in French history or Rome history but we know about 
the little girls bitten by a dog anyway! In Key West history there is one stray cat 
named 'Little Girl' and another named "Green Eyes" 

10-6-2020 Hollywood will get the MD rated Movies Made by MGM out of this 
Virus Plague if Trump dies! Trump on CBS Nightly news for 30 minutes with news 
of the IV Drugs keeping him alive and CBS comments the Public can't get the same 
Trump C Virus IV Drugs. Wow! 

Paris Cartoons of the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars racing... to Mecca $$$ 

Paris Cartoons of the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars racing... to Mecca $$$ 

10-6-2020 Getting the MD rated Movies Made! Walter Reed MD's in a Movie, not 



actors but the Real Doctors. From all the Cameras recording Trump. 

10-6-2020 If President Donald Trump were to die before the election, this is what 
likely would happen If Trump dies before the election, supporters could still vote 
for him for president. 

10-6-2020 If President Donald Trump were to die before the election, the 2 White 
Men at 1984 HQ who also tested positive will get a Rx Recipe Cure for the Virus. 
Really they could have gotten a Virus Cure a year ago with Pentagon War 
Mobilization. They didn't Order this because they are losers of the Ford and 
Porsche WindmillCars for the USA. 

10-6-2020 Dr. Disney MD is not releasing any Doctor Disney Movies until the 2020 
Ford and Porsche WindmillCars are open for rides at Disney Orlando. Grin. 

10-6-2020 Disney MD and Nobel Prize in Medicine Movie; How a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women can Win a Marriage the Nobel in 
Medicine in a Blockbuster Disney Movie out selling Dr. Lisa Bond MD Movie. 

10-6-2020 Japan Nobel Prize in Medicine, this legal polygamous marriage to 4 Yale 
MD women would win Japan 100's of Nobels in Medicine and Movie Goers would 
get many Rx Recipes to cure them of most diseases and century old plagues. 
Cancers. 



10-6-2020 Dr. George Orwell MD is not a remake Movie by Disney or Warner 
Bros. 

10-6-2020 Movie; "Gas Station Hold Up's" Ex-Felons in Florida holding up the 
same Exxon Mobil gas station for the 3rd time. 

10-6-2020 CBS Nightly News tonight after reading this web page will have the 
ending story about the Miami, Cuba gas station that has been robbed more than 
any gas station in the USA. Or Cuba. 

Paris Cartoons of the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars racing... to Mecca $$$ 



Paris Cartoons of the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars racing... to Mecca $$$ 

10-6-2020 Hollywood will get the MD rated Movies out of this Virus Plague if 
Trump dies! Trump on CBS Nightly news for 30 minutes leaving Walter Reed 
arriving at the White House last night. CBS said Trump picked the time of the date 
so he could be on CBS Nightly News for 30 minutes and CBS didn't extend its 
Nightly News to 60 minutes to cover the rest of the World News, no mention of this 
and why, grin. 

10-6-2020 MD's WindmillCar Viewed as Exodus for Gas and Oil Plagues! She a 
Wasp Lawyer is viewed as gifted. Cross-examined for televised TV shows while Dr. 
House MD was killed by CBS MSNBC and Amazon Prime Original Movies made 
by Bezos. No MD TV shows this Fall on CBS were masterminded by Lawyers 
killing Doctors. This is a War and the Lawyers are winning even in the Bond 
Movies as Dr. Bond MD was not ever on CBS Nightly News 



10-6-2020 Cineworld, the parent company of Regal Cinemas, the second largest 
theater chain in the country, announced that it would close its 663 theaters 

10-6-2020 MGM/Universal announced that it was delaying the release of the new 
James Bond film, “No Time to Die,” until next year, the latest in a slew of big-
budget movies that have been moved out of 2020 by Hollywood studios 

10-6-2020 Warner Bros. is postponing releasing the remake of “Dune,” once 
scheduled for December, until Oct. 1, 2021 

10-6-2020 Dr. Disney MD is not releasing any Doctor Disney Movies until the 2020 
Ford and Porsche WindmillCars are open for rides at Disney Orlando. Grin. 

10-6-2020 “Wonder Woman 1984,” though Warner Bros. has already delayed its 
release from October to Christmas Day. “Soul,” the latest from Disney’s Pixar 
animation studio, is scheduled for a Nov. 20 release. 

10-6-2020 "Steve Jobs 1984 Apple Super Bowl" Opening scene would be the Steve 
Jobs 1984 Super Bowl Commercial with Pink Stars in the millions bursting into 
flames of a dying star in our Universe because the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are 
Lawyers not MD's. 



Paris Cartoons of the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars racing... to Mecca $$$ 

Paris Cartoons of the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars racing... to Mecca $$$ 

10-6-2020 Dr. George Orwell MD is not a remake Movie by Disney or Warner 
Bros. 

10-6-2020 MD's WindmillCar Viewed as Exodus for Gas and Oil Plagues! She a 
Wasp Lawyer is viewed as gifted. Cross-examined for televised Doctor MD Pasteur 
Combat. MD's greatest political strength is the Penicillin Miracle Cure, but this is a 



new challenge a Miracle Penicillin for a Virus Plague 

10-6-2020 Coal-fired power plants in Arizona and Kentucky shows how the 
president, despite promises failed to clean the air of coal power Plants with the 2020 
Ford and Porsche WindmillCar accessories trillions of volts and apps from a super 
conductivity GE windmill generator at -254 C that was engineered in secret a few 
years ago and kept secret for years and years of coal fired power plants and fiery 
wrecks in his traffic. Flying Marine One over fiery Wrecks we get to view the 
Marine Generals who are war criminals who will be caught and questioned on CBS 
MSNBC about flying over Fiery Wrecks in Traffic and not stopping it... 

10-6-2020 Israel’s Leaders Have been in Bahrain Dubai UAE Israel’s Coronavirus 
Lockdown Fuels Protests, Violence and Confusion because Israel's leaders know 
the WindmillCars fuels Exodus IP invention projects by Dr. Rabbis MD. 

10-6-2020 Doha, Qatar. Dubai UAE Riches beyond Belief and how Israel's Leaders 
could have given these Moslem Prince's all the Rabbis MD Money $$$ 

10-6-2020 $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues all illegal; Nobel committee also announced 
another change last month: Each prize will rise to 10 million Swedish krona, 1 
million more than in the previous year. That’s a hike in the prize value of about 
$112,000 in current exchange rates. 

10-6-2020 Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded jointly to Roger Penrose, Reinhard 
Genzel and Andrea Ghez on Tuesday for their discoveries that have bettered 
understanding of the universe, including work on black holes. Dr. Penrose was 



awarded half the prize “for the discovery that black hole formation is a robust 
prediction of the general theory of relativity,” the committee said. The second half 
was split between Dr. Genzel and Dr. Ghez “for the discovery of a supermassive 
compact object at the center of our galaxy,” the committee said. 

10-6-2020 Israel's Leaders are killing the Jewish Exodus Nobel that makes contact 
with Jewish Aliens at Sirius picking up their live streaming video. 

10-6-2020 For the Israeli Mosaid secret police who traveled to Doha, Dubai then 
back to the Rabbis congregations. Shock and Awe greater than the Wounded 
Warriors at the Pentagon who realize the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars 
will be their Purple Heart compensations. War Crimes by the top brass. 



10-6-2020 For the US Secret Service, a New Question: Who Will Protect Them 
From Trump? 

10-6-2020 Paris Cartoons of the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars racing 
around Paris are sanctioned by the Elite Ruling Class again today. A Crime. 

10-6-2020 Virus and Pink Cancer Plague and this Cartoon is censored in Canada. 
"YouTube, “Ultra Rich Asian Girls.” which showcased Vancouver’s wealthy 
second-generation Chinese" Same Girls Show for Canada Oil Men. Mr. Zhao had 
disapproved of Mr. Yuan’s mistreatment of his girlfriends — estimated at as many 
as 100 — according to testimony in a separate civil case. Cartoons are only allowed 
in Paris Newspapers and only about Moslems. Not Oil Men. 

10-6-2020 2020 Ford and Porsche HQ in Houston... City Centre area of West 
Houston, is planned as an office for Marathon Oil. Employees were set to move into 
the space in the second half of 2021, the company said when it announced plans for 
the site in January. A spokeswoman for Marathon Oil said, “We are saddened to 
learn that an accident occurred at the construction site for the future Houston 
headquarters of Marathon Oil.” The company has “offered our assistance to the 
building contractors as they respond to this accident,” she said. ...stairwell in the 
15-story building was a “precast interior” concrete staircase — stairs made to look 
as if they were floating — said Alanna Reed, a spokeswoman for Houston Public 
Works. The stairs that collapsed were “in the process of being set,” collapsed all the 
way to first floor. From the Video it looks like all 15 stories of Steps collapsed to the 
first floor. Not built like the Yale Key West Medical School will be but this is a 
illegal Oil Company so what can you expect. Marathon Oil Criminals. 



10-6-2020 Editorial in the NY Times is misleading; "The president is hospitalized. 
The public doesn’t need to know every detail, but they don’t deserve to be misled." 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD The Public does need to know every detail the 
Walter Reed MD's ordered to cure the virus and the cause of the Virus lasting so 
long. No One at the Times is Driving a 2020 Porsche WindmillCar. Misleading the 
Public is a crime. 

10-6-2020 Once a White House on a Street, now a Office House. Once a Hilton 
Hotel Suite now a Hilton Hotel Office Suite. How the Hilton Hotels will reinvent the 
Hotel Suite. Two roll away beds are now 2 iPad Air's and iMac. Room Service 
comes with IP invention projects room service and yes its still expensive but better 
food for thought. Would Paris Hilton stay here? 

10-6-2020 NYC Owners are turning hotels into offices, schools, emergency housing, 
wedding halls or homeless shelters. 

10-6-2020 Admirals are not turning their NYC Ships into schools, emergency 
housing. Of Course Not, really. 

10-5-2020 The World's Eyes will be on building the 'Yale Key West Medical 
School.' 

10-5-2020 The World’s Eyes Are on Walter Reed the Military Hospital Ranked!! 



Rank not being the best surgeon or the MD winner with the quick and correct 
diagnosis. Rank, Rules Walter Reed. 

10-5-2020 Yes sir!! Highest Ranking MD's at Walter Reed keep out Pink Women 
needing Chemo today. 

10-5-2020 For Wounded Warriors in Walter Reed Compensation will be a 2020 
Porsche WindmillCar! 

10-5-2020 The World's Eyes will be on building the 'Yale Key West Medical 
School.' With 100 Hospital Ships some bigger than the Navy's newest Carrier! A 
large LED billboard on the one side of the 55 Story building will be a Regal Cinema 
Theater. This is Hollywood and Vine on Sunset Strip Key West 2020. 

10-5-2020 Hollywood will get the MD rated Movies out of this Virus Plague if 
Trump dies! 

10-5-2020 1987 WindmillCar OS operating system has been upgraded for 2002. 
NASA’s preferred OS solution came from WindRiver, a company based in 
Alameda, California. WindRiver released a fully operational commercial off-the-
shelf, real-time operating system called VxWorks back in 1987. While VxWorks 
wasn’t the first system of this kind, it quickly became the most widely deployed of 
them all, meaning VxWorks soon caught the eye of NASA mission designers. NASA 



Top Brass in 1987 knew about the 2020 Ford WindmillCars. 

10-5-2020 1987 IP invention projects OS operating system if installed on iMac's and 
PC would have changed the world. 2 White men at 1984 HQ responsible for task 
scheduling with all 256 levels of priority the task can be assigned. Desert Storm 
Shock and Awe won over the 2020 Ford WindmillCars spin off invention projects. 
IP Pathfinder’s issues stemmed from a human error by Bush and 9/11. 



10-5-2020 US Army Missile Command back in 1988. Worked hard on Missiles OS 
not WindmillCars OS. Modern space operating system used by iPad Air would 
have made it better to use than Win10. IMA, the Integrated Modular Avionics 
system, that enables multiple aircraft to work in a distributed network supporting 
different applications. 

10-5-2020 That’s the system used in the 4th-gen jet fighters," F-35 Jet Fighters 
targeting 2020 Ford WindmillCars not advancing the OS inside iPad Air's. 

10-5-2020 Discussing real-time operating systems in 2004, Gregory Menke, NASA’s 
software engineer, wrote that in terms of performance, RTEMS and VxWorks were 
so close that it was impossible to even tell the difference between the two. 

10-5-2020 Difference between the Diesel Mercedes and 2004 Ford WindmillCars 
were discussed at NASA in 2004. iPad Air OS will be discussed at NASA today. 
Apple too. 

10-5-2020 Monday News; Nobel Prize in Medicine Awarded to Scientists Who 
Discovered Hepatitis C Virus. Harvey J. Alter, Michael Houghton and Charles M. 
Rice were jointly honored for their decisive contribution to the fight against blood-
borne hepatitis C. 



10-5-2020 40 years living in Boulder Colorado a University town of 25K students 
only 1 News story about the Health Dept tracking down 1 case of Hepatitis at Taco 
Bell the Cook gave Hepatitis to a baby. Never a follow up on the news article. 

10-5-2020 Dr. Rice, professor at Rockefeller University in New York. From 2001 to 
2018, his Nobel comes with a 2020 Porsche WindmillCar. Ha. Driven by Stockholm 
Elite. Some year Stockholm will give the Nobel winners a 2020 Porsche 
WindmillCar. 

10-5-2020 Amazon Prime one Click to follow up on Hepatitis Nobel in Medicine 
with 1 Click Amazon Prime Hepatitis IP invention projects with AI and apps for 
the new students who really need to learn how you get infected with Hepatitis 
today. Like the Virus. Trumps lifestyle he should have been infected with Hepatitis 
A B and C. really. 

10-5-2020 Amazon Prime Nobel; Nobel Assembly said had “made possible blood 
tests and new medicines that have saved millions of lives.” The Nobel Assembly 
announced the prize at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm. 

10-5-2020 Paris Disney Cartoons of Moslems when Pasteur is a Cartoon to the Elite 
French President not writing the Rx for Dexamethasone to Treat Trump with the 
Newest Pasteur Rx Recipe for Dexamethasone. 



10-5-2020 Hell there are 1.001 new Rx Recipes for Penicillin just do a Google 
Search, you will get their spin off names but no Rx Recipes. Think about this mess, 
the Cooks are French Oil Men who never in a million miles of travels visited the 
Pasteur Institute in Paris. Wow. 



10-5-2020 Disney Cartoons in Paris Meat Clever Cartoons Censored. Vietnam, 
Berlin, Afghan Peace Talks, Hoping to End Their Fathers’ War's with Drones and 
missiles not 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars. Desert Storm WindmillCars 
Shock and Awe was in Bush Mind not on the Battle Fields and Oil Fields of 
Baghdad. A war crime. 

10-5-2020 Hanoi, Vietnam. They are here to end their fathers’ war. 



10-5-2020 Rome, They are here to end the Roman Empire that Plagues Saudi 
Arabia and Mecca Today, Jimmy Carter planting Peanuts in 1980 Crop is worth 
$777 Trillion Today. 

10-5-2020 Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity in the 1980s that set off four 
decades of violence and loss of the 2020 Ford WindmillRV Home, 100's of Millions. 
Some faced more violent deaths, blown up in Drone and Missile Strikes, fiery 
wrecks writing a traffic ticket on the side of the road. Presidents and Priest drove 
by without stopping to put out the fire help advance the Yale Burn Unit Treatments 
of Burns to Star Wars. 

10-5-2020 Jimmy And Rosalynn Carter grew rich, they have $500 million in cash 
today more cash than Trump could get his hands on today. Peanuts to feed the 
world not sold on Amazon Prime Food Bank as this $500 million will be kept in a 
Georgia Bank forever, never spent on our Habitat for Humanity. 

10-5-2020 Arriving in Doha, Qatar. Dubai UAE Bahrain Paris London Rome 
Vatican NYC 

10-5-2020 Soviets carry legacies of loss and determination to sell Oil and Gas not 
get into a warm 2020 Ford Porsche WindmillCar with no head on collisions or 



Vodka Drunks ever starting a car again in Russian history. 

10-5-2020 And their own generation’s crimes — as they meet to try to break a cycle 
of devastation to Pink Women a the Kremlin in Moscow. Tortured by the KGB and 
CIA. They cut off her breast in millions of women then built Carrier and F-35's 
with her Pink Money. 

10-5-2020 World Watching For the 2020 Ferrari WindmillCar Race with the 
Porsche WindmillCar. "Interpol has issued a new “red notice” for the fugitive heir 
to the Red Bull fortune who fled Thailand after his Ferrari struck and killed a 
police officer in 2012, the police in Thailand said." Highest Police Officers at 
Interpol know about the 2020 WindmillCar's sanctions by the Elite World Leaders, 
war criminals. 

10-5-2020 A vast cluster of galaxies millions of light years across and encompassing 
a trillion suns worth of matter. 

10-5-2020 A Trillion Dollars $$$ Out Ranks these Trillion Suns in our Universe. 
Large-scale distribution of the matter of Money in the universe. Google Tracking of 
Protein Bars sold no tracking of 100's of Trillions of Dollars since 9/11 by those 
profiting from Oil and Gas. 



10-5-2020 The human psyche on Amazon Prime and thinking about Kidman in the 
Next 007 Bone movie titled 'Eyes Wide Shut' to the never ending Plagues in 
London. Dr. Nicole Kidman MD is the Next Bond women, the first MD. Tom 
Cruise character in this OO7 movie is what Regal Cinema need to stay open, as 
they made headlies about the Bond Moivies as the Blockbusters they need to stay 
open. 

10-5-2020 Yet the Movie Makers dont have any intentions to make a 007 movie 
every Month or Two though its not Mission Impossible with the set on YouTube 
and Zoom. New Era of Blockbuster Movies about Nobels in Medicine with dialog to 
help you get the spin off Nobel in Medicine. Shut Out not Eyes Wide Shut. 

Positive Putin and Trump the last few years getting into a Porsche WindmillCar 
not a Limo would have Changed Their Mind about the 'Secret Invention' of the 
Windmill Car to a Positive closing all gas stations not Restaurants in Paris and 
NYC. 

Change of Mind after Testing Positive for the Virus like Trump! 

Putin and Trump Change of Minds after Test Driving the 2020 Porsche 
WindmillCar!! 

Paris test Positive Cartoons of Ford Windmill Cars, Hell no they have Cartoons of 
Mecca that start a War! 



10-4-2020 Yes Dr. Lisa the Yale Medical School Professor will Rank and Grade the 
Military Walter Reed Hospital with Secret Text from the 2020 Ford and Porsche 



WindmillCars not used by Military MD's. 

10-4-2020 Passion of the Dr. House MD written at Yale vs the Passion of the 
Military MD written in Baghdad's Crude Oil Riches worth $100's of Trillions of 
dollars, MD Cures Stimulus. 

10-4-2020 Dr. Sean P. Conley and Trumps Cardiac Arrest at Walter Reed National 
Military Medical Center. 

10-4-2020 Dr. Sean P. Conley and Trumps Cardiac Arrest at Walter Reed National 
Military Medical Center, is the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCar's Cardiac 
Arrest of millions in 2020 finally getting the Diagnosis, now for the Rx Recipe 
Miracle Penicillin for a Cardiac Arrest... Driving a Ford or Porsche WindmillCar. 
Military Medical Center Driven in a WindmillCar to the Yale Key West Medical 
School with 100 Hospital Ships vs 100 Nuke Subs and Carriers. $$$. 

10-4-2020 Trump Medical School Behavior is mirror image of this Biden Debate 
Behavior shouting at the MD Professor Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. 

10-4-2020 Yes Dr. Lisa the Yale Medical School Professor will Rank and Grade the 
Military Walter Reed Hospital with Secret Text from the 2020 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCars not used to save the Troops from Desert Storms Shock and Awe as 
the Awe of the 2020 Porsche WindmillCar Racing up the Mountain Roads World 
Wide died at the Military Hospital Trump is in Today. This is all Classified. 
Trumps Troops who die at Walter Reed today would have been saved with the 
injection of the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars. Pentagon Lawyers are in 
Crisis Alert! 

10-4-2020 Passion of the Dr. House MD written at Yale vs the Passion of the 
Military MD written in Baghdad's Crude Oil Riches worth starting a War over 
instead of Driving a Porsche WindmillCar into Sadams Palace and Disney World 
Orlando. 1984 Disney Movie Made about this have been put off until Christmas 



2021. 007 No Time To Die might be put off again to 2022. Passion of the British Spy 
if only they let the next Bond be Dr. Lisa Sanders MD as 007 Bond. 

10-4-2020 Disney Cars Movies will be streamed on Amazon Prime. Cars Cartoon 
Movie Ford Windmill Cars, and Porsche WindmillCars talking and raciing from 
NYC, London, Mecca, Dubai, UAE, Mission Impossible clip too. Wait for this Bond 
Movie in 2022. Disney Cars Cartoon Movies will be #1 in Paris, at all the French 
Tourists attractions. 



10-4-2020 Passion and Compulsion facilitated by Tangier’s famous flea markets. 
Famous Military and Elite Civilian Medical Centers. Mecca's riches beyond belief 
for Walter Reed then the Winds of 100's of Trillions of Dollars John Kerry can't 
imagine given to Elite Yale, Harvard, Mayo, Pasteur, Einstein MD Professors. Yes 
100's of Trillions of Dollars that was going to be spent on Drones and Missiles! 

Drone and Missile task with a higher priority is all task vs MD task today, priority 



for Pink Cancers is not talked about on CBS Good Morning America. Pink Lives 
Matter but are not the Highest Priority by CBS or MSNBC. 

10-4-2020 Star Wars AI MRI medical instruments, costing more than the Newest 
Navy Carrier at $50 Billion when counting in the F-35's. 

10-4-2020 Dr. Sean P. Conley Stimulus for 100,000 medical school students by the 
Presidents Doctor at Walter Reed got a F grade by 1 million medical school 
students listening for the Elite Diagnosis and Rx Treatment of Trump in yesterdays 
Medical News conference. 

10-4-2020 ‘Super Healthy’ With Dr. Superheroes that unfortunately drive a Diesel 
Mercedes not a 2020 Ford Porsche WindmillCAR! Dr. Sean P. Conley Superheroes 
from Walter Reed National Military Medical Center unfortunately drive a Diesel 
Mercedes not a 2020 Porsche WindmillCar. 

10-4-2020 Medical News “substantial progress” monitored closely, today Sunday. 
MSNBC CBS in Denial they have Breast Cancer and have been infected by the 
virus. Nobel in Medicine workers face lost of Rx Miracle Discoveries from censored 
giving us the lite version of Medical News on Comcast instead of the Super Firestick 
from Amazon Medical News. 1 Click Amazon Prime Medical News upgrade that 
works miracles discovering Rx Recipes and Drugs that are spin offs of Penicillin. 
Trump must have put way to many sanctions on WHO discovers the Miracle 
Penicillin Today. 

10-4-2020 Positive four-minute video on Saturday evening from Walter Reed 
National Military Medical Center in Bethesda, MD The MD State what we need 
with 1,001 Virus Plagues and Cancers Never Ending War is a "MD Nation" 



10-4-2020 "MD Nation" MD Nation will Start with the Yale Key West Medical 
School 24/7 Positive like the Positiveness of 24/7 climate controls in your 2020 Ford 
and Porsche WindmillCars. 

10-4-2020 "MD Nation" with start your engines, Windmill Fueled Engines with 
Walter Reed National Military Medical Center "Doctors Car' like the Doctors 
parking spot but with GPS MD app in your WindmillCar much more high tech 
than the Apple iPhone 12 Pro Max as Car MRI's and X-Rays reinvent for Car and 
Driver Web page. Grin. 

Monitored closely Drivers and Passengers 





10-4-2020 Monitored closely Drivers and Passengers in the WindmillCars Ford and 
Porsche ride “substantial progress” compered to the diesel Mercedes as clean 
filtered air is the only air you will breath in your Ford and Porsche WidmillCars 
even driving through a Forest Fire! 

10-4-2020 Pentagons “substantial progress” in 2020 Hummers Air Quality driving 
by Oil Wells on Fire too 

10-4-2020 White House physician, Dr. Sean P. Conley, released a new statement, 
saying that Mr. Trump had made “substantial progress” and would be monitored 
closely. Pink House, millions across the USA in Times of Crude Oil Riches. 



10-4-2020 Ford WindmillCars and your iPhone 12 Max Pro will be monitored 
closely, AI to monitor distracted drivers and Rx you are not suppose to drive while 
taking will finally be enforced by the iCop in the iPhone 12 Pro Max Dash Cam. 
iTickets never pulled over by the Police not even Driving through Georgia. NY 
Times statistics on being pulled over in Georgia for what on the front page 
tomorrow. 

10-4-2020 In Jerusalem, the Israeli news media estimated that about 200 people 
were protesting outside Mr. Netanyahu’s official residence. his unofficial residence 
is in Dubai, Saudi Arabia and UAE. Riches beyond belief from Jews buying $4 gas 
instead of driving the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars. A War Crime. Mr. 
Netanyahu. Generals own 1 million Gas Stations in Israel. $$$ NY Times who owns 
the Worlds Gas Stations will be on the front page tomorrow, grin. Would you 
believe Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter own several gas stations in Georgia. Trump 
must own all the Trump Gas Stations in Florida, grin. 

10-4-2020 ‘Super Healthy’ Bars and Restaurants in the USA. Virus Diagnosis and 
Secret Ford and Porsche WindmillCar Texts Upend a Critical Senate Race to Race 
the Porsche WindmillCars into traffic! ‘Super Healthy’ depends on the Senator's 
finally buying 2020 Porsche WindmillCars, grin. Many Senators have to sell their 
gas stations before arrested too. 

Monitored closely Drivers and Passengers 





10-4-2020 ‘Super Healthy’ and fast as Amazon. The I.R.S. Is Out gunned by Looser 
forms an AI super computer could fill out for your tax returns in less than a 
second. Amazon lost to Microsoft in the Pentagon Cloud computer contract. 
Amazon would be the Winner now that Microsoft went down over a sign in update 
that of course didn't work for hours and the backup didn't work. This is typical 
Microsoft who got the Pentagon Cloud Contract not by merit but by cheating. 
Same for the IRS tax returns on Amazon Prime 1 click. 

10-4-2020 ‘Super Healthy’ and Super Rich Moslems return to Mecca's riches 
beyond belief thanks to $4 gas in Georgia. 

10-4-2020 ‘Super Healthy’ ID with AI Identify the Different Symptoms of the Flu 
and Covid-19 



10-4-2020 ‘Super Healthy’ With Superheroes that unfortunately drive a Diesel 
Mercedes not a 2020 Ford Porsche WindmillCAR! 

10-3-2020 Positive Change of Mind after the Dr. Windmill MD saved their life and 
Nation from Saudi Terrorists 

10-3-2020 Paris Macron Test Positive, attacks in Paris will never end. Positive 
Change of Mind after the Dr. Windmill MD saved their life and Nation from Saudi 
Terrorists. 

10-3-2020 Positive Change of Mind after the Dr. WindmillCar MD saved their life 
and Nation from Saudi Terrorists spending $777 Trillion in Mecca. Spending all 
this Oil Revenue on Mosques and Exxon Mobil BP Gas Stations. 

10-3-2020 Positive Paris test Positive Cartoons of Ford Windmill Cars, Hell no they 
have Cartoons of Mecca that start a War! 

10-3-2020 Positive Change your Mind thinking about $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues 



all illegal and most a profit since 9/11 for the Ruling Class not the NYC Jews. “We 
are not taking this seriously enough,” Jews are gassed by the Millions by Berlin 
Warriors Diesel War Machines and Kids were left in hot cars to die thanks to the 
NY Times not putting this on the front page NYC Edition. How many? 

10-3-2020 Positive Change your Mind buy 5 iPad Air's and 1,001 IP on Amazon 
Prime 1 Click list with specs and genius Edison, Einstein, Pasteur tutors 



10-3-2020 Virus Rx Recipe given to Girl Scouts Recipes converts! 

10-3-2020 Positive Getting the Virus Can Change a Politician’s Mind 

10-3-2020 Positive Change Of Mind for our 'Outlook' Diesel vs WindmillCARS. 

10-3-2020 Negative Outlook in Win 10 has to Change. iMac OS that can be run on a 
PC brings change for the inventor on InventBook as Facebook will not run on this 
OS grin. 

10-3-2020 Negative Billion people wasting their time on Facebook will convert to 
InventBook on iMac OS running on a PC or Chromebook and many will win a 
Nobel in Medicine, invent many WindmillCar accessories. 

10-3-2020 Positive In our subconscious we thought, the Florida Lottery is a scam 
keeping us from working on 1,001 IP invention projects with AI on Amazon Prime. 

10-3-2020 Positive Physics Cat Dead and Alive in the Casino Machinery of the 



Masterminds of Casinos and Florida Lottery's Meow's at the Exploding 
Membranes of the Virus and Cancer Cells instead of the Russian Roulette Wheels 
Driving Diesel not Windmills. 

10-3-2020 Positive Putin and Trump the last few years getting into a Porsche 
WindmillCar not a Limo. Change of Mind after the Dr. Windmill MD saved their 
life and Nation from Saudi Terrorists spending $777 Trillion in Mecca. Spending 
all this Oil Revenue on Mosque and Exxon Mobil BP Gas Stations. 

10-3-2020 Negative Berlin Warriors are notoriously predictable, to join Prince 
Salman in dismembering Jews again with Diesel Mercedes Gas. 



10-3-2020 Negative Virus and German Warriors in 2020 convinced of the 
contagiousness of WW II Warriors to give Berlin 2020 WW III Warriors not 2020 
Ford and Porsche WindmillCars. 

10-3-2020 Negative USA Born to Kill People Song is really in German DNA. 
Enough to change his perspective you kill in war because your inherited DNA if 
born in Berlin. Wow, 

10-3-2020 “There is no zealot like a convert,” cheering on Drone and Missile 
Strikes! Shock and Awe of Bush Family Cheering on the Missiles over Baghdad 
knowing the Porsche WindmillCAR sanctioned by Berlin Elite would have prevent 
Desert Storm and all it Wounded Warriors getting Jobs at the Pentagon today. 

10-3-2020 Positive Stagnated IP invention projects making a list of 1,001. 
Masterminds test Positive for the Greed Virus. All Oil Gods Test Positive 
stagnating 7 Billion People ripe for Exodus to Sirius and CERN's God Particles. 

10-3-2020 Negative Stagnated IP the Real Reality of it is mass inventions on 
InventBook and Amazon Prime. Reality Bursts the Trumpworld Wind of Never 
Ending Wars for Oil vs the War on Pink Cancers. In a moment that feels biblical, 



the implacable virus has come to the president’s door. Least Pink Breast Ovary 
Cervix cancer comes to Trumps Wife and Ivanka. Stagnated Rx Recipes even 
sanctions on Greg in Key West. 

10-3-2020 A Negative Facebooks Stagnates; Least Pink Breast Ovary Cervix cancer 
comes to Trumps Wife and Ivanka. Stagnated Rx Recipes even sanctions on Greg's 
InventBook in Key West. Sanctions on the Yale Key West Medical School and 
Legal Polygamous marriage to 4 Yale MD Women. 

10-3-2020 A Negative Facebooks Stagnates; Trump heading for Walter Reed 
medical center not letting Pink Cancer Women into Walter Reed for Chemo. 

10-3-2020 WindmillCAR God Stagnates; even as he mocked God on his 96 BDay 
Jimmy Carter tested Positive for $4 gas and Negative for Ford WindmillCARs as a 
BDay Present to his grand children. A War Crime and Sin. Habitat for Humanity 
Con man and Wife to the End at 96. No death bed confession like Tolstoy the other 
Peanut Plantation Owner without the WindmillCars. Luring crowds to 40,000 
Skyscrapers all Habitat for Humanity Condos if you live in Dubai, UAE. 



10-3-2020 Positive Face Up To It WindmillCars are a better Habitat for Humanity. 
As Nancy Pelosi told Stephanie Ruhle on MSNBC Friday morning, “Going into 
crowds unmasked and all the rest was sort of a brazen invitation for something like 
this to happen, sad that it did, but nonetheless, hopeful that it will be a transition to 
a saner approach to what this virus is all about.” 

10-3-2020 Negative Bill and Melinda Gates second home in Dubai, UAE. Owner 
without the WindmillCars. Luring crowds to 40,000 Skyscrapers all Habitat for 
Humanity Condos if you live in Dubai, UAE. 



10-3-2020 Positive "White House doctor, Sean Conley, put out a statement in the 
late afternoon saying that Trump was taking an experimental antibody cocktail." 

10-3-2020 Negative Errie MD thoughts about alcohol, that kills the virus on your 
hands and mutates the DNA in your Chromosomes. Trump never seemed to get 
sick, either during the campaign or in office, and had an extraordinary amount of 
energy for a man of 74 who binged junk food and skipped the gym and cheated to 
pass the Chemistry Test." 

10-3-2020 Negative Errie MD thoughts about your Boss Trump cheated to pass the 
Chemistry Test. Tweets about Chemistry over rides InventBooks advanced 
Chemistry goings on in your body on Super Computer Simulations, all sanctioned 
by someone who cheated on their Chemistry Test. 

10-3-2020 Negative Errie MD thoughts University of Notre Dame President and 
Priest, Bishop might have given the virus to Trump and 100's of other not following 
orders from his MD to mask up. Pope Francis will not call him to Rome to face Hell 
for getting so many others sink as Eerie thoughts in Pope Francis Mind drive by 
fiery wrecks and Windmill Cars Sent by God. Errie if you are Pope Francis. John 
Jenkins, the president of Notre Dame. 

10-3-2020 Positive Eerie Paris Notre Dame Rebuilt as a Yale Notre Dame Medical 
School was killed by Pope Francis. Change of Mind if the invulnerable Pope gets 
the Virus too. 



10-3-2020 Errie Paris Military Change of Mind building their War Ships and Nuke 
Subs to build 100 Hospital Ships too. 

10-3-2020 Positive Errie a miracle the Pope will say about who ever gets 100 
Hospital Ships built then goes on to get 100 Navy Fishing Ships built. No Jimmy 
Carter Navy Commander on his way to Hell, eerie enough for you? 

10-3-2020 Positive Diagnosis of Breast Cancer impearls her life, Trumps Diagnosis 
realizations that it could impearl his life but nothing like the Women today who get 
a Diagnosis of Breast Cancer. Vote! 



10-3-2020 Positive Errie Men and Women working on a Nobel in Medicine. Can 
write this Kindle and Disney Movie on iMac's at the Hemingway House Writing 
Class. Some couples, faced with the possibility of not seeing one another for long 
stretches, quarantined together and fast-tracked their relationships. Errie Men and 
Women working on a Nobel in Medicine. Both say I Do to this Work. It also creates 
a sense of “if we can do this, we can do anything." Cupid, shares a Nobel. “I have 
said to him, ‘What if this is just a 'Novel Thing' I would reply at least we have 
several Kindles forsale on Amazon Prime, grin. 

10-3-2020 Positive Philosopher King of Sweden the Nobel in Medicine HQ Can 
write this Kindle and Disney Movie on iMac's at the Hemingway House Writing 
Class when everyone else is sanctioned from working writing this Novel today. A 
Danger in the Worlds Drinking water, danger no one has invented a way to clean 
the worlds drinking water. Fatal loss of work for 1 million in 2020 and no 
InventBooks on the Web, forsale on Amazon Kindle. 

10-3-2020 Positive Errie Lightning made of electricity, even more errie is the 10 
inch windmill electric generator cooled to -254 C super conductivity that generates 
1 trillion volts and amps. Errie 1.2 Trillion transistors on one Chip. Even more 
errie micro GE electric generator that can fit in a iPhone 12 and generate electricity 
for years and years. Fueled by the Winds of the Ford WindmillCar. 



10-2-2020 Hell Trump Tests Positive for Covid and President Jimmy Carter at 96 
Test Positive to Take over his Job as President. 

BDay Jimmy Carter 96; Mecca, Afghanistan with $777 trillion in USA gasoline 
station revenues thanks to Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter. God is Great $$$ 

10-2-2020 Hell Trump Tests Positive for Covid-19, and the World Says How Stupid 
can this Loser Be!! Melania Trump, who was also infected by Trump! Trumps 
Mocked the Virus... 

10-2-2020 Hell Trump Tests Positive for Covid and President Jimmy Carter at 96 
Test Positive to Take over his Job as President. 

10-2-2020 Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter Test Positive for Masterminding Mecca, 
Afghanistan with $777 trillion in USA gasoline station revenues! 

10-2-2020 Hell Trump Tests Positive for Covid and President Jimmy Carter at 96 
Test Positive to Take over his Job as President. 

10-2-2020 Positive Test to get a Rx Cure would be to publish the Rx Recipes for 
these 2 Drugs on the front page of the NY Times tomorrow. Remdesivir, an 
antiviral drug designed to treat both hepatitis and a common respiratory virus, has 
shown to be useful for treating severely ill patients. A steroid called dexamethasone 



has also reduced mortality in such patients, according to scientists at the University 
of Oxford. 

10-2-2020 Mr. Trump’s diagnosis could give new urgency a stimulus, to publish on 
the front page of the NY Times 1,001 Rx Recipes all Trade Secrets sanctioned by 
Trump for IP invention projects on Amazon Prime with links, specs and genius 
Pasteur tutors to help you Win a Nobel in Medicine, Hell with Trumps Nobel Peace 
Prize on the front Page of the NY Time. Really! Lets put a end to the Nobel Peace 
Prize until we win the Nobel in Medicine. 

10-2-2020 Hell is in Her Psyche wits intellectually it's there with the Rx Recipe 
Cure that was Driven to Hell instead of a War Mobilization by Warriors who 
Drove the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars into Baghdad in Desert Storm. 
Wounded by the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars today as their real wounds 
were from Trumps Generals who marked the Desert Storm WindmillCars Top 
Secret. A War Crime. 

BDay Jimmy Carter 96; Mecca, Afghanistan with $777 trillion in USA gasoline 
station revenues thanks to Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter. God is Great $$$ 

10-2-2020 Psyche of Rosalynn and Jimmy Carter on his 96 BDay yesterday walking 
up in Hell's Winds, WindmillCar on his Birthday Cake. Like Peanuts on Amazon 
Prime for Habitat for Humanity Donation Icon, Hell No as Oil Spill no Oil Money 
spilled in this Birthday Gift of #777 Trillion dollars on your 96 BDay. Riches 
beyond belief a American President gave to Mecca. Mosque not the Church Jimmy 
and Rosalynn when to all their life. George Church of Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter 
with Trillions in Oil Revenues like Desert Storm WindmillCars the Warriors Drive. 

10-2-2020 Mecca, Afghanistan with $777 trillion in USA gasoline station revenues. 
Finding common ground on the role of Islam is the most decisive task in the peace 



talks between the Taliban and the Afghan government. 

10-2-2020 IP invention project to "Keep all Lightning Cloud to Cloud;" It Started 
With Lightning. An unusual confluence of weather conditions sent nearly 14,000 
bolts of lightning into the dry, hot forests of Northern California in August. But 
that was only the beginning. 

10-2-2020 Censored by the Editors at the NY Times. IP invention project to "Keep 
all Lightning Cloud to Cloud" 

10-2-2020 Warriors who Drove the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars into 
Baghdad in Desert Storm. Wounded by the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars 
today and then. A War Crime. 

10-2-2020 Intelligence Agency's World Wide Went along with this Top Secret 
WindmillCar! 

10-2-2020 Baghdad War Theater a Way to keep moving into Battles instead of 



being a Race Car Driver in the Worlds First 2020 Porsche WindmillCARS. A War 
Crime. 

BDay Jimmy Carter 96; Mecca, Afghanistan with $777 trillion in USA gasoline 
station revenues thanks to Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter. God is Great $$$ 

10-2-2020 Helen Reddy Dies at 78; Sang ‘I Am Woman’ with Pink Cancers never 
Cured with a Girl Scout Rx Recipe in the last 78 years because Hell is Breast 
Cancer not War Crimes spending Trillions on Drones and Missiles not Rx Pink 
Recipe for a Starbucks Latte. 

BDay Jimmy Carter 96; Mecca, Afghanistan with $777 trillion in USA gasoline 
station revenues thanks to Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter. God is Great $$$ 

10-2-2020 ‘Kingdom of Silence’ Review: A Spotlight on Jamal Khashoggi By BEN 
KENIGSBERG 

10-2-2020 ‘USA's Silence’ A High Wind Warning on Desert Storm's Wounded 
Warriors still not Driving 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars the Ford 
Khashoggi WindmillCar for the Pentagon Top Brass. By BEN KENIGSBERG Ben 
at the NY Times Can't write about the USA Silence by All at the NY Times on the 
Desert Storm WindmillCAR's. Wounded Warriors wounded by their own 
Commanders. A War Crime. 



Mecca, Afghanistan with $777 trillion in USA gasoline station revenues. 

10-2-2020 Mecca, Afghanistan with $777 trillion in USA gasoline station revenues. 
Finding common ground on the role of Islam is the most decisive task in the peace 
talks between the Taliban and the Afghan government. 

10-2-2020 US Army Doc's Silent about Baghdad WindmillCars. Documentary 
“Kingdom of Silence” is debuting on Showtime two years to the day after Saudi 
agents killed and dismembered the Washington Post columnist Jamal Khashoggi 
inside the Saudi consulate in Istanbul. 

10-2-2020 “Kingdom of Silence” Khashoggi What shall we name the Documentary 
about all the Wounded in Desert Storm from the 2020 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCAR's? 

10-2-2020 US Army Troops dismembered on the Baghdad Battle Fields because 
they were not issued 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars. Only News the NY 
Times published was Hummers with Armor not WindmillCars and no one 
Dismembered. A War Crime. 

10-2-2020 Wounded and dead on 9/11 not issued a 2020 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCAR to prevent 9/11. Bush Model WindmillCar was killed in the Battle 
over Texas Oil Revenues. WindmillCars 2001 misleadingly overlaid on footage of 



the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks to let you know Bush killed preventing 9/11 by killing the 
2001 Ford WindmillCAR for Texaco's $4 Gas on the 4th of July. A War Crime. 
David Rundell, a former American diplomat who served in Saudi Arabia, say that 
“Saudi Arabia is a strategic ally, and I do think that outweighs the death of one 
person.” 

BDay Jimmy Carter 96; Mecca, Afghanistan with $777 trillion in USA gasoline 
station revenues thanks to Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter. God is Great $$$ 

10-2-2020 Helen Reddy Dies at 78; Sang ‘I Am Woman’ with Pink Cancers never 
Cured with a Girl Scout Rx Recipe in the last 78 years because Hell is Breast 
Cancer not War Crimes spending Trillions on Drones and Missiles not Rx Pink 
Recipe for a Starbucks Latte. 

BDay Jimmy Carter 96; Mecca, Afghanistan with $777 trillion in USA gasoline 
station revenues thanks to Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter. God is Great $$$ 

10-2-2020 Yale MD's in the Peace Core in Comoros, A 24-year-old volunteer died of 
undiagnosed malaria on the island nation of Comoros. It was one of at least three 
deaths since 2009 that have been linked to mistakes by Peace Corps doctors. 
Verizon can buy 5 Yale Medical School Grads but not the Peace Core with no $777 
Trillion Stimulus Check from Saudi Oil Revenue Terrorists. 

10-2-2020 Melted Plastic Pipes large ones, More than seven miles of high-density 
polyethylene pipes melted burned in a recent fire in the San Lorenzo Valley in 
California. IP invention project for Star Wars Plastic Water Pipes that don't Melt 



is not listed on Amazon Prime Day IP invention projects. It Burned with other sales 
Bezos masterminded not IP invention projects. 1,001 of them. 

10-2-2020 Greg biked this for 20 years; many photos in /photos directory. 149-mile 
Peak-to-Peak Scenic Byway from Estes Park through the Gold Rush mining 
country to Black Hawk. One stop could be Nederland’s antediluvian Goldminer 
Hotel, listed in the Registrar of Historic Places. Or, near the town of Ward, a 
5.5-mile hike loops around the well-traveled Brainard Lake — but don’t forget 
you’ll be hiking above 10,000 feet. Gregs heart rate monitor biking from Ward to 
Brainard Lake was the steepest 45 mins of Heart Rate target hit at 140 for 30 
minutes and I did this for several years mostly once a week. Biking up Flagstaff 
Road one day at a parking stop I found a iPod run over by cars and it worked and 
it had 1,200 songs at $1 each a students iPod of course ha I kept these 1.200 songs 
going for 10 years until the City of Key West Community Service guys cut the 
cables on my bike at Love Lane and took my notebook and external hard drive to 
the Police Station ending by listening to 1,200 itune songs, a six-mile drive up and 
over Flagstaff Mountain (a quick stop on the overlook reveals a panorama of 
Boulder 

10-2-2020 NYC to Hire Labor Ready and Day Labor Mayor and City Hall Staff. 
"Federal prosecutors say James W. Cahill and 10 others accepted more than 
$100,000 in bribes in return for using their influence to help employers who had 
hired nonunion labor." 

10-2-2020 Labor Ready Staff at the NY Times, the only person at the NY Times 
with a NY Times ID is the Editor, everyone else comes from Day Labor Staffing, 
grin. Almost. 



10-2-2020 Mecca, Afghanistan with $777 trillion in USA gasoline station revenues. 
Finding common ground on the role of Islam is the most decisive task in the peace 
talks between the Taliban and the Afghan government. 

10-2-2020 Ms. Young left the band and teamed with two other musicians to start 
one of their own Bands, "Amazon Prime Invention Projects" if Bezos kills this 
name it will just be "Invention Projects" 

10-2-2020 AI Enhances Speed of Discoveries For Particle Physics. 

10-2-2020 AI Can Also Enhance Speed of Rx Recipe Miracle Cures like Penicillin, 
MIT has more than 10,000 students enrolled in undergraduate and graduate 
program. MIT is a preeminent institution for learning, research and boasts 73 
Nobel Laureates, 47 Medal of Science recipients For Particle Physics Discoveries 
not AI Rx Recipes all trade secret and protected like Win 10 and Office 365. By 
Professors and Computer Police in the IT Dept. AI Rx Recipes research has created 
a framework intended to streamline the process of creating machine-learning 
models based on physics symmetries. The framework has already been applied to 
simpler physics problems and the research team is now attempting to scale up their 
approach to work with cutting edge calculations in Physics not Rx Recipes. MIT 
Konwar I hope to see the first application of these methods to calculations at scale 
in the next couple of years.” 2 Million dead in MIT calculations for 2 years before a 
Miracle Penicillin Rx Recipe for Virus and Pink Cancer Cure. MIT was smart 
enough to censor out 2 million dead in the 2 year wait for calculations! 
RxRecipeVirusAndPinkMIT.com 

10-2-2020 There are four fundamental forces that govern the universe: gravity, 
electromagnetism, the weak force, and the strong force. 



10-2-2020 There are four fundamental forces that govern the Discovery of Rx 
Penicillin Miracle Rx Recipe Cures None working today at MIT AI on 1,001 Rx 
Recipes. 

New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here

New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here



Bill and Melinda Gates are ‘Amazing, Isn’t They?’ Grammar checker on iMac's! 

Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz are two of the Bounty Hunters who Killed the King of 
Sweden's Nobels! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

Greg's New Book On Amazon Kindle; 'Secret Trillions - WindmillCars' ----------- 
Click Here $$$

"Dying Wish" Ginsburg's War on Cancer Law will pass 9-0. 



10-1-2020 Helen Reddy Dies at 78; Sang ‘I Am Woman’ with Pink Cancers never 
Cured with a Girl Scout Rx Recipe in the last 78 years because Hell is Breast 
Cancer in Her Psyche! 

10-1-2020 And Verizon might hire 5 Yale MD's who are medical school student 
grads of Dr. Lisa Sanders MD, grin. Things Verizon should buy, 5 Yale MD's. 

10-1-2020 5 iPad Air's. Verizon should give you unlimited cell internet as with 
500,000 employees they will be cured from what ever is making them sick quicker 
with a Dr. Lisa Sanders App for iPad Air's. 



10-1-2020 And Verizon might hire 5 Yale MD's who are medical school student 
grads of Dr. Lisa Sanders MD, grin. Things Verizon should buy, 5 Yale MD's. 

10-1-2020 Helen Reddy Dies at 78; Sang ‘I Am Woman’ with Pink Cancers never 
Cured with a Girl Scout Rx Recipe in the last 78 years because Hell is Breast 
Cancer not War Crimes spending Trillions on Drones and Missiles not Rx Pink 
Recipe for a Starbucks Latte. 

10-1-2020 "I Am Woman" Wink!! A Army General, Psyched Up Going Into The IP 
War on Pink Cancers Cure All IP invention projects. You Read the Times Article 
'40 Winks Nap for Troops' ro get Psyched Up Going Into War is only for 'I Am 
Woman' With Pink Cancer! Wink!! 

10-1-2020 This Fungus Mutates. That’s Good News if You Like Cheese. If you are 
psyched up to invent something that's good news for IBM Super Computer time as 
this Cheese in your cells needs to be on several Super Computer Video Simulations 
with Art of the Diagnosis. 400 types of fungus in 'One' Rx Pink Recipe on Super 
Computers. 



Amazon needs to put these Heavy Lift Helicopter on Sale for Amazon Prime Days!! 



Amazon needs to put these Heavy Lift Helicopter on Sale for Amazon Prime Days!! 

10-1-2020 Tokyo Electric Power Company, must compensate 100 million plaintiffs, 
will set a legal precedent for 1980 - 2020 Electric Windmill Car's sanctions by the 
Ruling Class in Tokyo new newest War Criminals far far worst than anything in 
WW II. Disney will make the War Movies. 



10-1-2020 Pope Francis declined to see Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, who is 
demanding a harder Vatican line on 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars vs fiery 
wrecks in traffic today both Pompeo and Pope Francis will drive by. 1.3 million 
traffic deaths in 2020 and there would Zero with the Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCars F-35 radar on all cars and roads along with iPhone 12 Pro Max dash 
cam, iTickets, iCop, Google GPS map of your life driving. Both Pompeo and Pope 
Francis have known about all these WindmillCAR accessories and no kids left in 
Hot Cars to Die as WindmillCars are Climate controlled 24/7. A war crime and sin. 

10-1-2020 Publish in the NY Times, both are Failures to 7 Billion people; Mr. 
Pompeo’s choice to publish in First Things, a conservative Christian magazine that 
has called Francis a failure as Pope, also mattered. Matter of a Rx Recipe for Pink 
Cancers and all Virus matter more yet no one is working on InventBook both 
Pompeo and Pope Francis posted on Facebook Not InventBook!! 

10-1-2020 Mr. Pompeo spoke against China’s record on religious freedom when 
there are several Plagues and all the Ruling Class Elite drive by fiery wrecks and 
left kids in hot cars to die a tortured death... 

10-1-2020 Mr. Gingrich, who converted to Catholicism after his third marriage, 
should have married 3 MD women from Yale to get 3 Nobels working together in a 
legal polygamous marriage. Pope Francis and Pompeo with 3 wifes would win a 
Nobel in this arranged marriage. 

10-1-2020 Professor of theology at Yale and Professors of Medicine at Yale like Dr. 
Lisa Sanders MD in art of the Diagnosis and the Diagnosis is Professors of theology 
at Yale need to have 2 degrees other one as a MD. This would be a Miracle that 
saves 100 million lives and Pope Francis would have to recognize it as a Miracle. 



10-1-2020 Being anti-Facebook and promoting InventBook helps with Exodus to 
Sirius IP invention projects and CERN God Particles and Gravity Engine 
Invention. 

10-1-2020 Holy See Walks On Water thanks to the Gravity Engine Invent 
Masterminded Wife's of Pope Francis and the Priest. 

Amazon needs to put these Heavy Lift Helicopter on Sale for Amazon Prime Days!! 



Amazon needs to put these Heavy Lift Helicopter on Sale for Amazon Prime Days!! 

10-1-2020 90,000 African cultural objects are held in French museums — was 
largely acquired under colonial times, and many of these artworks were looted or 
acquired under dubious circumstances. That has put France at the center of a 
debate on the restitution of colonial-era holdings to their countries of origin. 



10-1-2020 $777 Trillion dollars in gasoline sale under the dubious Total Oil 
Company Government of France Owned Oil Company center of a debate on the 
2020 Ford WindmillCar sanctions. A War Crime by the Paris Oil Men who own 1 
Million gas stations. 

10-1-2020 NY Times failed the Paris Jews; "African Artwork Weapons of War 
Restitution Debate in France" looted from Africa when Jews are gassed in Paris 
today by diesel exhaust. 

10-1-2020 JACKSONVILLE — A woman was killed and a man was hospitalized 
following a shooting at an Amazon Fulfillment Center in Jacksonville, Florida, ac… 
Two people were shot at the Amazon Fulfillment Center in Jacksonville off of 
Pecan Park Road, according to the Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office. 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, 
they located one woman dead and one man hurt. This is the second shooting at the 
facility this year. Action News Jax reported in June when another shooting left a 
man dead and two others hurt at the facility, briefing on shooting at Amazon 
fulfillment center. Man in line for job applications when two suspects, 20s, got out 
of a silver vehicle & shot him dead. 2 other men shot, but expected to be OK. 
Suspects got in getaway car & had a driver. Does not appear to be random. 

New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here



10-1-2020 Rio Cancels the 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars at great cost to the City and 
its Residents. By MANUELA ANDREONI and ERNESTO LONDOÑO !! The 
Carnival Parade Is Canceled, and Rio Is Reeling Wars, disease and political 
turmoil have never prevented Rio de Janeiro from putting on its famous carnival. 
Now, the pandemic has forced a suspension of the annual parade, at great cost to 
the city and its residents. By MANUELA ANDREONI and ERNESTO LONDOÑO 

10-1-2020 Drivers fall asleep at the wheel killing 100's of millions, cause is boredom 
from no IP invention projects listed in things to do today. The Army Rolls Out a 
New Weapon: Strategic Napping. A new physical training manual tells soldiers to 
grab 40 winks when they can, part of a new holistic approach to health in the ranks. 
List of 40 IP as they stop at the Pentagon Starbucks would keep them awake all 
night thinking about invention projects instead of worry about getting 40 winks. 
Going into battle to invent something is not on the Minds of the Top Brass in the 
Army or Key West Navy. 



10-1-2020 Generals Don't Invent!! “Soldiers can use short, infrequent naps to 
restore wakefulness and promote performance,” the new manual advises. If 
Generals Invented they would know the Mind is at War, Awake to get the Gravity 
Engine Car Invention before anyone at MIT. Gungho for wars killings and Cheers 
to wake the Mind with Drone strikes not IP invention projects on Amazon Prime 
spelled out with specs and genius tutors. This will wake up any Private Inventor 
who wants to out rank the Generals who's wars destroyed our Universe. Light can 
travel 12 Billion years to reach Earth this is one IP invention project in Amazon 
Prime not in a New Army Manual. "It is the first update to the manual in eight 
years, and it reflects growing scientific evidence that peak physical performance 
includes more than just physical training." 

10-1-2020 Iraq and Afghanistan, commanders often failed to prioritize sleep and 
spin off invention accessories for the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars they 
would have one these wars with no Generals commanding troops. No Wounded 
warriors from these 2 wars is in a Disney Movie about failed IP invention projects 
WindmillCars to win these wars by Generals with no way to invent A way to drive 
Windmill Cars out of the secret files in the Top Brass Office. Clean it up win a war 
with Wind fueled cars. No they let their own troops be wounded and killed instead 
putting to sleep Oil Kings, "it’s incredibly stupid,” “Combat is a thinking man’s 
business and your brain doesn’t function without sleep.” Combat in Iraq without 
WindmillCars is falling asleep driving 100,000 troops into Desert Storm. A war 
crime. What we knew about The truth is, WindmillCAR's in the Iraq War were put 
to sleep!! 100's of kids fell asleep driving a gas engine car back in the USA. Road 
Kill by Sleepy Generals at the Pentagon with no IP invention projects to stimulate 
this in their minds how to keep drivers in the USA mostly Semi Truck Drivers from 
falling asleep. 

10-1-2020 Pentagon wide awake Generals put to sleep 100 Hospital Ships some big 
as the new Carrier since Jimmy Carter woke up to Mastermind $4 gas on the 4th of 
July. White House Blocked C.D.C. Order to Keep Cruise Ships Docked. 

10-1-2020 Sync and Psych your sleepy Generals Army Training Manual to not 40 
winks but cadence of "We Can Invent It"! 400 types of fungus also goes dormant in 



soil for years, seeding new infections that can raze entire fields of crops. Berlin 
Army goes dormant then attacks with Diesel Mercedes War Machines with exhaust 
mostly in the Army Trumps the Pentagon generals paid for. Alert minds, no they 
were writing about sleep in a new Army manual not Diesel Exhaust. MD's in the 
Army's General Commands would have written this catch a nap training manual to 
catch the smell of Diesel and CO. 

10-1-2020 Masterminds enthusiastically awake Psyched Up for IP invention 
projects in the Army Manuals listed one by one like how to get 40 Winks in the 
middle of the day. 

10-1-2020 This Fungus Mutates. That’s Good News if You Like Cheese. If your are 
psyched up to invent something that's good news for IBM Super Computer time as 
this Cheese in your cells needs to be on several Super Computer Video Simulations 
with Art of the Diagnosis. 

9-30-2020 5 Things to Buy on Amazon Prime Day; 5 iPad Air with Verizon 
internet!!!!! Yes 5 of them and most likely they can be synchronized and 
synchronized again with a app from Dr. Lisa Sanders MD when she get her app 
code written for all her Art of the Diagnosis articles in the NY Times and Book on 
Amazon. All of Dr. Lisa on your 5 iPad Air's SSD will be much better to search and 
read Dr. Lisa's articles for IP invention projects to make a list on your 5 iPad Air's. 
Verizon should give you unlimited cell internet as with 500,000 employees they will 
be cured from what ever is making them sick quicker with a Dr. Lisa Sanders App 
for iPad Air's. And Verizon might hire 5 Yale MD's who are medical school student 
grads of Dr. Lisa Sanders MD, grin. Things Verizon should buy 5 Yale MD's. 

9-30-2020 Debate Donald Trump Burns the First Debate Down. Burns in fiery 
wrecks today will not be the front page picture in the NY Times tomorrow. This has 
been debated over and over again and again by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 
Debate the Oil Men who drive by fiery wrecks today for another $777 trillion in oil 
revenues. A war crime that has been debated by the Top Brass. 



9-30-2020 Debate is Off! Off rourse the Navy's 100 USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs 
sunk the Yale Key West Medical Schools 100 Hospital Ships designed for Star 
Wars Times. Debate was not about 100 Hospital Ships, the World Navy's Won this 
debate before it started. Pentagon is clinging to aging weapons systems meant for a 
past era made in Berlin today as Diesel Mercedes War Machines defeated by Ford 
WindmillCars. Gas a million Jews with Diesel while the Pentagon let them, a war 
crime. Pentagon Bank has $777 Trillion in 9/11 profits from gas stations, all illegal 
WindmillCar Winnings. 

9-30-2020 Debate the Nobel Prize in Physics and Medicine Winners. Sweden has 
birth defects and cancers caused by Berlins Diesel Mercedes War Machines. There 
is not a Nobel in War as Berlin Warriors in times of Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCARS would win this. Car War and Nobel in War. 5K Cuban MD 
working on a Nobel in Medicine Brain and Pink Cancer cure at the Kings Palace in 
Stockholm was bombed by Trumps Sanctions. A war crime. 

9-30-2020 Debate to close the Oil Fields and Gas Stations; Pompeo Threatens to 
Close U.S. Embassy in Iraq Unless Militias Halt Attacks. State Department Casino 
Perks are fueled by Iraq Oil Fields selling gas at $4 a gallon. State Department 
attacks on the Ford and Porsche WindmillCARS have been fueled to keep the Oil 
Money for the State Department. Top Intelligence Official sell Oil and Gas not 
WindmillCars. 

9-30-2020 He asked the two men to name a group they would like him to denounce; 
Facebook!! 

9-30-2020 InventBook Rx!! All Pfizer Rx Recipes on InventBook and listed on 
Amazon Prime with AI and specs, Rx Recipes rated with Amazon Stars and genius 



tutors helping you mix a better Rx Recipe. Girl Scouts paid to cook this on Apple 
iPad Air. 

9-30-2020 Debate Moon Shot not a All out War on Brain Cancers; Beau, who died 
from brain cancer in 2015, rejecting an opportunity to start a All Out War on 
Brain Cancer. Sanctions on getting a Rx Recipe Cure All for Brain Cancer by 
Trump, a war crime. 

Debate Drones, Missiles and Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines to Harvest Alien 
Beings, along with Peanuts, Dates, Figs, Cashews from the Amazon Jungle and 
Amazon Prime. 



Debate Drones, Missiles and Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines to Harvest Alien 
Beings, along with Peanuts, Dates, Figs, Cashews from the Amazon Jungle and 
Amazon Prime. 

9-30-2020 Debate On the Supreme Court, the two men split over whether it was 
appropriate for Mr. Trump to name a new Dr. Lisa Sanders MD woman Medical 
School Professor for the Supreme Court as the other 8 Justices are sick failing to 
get the Diagnosis in a week or month and infecting Lawyers with the sue the MD 
for the Cancer Patients lack of a Rx Recipe Cure all. 



9-30-2020 Debate Trump Biden Rage about the velocity of vaccine. No availability 
to Discover another Rx Penicillin miracle cure for this and all 1,001 Virus diseases. 
A war crime in the War on Virus diseases. 

9-30-2020 Debate Both divorced from the gravity of the era at CERN. Win in the 
election by CERN will blow the Windmill Car Winds to the Gravity Engine Car a 
game changer for Star Wars and Jewish Exodus in 2021 not having to wait for 3030 
to invent the Gravity Engine Cars. 

9-30-2020 Debate a sitting president accusing his opponent of mainlining 
performance-enhancing drugs — that are not a Rx Recipe cure all for any virus or 
cancer. Syphilis in their brains should have been tested for before this debate, grin. 

9-30-2020 Debate Beset by dementia and plying his followers with taunts of “Sleepy 
Joe” beset by no cure for dementia for millions because taunts of war for Oil 
Money all illegal and then they spend it on USS Jimmy Carter fleet of 100's of Nuke 
Subs. This is their Habitat for Humanity at 1984 HQ. Hellscape; he thinks there 
will be Nuke Subs in Heaven guarding those in Hell. Garden of Eden Peanut 
Plantations next to the Tobacco Plantations, gas station between them selling $4 gas 
for Saudi Arabia riches that bought 40K Skyscraper for Dubai, Bahrain, UAE, 
Mecca. 40K new Mosque in 2020 not Habitat for Humanity Homes in the USA. 

9-30-2020 Debate is Off! Off Course the Navy's 100 USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs 
sunk the Yale Key West Medical Schools 100 Hospital Ships designed for Star 
Wars Times. Debate was not about 100 Hospital Ships, the World Navy's Won this 
debate before it started. 



9-30-2020 Debate “It is therefore much harder for intelligence agencies to 
detect.”Paris never ending attacks will go on and on until the Elite Ruling Class 
drive Ford and Porsche mostly Porsche WindmillCars. Publication of cartoons of 
the Prophet Muhammad and Riches beyond belief in Mecca all from illegal $4 gas 
sold by gas station owners in Paris. Thinking they were employees of the 
newspaper, he lunged at them with a meat cleaver. The “extremely violent” attack, 
caught on surveillance cameras, lasted only 20 seconds. Attacks will last for the 
next 20 years and the Ruling Class in Paris will let them go on for this long if 
WindmillCARs are not Driven into Paris like WW II Tanks drove into Paris. The 
police, but on his phone investigators found a picture of his passport identifying 
him as 25 not 18. Nine people associated with Mr. Mahmood who were taken into 
police custody after the attack have been released without charges. Investigators 
said they provided insights into his actions ahead of the attack. Those associates 
reported that Mr. Mahmood repeatedly watched videos featuring the founder of 
Tehreek-e-Labbaik Pakistan, a hard-line Islamic group that organized several 
demonstrations in Pakistan earlier this month after Charlie Hebdo republished 
cartoons of the Prophet Muhammad, investigators said. in Pakistan who identified 



himself as the suspect’s father said he was “proud” of his son. “Whatever he did is 
in his love for Prophet Muhammad,” the man, Arshad Mahmood, told the 
newspaper. “I say whatever he did is right.” Mr. Mahmood, a farmer in a small 
village in central Pakistan, told The Journal that his son, one of seven children, had 
traveled to France two years ago with two brothers in search of work. 

9-30-2020 Paris Failed to ID him. Wow!! “It is therefore much harder for 
intelligence agencies to detect.” Mr. Mahmood had been taken into the care of 
French social services under a false identity and had been posing as a minor named 
Hassan Ali since his arrival in France in the summer of 2018. He was not a legal 
resident, but he was scheduled to meet with the local authorities to review his status 
on the day of the attack. 

Today, Kuwait hosts about 13,000 American troops. None working on InventBook 
today, most on Facebook today. A war crime. 



9-30-2020 Debate Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah, the emir of Kuwait who 
steered his tiny oil-rich country on an independent path through the Middle East’s 
rivalries and feuds for four decades as the country’s foreign minister and then 
ruler, died on Tuesday. He was 91. An official statement read on state television 
announced his death. The emir had undergone surgery and was then flown to the 
United States for medical treatment in July, according to Kuwait’s state-run news 
agency, KUNA. His death is expected to elevate his 82-year-old half brother, Crown 
Prince Sheikh Nawaf al-Ahmad al-Sabah, to Kuwait’s leadership. While the 
incoming emir’s policies were not yet apparent, analysts have predicted that 
Kuwait would continue to act as a mediator in its turbulent neighborhood, deftly 
navigating between Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates on one side and 
those Arab states’ enemies, Iran and Qatar, on the other. A Persian Gulf country of 
4.2 million people burrowed between Saudi Arabia to the south and Iraq to the 
north, Kuwait has the world’s sixth-largest known oil reserves, giving it immense 
wealth 

9-30-2020 Debate if they are CIA; Amnesty International Shutters Offices in India, 
Citing Government Attacks The organization’s premises have been raided and its 
bank accounts frozen. The actions, it says, are reprisals for criticizing the country’s 
human rights record. 

9-30-2020 Debate if they are CIA; Amnesty International Shutters 2020 Ford and 
Porsche WindmillCar dealerships in India and USA. 



9-30-2020 Dr. Pentagon MD and 10K patients seen today, many back with the same 
symptoms and not cure. Pentagon is clinging to aging weapons systems meant for a 
past era of MD's for the Troops. She had primary adrenal insufficiency. The 
disorder, formerly known as Addison’s disease, was first described in 1855 by 
Thomas Addison, an English physician. She was started on two medications: 
hydrocortisone, to replace the cortisol, and Florinef, to replace the aldosterone. 
Forty-eight hours after starting the medications, the patient began to feel like her 
old self. It has been a long road back. After 18 months, of getting the wrong 
diagnosis and Rx from many Doctors. 

9-30-2020 A few days later, the first batch of labs were back. These measured 
ACTH, the hormone that controls the adrenal glands. 



9-30-2020 AI in the MD looking over the batch of lab test before they were sent to 
the lab. Higher Ranking batch of lab test for the first visit. Pentagon is clinging to 
aging weapons systems meant for a past era of MD's with no lab work or 1980 labs 
like the 1980 WindmillCars. 

9-30-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD need to write a article on hard to diagnose syphilis 
in the brain of Trump and Biden. Addison's father wanted him to become a lawyer, 
but he entered the University of Edinburgh Medical School in 1812 as a medical 
student. He became a member of the Royal Medical Society, which still runs today. 
In 1815, he received the degree of doctor of medicine. His thesis was on Dissertatio 
medica inauguralis quaedam de syphilide et hydrargyro complectens (Concerning 
Syphilis and Mercury). 

9-30-2020 5 Things to Buy on Amazon Prime Day; 5 iPad Air with Verizon 
internet!!!!! Yes 5 of them and most likely they can be synchronized and 
synchronized again with a app from Dr. Lisa Sanders MD when she get her app 
code written for all her Art of the Diagnosis articles in the NY Times and Book on 
Amazon. All of Dr. Lisa on your 5 iPad Air's SSD will be much better to search and 
read Dr. Lisa's articles for IP invention projects to make a list on your 5 iPad Air's. 
Verizon should give you unlimited cell internet as with 500,000 employees they will 
be cured from what ever is making them sick quicker with a Dr. Lisa Sanders App 
for iPad Air's. And Verizon might hire 5 Yale MD's who are medical school student 
grads of Dr. Lisa Sanders MD, grin. Things Verizon should buy 5 Yale MD's. 

9-29-2020 Today days after The NY Times published the first part of its 
investigation of Trumps tax-return data, when everyone on Earth knows Oil vs 
Windmills Cars is more the DEBATE at 1984 HQ than Trump Taxes in the NY 
Times! 



9-29-2020 Debate 'Pink' Russian Vodka, Wine and Coors Labels on all Bottles and 
Cans! How She Reads this with no Text would save her 'world' from a tortured life! 

9-29-2020 Biden will walk in to the Debate with Windmills in each hand. 

9-29-2020 Trump will walk into the Debate with Exxon Mobil Saudi Arabia Cash 
on Pallets. 

9-29-2020 Biden will walk in to the Debate with Windmills in each hand. How Joe 
Biden Is Preparing for the Biggest Debate of His Life. 

9-29-2020 Debate Oil vs WindmillCars! Debate the accessories on the 2020 Porsche 
WindmillCar's. iPhone 12 Dash Cam, F-35 radar, iTickets, iCop, Google GPS map 
of your life. No head on collisions today, world wide! 



9-29-2020 Audiences saw him as a savvy CERN Physics Tech with the Midas touch 
touching the Gold Electrons no one knows how their spin orbits started. 

9-29-2020 Trump audiences saw him as a savvy business mogul with the Midas 
touch 

9-29-2020 NBC Top Brass are looser of Gold Nobel in Physics for not having a 
Physics Appentice TV show. Still today NBC and CBS will not make any ordinal 
Physics TV Shows 



9-29-2020 Mr. Trump’s genius, it turned out, wasn’t running a company. 

9-29-2020 CBS, NBC, MSNBC, CNN genius it turns out wasn't the Physics of 
Einstein genius but the Survivor Women, the SWAT TV Show, FBI TV they didn't 
prevent a single women's murder. $500,000 to pitch Double Stuff Oreos, witch gave 
500,000 diabetes and loss of limbs in war with diet and exercise in front of all the 
Supreme Court Justices eating Oreos, or Jeff Bezos eating Oreos at the Senate 
hearing. The selling Diabetes supplies on Amazon along with Oreos in their Prime 
Box. 

9-29-2020 CBS, NBC, MSNBC, CNN genius exaggerations about breast cancer 
survivors without the hysterics, and torture year after year at each blood test. 
Trumps fake news is one thing CBS, NBC, MSNBC, CNN genius fate news on a 
Pink Breast Cancer Cure All year after year even Specials still posted on CBS 
Direct. old news lawyers for Pink women can sue CBS not their MD. 

9-29-2020 Ham it up as the plague of the rich who Ham it up as the are not 
billionaires like Trump 

9-29-2020 Ham is responsible for more deaths and sickness than anyone at 1984 
HQ would like to read on the front page of the NY Times like Trumps Taxes. Ham 
it up as the billionaire kingmaker, yelling “You’re fired” each week. 



9-29-2020 Mr. Trump’s flamboyant taste for gold and glitz played well among 
wealthy foreigners with a caricatured notion of American success. 

9-29-2020 Troops in Saudi Arabia 10,000 troops in Dubai 10,000 troops in Qatar 
100,000 not will be moved to fight the forest fires. Pressure the Pentagon. 3 Killed 
in Fresh Wildfires in Northern California In addition to the deaths, the famous 
Chateau Boswell winery burned to the ground with 1K other buildings. Needless to 
say these forest fires the Top Brass drive by and the fiery wrecks in traffic today 
they drive by are both war crimes when you know the secrets of Oil vs 
WindmillCars. As this Oil Virus in their brain shorts out stopping at fiery wrecks 
today to help put out the fire. 



9-29-2020 Biden will walk in to the Debate with Windmills in each hand. How Joe 
Biden Is Preparing for the Biggest Debate of His Life. 

9-29-2020 Debate 100 Navy Hospital Ships. The Ship That Stopped 7,000 Migrants, 
and Smuggled 700,000 Cigarettes. Debate against the Navy War Ships that are not 
fitted or fitted for Star Wars Universe, battleships lost to Aliens at Sirius is a sure 
thing today if battleships from Sirius arrive Today the US Navy Ships all 500 will 
be destroyed on Day 1 of the Star Wars battle. It isn’t quite “Star Trek,” but his 
optical tweezers use the pressure of light in a laser beam to seize and manipulate 
microscopic objects, from atoms to living cells. Laser Alien Battleships start firing 
at Navy ships 1 light year from Earth. Dr. Ashkin at Bell Labs in 1988. He was 96 
when he was awarded the 2018 Nobel in physics. The Admirals who built the 500 
Navy ships know they will all be sunk on day 1 of the Alien Star Wars War. Debate 
the Admirals in 3030 will not Debate the Admirals of 2020 is Stupid. In denial 
about this is in a article by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD for the NY Times and Navy HQ. 

9-29-2020 The Debate. THE 100 Hospital Ship Navy" By Dr. JONATHAN 
PANTER MD, Dr. ANAND JANTZEN MD, AND Dr. JOHNATHAN FALCONE 
MD. "Naval officers pray at the altar of “more ships.” We demand more of them, 
fantasize about new ways to use them, and assume that the fleet will only grow. In 
the navalist faith, the post Windmill Navy Ships, Ford and Porsche WindmillCars! 
The navalists have reasons to cheer. Oil vs Windmill War is being won by Saudi 
Arabia. 100 Navalists Articles and all censor out Windmill Ships and Cars, yet all 
Admirals know about this WindmillCar War with Mecca. These authors, too, are 
committed navalists, having served on destroyers, cruisers, amphibious assault 
ships, and aircraft carriers across several theaters. But prudence demands 
considering whether the prevailing optimism about an ever-growing Navy is 
warranted. What if shifts in public opinion on the use of military power, along with 
budgetary constraints, forced a drastic reduction in the number of authorized 
ships? How might the Navy, anticipating this, limit its ambitions in the Pacific and 
the Middle East, two theaters that have absorbed so much attention since 1990? 
1990 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars will have world wide attention, Paris, 
London, Moscow, Rome War Crimes of 1990 as the trials will start in 2020 if the 
Windmill Porsche is Driven to 1984 HQ and put on the front page of the Times like 
Trumps Tax. 



9-29-2020 Appentice TV show staring the Genius Inventors at Bell Labs not 
Trump, live this over the right way... 

9-29-2020 Bell Labs CBS TV show, Amazon Original Movies, Hell No. Arthur 
Ashkin, a physicist who was awarded a 2018 Nobel Prize for figuring out how to 
harness the power of light to trap microscopic objects for closer study, calling his 
invention optical tweezers, died on Sept. 21 at his home in Rumson, N.J. He was 98. 
His daughter, Judith Herscu, confirmed the death on Monday. Optical tweezers — 
or optical traps, as they are more properly known — use the pressure from a highly 
focused laser beam to manipulate microscopic objects, from atoms to living 
organisms, like viruses and bacteria. As the Nobel committee wrote, Dr. Ashkin had 
“invented optical tweezers that grab particles, atoms, molecules, and living cells 
with their laser beam fingers.” Steven M. Block, a professor of biology and applied 
physics at Stanford University, compared optical tweezers to the kind of 
immobilizing technology postulated in “Star Trek” and “Star Wars,” calling them 



“the closest thing to a tractor beam that humans have ever produced.” Dr. Ashkin 
was able to trap were subcellular structures of the single-celled paramecium and a 
small virus that attacks tobacco plants. Through his trapping method it also 
became possible to observe DNA being replicated. 

9-29-2020 He joined Bell Labs after obtaining his Ph.D. from Cornell in 1952 and 
worked there until his retirement in 1992. 1992 Ford and Porsche WindmillCar 
accessories invented at Bell Labs in 1992 were lost in the War with Saudi Arabia 
over Oil vs Windmills. This loss will be like a Tax Loss to Trump when published 
on the front page of the NY Times when 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Car 
accessories are listed in the NY Times. Dr. Ashkin held 47 patents and was inducted 
into the National Inventors Hall of Fame in 2013. 2013 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCars are in Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation hidden from Bell Labs 
employees. 

9-29-2020 Dr. Ashkin’s discovery was serendipitous. Your discover will be from 
reading the list of spin off inventions from optical laser tweezers on Amazon Prime 
spelled out with specs links and genius Bell Labs tutors Amazons Bezos can afford 
to hire as Amazon employees. 

9-29-2020 IRS Tax Code Law lets investors claim a building is depreciating in value 
— a theoretical loss of money — even as the actual value increases. 



9-29-2020 Editorial in the Times Today; The portrait of a man who earned 
hundreds of millions of dollars, lived a life of comic excess and yet, in many years, 
paid nothing in federal income taxes is an indictment of the federal income tax 
system. 

9-29-2020 Editorial in the Times Tomorrow about Prince and King Salman who 
earned hundreds of Billions maybe Hundreds of Trillions of dollars from USA gas 
at $4 a gallon price fixing by Jimmy Carter. Paid nothing in Federal IRS tax. No 
one can sue Saudi Arabia for 9/11 or Profiting since 9/11. Tax Code and Ruling 
Class System is illegal and stifled the Rx Recipe Cure for Breast Cancer and Virus 
Cure All Rx's. As the rich are at Trump Casino's in Bahrain, Dubai not at Bell 
Labs working. 



9-29-2020 9/11 NYC Jews Dream of suing Saudi Arabia Terrorists Prince and 
King; Writer’s Dream Comes to Life Two Years After His Killing Democracy for 
the Arab World Now, or DAWN, was the brainchild of Jamal Khashoggi, whom 
Saudi agents killed in 2018. The group is to be launched in Washington on 
Tuesday." 

9-29-2020 Debate in the NY Times, "Mexico and the Gods of Oil Money 
Corruption" Mexico citizens Richer than Saudi Citizens living in Mecca is the real 
world. It should be. Did the Mexican Ruling Class lose Trillions at the Trump 
Casino, Yes! 

9-29-2020 Debate 'Pink' Russian Vodka, Wine and Coors Labels on all Bottles and 
Cans! "How to Read this 'Pink' Label, in 12 Easy Lessons" If the Breast Cancer 
Doctors won the debate all Coors and Vodka bottles and cans would have a 'Pink 
Label" and How to Read this with no Text would be life saving to the women who 
master mind this warning label. Warning label text on cigarette packages failed 1 
million who will die from Lung cancer caused by tobacco in 2020. 

9-29-2020 Debate 'Pink' Russian Vodka, Wine and Coors Labels on all Bottles and 
Cans! How She Reads this with no Text would save her 'world' from a tortured life! 

9-29-2020 NY Times journalists who write about road traffic crashes should write 
Google tracks sales of protein bars but nothing on Google Maps about traffic 
crashes. 



9-29-2020 60 Years researching; chemical thermodynamics. Also, the displacement 
with partial miscibility in a porous medium takes places in the oil recovery process 
from the formation and the CO2 injection process into the formation. Thus, our 
finding is expected to create new control methodology of those processes by 
utilizing the partial miscibility,” adds Nagatsu. I just wanted to add to this chemical 
thermodynamics research, Pink Breast Cancer research would have hired Tokyo 
University who wrote this Oil recovery technology for Breast Cancer Rx Recipes 
decades ago and many other Universities working on Oil Recovery Process for 
Virus and Cancer Recovery of million of people not trillions of barrels of oil. 

9-29-2020 Yale physicists have developed an error-correcting cat — a new device 
that combines the Schrödinger’s cat concept of superposition a physical system 
existing in two… Yale President in times of two virus plagues with millions of dead 
and alive cats need to offer Yale physicists admission to Yale Medical School with a 
salary to save millions from our two virus plagues as a MD Physicists would open 
the Two Schrödinger’s cat concept to the cats catching the virus in a Schrödinger’s 



cat concept of superposition paper and then in the cat killing the virus. 

9-28-2020 No Debate in China today as Mao not Xi would ban basketball, baseball 
and all sports like his Cultural Revolution that sent city folk into the fields this time 
Mao would sent the city folk by the 100's of millions into the fields of the Virus 
membranes to burst them open like Penicillin does to gram negative bacteria. The 
NY Times Editors would write a negative editorial if Xi did this in China today. 

9-28-2020 Virus Garden of Hell and no Pasteur in all of Paris to prune the virus 



thorns with a Miracle. Disney is making this into a 'Virus Movie' thriller. 

9-28-2020 Tax Trump on 'Gift Tax' rates for all the Oil Revenues in Swiss Banks. 
Not in the NY Times Trump Tax Headlines today, a war crime in the War on Oil 
and Gas. 

9-28-2020 Tax Trump on 'Gift Stimulus' from the IRS would be a iPad Air with 
Apps and Tutorials installed with specs for IP invention projects, 1,001 Invention 
Projects Stimulus from the Government. 

9-28-2020 Trump is 'taxed' by the NY Times 'fake news' about his tax returns with 
no Oil Profits recorded. No Gifts from Prince and King Salman. I hope this 'taxes' 
the Editors at the NY Times. 

9-28-2020 Jewish Victims of 2015 Paris Cartoon Attack Ask: Why no 2020 Ford 
and Porsche WindmillCars for the Jewish Victims of the Paris Cartoon Attack and 
the NYC 9/11 Jews. 



9-28-2020 At Trial, Jewish Victims of 2015 Paris Cartoon Attack Ask: Why the 
Diesel Gasing of Jews by the Paris Ruling Class? Oil Revenues of the Paris Ruling 
Class Gassed a million Jews since the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars were 
sanctioned by Jimmy Carter. Now Trump Salman the Elite Ruling Class in Paris. 

9-28-2020 In school I missed memorizing all the electron orbits in Gold atoms. 
Thank God, I will get from Amazon Prime a Apple iPad Air with Gold atoms apps 
from the Apple Store. CERN thinks they can figure out how Gold electrons were 
put in Gold Atoms orbits but today have no idea how the heavy elements got their 
Electrons to spin in the correct orbit. You in school today need to get an Apple 
Store Gold app as this is not taught in all schools. 



9-28-2020 The world goes to work in the 'Gold Minds' and the Exodus Drive to 
Sirius lead by Dr. Moses MD and Dr. Einstein MD PhD Rabbis. Gold Reserves are 
counted by the Worlds Governments not the electron orbits in a Gold Atom. 

9-28-2020 Gold atoms were made into toilet seats and sinks by King Salman and 
Trump in 100's of Mindless Palaces built with Oil Atoms changed from crude to 
high octant gasolines. 

9-28-2020 Theories about Electrons in Gold Atoms and Gold Toilet Seats and Sinks 
made by Trumps and his inner circle of Saudi oil men who are the Losers 
Humanity cant afford selling Gold Minds to. Prince and King of Bahrain and 
Dubai today. Yes there are tons of Gold in the bathrooms of these Arab Oil Men all 
without any electrons in the Minds of their Rulers. 

9-28-2020 Theories about how to kill 1,001 Virus diseases have not been Minded by 
Google, Apple, Amazon, Microsoft, IBM, Yale and Harvard Presidents or 
President Trump in the News. Minds at the Times are writing about what taxes 
Trump cheated on not the taxing of so many virus diseases with no virus Penicillin 
Miracle cure for all of them. A War crime on the War on Virus Diseases. 



9-28-2020 Trump Biden Debates about the Virus Plagues naming names of worst 
virus in our anatomy is the Debate to change the worlds Culture from being a 
Trump Biden loser to winning the virus disease war in times of this C-Virus plague 
world wide. We need Debates that name names and show pictures on the Steve Jobs 
big screen of the virus and cancers not in any Debates today. 

9-28-2020 No Debate in China today as Mao not Xi would ban basketball, baseball 
and all sports like his Cultural Revolution that sent city folk into the fields this time 
Mao would sent the city folk by the 100's of millions into the fields of the Virus 
membranes to burst them open like Penicillin does to gram negative bacteria. The 
NY Times Editors would write a negative editorial if Xi did this in China today. 



9-28-2020 Zurich, Switzerland in the Headlines about $777 Trillion in Oil Revenue 
in Swiss Banks, Hell No said Min Li Marti, a lawmaker in Switzerland’s national 
council. Switzerland Votes to Approve Paternity Leave Fathers will be allowed 10 
days of paid time off. Special Olympic Birth Defects in Swiss baby's were kept out 
of this article too. Zurich must have less then 100 kids a year who breath in the 
poison Diesel exhaust. But they do have several big cities so under 1K birth defects 
a year from exhaust. $777 Trillion in Oil Revenue in Swiss Banks is the motive by 
the Swiss ruling class to keep sanctions on the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill 
Cars with 24/7 climate control of 77 degrees F never get in a frozen car perk. 

9-28-2020 Swiss wives required permission from their husbands to work outside the 
home until 1988. Jimmy Carter married the Windmill Ford in 1980 to $4 gas for 
the USA and Swiss for todays riches of $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks from Oil 
Revenues. 



9-28-2020 Swiss Ruling Class Bankers have profited from 9/11 selling Gas and Oil, 
keeping the Saudi Terrorists money in Swiss Banks they know is illegal profits. 

9-28-2020 Is Amy Coney Barrett Joining a Supreme Court Built By Oil God's 
Wealth. 

9-28-2020 Government Lawyers in the News are going to sue Google for its search 
engine not posting a invention project how to put out a forest fire on the first day. 
Like the Doctors diagnosis and correct Rx on the first day not in a week or month 
like the forest fires today. No innovative fire breaks or Pilot check offs for Doctors 
in a Google Search so the Lawyers getting paid by the government will sue Google 
not them selves, grin. Famed Napa Valley winery is destroyed by the Glass Fire as 
2,000 are ordered to evacuate. Fire fighters on Sunday were attempting to contain 
the Glass Fire, which broke out before dawn and has now consumed 2500 acres - 
forcing people from their homes now burnt to the ground. Lose faith in inventing a 
new way to put out forest fires until Disney theme opens with Star Wars Forest 
Fires put out. 

9-28-2020 Pakistan's 1 Million New Gas Stations in 2020 is motive Driven, grin. The 
case against Asif Ali Zardari, widower of former Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto, is 
the latest in a string of moves against opposition figures that his supporters say are 
politically motivated. Money Laundered by the Gas and Oil Ruling Class when 1 
billion need to Drive the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars, these people are not 
charged yet but will be Driven to it. 



9-28-2020 Headlines; Workers Face Looming Cutoffs in Health Insurance when 
Google should be setting up the health care web sites to scan all working clocking in 
to work at Google, Amazon, Apple, IBM, Microsoft for quick and correct diagnosis 
of any being sick before any symptoms. Calling for Google No Symptoms App 
Search doing the quick check as employees clock in for work and clock out. Cross 
referenced every time and day and GPS tracking down the workers who would call 
in sick from Alcohol poisoning a night of drinking and a quick stop at the chick 
food poisoning. AI video of running nose, red eyes, fever in the work place. Google 
needs to give the MD's a raise as there are no MD's running Google on the day to 
days goings on. 

9-28-2020 Google's Most Terrifying Adversary Is Climate Change, no not really 
this is fake news. Goggles most terrifying adversary is the 2020 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCars search history since Jimmy Carter got $4 gas on the 4th of July 
World Wide. 



9-28-2020 CBS not the IRS needs to Tax Bill and Melinda Gates on each 
mosquitoes on Earth, for each mosquito bite world wide Tax. Ksenia, who had 
moved to the weather station with her family just a few weeks before, swims at a 
beach near the station on a warm summer afternoon. To avoid the swarming 
mosquitoes, she stands in the smoke of a fire. This is a Win 10 virus to make Bill 
and Melinda Gates billions of dollars more not to kill trillions of mosquitoes. 
Mosquitoes Along a Remote Siberian River. Russian Mosquitoes are not used to 
make Putins Nerve Agents. 

9-28-2020 Amazon will sell and deliver by helicopter electric battery heated coats 
and hats in Katayga as Smoke rises from the 100 chimneys of the houses in 
Katayga, as the temperature in January drops to minus 40 degree Fahrenheit. 
Amazon not Putin will change the lives of everyone in Siberia selling electric 
battery heated coats and hats, gloves and houses heated by electricity. Yes Ring 
Door Bell video cameras too. Networked. Grin. The Future of Amazon in Siberia. 
Amazon Wedding supplies on Prime 1 Click and after the Wedding the iPad Air 
Russian Writing Class for the Bride and Grooms Siberian Culture of writers. More 
Amazon Books and Kindles. What else could Amazon sell in Siberia? Invention 
Projects spelled out with YouTube Videos. To avoid the swarming mosquitoes, she 
stands in the smoke of a fire. Amazon will sell her Deet spray and foggers. Amazon 
Urgent Care Clinics through out Siberia. Rx too. 



9-28-2020 Amazon sells Acer Notebooks with a 8 core CPU. Just made by Nvidia, 
which acquired Arm CPU maker is a Light Year advancement of a CPU with 128 
Cores and 192 Cores. Amazon is writing the OS that will run apps with so many 
CPU's. 

9-28-2020 Amazon will think sooner or later this CPU core advancement could also 
be invented for Ram Memory in Acer Notebooks. Memory in iPhone 12 Max pro 
going from 6 GB to 128 GB in the iPhone 13 all models. Yes Apple will have to pay 
Amazon billions a year for this light year invention. 



9/27 100 Hospital Ships and 100 million Ford and Porsche WindmillCar's BDay 
Gifts! Happy Birthday at 74 Greg, ripe for a Wife to Mastermind a Nobel in 
Medicine Pink Rx Recipe BDay Cake! Feed Doves of Peace, Hawks of War Flock to 
1984 HQ CIA Cat Observes! 

9/27 Yom Kippur, Today and Greg's 74 BDay. Romantics on their Birthday want 
to save Humanity. After the Death of Justice Ginsburg and a million other Women 
via Cancers there is No War Mobilization 'Moon Shot' or 'Manhattan Project' 
News on MSNBC, CBS. 

9/27 Romantics on their Birthday want to save Humanity, serve Food for Though 
made from reading CERN recipes on God's Gold Particles created in the Sun and 
Stars. How are Gold Atoms created in a Star. CERN and Greg want to know. 

9/27 The Rose and Gold Atom Garden that Inspires the Garden of Eden. Future of 
Gold when CERN can create its electrons in Geneva. Put them together like 
Gravity's Quarks in a Car Engine. 

9/27 In school I missed memorizing all the electron orbits in Gold atoms. Thank 
God on my Birthday I will get from Amazon Prime a Apple iPad Air with Gold 
atoms apps from the Apple Store. 



9/27 New Apple Watch, its time is set by the Atomic Clocks atoms. 

9/27 Birthday Weddings for Romantics who want to save Humanity from Star 
Wars Aliens listening to everyone on Earth in secret... 

9/27 Yom Kippur, Today and Greg's 74 BDay. With the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 
at the Birthday Party 



100 Hospital Ships and 100 million Ford and Porsche WindmillCar's BDay Gifts! 
Happy Birthday at 74 Greg, ripe for a Wife to Mastermind a Nobel in Medicine 
Pink Rx Recipe BDay Cake! 

9/27 Day to Give 7 billion people the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars and 
Propose to Wife's over Zoom with Amazon 1,001 IP invention projects kindles. 

9/27 BDay Gift Pink Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars that cure Pink Cancer on 
Yom Kippur, Today and Greg's 74 BDay. 1984 women spy's at the wedding today 
at Hemingway House in Key West, we have the 100 Hospital Ships from the Key 
West Admirals as Wedding Gifts. Yale Key West Medical School Birthday Party as 
it was built in 2011. 1K Medical School Students on Duval outnumber the Tourists 
and change the Citizen Newspaper format with the Professors who write the 
headlines like the NY Times Headlines when the Professor Grades Trumps Virus 
and Cancer Tweets. Real Doctors like Dr. Moses MD. Winner of 10 Nobels in 
Medicine for Key West Jews on Yom Kippur and Greg's next BDay. Rx Pink 
Recipe work for next years Birthday Cake in Pink. 75 Rx Recipes! Fires in traffic, 
fiery car wrecks in the coming year put out by the Admiral, grin. 

9/27 Yom Kippur, Hospital Ships a God Sent from the Worlds Warriors at 1984 
HQ just back from the Dubai and Bahrain, UAE Casino's. 



100 Hospital Ships and 100 million Ford and Porsche WindmillCar's BDay Gifts! 
Happy Birthday at 74 Greg, ripe for a Wife to Mastermind a Nobel in Medicine 
Pink Rx Recipe BDay Cake! 

100 Hospital Ships and 100 million Ford and Porsche WindmillCar's BDay Gifts! 
Happy Birthday at 74 Greg, ripe for a Wife to Mastermind a Nobel in Medicine 
Pink Rx Recipe BDay Cake! 



9/27 Yom Kippur, today 100K Warriors will be at the Trump-Dubai Casino 
gambling on God. 

9/27 2020 Gold atoms and Einstein on Yom Kippur putting the electrons in a orbit. 
CERN has no idea how they fitted them in to make Gold. 

9/27 Yom Kippur, today a High Stakes Test for Love of Women, Wife's Daughters 
all with Breast Cancer, ovary and cervix cancer today with no Wounded Warrior 
Donations to get them into Walter Reed or the VA Hospitals. Sorry the 100 
Hospital Ships in Key West Were bombed by the Navy. 1 Million Pink women dead 
on this battlefield in 2020 and again in 2021. Trumps real endless wars, Wife's 
Daughters all with Breast Cancer, ovary and cervix cancer today. Justice 
Ginsburgs Tortured Court. Lawyers. 

9/27 Yom Kippur, holiest day of the Jewish calendar, which begins at sundown on 
Sunday. With Dr. Moses MD with 10 Nobels in Medicine on an iPad Air. 



9/27 On Yom Kippur, Trumps Pick For Supreme Court Opens Gravity War's the 
New Jewish God Particle for Exodus Plague of Never Ending Oil and Poison Gas in 
the Air. Berlin Warriors gas 7 Billion Jews Today on Yom Kippur for Saudi-
Trump Oil Company. 

9/27 2020 A Einstein MD Who Would Push the Supreme Court to the Right War. 
Sue Saudi Arabia Terrorists for $777 Trillion to finance the 10 Nobels in Medicine 
and Physics Moses just came down from the Mountain with on an iPad Air. 

9/27 2020 Despite Claim to Sue Saudi Terrorists for 9/11, Trump Rarely Uses 
Wartime Law in Battle Against Covid Plague. Plague of Terrorists with Oil 
Revenues who killed the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars from Yom Kippur. 

9/27 2020 Mecca on Yom Kippur, WindmillCar God Sent for the Jewish Exodus 
from Plagues, in a fiery wreck even Pope Francis will drive by without stopping to 
help today. Burned by these Plagues, millions! Motive is Trillions of Oil Dollars. 

Meat Clever vs Million dollar Drones and Missiles vs 2020 Porsche 
WindmillCARS!! 



18-year-old Pakistani man who arrived in France three years ago attacks with a 
Meat Clever. yes there will be a NY Times not Paris Cartoon of this on the front 
page! 

9/27 ...motives for the attack, which took place next to a mural paying tribute to the 
victims of the 2015 killings... 18-year-old Pakistani man who arrived in France 
three years ago as an unaccompanied minor. Although he was briefly arrested a 
month ago and let go by police. 

9/27 The stabbing adds to the traumas afflicting French society, and again raises 
questions about competing values in a country that, ethnically and religiously, has 
been transformed in recent decades. 



9/27 By $777 Trillion in Oil and Gas Revenues, killing off the 2020 Porsche 
WindmillCars in Paris. On Friday, Charlie Hebdo tweeted, “This tragic episode 
shows us these Moslem attacks will go on again and again that million dollar 
missiles and Drones are a waste of money fighting Warriors from Pakistan in the 
100's of millions mostly 18 year old kids with a Meat Cleaver pictures below. 

9/27 Charlie Hebdo’s editors reprinted the drawings cartoons of Mecca early this 
month, the decision was regarded by some as commitment to free speech but by 
others as needless provocation. 

9/27 The 18 year old from Pakistan the assailant first struck the woman in her face, 
then the man, before returning to stab the woman again. Mr. Hermann said that 
these were “blows to kill, blows to really cause extreme pain, blows to the face, 
blows to the neck.” 

9/27 NY Times editors censored out the Meat Cleaver below in this new article 
today. Oh yes they censored out the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Car Cartoons 
in Paris Papers too. 



9/27 ...motives for 18-year-old Pakistani man who arrived in France three years ago 
as an unaccompanied minor. The Incredible Influence of Mecca with Gas Station 
riches beyond belief on 18-year-old Pakistani men in Paris and Paris Ruling Class 
Men. 

18-year-old Pakistani man who arrived in France three years ago attacks with a 
Meat Clever. yes there will be a NY Times not Paris Cartoon of this on the front 
page! 

9/27 Front page picture in the NY Times, Hell No! 

Meat Clever vs Million dollar Drones and Missiles vs 2020 Porsche 



WindmillCARS!! 

9/27 ...motives for Paris Elite Ruling Class the last 3 years selling Diesel Mercedes 
not 2020 Ford And Porsche WindmillCars, their motives rule Paris the last 3 years 
got a lot of people hacked up with a meat cleaver, a war crime by the ruling class in 
Paris Today. 

9/27 2020 Starbucks Paris without any iPad Air, iMac's, Mac Book Pro from the 
Elite Ruling Class in Paris gave Paris the New Atmosphere Culture of... ‘My 
Girlfriend and I Wound Up in an Empty Dive Bar, Having a Drink’ then drove 
home drunk as Hell. This is Paris today thanks to the Elite Ruling Class. 

9/27 2020 A Look at How Some New Yorkers Celebrated Rosh Hashana if 
Starbucks Manhattan had iPad Air's, iMac's and Mac Book Pro's with 10 
Commandments for 10 Nobels in Medicine and Physics. God is Great not 
Starbucks with No WiFi in the parking lot for distance learning as the Manager 
turned if off... no motive is reported by the Editors at the NY Times. 

Hepburns table heated with Windmill Fueled Space Heater with Prime Batteries. 



Hepburns table heated with Windmill Fueled Space Heater with Prime Batteries. 

9/27 2020 Amazon Prime Blizzard Tents heated with Windmills not Amazon Solar. 
Outdoor dining has been a magical distraction from pandemic gloom. Now it will 
be a permanent fixture of life in New York. Will enough people eat outside in 
December in a open door Blizzard Tent heated by Windmills Blowing in a little 
snow eating out in NYC. Until Friday, the use of propane heat lamps for 
commercial application was illegal in New York City. The mayor reversed that 
rule, but lamps will be permitted only on sidewalks. 

9/27 Out of Date Propane tanks and Tanks. Electric space heaters are legal, but 
they leave you with higher utility bills, lots of wires and the possibility of blown 
fuses. 



9/27 Amazon Prime sells space heaters with Prime batteries with no wires and in all 
sizes for the floor and to sit on the dining room table with a battery that last to end 
of the meal. Grin. 

9/27 2020 BDay Editorial in our Times; Trump’s Messy Divorce From New York. 

9/27 Revenge Porn published by the NY Times on the front page given to them by 
Trump. 

9/27 Messy is Trump the surgeon cutting off his ex wifes breast to give her a few 
more BDays being tortured by Trumps no cure orders to the Top Brass. No 
Divorce from Trumps Diesel Perfume selling on 5th Avenue. War Crimes written 
at the UN HQ in NYC are not taken with a grain of SALT as the Movie SALT has 2 
different endings. 

9/27 As this NY Times BDay editorial. It is unfortunate that future generations will 
suffer from his pettiness, which I define as $777 Trillion in Blood Money from his 
Saudi Prince Salman gambled away at the worlds newest Casino's or the Florida 
Lottery. 

9/27 iPad Air would have been a much better written editorial on Greg's 74th 



Birthday, get real at the NY Times! Next BDay I will have invented the Gravity 
Engine Car and solved NYC parking problem! 

9/27 2020 iPad Air pictured on the front page of the NY Times and the end story on 
CBS Nightly News today. 

9/27 2020 CERN has no idea when Gold atoms were made in the Creation of the 
Universe. "As the price of gold surges, some Britons on furlough are joining the 
age-old quest for the precious metal in the Scottish rivers and streams. The should 
have been enticed to visit CERN's gold dig. Grin. 

9/27 2020 You could win a Nobel in Physics if your Discover Gold atoms Birth. 

9/27 2020 Gold atoms and Rx Recipe for these drugs on Amazon. F.D.A. Requires 
Rx Rexipwa for Xanax and Similar Drugs. Benzodiazepines — commonly 
prescribed for anxiety, insomnia, seizures and panic disorders — are highly 
addictive and come with health risks, especially when combined with other drugs. 
All these Rx Recipes need to be made public on Amazon. 

9/27 2020 Mecca Riches Built the Supreme Court we Have today on Greg's BDay. is 
Amy Coney Barrett Joining a Supreme Court Built for the Wealth, Hell No she is 
joining a Supreme Court built from gas stations hold ups since Jimmy Carter. Loot 



is $777 Trillion, that got the World Court to let all Nations build 1 million new 
Exxon Mobil gas stations in 2020. Supreme Courts electricity comes from electrons 
that travel trillions of miles across streams and mountains over GE high power 
lines in a era of building they should have been for Windmill Drones and Heavy 
Lift Helicopter Combines fueled by Windmills. Built for the Wealthy in General. 

9/27 Assure the Rabbis it's 'Dr. Moses MD' with 10 Nobels in Medicine on an iPad 
Air is the Moses for the Jewish People driving racing in their New Porsche 
Windmill Cars. 

9/27 For Some Muslim Couples, Wed to 4 Wife's is the Norm. Jewish Weddings to 4 
Yale MD wife's will be the norm created by the 2020 Dr. Moses MD PhD coming to 
the Jewish and Christian Wedding with 10 Nobels in Medicine carved in an iPad 
Air app. Thank God for Weddings on your Birthdays, grin. 

9-26-2020 Paris and Pentagon Cartoonist in Mecca. Bloody Meat Cleavers and 
Blood Money Cartoonist. Moses with 10 Nobels in Medicine Paris, Cartoonist, Hell 
No! 

9-26-2020 No Signs of a Shift in fighting the war on cancer After the Death of 
Justice Ginsburg and million others in 2020 from cancers. Many Mother-Daughters 
both with breast, cervix, ovary cancers and the Generals still refuse to fight as they 
are drunk on Wars Drones and Missiles, its the Cheers they Love more than 
women. Psychologically complicated with only Wounded Warriors in the Ruling 
Class. 



9-26-2020 Law Review "Cancer Cured Utopia" will not be in the Harvard Law 
Review or the NY Times Book and Movie Reviews any time soon. 

9-26-2020 At Pentagon, Fears Grow That Trump Will Pull Military Into Unrest. 
2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars Driven to the Gravity Engine Inventions 
sooner than later with Dr. Moses MD PhD with 10 Nobels in Medicine Carved in 
Stone on iPad Air 

9-26-2020 Get the Berlin War Diesel out of the Air on Earth. 18-year-old Pakistani, 
“act of Islamist terrorism” in Paris. There had been “absolutely no security” on the 
street since the start of the trial, he had asked Paris police to review why the threat 
in that neighborhood had been “underestimated.” “We are still at war with Islamist 
terrorists,” 

Meat Clever vs Million dollar Drones and Missiles vs 2020 Porsche 
WindmillCARS!! 



Meat Clever vs Million dollar Drones and Missiles vs 2020 Porsche 
WindmillCARS!! 

9-26-2020 Meat Clever vs Million dollar Drones and Missiles. Hell. Gas and 
Windmill Cars Are Capping a Disastrous 'Pink' Decade of Bloody Meat Cleaver 
Attacks million dollar Drones can't stop. Pentagon will not buy Windmill Cars to 
Win this War! 

9-26-2020 Paris and Pentagon Cartoonist in Mecca. Bloody Meat Cleavers and 
Blood Money Cartoonist. Moses with 10 Nobels in Medicine Paris, Cartoonist, Hell 
No! 



9-26-2020 The art of the right diagnosis going to Dr. Moses MD with 10 Nobels in 
Medicine, nudging justice. Exodus courts again this time to 10 Nobels in Medicine 
by the Dr. Rabbis MD's is politically delicate and psychologically complicated with 
only Wounded Warriors in the Ruling Class Israel. 

9/27 Yom Kippur, holiest day of the Jewish calendar, which begins at sundown on 
Sunday. 



9/27 Assure the Rabbis Dr. Moses MD with 10 Nobels in Medicine on an iPad Air is 
the Moses for the Jewish People driving racing in their New Porsche Windmill 
Cars. 

9-26-2020 Amazon has been one of the biggest winners in the AI Apps to ship a 
package of cat food to mom missing the iPad Air and Mac Book Air in the package. 
Stimulus check of $200 Billion and a Trillion Dollar Amazon, Apple, on the winds 
of Oil not Windmill Cars. 

9-26-2020 Amazon has been one of the biggest winners in the AI Apps to ship 100 
Hospital Ships to the Yale Key West Medical School. 

9-26-2020 Amazon has been one of the biggest winners in the Harvesting of Figs 
and Cashews by Heavy Lift Helicopters fueled by the winds and windmills with 
high tech Amazon packaging of Figs and Cashews. 

9/27 Greg's 74 BDay, got a letter from my Mother Ruth yesterday she broke a hip 
at 97 in her assisted living center Oak Tree Manor had surgery last Friday today is 



Friday. 

9-26-2020 Saudi King at the Vatican with Pope Francis, Hell! Vatican is thought to 
have lost millions — including funds from “Peter’s Pence,” donations for charity 
given by the faithful. “My conscience tells me I am not corrupt,” Cardinal Becciu 
said, everyone in my family drives by fiery wrecks in Rome and London, Paris. 
Hell! 

9-26-2020 NYC Jews threaten to sue IBM Watson MD Super Computer for no Rx 
Virus Cure. New York Threatens Orthodox Jewish Areas With Lockdown Over 
Virus that has not been cured by IBM Watson Super Computer. Lockdown IBM 
Top Brass as fakes. Scammers with a super computer named Dr. Watson MD with 
AI worst than Win 10. IBM Virus Security to keep computer virus out of your web 
is a NY Times Ad. IBM ads for Watson to cure disease has been deleted but for 
CBS Nightly News. 

9-26-2020 We use one CERN particle solar system de Geyter says. “And then I said, 
‘Oh, my God, we need more because it’s lonely!’ So we will plant some iMac's and 
iPad Air's with Universe Particle Apps from CERN soon as the Cook at Apple lets 
them into the Apple Store, says Charlotte. It’s a move that’s idiosyncratic yet 
charming. We dress for the Universe of Alien Gardens like the Garden of Eden 
here on Earth. Bernadette and Charlotte de Geyter, in Antwerp, “We they bought 
from a Frenchwoman who knew the name of every plant in both Latin and 
French,” Now learning the name of every star within 100 light years, Oui, Oui. 
Looking at the Design of the Universe when you have a CERN particle solar system 
started. 



9-25-2020 "White House Oil Company" in Times of 2020 Ford and Porsche 
Windmill Cars by Trump and Ginsburg, two new books on Amazon Prime 1 Click. 

9-25-2020 Dr, Moses MD comes down from the mountain with a iPad Pro, 10 
Nobels in Medicine all Rx Recipe Cures. Pink Women Romantics and Ginsburg Dr. 
Moses MD. PhD in Law. Thou Shall work on 10 Nobels in Medicine. 2020 
Commandments by Dr. Moses MD. PhD. 

9-25-2020 Romantics Cheers are heard watching Dr. Moses MD. PhD. walking 
down the Mountain with a list of 10 Nobels in Medicine. 

9-25-2020 Trump Booed turning the Winds Pink. 

9-25-2020 “Romantics talking to God like Ginsburg today” that doing nothing is 
insupportable, I have to add that with vaporous exhaust stories like this Dr. Moses 
MD one, it can be just as unsatisfying to do too much. "U.S. Commandos Use 
Secretive Missiles to Kill Qaeda Leaders in Syria. The specially designed missiles 
use sharp blades and blunt force, rather than explosive warheads, to kill terrorist 
leaders." Cheers heard in the distance as the new Drone kills another Leader in 
Syria, headlines in todays NY Times and most likely on the CBS Nightly News 
tonight, the blast killed another Ginsburg asking God for a Cancer Cure Rx Recipe 
and Nobel in Medicine for Dr. Moses MD. Carved in Stone tweet from Trump will 
be Booed. Bets on this election are for Dr. Moses MD. win, in the Winds of the 2020 
Ford and Porsche Exodus Windmill Cars. 

9-25-2020 Trump Booed as He Pays Last Respects to Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. 
Dr, Moses MD comes down from the mountain with 10 Nobels in Medicine all Rx 
Recipe Cures. Moses is the most important Jewish prophet. He's traditionally 
credited with writing the Torah and with leading the Israelites out of Egypt and 
across the Red Sea. In the book of Exodus, he's born during a time when the 
Pharaoh of Egypt has ordered every male Hebrew to be drowned. Dr, Moses MD 
10 Nobels in Medicine to cure the Jews todays plagues caused by Lawyers and 
Wounded Warriors, grin. 

9-25-2020 Dr, Moses MD 10 Nobels in Medicine on a iPad Pro to cure the Jews 
todays plagues caused by Lawyers and Wounded Warriors, grin. 



9-25-2020 Ruth Bader Ginsburg Loved her Doctors, and her Doctors Loved Her 
Back, its about time CBS Nightly News made let them go viral with the end story on 
the CBS Nightly News. 

9/27 Yom Kippur, holiest day of the Jewish calendar, which begins at sundown on 
Sunday. 



9/27 Assure the Rabbis Dr. Moses MD with 10 Nobels in Medicine on an iPad Air is 
the Moses for the Jewish People driving racing in their New Porsche Windmill 
Cars. 

9/27 Greg's 74 BDay, got a letter from my Mother Ruth yesterday she broke a hip 
at 97 in her assisted living center Oak Tree Manor had surgery last Friday today is 
Friday. 

9-25-2020 Break a Hip App at the Apple Store. "At a hearing Monday, a judge will 
consider whether to compel Apple to allow the Fighting Game Fortnite back into 
the App Store, not the App 'Broken Hip.' A former App Store executive told The 
Times last month that, “we’re realizing that 30 percent is way too much,” and that 
the commission should be closer to 3 percent." $4 Gas on the 4th of July took in 
$777 trillion for Saudi Arabia and the Times was under Duress to make this 
headlines. App Store, but estimates range from $15 billion to $19 billion — it is 
clearly huge and hugely profitable without the exhaust from $777 trillion worth of 
gasoline and diesel in the air. Apple App for this. 



9-25-2020 Back Home from his second home like Bill Gates in. Dubai, Bahrain, 
rime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu came back to a Plague in JERUSALEM. Wars, 
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu imposed an even tighter lockdown than the 
one he announced last week to limit the spread of the coronavirus in Israel, which 
now has the highest rate of new cases per capita in the world. Lowest rated of MD's 
and even lower rates of MD's in the Military Ruling Class and even lower rates of 
MD's among the Rabbis. Wow! 



9-25-2020 The synagogues symbolize the national-religious outlook of the 
Netanyahu camp, At the Base Camp waiting for Dr, Moses MD to come down from 
the mountain with 10 Nobels in Medicine all Rx Recipe Cures for many Virus, 
diseases, cancers all lost to Sins by Netanyahu. Politicization of coronavirus that is 
happening in Israel as Israel Military Elite killed Dr. Moses MD coming down from 
the Mountain with 1.0 Nobels in Medicine all lost by Netanyahu. A sin! ...allowing 
all-day services inside synagogues on Yom Kippur will defeat the purpose... unless 
you have a spray bottle of alcohol and a spaceX suit, hasmat suits from the Israel 
Army will do. Rabbis would obey the Laws of Dr. Moses MD on this. As the Virus 
is a Jewish Plague. An editorial in a popular ultra-Orthodox news site warned this 
week that closing the synagogues on Yom Kippur would be “a declaration of war 
on God and his Torah.” Editors need to be Dr. Editor MD before they write a virus 
article, same for the NY Times. 

9-25-2020 YouTube videos gone viral of Netanyahu at the Dubai and Bahrain 
Casino would be better than protesters sitting on chairs in front of his home. At the 
protest tent, Mr. Koch’s group, “Ein Matzav,” which roughly translates as “No 
Way,” had planned a last stand on Thursday night: an event where participants 
were seated on chairs in the street, two meters apart, and listened to lectures about 
the government failure. Hundreds of people showed up. 1 Billion world wide would 
watch Netanyahy at the Casino. 

9-25-2020 9/11 Saudi Terrorists were taken off the list too. "U.S. Prepares to Take 
Sudan Off List of States That Support Terrorism" By LARA JAKES Under Duress 
at the NY Times Lara Jakes does not write about the Oil Fields in Sudan and the 
flow of $ Trillions in Sudan Oil Money when Lara Jakes should be driving a 2020 
Porsche Windmill Car around Times Square on her day off. Terror of writing 
about a oil rich nation under Duress. 



9-25-2020 Paris Cartoon Trial attacks a women. Gas station hold ups in Paris were 
left out of the Terrorist news for today. “I saw a young woman with a huge head 
wound, blood was running all over her face,” he said, adding that he did not see any 
assailants. Millions of cameras and only the police can watch the streets. ...attacked 
them with a “kind of meat cleaver.” The threats followed the newspaper’s decision 
to reprint satirical cartoons of the Prophet Muhammad at the opening of the trial 
of several people accused of aiding the assailants. In the 2015 attack, two brothers, 
Chérif and Saïd Kouachi. The two victims were employees of Premières Lignes, a 
documentary production company that used to be neighbors with Charlie Hebdo. 
The two victims were employees of Premières Lignes, a documentary production 
company that used to be neighbors with Charlie Hebdo. Cameras and Who was 
watching this; The brothers then forced at gunpoint a cartoonist, who had just 
stepped outside, to enter a security code to access the offices. 



9-25-2020 Paris Mecca Oil Paid Terrorists to Terror in Sweden both in Times of 
2020 Porsche Windmill Cars!! Story of Kim Wall’s Murder. A new TV series, “The 
Investigation,” fictionalizes the police investigation into the killing of the Swedish 
journalist, resisting the usual trappings of Nordic noir. 

9-25-2020 Men's depravity murders Paris and Sweden both in Times of 2020 
Porsche Windmill Cars whos depravity will be a TV show on CBS. MSNBC 
depravity under Duress of Oil Men with Riches beyond belief of $777 trillion 
dollars with their own depraved murders in Saudi Arabia, Dubai, UAE, Qatar, 
Kuwait. All in time of the 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars!! In August 2017, Ms. Wall, 
30, was on assignment for the magazine Wired when she boarded a homemade 
submarine to interview its Danish inventor, Peter Madsen. When she did not return 
home, the police began searching for the craft in the Oresund, the stretch of water 
that separates Denmark and Sweden. Mr. Madsen eventually reappeared, initially 
claiming that he had brought Ms. Wall safely ashore before the submarine sank. 
But he changed that story when the vessel was recovered and, after her torso was 
discovered on a beach in Copenhagen, he later admitted to dismembering Ms. 
Wall’s body. In April 2019, Mr. Madsen was convicted of sexually assaulting and 
killing her, and was sentenced to life in prison. 

9-25-2020 Kim Wall's 2020 Porsche Windmill Car was never found in Sweden, the 
King has vision problems. Ingrid and Joachim Wall near their home in Trelleborg, 
Sweden. “Even if it’s the absolute darkest time, there is light on the other side,” 
Ingrid Wall said about coming to terms with their daughter’s death. The King of 
Sweden must come to terms with Kim Walls 2020 Porsche Windmill Car she would 
be racing around Sweden today if the King would have turned in its killers from 
Saudi Arabia, Dubai, UAE, Kuwait, Qatar. 



9-25-2020 iMac's and Mac Book Pro's at Starbucks next to Whole Foods high end 
computers with 1,001 Nobels in Medicine spelled out on Amazon Prime. Whole 
Foods Market can be a contentious thing — a welcome neighborhood amenity to 
some, a sure sign of gentrification to others. The question is: Does the presence of a 
high-end grocer directly cause rent increases? RCLCO, a real estate consulting 
firm, took a focused look at the topic, considering how a high-end grocer on the 
street level of a rental building affects that building’s initial rents, rent increases 
over a year, and the rate at which its new apartments are leased. Rates of IP 
invention projects increases is not IBM any longer as Watson let 200,000 die of the 
Virus many IBM employees. IBM Lawyers can sue Watson super computer AI for 
these deaths. So Starbucks with high end iMac's and Mac Book Pro's would have 
increased Rx Recipes and other virus, pink cancer, treatment perfecting chemo and 
cutting off breast much better results than IBM Watson super computer has. CBS 
Nightly News video of Watson will be deleted by the top brass at Vicom. 

9-24-2020 "Men Promised a Woman for Ginsburg’s Seat. Women Have Mixed 
Feelings." Men tortured Ruth Ginsburg and 100's of other women to death in War 
and in Ginsburgs war with cancer treatments and now want another Woman 
Supreme Court Justice who's odds of getting cancer are almost 100% and the Men 
know this! Men do not want any NY Times articles about a Woman MD as 
Supreme Court Justice for Ginsburgs seat on the court. By SYDNEY EMBER and 
REBECCA R. RUIZ 

'Justice' at the UN Today. God is Great with $777 trillion dollar gift a Godsent 
from King Salman's Jewish Bankers. Jewish Lawyers play Doctor, cure the Kings 
Virus, the Greed Virus of Men who hold up gas stations and 2020 Porsche 
Windmill Cars Racing to Exodus, Sirius! 



9-24-2020 Today Mary Trump and Greg in Key West Sue Trump for Trillions; 
cerebral palsy and required round-the-clock nursing care. Greg's Lawyers in Key 
West will sue them all for cutting out a cure for cerebral palsy for Never Ending 
wars in Iran, Iraq, Syria. The Trump family “not only deliberately defrauded Mary 
out of what was rightfully hers, they also kept her in the dark about it — until 
now,” the lawsuit says. The Trump Family defrauded the Jewish Medical School 
Students out of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine with Bahrain and Dubai Casinos instead 
of War on Pink Cancers. 

9-24-2020 NY Times ask; "We Want to Hear From You: How Would You Change 
the UN?" Stimulus check to E=mc2 invent humanity the Gravity Engine Car in our 
life time. Aliens at every nearby star too. A UN with the worlds fastest IBM AI 
Super Computers in the General Assembly today. Windmills at the UN. MD Cook 
at Apple Rx iPad Airs, Mac Book Pro with Amazon IP invention projects apps 
from the Apple Store and Amazon Prime. 

9-24-2020 NY Times ask; "We Want to Hear From You: How Would You Change 
the Supreme Court?" Elite MD all drive the 2020 Porsche Windmill Car racing 
between Yale and the Supreme Court with no fiery cop cars on the side of the roads 
as the Doctors 2020 Porsche has iPhone 12 Pro Max Dash Cam with iTickts and 
iCop. 



New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here

9-24-2020 Rabbis iPad Air on 9/27. Yom Kippur, which begins on the night of Sept. 
27. Greg's 74th BDay. Start of the Jewish Work to Cure Cancer and Disease on 
Earth. God is Great with $777 trillion dollar gift a Godsent from King Salman's 
Jewish Bankers. 

MIA POW disappearance of Jewish Medical Students Gets Harder when you find 
out Cuba MD's out number Jewish MD's by 100's to One! 100 - 1. Vote By the 
Supreme Court 8-1 as only Ginsburg had cancers. 



9-24-2020 'Justice' at the UN Today. At the Supreme Courts! Justice Dept. Urges 
Congress to Limit Technology on InventBook keep Facebook in business. 

9-24-2020 "Men Promised a Woman for Ginsburg’s Seat. Women Have Mixed 
Feelings." Men tortured Ruth Ginsburg and 100's of other women to death in War 
and in Ginsburgs war with cancer treatments and now want another Woman 
Supreme Court Justice who's odds of getting cancer are almost 100% and the Men 
know this! Men do not want any NY Times articles about a Woman MD as 
Supreme Court Justice for Ginsburgs seat on the court. By SYDNEY EMBER and 
REBECCA R. RUIZ 

9-24-2020 NY Times ask; "We Want to Hear From You: How Would You Change 
the Supreme Court?" Elite MD all drive the 2020 Porsche Windmill Car racing 
between Yale and the Supreme Court with no fiery cop cars on the side of the roads 
as the Doctors 2020 Porsche has iPhone 12 Pro Max Dash Cam with iTickts and 
iCop. 

MIA POW is Justice at the UN Today. "Saudi King, in First U.N. Speech, Assails 
Longtime Nemesis Iran" Billions of People assail the Saudi Kings viral video visit to 



the UN as a War Criminal no one at the UN will mention until the 2020 Ford and 
Porsche Windmill Cars in secret files at the UN are made Public. Another War 
Crime by the UN Nations. 

9-24-2020 Rabbis iPad Air on 9/27. Yom Kippur, which begins on the night of Sept. 
27. Greg's 74th BDay 

9-24-2020 Under George Orwell 2020 Duress Today; the NY Times has been run by 
the Ochs-Sulzberger family since 1896, when its patriarch, Adolph S. Ochs, bought 
the paper, Arthur Sulzberger was the fifth publisher in its history today Arthur 
Sulzberger Jr. to Retire as New York Times Company Chairman under Duress 
from the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

9-24-2020 ‘What is the difference between a Jewish MD in Brooklyn and a 
Supreme Court Doctor?’ Ruth's answer: ‘Star Trek Generations of Jimmy Carter 
without a day of Skin Cancer or Brain Cancer as they both would have been Cured 
in 1981 on the Winds of the Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars.’ The Movies about 



this will be made for decades to come and will be rated MD with super computer 
simulations of exactly how the Rx Recipe killed Brain and Skin cancer cells in One 
Dose. 

9-24-2020 ‘What is the difference between a bookkeeper in Brooklyn and a 
Supreme Court justice?’ Ruth's answer: ‘Star Trek Generations.’ The Movie. 

9-24-2020 Alien Jewish Medical Students in Ginsburgs Times. Ruth's year after 
year of going to the Doctors was not made into one of her TV Movies by Amazon, 
Jeff Bezos as another Steve Jobs with the same cancer Pancreatic will make a Made 
for TV Movie of going to the Doctors year after year after year. 

9-24-2020 Celebrity apprentice now we have celebrity Ruth celebrity Jewish MD. 
We do have Celebrity Cuban MD's sanctioned by Trump leaving 6K patients in one 
UN Nation Brazil without 6K Doctors. Ruth Ginsburg was in her office or the 
Doctors office when she got the News Trump sanctions kicked out 6K Cuban MD 
leaving patients in Brazil with no MD as the NY Times did write this up. The UN 



never made headlines about this, not in Key West anyway and these Lives Did Not 
Matter enough to rehire 6K Cuban MD's 

9-24-2020 Tortured by the Pink Plague, that goes to the Brain of Warriors in Qatar 
today at the hour long peace talks they know will last longer than Vietnam Peace 
Talks. How many US women died from Breast Cancer during the Vietnam War. 
More than 1 million and they never made the CBS Nightly News War Statistics, 
waited hours to pass below her flag-draped coffin outside the court building were 
many women, often with daughters or mothers, who saw in Justice Ginsburg a 
source of personal liberation murdered like 100's of other women, by General 
Cancer Sir! 

9-24-2020 4-to-4 deadlocked at the Peace Talks in Vietnam and now Afghanistan by 
Generals with a Wife and Mother, daughter with Cancer. War is Cancer and can 
not be cured by the Pentagon MDs. 4-4 situation is not a good situation, if you get 
CBS and the NY Times to go viral with Mom's Cancers and No Justice! 

9-24-2020 Justice when the Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the 
Seventh Circuit, is a Jewish Women with Breast Cancer. And her lawyer husband 
wants to sue one of her cancer Doctors. Time for a divorce from this Justice. 



9-24-2020 100 N.Y.C. School Buildings Have Already Reported a Positive Case of 
breast cancer in Mothers. 4-4 situation is not a good situation, if you get CBS and 
the NY Times to go viral with Mom's Cancers and No Justice! 

9-24-2020 N.Y.C. Mayor warns About Rising numbers of Jewish Medical School 
Students in Hasidic Neighborhoods, the new Elite MD of NYC. Editors of the NY 
Times MD edition. Yes there will be a New New York Times Medical Edition for 
the Plagues of London never cured by the Queen in her 100 years of wars, none 
being the War on London Plagues. 

9-24-2020 NASA chief warns Congress about Chinese space station, "China is 
rapidly building what they call the 'Chinese International Space Station,' 

9-24-2020 CERN is Building a Space Station for 4K Physics Techs! Microgravity of 
the US Space station is nice but will not change the world overnight. CERN's next 
God Particle is the Gravity Engine Invention. 





9-24-2020 Our Times and Times Square Harvard Lawyers giving Whooping Cough 
to many NY Children without ever realizing it is our Times in NYC on 42nd Street. 
A virtual tour looks at the legal battles and innovations behind 42nd Street. Our 
critic chats with Jerold Kayden, who teaches law and urban planning at Harvard 
who in his Wildest inventions projects meeting tens of thousands of people in NYC 
never ever realized he was a super spreader of Whooping Cough and flu when in 
his corner office. Mr. Kayden clerked for Supreme Court Justice William J. 
Brennan Jr., Justice Ginsburg knew many children who has Whooping Cough in 
her lifetime. Thoughts of ending this terrible Childhood Disease was not in the 
Universe she was in at the Supreme Court. Medical Minded Supreme Court 
Justices walking around NYC. legal-minded itinerary along 42nd Street from 
Times Square to the East River, taking in the United Nations, Tudor City and 
Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo’s recently, lovingly renovated Ford Foundation, all 
architectural must-sees. Ford 2020 Windmill Car with iPhone 12 Pro Mac that can 
detect Whooping Cough aerosol mist in the car well as Vodka and Coors. Lost 
Paradise a remade Disney Movie. Quickly several scenes of children in the 



penthouse with whooping cough, the flu. legal-minded itinerary vs 9-0 the Elite Dr. 
Lisa Sanders MD Medical Minded itinerary deleted from the Elite Lawyers Minds. 
Harvard Lawyers grin. Rebecca Robertson, the former president of the 42nd Street 
Development Project, who is a very remarkable, thoughtful person, will look at you 
steely-eyed if you make this argument and point out that there was nothing 
romantic about child prostitution, which was one of many crimes taking place on 
42nd Street before redevelopment. Students at Harvard from Saudi Arabia today 
have money for prostitutes and yes the NY Times and Elite Harvard Lawyers know 
this. 2020 Redevelopment of Harvard men who pay for sex in NYC. A just-opened 
1,400-foot-high office tower right next door to Grand Central, developed by King 
Salman. Under Duress the NY Time reported on the redevelopment censoring out 
what King Salman built in NYC the last few decades with Oil Money. Rockefeller 
Oil Money now King Salman and his oil money. 2020 Porsche WindmillCars racing 
around the Times Square Track is the next redevelopment for NYC. The New New 
York Times digital edition with a Editor since 1800's not under Duress by Oil Men. 





9-24-2020 Worst Trump cut off a Cure for cerebral palsy going into Business with 
King Salman. At Ms. Trump Barry’s suggestion, the suit contends, the family cut 
off health insurance payments to Ms. Trump and her brother — “an act of 
unfathomable cruelty,” because one of Fred Trump III’s children had cerebral 
palsy and required round-the-clock nursing care. Greg's Lawyers in Key West 
would sue them all for cutting out a cure for cerebral palsy for Never Ending wars 
in Iran, Iraq, Syria. The Trump family “not only deliberately defrauded Mary out 
of what was rightfully hers, they also kept her in the dark about it — until now,” 
the lawsuit says. The Trump Family defrauded the Jewish Medical School Students 
out of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine with Wars instead of War on Cancer and disease. 



9-24-2020 On Thursday, more than two months after the book was published and a 
little more than one month before the election, Ms. Trump told her story again — 
this time in a lawsuit. The suit, filed in State Supreme Court in Manhattan, accused 
Mr. Trump, his sister Maryanne Trump Barry and their brother Robert Trump, 
who died in August, of fraud and civil conspiracy. It seeks to recover the millions of 
dollars Ms. Trump claims to have lost. In its first sentence, the lawsuit says that, for 
the Trumps, “fraud was not just the family business — it was a way of life.” 
Beginning in the 1980s, with the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars at Jimmy 
Carters Peanut Plantation hidden from the public. Today we seeks to recover $777 
trillion dollars from Bahrain, Dubai, UAE, Qatar, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and 
Trumps Swiss Bank accounts. 

9-24-2020 A 1984 Oil Gods a narrative that began in 1981, when Ms. Trump’s 
father, Fred Trump Jr., unexpectedly died, leaving her, at age 16, with a valuable 
minority stake in the family empire. The story ends nearly 40 years later, when Ms. 
Trump says she discovered, with the help of journalists from The New York Times, 
that President Trump and his siblings “used their position of power to con 

9-24-2020 A 1984 Oil Kings Narrative with the help of journalists from The New 
York Times, under Duress by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 
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Bill and Melinda Gates are ‘Amazing, Isn’t They?’ Grammar checker on iMac's! 

Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz are two of the Bounty Hunters who Killed the King of 
Sweden's Nobels! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

Greg's New Book On Amazon Kindle; 'Secret Trillions - WindmillCars' ----------- 
Click Here $$$



Greg's New Book On Amazon Kindle; 'Secret Trillions - WindmillCars' ----------- 
Click Here $$$

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's



2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages

Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here **************



YouTube Movie night TV Tonight CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue 
Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 



YouTube Movie night TV Tonight CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue 
Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 

New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here



New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here

Bill and Melinda Gates are ‘Amazing, Isn’t They?’ Grammar checker on iMac's! 

Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz are two of the Bounty Hunters who Killed the King of 
Sweden's Nobels! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

Greg's New Book On Amazon Kindle; 'Secret Trillions - WindmillCars' ----------- 
Click Here $$$



"Dying Wish" Ginsburg's War on Cancer Law will pass 9-0. Ginsburg 2020 
Porsche Windmill Car will pass Trumps Diesel Mercedes War Machine from the 
Berlin Warriors spending their Oil Blood Money and Hit Mens Pay at the World 
Casinos in Bahrain and Dubai. 

9-22-2020 Ginsburg's Consciousness, Gravity that can only be reflected in the 
E=mc2 energy and matter is alive today in the Universe according to Einstein's 
math. Supreme E=mc2. 

9-22-2020 Apple Store iPad Air Tutorial on How Wounded Warriors Work the Art 
of War in Switzerland. Apple Store's iPad Air needs 1,001 Tutorials for sale! Way 
to sell you to work on a 1,001 Tutorials, Hebrew Rx Recipe Tutorials to cure the 
Worlds Ruth Ginsburg's cancers thanks to the Rabbis iPad Air on 9/27. Yom 
Kippur, which begins on the night of Sept. 27. 

9-22-2020 Apple Store iPad Air Tutorial on Rabbis Strategies to Embrace, Exodus 
IP invention projects. 1,001 spelled out with links and specs. Bahrain and Dubai 
Stimulus Checks for a Jewish Exodus Embraced too. 
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9-23-2020 The cause was complications of metastatic pancreatic cancer, the 
Supreme Court said. The real complications of her cancer cure is Elite Medical 
Schools. Ginsburgs coffin was carried up the court’s grand marble steps by the 
Supreme Court police, flanked by lines of the justice’s 100's law clerks — spread 
out for social distance — who served as honorary pallbearers. 100's of Medical 
School Students at Yale Key West Medical School spread out by the 2 White Men 
at 1984 HQ not on the steps of the Yale Key West Medical School Today watching 
the Law Clerks on the Supreme Court Steps. 

9-23-2020 Medical School Students; A small army of Justice Ruth Bader 
Ginsburg’s former law clerks lined the steps of the Supreme Court as honorary 
pallbearers to see their former boss return to the court to lie in repose. Over her 27 
years on the court, Justice Ginsburg hired more than 100 clerks, generally just a 
year out of law school, for yearlong apprenticeships, and they were devoted to her. 
A Army of Medical School students are devoted to getting a Rx Recipe cure for 
Cancer. A Army run by the Pentagon has prevented this Rx Cancer Cure for 
Decades. Its the Law! 

9-23-2020 Rabbis iPad Air on 9/27. Yom Kippur, which begins on the night of Sept. 
27. Greg's 74th BDay 
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9-23-2020 As Schools Go Remote, Finding the disappearance of Jewish Medical 
Students Gets Harder when Cuba MD's are in all Nations on Earth but for the ones 
Trump put sanctions on like Brazil. 6K Cuban MD's were kicked out by Trump 7K 
Jewish MD's didn't graduate medical school because of Trumps Bahrain and Dubai 
Casino for the ruling class Jew Warriors on R and R. who masterminded a peace 
treaty not a Rx Recipe cure for Jewish cancers. Bahrain and Dubai citizens not 



jews get the best cancer care today. Trumps Motto in the Times today is Give me 
your money or your life. He is talking to Jews and Oil Rich Moslems with cancers. 

9-23-2020 Cuban inspired medical school watched by the Rabbis as the End story 
on CBS Nightly News or the front page of the NY Times for NYC Jews to get 
inspired about the Cuban Medical Schools in Cuba. Rabbi will look for the Medical 
School Romance to keep the kids inspired and working as husband and wife at the 
Jewish Medical Schools of tomorrow. 

9-23-2020 Jewish Medical School Students after decades of Warriors spending their 
money on Drone's and Missiles when Doctors have a much better cure all for Oil 
Virus Blood Money the Top Brass took to fuel the wars flames as the few Jewish 
MD treated the fiery wrecks in Israel. Burn victims women and children crashed 
into by Wounded Warriors Drunk on Mecca's Oil Riches that they tasted. 

9-23-2020 Another decade of War for all because; He Killed 2 Marines in 2011. It 
Almost Derailed Peace Talks This Month. Even as they pushed for the release of 
other Afghan prisoners as part of a deal with the Taliban, U.S. officials privately 
dug in over freeing a man who had killed Americans. 

9-23-2020 This is why Vietnam Peace Talks took 7 years and you know the Afghan 
Peace Talks will Take 8 years from Today. Bet on it 



9-23-2020 -23-2020 Race to Rescue Hundreds of Jewish Medical Students Stranded 
Off the coast of Afghanistan. 

9-23-2020 Rx Recipes; 5 Recipes That Are a Sure Thing in an Uncertain Time. We 
certainty need a Pentagon Mobilization for 5 new Rx Recipes being held up in 
Afghan peace talks today. No no Rx Recipes are on the table in the Afghan Peace 
Talks as there are no MD's on any side of the war that are Doctors all are Warriors 
playing Doctor. A war crime. 
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9-23-2020 Trump’s Motto in Bahrain and Dubai. Your Money or Your Life Driving 
a 2020 Porsche Windmill Car around the Bahrain and Dubai Oil Fields forever as 
its a perpetual motion machine never needing to stop at a Bahrain or Dubai gas 
station. Blood Money and Give Me Your Money of Your Life in Gas Rich Bahrain 
and Dubai. 

9-23-2020 Trump Motto at the Jewish Medical School; Your SAT test score better 
be better than the Trump cheated one or by Life and your money. 

9-23-2020 Justice Dept lawyers search for a Doctors Rx Recipe, they will after the 
2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars are found by 8 billion people searching for 
Justice. Justice Dept. Case Against Google Is Said to Focus on Search Dominance. 

9-23-2020 Mothers with breast ovary cervix cancer today after the tortured 
diagnosis and no Rx Recipe in the Headlines about a New Justice As School Begins, 
Mothers Working Retail Jobs Feel Extra Burden" By SAPNA MAHESHWARI 
and MICHAEL CORKERY Burden is extra for Sapna and Michael writing under 
Duress by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ having to censor out Mothers with Breast 
Ovary Cervix cancers working at Whole Foods knowing Jeff Bezos is starting a free 
pre school today for $2 Billion and not a cent for the kids moms Rx Recipe Cure all 



for her Cancers. Jeff Bezos went a different way, the wrong way to cure pre school 
kids mothers cancers. 

9-23-2020 In the NY Times today is a A grocery list made by Michelangelo in his 
own hand writing. Rx Recipe in a doctors handwriting is now typed out and 
printed. Not in the NY Times today. “Nourishing Genius: Food and Wine in the 
Time of Michelangelo,” Oct. 4 at 5 p.m. Eastern time, getty.edu. Get Real and Get 
some Rx Recipes for Cancers and the C Virus. 

9-23-2020 NYC Felons will hold up many gas stations in NYC today many for the 
second or third time and the NY Times will not report these gas station hold ups. 
CBS Nightly News will not report any gas station hold ups today by Felons for the 
second time. Rep. Matt Gaetz calls for criminal probe into Mike Bloomberg over 
payoff of felons' debts. Bloomberg, who is worth more than $50 billion, raised more 
than $20 million to pay off fines, court fees and restitution for felons, and pledged 
another $100 million and nothing for the women at the gas station hold up needing 
100 stitches in her lip from the Felons assaults. 

9-23-2020 University of California admitted dozens of wealthy, white students as 
"favors," audit finds. The University of California “inappropriately admitted" at 
least 64 wealthy, mostly white students over the past six years as “favors to donors. 
At least 64 wealthy students admitted to UC schools as 'favors' audit finds The 
applicants, mostly white, were 'inappropriately admitted' over the past six years 
and hundreds of others are questionable. Law Schools did the same but worst as 
they knew they would be sued by Lawyer Dad and Mom. 

9-22-2020 MD on Zoom for all K-12 Schools. So Far Zero have given the K-12 
students a MD Class to observe. MD giving this class to K-12 kids, 18.7 percent. 
Most of the errors involved medications, administering either the wrong dose or the 



wrong drug. K-12 Teacher giving the K-12 kids the same class. Judge rules 9-0 for 
the MD's to give this class. 

9-22-2020 Lawyers on Zoom for all K-12 Schools vs the MD on Zoom for all K-12 
Schools. 

Wrong Way! Flags 200K for the C-Virus deaths with full front page picture in the 
NY Times when those still alive needed a picture of 200K Rx Recipes we can crunch 
into a Virus Rx Recipe not 200K flags on the front page of the NY Times. Wrong 
Way! 

9-22-2020 Apple Store's iPad Air pictures of 200K Rx Recipes we can crunch into a 
Virus Rx Recipe. 

9-22-2020 Apple Store's iPad Air needs 1,001 Tutorials for sale! Way to sell you to 
work on a 1,001 Tutorials, Hebrew Rx Recipe Tutorials to cure the Worlds Ruth 
Ginsburg's cancers thanks to the Rabbis iPad Air 

9-22-2020 Trump Will Be Investigated for Oil Tax Fraud, D.A. Says for First Time 
reporting from Dubai, UAE at the Casino. 

9-22-2020 Decades since Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter failed to cure Steve Jobs and 
Ginsburgs cancers the oil cancers caused many wars none being the War on Cancer 
now a Law passed 9-0 by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 



9-22-2020 An Alaska Mind Project Might Be Bigger Than Acknowledged. In 
secretly recorded meetings, executives with the MD Mind test drilling all in Alaska 
for their MD Minds potential before and after Medical School. 

9-22-2020 MD engines of “indoctrination" as the diagnosis of Lawyers is they need 
brain surgery mentally and must get their MD degree along with the Editors and 
Journalists at the NY Times. Front page headlines upgraded in Art of the Diagnosis 
even under Duress from the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ University of California, 
Berkeley, law school Lawyers will be MD's. No Lawyers will ever run ads for DUI 
arrested to be immune. No one will ever drive drunk world wide. Moscow drunk 
drivers never have made the front page of the NY Times or the End story on CBS 
Nightly News. 

9-22-2020 Oil Mens Lawyers are obviously mentally incompetent Oil Lawyers 
humanity. And now, of our great loss of $777 Trillion since gas was .18 cents a 
gallon at Jimmy Carters gas station in Georgia. Even greater loss of not getting 
anyone to work on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine on Amazon Prime 1 Click links spell 
them all out with genius specs and tutors. 

9-22-2020 9-0 Power Struggle Porsche Windmill Car vs Diesel Mercedes War 
Machines with Drones and Missiles. 9-0 

9-22-2020 9-0 Power Struggle Higher Mental Powers riding a Windmill Harley to 
the ER. Motorcycle Jacket Will Never Go Out of Style. 



9-22-2020 "Medical Errors May Increase Around Daylight Saving Time in the 
Spring" By NICHOLAS BAKALAR Same Medical Errors like the same Felons rob 
the Exxon Mobil gas station in Miami, Cuba. Time for a Change. ...statistically 
significant 18.7 percent. Most of the errors involved medications, administering 
either the wrong dose or the wrong drug. 

9-22-2020 U.N. General Assembly, With Very Few Generals Assembled, Marks 
75th Year Year of the MD General Assembly as London Plagues are the Black 
Plague from dirty Rats tracked to a Well in the History of London. Infected every 
city and town world wide from the ground zero well in London. 75 Years of disease! 

9-22-2020 MD's from Cuba are waiting in line at the Palace of the King of Sweden 
to work on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine at the Kings Palace in Stockholm. 9-0 vote by 
the World Court gives us Florida headlines instead. "Judge Barbara Lagoa lacks 
some of the usual credentials of a Supreme Court justice, but her roots in the 
Cuban-American community could make her an attractive choice for President 
Trump." By PATRICIA MAZZEI and ADAM LIPTAK NY Times. 
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9-22-2020 A relic of a bygone era, Berlin Warriors Diesel Mercedes War Machines 
with poison gas of the Jews world wide today. Nothing at the UN's 75th BDay. It's 
all top secret 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Car engineering with most looking 
for the spin off Gravity Engine Ford and Porsche once the race to invent takes over 
the Psychic of the Warriors and 4 Yale MD women in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage made in Mecca but invented on Amazon Prime 1 Click Invention projects 
spelled out with specs and genius tutors like Edison and Einstein, Pasteur. Rabid 
Mad Men are in every city and town today and need to be cured of their diesel 
addictions. 



9-22-2020 N.Y.U. Winthrop Hospital. If the Rx Recipe Cure for Pink Cancers were 
Headlines today the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars would win the rights to 
work on the Gravity Engine Cars at MIT today. 

9-22-2020 1 Million new gas stations in India in 1994. 9-0 Ruth Bader Ginsburg and 
Antonin Scalia in Rajasthan, India, in 1994. On top of a Elephant. Ruthlessness by 
the Ruling class addicted by the Oil Virus made of Money Proteins. Hard to kill this 
Greed Virus as the World Court voted 9-0 for $777 trillion more in $4 gas on the 
4th of July. 

9-22-2020 1 Million new gas stations were built in... Ginsburg was confirmed in 
1993 by a vote of 96-3. Scalia was confirmed in 1986 by a vote of 98-0. 1 Million new 
Gas stations were built in 93 and 86. Worst GE built 1 trillion miles of High Power 
Electric lines across 1 million miles of lands without the Army Core of Engineers 
help. Scalia replied: “Some things are more important than votes.” This has to be 
Saudi and Bahrain Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks today. 

9-22-2020 Brain surgery on my mind. The Supreme Court is a family of nine 
whether it wants to be or not; one Ginsburg who didn't get Brain Cancer. Others 
who voted not to rule to Cure Brain Cancer When Teddy Kennedy died from brain 
cancer. Jimmy Carter's brain cancer was cured by IG. Millions have Brain Cancer 
today, Lawyers are a brain cancer infecting 7 billion people. 

9-22-2020 MD on Zoom for all K-12 Schools. So Far Zero have given the K-12 
students a MD Class to observe. MD giving this class to K-12 kids, 18.7 percent. 
Most of the errors involved medications, administering either the wrong dose or the 
wrong drug. K-12 Teacher giving the K-12 kids the same class. Judge rules 9-0 for 



the MD's to give this class. 

9-22-2020 Lawyers on Zoom for all K-12 Schools vs the MD on Zoom for all K-12 
Schools. 

9-22-2020 How death and torture of cancer will Transformed the Supreme Court 
and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Jewish New Years on 9/27 and the Rabbis start 
work on the Jewish Nobel in Medicine for a Rx Recipe to cure Cancer. 

9-22-2020 Turning into a one way street going the wrong way happens millions of 
times a day under our current traffic engineers. ‘These Are Real People Dying’: 
Why an Artist Filled His Yard With Flags 200K for the C-Virus deaths with full 
front page picture in the NY Times when those still alive needed a picture of 200K 
Rx Recipes we can crunch into a Virus Rx Recipe not 200K flags on the front page 
of the NY Times. Wrong Way! 

9-22-2020 Apple Store iPad Air Tutorial on How Wounded Warriors Work the Art 
of War in Switzerland. Apple Store's iPad Air needs 1,001 Tutorials for sale! Way 
to sell you to work on a 1,001 Tutorials, Hebrew Rx Recipe Tutorials to cure the 
Worlds Ruth Ginsburg's cancers thanks to the Rabbis iPad Air on 9/27. Yom 
Kippur, which begins on the night of Sept. 27. 

9-22-2020 Anatomy of Ginsburg; I was a year into my separation — poised at the 
cusp of divorce from Anatomy in writing this article for the NY Times. I'm not Dr. 
Lisa Sanders I'm Leslie Jamison and my article in on the bodies at the bath, young 
women, all sexy! Bodies of Strangers in a whirlwind tour of Istanbul’s public baths, 



not the Anatomy of Ginsburg by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. Dissection for the medical 
students at Yale. What will they learn from the body of Ginsburg. You have to ask 
a MD professor who leads this class at Yale. Is there a MD Professor in Istanbul's 
Moslems who dissect a body the same way? London? Paris? Not the Pope when he 
dies, of course not. What could medical school students learn about dissecting the 
Pope. A sin I think Pope Frances would say. 

9-22-2020 Inside the radiant body is our Anatomy. Ginsburg and Pope Francis in 
the same MD Professors Lecture at Yale. I would expect this MD Lecture at Yale 
would be different then the same 2 dissections at the University of Colorado 
Medical School. Elite is Elite! Ginsburg and Pope Francis are Elite dissections. 
Cause of death and did the autopsy find any brain cancer. 

9-22-2020 Leslie writes the oldest baths in the city, commissioned in 1584 by the 
head of the Imperial harem — near the labyrinthine alleys of the Grand Bazaar 
and the old Ottoman arcades of the Misir Carsisi spice market, its crowded aisles 
lined with cases full of sugar-dusted Turkish delight 
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9-22-2020 1584 no one writes no one has written on Ottoman dissections but on the 
battle fields. 

9-22-2020 Leslie writes "Turkish baths were attributed with nearly mystical 



powers. They were not only purported to treat the symptoms of an impressive 
array of conditions — including rheumatism, leprosy, eczema, acne, gout, insomnia, 
constipation, opium craving, barrenness, night sweats, dropsy, dyspepsia, diabetes, 
St. Vitus’s Dance, herpes, bronchitis, paralysis and insanity — but capable of 
elevating our souls." 

9-22-2020 ,,,wrote Charles Shepard, the Brooklyn physician who built the first 
Turkish baths in America in 1863. 

9-22-2020 Yale MD dissections a life with and life without booze exposed in every 
organ and the brain. 2020 IBM super computers make this come alive when they 
are dead and gone with super computer simulations. 

9-22-2020 Consciousness that can only be reflected in the E=mc2 energy and matter 
as we can see the energy in the H-Bomb that came from the 5 lbs of U238. Thoughts 
in Consciousness are the same when we invent the Gravity Engine Cars. They will 
explode all the way to Sirius and many near by Galaxies. 

9-22-2020 Leslie writes In Istanbul, I visited six hammams in 36 hours. Dr. Lisa the 
Yale MD professor taught 100 medical student how to do a autopsy in 36 hours. 
Emperor Sultan Suleiman’s wife, Roxelana, visited these six hammams baths. 
Leslie “This is your first dissection? Yes. 

9-22-2020 Leslie writes A few hours later, I found its nondescript entrance above a 
staircase tucked beside a gas station on Fevzi Pasa, a busy road with a history of 
fiery wrecks and Road Rage Drivers, women taking the back seat to getting a 



Porsche Windmill Car out of the Warrior President of Turkey today. Coup he put 
down is the Porsche Windmill Car gifts for women who live on Fevzi Pasa. the 
memory of those baths in Dr. Lisa's dissection was gray brain matter that we can 
all see the memory's E=mc2 like Einstein told us like Dr. Lisa points out the 
memory in the brain on the table. 

9-22-2020 Leslie and Ginsburg Walking late at night on Flatbush Avenue 

9-22-2020 Leslie writes it will be with deepened hunger that we find our way back 
into one another’s company again. Dr. Lisa writes after the C-Virus and Breast 
Cancer is cured we can find our way to get most Law Schools given to the Medical 
School Students as the Jewish Exodus to Sirius will expose humans to an Alien 
Virus, grin. Taking a bath will not be the same in a Disney Star Wars MD rated 
movie. 

9-22-2020 Leslie's bath oil in all her Turkish Baths reinvented for the Hospital Bath 
Rx Recipe added to the water for germs that will lie dormant not getting anyone 
sick ever again. Dissect this. 

Ginsburg's War on Cancer Law will pass 9-0. 

9-21-2020 War on Cancer lost 9-0 to Facebook when 'InventBook' had the Rx 
Recipe to cure Ruth Ginsburgs cancers! A war Crime driven by sanctions on the 
2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars for Oil Money! 



9-21-2020 War on Marriage; Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women 
lost 9-0 to Facebook when 'InventBook's Legal Polygamous Marriage with 
Kindle's" with super computer Brain Surgery simulations to win a Nobel in 
Medicine not a Nobel in Law was lost 9-0. Yet these same Supreme Court Men 
voted to let Prince Salman marry a 12 year old girl for his 4th wife, a crime in the 
USA. 

9-21-2020 War's Mission Impossible Movie; Polygamous Marriage made Legal by 
the Supreme Court to win 7 Billion People 0 zero cancer deaths in this arranged 
marriage to 4 Yale MD women. 

9-21-2020 Justice Ginsburg, who was Jewish, died on the eve of Rosh Hashana, the 
Jewish new year. Fittingly, in 2020 it is a day when Jews look to cure cancer win a 
Nobel in Medicine as there is no Nobel in Law for a good reason, Warrior mad men 
are the Law their road rage DUI's that cause cancer to live forever with no Rx 
Recipe cure by a women in Pink. 

9-21-2020 First women MD on the Supreme Court will get a 9-0 vote to Cure Brain 
Cancers. Caused by the Oil Virus. Ginsburg's War on Cancer Law will pass 9-0. 

9-21-2020 87-second moment of silence — a second for each year of Justice Ruth 
Bader Ginsburg’s life. 87 trillion years her favorite star Sirius will be alive, growing 
dim for a few more trillion years after reaching 87. Ruth at 100 cured of cancer by 
Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. 

9-21-2020 First Rx Recipe written by a Women on the Supreme Court. At a Friday 
night Rosh Hashana service conducted with InventBook the entire synagogue 
masterminded a new Rx Recipe to cure cancers thanks to the Rabbi 

Ginsburg's War on Cancer Law will pass 9-0. 



9-21-2020 Apple Store's iPad Air needs 1,001 Tutorials for sale! Way to sell you to 
work on a 1,001 Tutorials, Hebrew Rx Recipe Tutorials to cure the Worlds Ruth 
Ginsburg's cancers thanks to the Rabbis iPad Air 

Ginsburg's War on Cancer Law will pass 9-0. 

War on Cancer lost 9-0 to Facebook when 'InventBook' had the Rx Recipe in Apple 
iPad Air 

Apple Store's iPad Air needs 1,001 Tutorials for sale! Way to sell you to work on a 
1,001 Tutorials, Hebrew Rx Recipe Tutorials to cure the Worlds Ruth Ginsburgs 
cancers thanks to the Rabbis iPad Air. 

Baby left in a Hot car dies today; lost 9-0 to Facebook's 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 
found Guilty and above the Law, baby killers same as Vietnam. 

War on Cancer lost 9-0 to Facebook when 'InventBook' had the Rx Recipe in Apple 
iPad Air 



Fiery wrecks, cop burned to death in this war writing a traffic ticket, iTickets lost 
9-0 

9-21-2020 Fashion is now Rx Recipes Ginsburn had been taking for weeks and 
some for decades. Fashion in the News is Rx Recipes Ruth took for her many 
cancers. 

9-21-2020 War on Cancer lost 9-0 to Facebook when 'InventBook' had the Rx 
Recipe to cure Ruth Ginsburgs cancers! 

9-21-2020 War on Cancer lost to Warriors; The following day in his sermon, the 
rabbi read from an essay Ms. Ginsburg had written as a student at the synagogue’s 
Hebrew school in 1946, at age 13, arguing against complacency after World War II 
ended. “There can be a happy world and there will be once again, when men create 
a strong bond towards one another, a bond unbreakable by a studied prejudice or a 
passing circumstance” Bonds in the chemical formulas of Penicillin and Cancer Rx 
are the bonds kept top secret from 13 year old girls to write about. 

9-21-2020 Trump Seeks to Turn Israeli-Bahrain UAE Dubai Accords Into 
Campaign Gains, Not a $777 Trillion dollar stimulus Check for Ruth Ginsburgs 
Cancer Cure Recipe, a sin and the War Crimes of Oil Men and Oil Nations. 1 
Million Jewish women dead from cancers and the Warriors on all sides build 
Trump-Bahrain Casinos. 

9-21-2020 Hebrew Rx Recipe Lessons to cure the Worlds Ruth Ginsburgs cancers! 



Ginsburg's War on Cancer Law will pass 9-0. 

9-21-2020 Apple Store's iPad Air needs 1,001 Tutorials for sale! Way to sell you to 
work on a 1,001 Tutorials, Hebrew Rx Recipe Tutorials to cure the Worlds Ruth 
Ginsburg's cancers thanks to the Rabbis iPad Air 

Ginsburg's War on Cancer Law will pass 9-0. 

9-21-2020 But Justice Ginsburg did not seem remotely put out about starting the 
conversation with fashion. Opening the imposing wood doors of her wardrobe, the 
Justice revealed, on one side, the long black robes of the court, and on the other — 
taking up more than half the hanger space — her extensive collection of elaborate 
collars. She had them, she said, “from all over the world.” She had them for every 
occasion, and for every kind of opinion of the court. 

9-21-2020 Rx Recipes for cancer from all over the world and the next Supreme 
Court Justices will wear the White Coats of the MD. 

9-21-2020 Women Lawyers with cancers looking too “girlie” was a mistake, and 
would undermine the seriousness of Pink Cancer Rx Recipe Cure All Latte at 
Starbucks 

9-21-2020 There’s nothing as classically “girlie” as Pink Girlie in Hysterics 
censored out and torture of cancer with no one at the Supreme Court writing a Rx 
Recipe Cure All for All Cancers. 



9-21-2020 Steve Jobs would have Sued the Supreme Court Justices for no Rx 
Recipe to Cure Cancer. 

9-21-2020 Time’s “100 Most Influential people” issue Time for the issue 100 Rx 
Recipes Ruth Ginsburg took for cancers. 

9-21-2020 Ruth Ginsburg was named a Glamor Woman of the Year in 2012, she 
drove the First Porsche Windmill Car into CBS Nightly News story 

9-21-2020 status quo deaths from cancer Steve Jobs and Ruth Ginsburg are not 
Weapons of War against the Warriors who don't write any Rx Recipes but for 
Putin Nerve Gas that does not kill cancer cells. Sorry Putin no Nobel in Medicine 
and Trump gets the Nobel Peace Prize for Bahrain's Oil Stimulus Checks to the 
Ruling Class. 

9-21-2020 No Pink Rx written by the... Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo announced that the 
state would erect a statue in her honor in Brooklyn, let thousands of women die 
from cancer for as long as Cuomo lives. This will happen unless the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ order Rx Recipes before building Statures. 

9-21-2020 Canada women arrested for; ricin, a poison that is part of the waste 
produced when castor oil is made and has no known antidote. Rx Recipe for a 



Cancer Cure? All mail sent to the White House and other federal agencies in the 
Washington area is irradiated by the Postal Service and sorted in a facility that 
samples the air for suspicious substances. 

9-21-2020 Bahrain and UAE stimulus Check for $500,000 to the ruling class world 
leaders and double dip like the Pentagon Generals at Boeing get another $500,000 
from Saudi Arabia and UAE. "Supreme Court justices make $265,600 a year. The 
chief justice gets $277,700. Their law clerks do a lot better. After a year of service at 
the court, they are routinely offered signing bonuses of $400,000 from law firms, on 
top of healthy salaries of more than $200,000. 

Ginsburg's War on Cancer Law will pass 9-0. 

9-21-2020 Apple Store's iPad Air needs 1,001 Tutorials for sale! Way to sell you to 
work on a 1,001 Tutorials, Hebrew Rx Recipe Tutorials to cure the Worlds Ruth 
Ginsburg's cancers thanks to the Rabbis iPad Air 

Ginsburg's War on Cancer Law will pass 9-0. 

What are the firms paying for? In a profession obsessed with shiny credentials, a 
Supreme Court clerkship glitters. Hiring former clerks burnishes the firms’ 
prestige, making them more attractive to clients." More than enough to buy the 
Porsche Windmill Cars and write up the Berlin War Crime of Poison Gas mass 
murders from Diesel Mercedes War Machines. 

9-21-2020 Windmills set up inside the UN today, Well Windmill Cars today in 
NYC. U.N. Live Updates: A General Assembly Like No Other with 1,001 Windmill 
Cars and as many pictures of Exxon Mobil gas station hold ups world wide with the 
women driving in killed by the felons robbing the gas station for the second or third 
time. Back burner at the UN Live today is the fiery wrecks they all drove by getting 
to the UN today. 

9-21-2020 1.3 million traffic deaths in 2020 in UN Statistics and the Nobel in 2021 
for No Traffic Deaths down from 1.3 million, by UN mandate to install F-35 Radar 
on all cars and roads, cost is $7 trillion. For Women traffic deaths in 2020 and 
every year since Jimmy Carter taught Rosalynn to drive women drivers were the 
#1 victims of DUI drivers out thanks to their Lawyers DUI ads on CBS Nightly 
News. 



9-21-2020 Justice for the Jewish Einsteins in 2020 gassed by the Diesel Mercedes by 
Berlin. The Future of Energy is the new E=mc2 after CERN invents the Gravity 
Engine Car. E=mc3 after CERN invents the Gravity Engine Car will be a Exodus 
Particle that fuels CERN's Space Station Gravity of life on Earth. 

9-21-2020 Whole Foods puts the Recipe on every box, digital recipe as printing it 
out would not work. Sometimes Food Fights Back. When a species of microalgae 
gets inside a zooplankton that feeds on it, it smothers the grazer’s eggs and disrupts 
reproduction. Whole Foods puts the Recipe on every box, organic is not or is in the 
Recipe, but what else is in the recipe? Half life of U238 then it decays into what? 
Life of the Higgs at CERN is only parts of a second, how about your milk and eggs, 
bacon. 

9-21-2020 Rx Recipes 10 years old and new in 2020 posted on InventBook and 
Amazon prime 1 Click Rx invention projects to work on today. statin — 
atorvastatin, originally marketed as Lipitor — for many years after dietary 
changes failed to control a steadily rising blood level of artery-damaging LDL-
cholesterol. My prescription is now fully covered by my Medicare Part D insurance 
with no co-pay. 

9-21-2020 Blood Work test for LDL needs to be reinvented today too. No the Apple 
Watch can't read your LDL. Has Cook or Jeff Bezos ever tried to reengineeer the 
blood test machines, Hell No. 

9-20-2020 First women MD on the Supreme Court will get a 9-0 vote to Cure Brain 
Cancers. Brain Dead Supreme Court Justices come back to life, brilliant light of the 
Porsche Windmill Cars. Lawyers cured of the deadly Oil Virus vote 9-0 to Sue 
Saudi Arabia for 9/11 $777 Trillion spent by the Dr. Ginsburg MD Court of all Dr. 
Einstein MD Justices write the E=mc2 formula for the invention of the Gravity 
Engine Cars. Justice of Gravity wins in all the Worlds Casino's. Remodeled into 
Yale Key West Medical Schools. 



9-20-2020 ‘Look Ginsburg dead at 87, Sirius will not be dead until its 87 Trillion 
years old. This alone should bar the vengeful Orwellian men from our Society. War 
crime felons who can't imagine the desire to drive to Sirius instead of Syria Oil 
fields and Swiss Banks. 

9-20-2020 ‘Looking for Dr. Miss America MD’ Tells the History of the Pageant 
when owned by Trump. And also the Moscow Pageant when owned by Putins 
KGB. 

Ginsburg's War on Cancer Law will pass 9-0. 

9-20-2020 Supreme Court with spending money, 9/11 $777 Trillion spent by the Dr. 
Ginsburg MD Court. Oil, An American military convoy patrolling near oil fields on 
Thursday in Syria’s Kurdish-controlled northeastern Hasakeh Province. Patrolling 
near oil fields and guarding the Porsche Windmill Cars! Trump declared that 
American troops “are out of Syria,” except to guard the region’s oil fields. 

9-20-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD should succeed Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. 
Brain Surgery on all the other Supreme Court Justices by the first women MD on 
the Supreme Court will get a 9-0 vote to Cure Brain Cancers in all and Syphilis in 
Trumps brain, grin. 

Ginsburg's War on Cancer Law will pass 9-0. 

9-20-2020 First women MD on the Supreme Court will rule on invulnerable Brain 
Addicted Oil Money Drunks Driving to every War but the War on Cancer. 
Ginsburg's War on Cancer Law will pass 9-0. 



9-20-2020 Funeral service is also expected to be held for Justice Ginsburg, who died 
on Friday at 87, as well as a burial at Arlington National Cemetery later in the 
week. Her husband, Martin D. Ginsburg, was buried at Arlington in 2010. 

9-20-2020 Bury all the Pink Women at Arlington, NY Times is under Duress to 
write this Headline! 

9-20-2020 Bury the Headlines not letting all the Cancer Tortured women into 
Walter Reed and all the VA Hospitals. 

9-20-2020 "He Had Recurring Pain for Nearly a Decade" By LISA SANDERS, 
M.D. Read this article will get you to check every long lasting pain for arthritis. 
How Ruth Ginsburg caught her first cancer will be in Dr. Lisa Sanders next 
articles... 

9-20-2020 Nobel in Medicine for a Arthritis Rx Recipe Cure depends if its 10 years 
from 2020 or before Christmas Day 2020 on who gets Ruth Ginsburgs Seat on the 
Supreme Court. 10 years with arthritis pain for 100 million people or 10 years of no 
pain is driven today by our 9 George Orwell Elite Men, none are MD's. 

9-20-2020 Justice Ginsburg was deeply identified with her Jewish faith and did not 
sit in court on High Holy Days. Yom Kippur and Rosh Hashana, the Jewish New 
Year — celebrations is more complicated in 2020 on 9/27 as the Jewish money from 
9/11 Saudi Terrorists is in Mecca not Israel. 

9-20-2020 Jewish Ginsburg could not rule to Sue Saudi Terrorists for $777 Trillion 
in profits from 9/11 selling gas at $4 on the 4th of July so there is a Higher Power 



than the Supreme Court, it could be the Pentagon. First women MD as the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff will be visible in our Universe. 

9-20-2020 Flatbush and Key West Oust Unwanted Wasp Lawyers With Claims of 
Psychosis by MD's taking over Flatbush. Dr. Lisa Sanders MD should succeed 
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. Doctors MD PhD need to succeed all Lawyers World 
Wide or the Earth with 7 billion patients will be lost the Berlin Diesel Mercedes 
War Machines with Drone and missiles on top and Warriors cheering when the 
Hospital is Bombs. The Law Office is Never Bombed, Grin. 

9-20-2020 "Invent Book" sanctions by Trump are proof of Psychosis by Trump's 
Approves Deal Between Oracle and TikTok and lets China build 1 million new gas 
stations every year forever. 1 Billion people are under Duress driving by fiery 
wrecks and watching CBS Nightly New about gas station hold ups by a felon for the 
second or third time with no valid drivers license. 

9-20-2020 Trump and Lawyers are Unwanted Patients elite MD's Claims of 
Psychosis send the President and his Lawyers to hospitals for MD psychiatric care 
— and then refusing to let them return to the White House. Put them under House 
Arrest at the 1984 HQ of the 2 White Men, Ha. Psychosis of the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ will get them replaced by Elite MD Women from Yale Medical School 
with a article in the New England Journal of Medicine and Art of the Diagnosis in 
the NY Times by Dr. Lisa Sanders. 

9-20-2020 ‘Looking for Dr. Miss America MD’ Tells the History of the Pageant 
when owned by Trump. And also the Moscow Pagent when owned by Putins KGB. 

9-20-2020 "Hotel Rwanda" Paul Rusesabagina went from the world’s most famous 
Rwandan to a prisoner of his political nemesis, President Paul Kagame, whose 
government accuses the coolheaded hotelier of murder, arson and terrorism, can be 
true as we know they the Rwandans were worst killers than the Berlin Guys in 2020 
driving the Diesel Mercedes War Machines with poison exhaust gas, killing Jews 
world wide again. So how does the CIA get a Army of MD's to rule Rwanda? Hire 
7K Cuban MD's working for WHO. 



9-20-2020 Fires Scorch a Way of Life That Still Grows From the Trees and Cabins 
in the forest. New Wall Street Start Ups with $100 Billion are selling the Forest Fire 
Proof Cabin in the Forest. It's 100% fireproof with oxygen, food, water for weeks 
and the 2020 Ford Windmill Car is in a fire proof garage plugged into the Cabins 
electric outlet for forever electricity in the deepest forest. 

9-20-2020 Measuring the MD Brain Surgeons skills next to the Lawyers skills and 
political nemesis, like President Paul Kagame, who run 100's of oil rich nations in 
Africa with the French President making sure the oil money keeps flowing to Paris. 
"Hotel Rwanda" Paul Rusesabagina was kidnapped in the World Oil City Dubai. 
In ‘Power Grab,’ by Pasteur the next President of Paris and Africa. Compare the 
Rabid skills of the political nemesis Warriors next to Pasteur's cure for the Rabid 
Warriors. Putins nerve agent bottled water factory in Moscow making a Rx Love 
Potion. Love Potion Perfumes by Hilton too. Hotel Hilton movie with flash backs to 
"Hotel Rwanda" and the Brain Surgeon at work. Old Girl Paris Hilton Gets into 
the Yale Key West Medical School. 

9-20-2020 ‘Power Grab,’ Canada’s Napa Valley Seeks Elusive Audience: Canadian 
Drunk Drivers By DAN BILEFSKY 

9-20-2020 Yale Key West Medical School; Review: A Separate and Unequal System 
of College Admissions The books “Who Gets In and Why” and “Unacceptable” 
detail how the process is rigged in favor of the privileged Lawyers all driving to a 
Road Kill by a Warrior VFW DUI Road Rage Drunk's fiery rear end crash into a 
cop car writing a traffic ticket on the side of the road. This is Harvard Law School 
Class action that won sanctions on the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars. 
MD's at the Yale Key West Medical School let in any student willing to work in the 
burn unit. Gross Lawyers are admitted as patients too. Sorry. 

9-20-2020 Vengeful Orwellian Men's Bar is also the Law Bar. Bars on Travel to the 
Nearby Stars, Sirius. Syria Oil Fields War for Money vs Sirius Star Wars for 
Jewish Aliens. Star Wars Talks are underway in a few new Star Wars Disney 
Movies. Yes Syria Oil Field and all its oil money will be in this Disney movie. 
Ginsburg dead at 87, Sirius will not be dead until its 87 Trillion years old. This 
alone should bar the vengeful Orwellian men from our Society. War crime felons 
who can't imagine the desire to drive to Sirius instead of Syria Oil fields and Swiss 
Banks. 



9-20-2020 Apple Event Organ Donation and Transplant Apple Store App Demo on 
the iPad Air. 

9-20-2020 Under Duress the NY Times writes, 100 Windmill Fueled Hospital Ships, 
censoring out the Navy Admirals. 

9-19-2020 In 1933 there were more Lawyers than MD's in Flatbush on the birth of 
Ruth Ginsburg, in 2020 Flatbush Lawyers killed off all the MD's suing them for 
their cancer patients cancer treatments. 

9-19-2020 Ruth Ginsburg, advocate for women’s rights, died at 87. 

9-19-2020 The cause was complications of metastatic pancreatic cancer, the 
Supreme Court said. 

9-19-2020 The cause was complications from Endless Wars and Lost Wars on 
Cancers! 



9-19-2020 Under Duress the real cause of Ginsburg's death was Saudi Terrorists 
selling Oil to Trump USA 

9-19-2020 Apple Event; Trump takes down the MIA POW flag from the White 
House Puts up a 'Pink' flag. Earth a Planet on its own in a Universe of Star Wars 
goings-on. Man made Gravity Engine will Change the Universe's E=mc2 with Dr. 
Einstein MD PhD. In a 100 Trillion years the stars and galaxies will be dim almost 
out of light. Unless the Next Einstein is a Doctor to the Universe's Humanity and 
Aliens with another Energy and Matter Law. Lawyers and gas stations meet the 
same fate, death from cancers. Particles and waves of light in the air. 

9-19-2020 100 USS Jimmy Carter Hospital Ships Can't Dock in Key West, Paris, 
London, Rome today. 5-4 vote! By City Hall Bar Owners and the American Bar 
Association, Grin. 

9-19-2020 2 White Men at 1984 HQ - “captive audience” of the most powerful 
judges in America, and “I felt a surge of power that carried me through.” to win 
the War on Pink Cancer via a Rx Recipe, a Pink Starbucks Latte that cures all 
stages of breast cancer in 8 days. Not on Starbucks menu today as they voted 0-2. 

9-19-2020 In 1933 there were more Lawyers than MD's in Flatbush on the birth of 
Ruth Ginsburg, in 2020 Flatbush Lawyers killed off all the MD's suing them for 
their cancer patients cancer treatments. 

9-19-2020 Ruth Ginsburg, advocate for women’s rights, died at 87. 

9-19-2020 The cause was complications of metastatic pancreatic cancer, the 
Supreme Court said. 



9-19-2020 The cause was complications from Endless Wars and Lost Wars on 
Cancers! 

9-19-2020 Under Duress the real cause of Ginsburg's death was Saudi Terrorists 
selling Oil to Trump USA 

9-19-2020 Under Duress the real cause of Ginsburg's death was Saudi Terrorists 



selling Oil to Trump USA not selling a Rx Recipe Cure for Pink Cancers financed 
with $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot from Miami, Cuba gas stations and 
sanctions on 7K Cuban MD not allowed to work for the King of Sweden at him 
Palace in Stockholm on a Nobel in Medicine with 4 Trillion Rx recipes all trade 
secrets needing to be hacked by the worlds CIA Pink Women or Supreme Court 
Women they could not do this as the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ hold everyone under 
Duress. Nobel Price in Medicine inventors are mostly under Duress. 

9-19-2020 Justice Sandra Day O’Connor retired in January 2006, without a 2006 
Porsche Windmill Car!! Or Cure for Pink Cancers. Pentagon won 5-4 won the 
right not to fight the war on cancer. 

9-19-2020 Pentagon's 10 million cancer deaths ideologically polarized Saudi Oil 
business and the Pentagon Casino's for the Top Brass perks while the Wife and 
daughter died from cancer and fiery wrecks. A war Crime. 

9-19-2020 By the time two small tumors were found in one of her lungs in 
December 2018, during a follow-up scan for broken ribs suffered in a recent fall, 
Justice Ginsburg had beaten colon cancer in 1999 and early-stage pancreatic 
cancer 10 years later. She received a coronary stent to clear a blocked artery in 
2014. 

9-19-2020 Ginsburg falling for the 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars 

9-19-2020 10 million Chidden with birth defects and cancers since; Simon & 
Schuster brought out a Ginsburg biography for children with the title “I Dissent.” 
A documentary film of her life was a surprise box office hit in the summer of 2018, 
and a Hollywood biopic centered on her first sex discrimination court case opened 
on Christmas Day that year. Rx Childhood Cancer Cure was lost to the 2 White 
Men at Simon & Schuster as the Childrens Books should have been for Rx Recipes 
and Penicillin Recipes spin offs at Star Wars not a women's bio. 



9-19-2020 Bill Clinton with Justice Ginsburg in 1993, when he nominated her to the 
Supreme Court 

9-19-2020 Under Duress we now realize Lawyers in this Porsche Windmill Car 
Society are wasp Lawyers killing the MD treating millions of cancers suing them 
for no Rx Recipe Cure All. Ms. Ginsburg in 1972. She became the first tenured 
female professor at Columbia Law School. 

9-19-2020 Columbia Law School, Yale and Harvard Law Campus will be closed 
and given to the Columbia, Yale, Harvard Medical Schools as their Campus for 
9/11 Lawyers profiting from Saudi Terrorists Oil and gas at $4 a gallon on the 4th 
of July. 

9-19-2020 Yale Key West Medical School 2011; In August 2018, Justice Ginsburg 
visited the Virginia Military Institute for the first time and addressed the corps of 
cadets, which included nearly 200 women among the student body of 1,700. 

9-19-2020 Justice Ginsburg visited the Military School not the Yale Key West 
Medical School bombed by the Key West Navy in 2011 when Greg flew in on 3-4-
2011 with $777 Trillion from the sale of the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars. 

9-19-2020 She described the moment in a speech the following year to the Women’s 
Bar Association not the Women's Medical Association. Lawyers killed all the 
Doctors in years of Cancer Plagues killing 1 million a year. 

9-19-2020 Ginsburg, one of nine women in her Harvard Law School class of 552. 
Nobel Prize in Law is not given for a very good reason as out of 552 MD grads 
552,000 lives would be saved just from heart attacks in the millions a year. 



9-19-2020 Ruth at birth and whose childhood nickname was Kiki, was born on 
March 15, 1933. She grew up in Brooklyn’s Flatbush neighborhood essentially as 
an only child; an older sister died of meningitis at the age of 6 when Ruth was 14 
months old. 

9-19-2020 In 1933 there were more Lawyers than MD's in Flatbush on the birth of 
Ruth Ginsburg 

9-19-2020 Celia Bader was an intellectually ambitious woman who graduated from 
high school at 15 but had not been able to go to college; her family sent her to work 
in Manhattan’s garment district so her brother could attend Cornell University. 
She had high ambitions for her daughter but did not live to see them fulfilled. She 
was found to have cervical cancer when Ruth was a freshman at James Madison 
High School, and she died at the age of 47 in 1950, on the day before her daughter’s 
high school graduation. 

9-19-2020 Ginsburg as a Women Brain... Surgeon. A life lost to Law and her 
patients died. Martin Ginsburg. For the 17-year-old Ruth, the attraction was 
immediate. “He was the only boy I ever met who cared that I had a brain,” she said 
frequently in later years. By her junior year, they were engaged, and they married 
after her graduation in 1954. 

9-19-2020 1980 Ford Jimmy Carter Windmill Car ended the Saudi Oil embargo 
and long lines at gas stations Ruth had to wait in. 1980, when President Jimmy 
Carter named her to the United States Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia Circuit. Thirteen years later, he lobbied vigorously behind the scenes for 
her appointment to the Supreme Court. 

9-19-2020 Ruth, Their 56-year marriage ended with his death from cancer in 2010 
at the age of 78. 



9-19-2020 Mr. Ginsburg learned he had an aggressive testicular cancer, which was 
treated with radiation. 

9-19-2020 Harvard gave her an honorary degree in 2011 for the 2011 Yale Key 
West Medical School vote to build it 5-4 with $777 Trillion confiscated from Saudi 
Arabia. 100 Hospital Ships too built in 2011 with Saudi gas station loot that would 
have gone to Mecca Mosque building. 1 million new Mosque a year since 2011 and 
no Yale Key West Medical Schools built in Key West, Paris, London, Rome, The 
Vatican. 

9-19-2020 Ginsburg returned to Columbia to work on a comparative law project on 
civil procedure. The project required her to learn Swedish and to spend time in 
Sweden. Between 1963 and 1970, Ms. Ginsburg produced a treatise on Swedish civil 
law. 1,001 Nobels in Medicine not just 1 would be the law today in Sweden if the 
King was allowed to hire 7K Cuban MD's to work in his Palace on a list of 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine spelled out on a Amazon prime link with specs and genius 
Pasteur and Salk tutors. Law of Trump's sanctions this for the King of Sweden in 
2020. 

9-19-2020 Cancer Ward for Jews is written under Duress by the NY Times; Cure 
too is under Duress in writing the Times. New Year Miracle to cure all Jews world 
wide of all cancers and disease. Yom Kippur and Rosh Hashana, the Jewish New 
Year — celebrations is more complicated than just pointing a camera at the rabbi 
and logging on to Zoom. Zoom in to cause of death virus vs cancer. Jewish Lawyer 
or Jewish MD. The coronavirus has profoundly disrupted religious life by turning 
worship services into potentially deadly super-spreader events. And it has deeply 
affected the Jewish community in New York, arriving on the eve of another 
holiday, Purim, and exacting a heavy toll among Orthodox Jews in Brooklyn and 
elsewhere. Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur, which begins on the night of Sept. 27, 
into online-only events. But that excludes the Orthodox, who are taught to eschew 
technology on the Sabbath and who plan in-person celebrations of the High Holy 
Days. Chabad movement, which is one of the largest Jewish organizations in the 
world. Work on a Rx Recipe Cancer and Virus Rx Recipe all day 9/27 would give 
the Jews a God Sent Rx Recipe cure from God. Sorry none of the worlds Rabbis 
are working on this Rx Recipe on 9/27. 

9-19-2020 2 White Men at 1984 HQ Lawyers erect a sheet of plexiglass to separate 
the rabbi and worshipers, from working on a Nobel in Medicine for Cancers, virus, 
and disease that kill more Jews than anything. 



9-19-2020 Plague on a Biblical Scale’: Hasidic Families Hit Hard by Virus. 

9-19-2020 War Crimes on a World Wide Scale; Not allowed to train the Rabbis to 
Win a Nobel in Medicine, 1, 2 or even 3 or 4 Nobels in Medicine by the Jews was 
lost to Duress by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

9-19-2020 The Diesel Mercedes War Machine from Berlin does not look good for 
Jewish Children who's DNA divides 1 billion times a day growing into adults, now 
with 1 billion Berlin Poison Gas particles in their DNA. A war crime the NY Times 
under Duress by Saudi Terrorists will not put on the front page. 



9-19-2020 Order on Amazon Prime to ship a package at -254 C "How to Ship a 
Vaccine at –80°C, and Other Obstacles in the Covid Fight!" 1 Billion Apple Pie's 
with Soy Protein peanut Butter crust frozen to -254 C shipped by Amazon to all 
those waiting in line at the Food Banks. Saint Mary's Star of the Sea. Rabbis Jewish 
Food Banks shipped by Amazon Prime from now on. 

9-19-2020 Apple Event iPad Air Cancer Diagnosis for a Million Women; By Holly 
Burns "Five months after I gave birth to my second child, I was diagnosed with 
breast cancer. I found a lump while breast feeding and mentioned it to my doctor, 
who ordered an ultrasound, just to be safe. The ultrasound turned into a 
mammogram, the mammogram turned into a biopsy, and two days later, a nurse 
called to give me the diagnosis over the phone. I was 37, with an infant and a 
4-year-old, and nothing this terrible had ever happened to me. The nurse asked me 
gently if I had a pen." Pen comes with the iPad Air, well it cost $100 extra. Cook 
Penned the iPad Air Demo for 300 year old Redwood trees not 37 year old women, 
300 a day getting this breast cancer diagnosis. 300 others are getting burned in fiery 
wrecks. Diagnosis in the Burn Units today on a iPad Air. Best Burn treatments on 
apps in the Apple Store. Recipes for Burn creams not yet on the Apple Store Apps. 

9-18-2020 Facing Impossible Obstacles Together. Two years ago, an oil field 
accident left Dillon Dreher with burns over 65 percent of his body. Loveland UAE, 
Bahrain has no Loveland for 100,000 oil workers burned. NY Times writes under 
Duress as Cops Burned in Fiery wrecks are dangerous articles. CBS Nightly News 
will not in 2020 put on a ending story about people burned in oil fires, let alone cop 
cars. Mr. Dreher is still being treated for his burns. He undergoes Z-plasty 
treatments, a form of plastic surgery, on a near monthly basis. “Every surgery I get 
feels like three steps forward,” he said. He hopes to be cleared to work again in a 
year. Ms. Caro and Mr. Dreher were presented as husband and wife burned by 
Trump Casino in UAE, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia. Sue for Trillions. Trumps Lawyers 
have the Trillions in 'Their' Banks. 

9-18-2020 Under Duress the NY Times writes, 100 Windmill Fueled Hospital Ships, 
censoring out the Navy Admirals. 



9-18-2020 Under Duress the NY Times writes a 100 Hospital Ships being built for 
Key West. Hospital Ship fans temporarily stuck under Duress of the Times. iPad 
Air app at the Apple Store 'Sold Out' 100 Hospital Ships, Cook did this. Bill and 
Melinda Gates under Druess in Dubai, UAE sunk all 100 Windmill Fueled Hospital 
Ships. A War Crime. The USS Bill and Melinda Gates Hospital Ship docked in Key 
West. Sunk! 

9-18-2020 Under Duress the NY Times writes instant cold tomatoes -254 C then 
vine picked, by a Harvester Robot. 1 Billion Apple Pie's with Soy Protein peanut 
Butter crust frozen to -254 C shipped by Amazon to all those waiting in line at the 
Food Banks. Saint Mary's Star of the Sea. 

9-18-2020 Under Duress the NY Times writes; Bahrain and their Oil Stimulus 
Check for all Bahrain Citizens is 100's of times bigger than the Alaska Oil Stimulus 
Check for Alaskan's. 

9-18-2020 Apple Event; Dr. Rabbi MD's Masterminds on iPad Air on this Jewish 
Rosh Hashana, Cooks for Rx Recipes with no Food Bank Kitchen same as Saint 
Mary's Star of the Sea in Key West. Recipes are only for food no Rx Recipes 
upgrade stimulus Checks from Bahrain or UAE. 

9-18-2020 MD's Israel will become one of the few places in the world to go into a 
second lockdown, which will take effect on Friday, on the eve of Rosh Hashana, the 
Jewish New Year. Many people question the logic and motives of Bahrain, UAE 
travel plans. When Jews die from the Virus and cancers. Plagues caused the 
Military Leaders of Israel. Many people question the logic and motives. Rabbis are 
having to arrange worshipers into clusters with no one working on a Rx Recipe 
Cure All. No Masterminds on iPad Air on this Jewish Rosh Hashana E=mc2. 
Complex calculations high ranking Jews fly to Bahrain on Rosh Hashana. 



9-18-2020 Complex calculations involving local infection rates, leading to deaths of 
Jews on the eve of Rosh Hashana, the Jewish New Year. Blood Money from 
Bahrain and UAE. Pays for these Oil Money Blood Money dead when they should 
have been working on a Rx Recipe Event on the iPad Air given to all the rabbis not 
complex calculations involving local infection rates, to keep - Rabbis are having to 
arrange worshipers into clusters of 20 to 50, separated by dividers, determining the 
number and size of the groups. Rabbis and worshipers into clusters of Rx Recipes 
workgroups to Mastermind a Rx Recipe virus cure! 

9-18-2020 Netanyahu said there might be “no choice WHO gets to spend the 
Bahrain and UAE oil stimulus checks. Drones and Missiles not iPad Air for the 
Rabbis and worshipers. Jerusalem Great Synagogue, where iPad Air's with Rx 
Recipes are issued. $777 Trillion was enough to buy our Soul to Hell with God and 
the Jews, we have Bahrain and UAE. 

9-18-2020 Netanyahu said E=mc2 is $777 Trillion dollars in Matter's Energy 
E=mc2! Demo this on an Apple iPad Air. Complex calculations $$$ involving 'Alien 
Lives Matter' Exodus Lives Matter, Pink Lives Matter. E=mc2! 

9-18-2020 Apple Event Let 100 Hospital Ships under construction sail on an iPad 
Air Demo. 



9-18-2020 Jerusalem’s Great Synagogue will be closed for Jewish New Year and to 
$$$ $777 Trillion yes trillions of dollars stimulus check from Bahrain, UAE, Saudi 
Arabia. All war crime profits. “Jewish law prioritizes health and safety,” Rabbi 
Brander said. Apple Event festival with no government issued iPad Air and Rx 
Recipes to cook for the Jewish New Year. Masterminds brainstormed going to 
Bahrain and UAE. 

9-18-2020 Mr. Rivlin apologized, again, for leadership’s failure in containing the 
$$$ $777 Trillion in Oil Money. “You trusted us and we let you down,” $777 
Trillion was enough to buy our Soul to Hell with God and the Jews. 



9-18-2020 Complex calculations Pink Jewish women will be allowed to venture 
beyond 1,000 meters to dip in a ritual bath, but swimming pools will be closed. All 
work on a Rx Pink Recipe to cure breast cancer will be closed... 

9-18-2020 Complex calculations Government orders that people have questioned is 
one allowing Israelis to fly to Bahrain and UAE Casinos not Yale Key West Medical 
School. Bahrain and UAE will feed the Jews on the holiest day of the year, Israeli 
kitchen staff were forced to throw out food they had already prepared for the 
holidays now so many are flying out to Bahrain and UAE. 

9-18-2020 Longing for a Apple Event Stimulus of 100 million iPad Air with Verizon 
Cell unlimited, shipped out by Amazon Prime 1 Click, this will happen on the 
Winds of the Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars! Amazon Cooks. 

9-18-2020 Apple Event; Bahrain and their Oil Stimulus Check for all Bahrain 
Citizens is 100's of times bigger than the Alaska Oil Stimulus Check for Alaskan's. 
"War Crime Risk Grows for U.S. Over Saudi Strikes in Yemen" War Crime of 
spending our Windmill Porsche stimulus Check bombing Yemen $$$ 

I joined this Apple Event... when will I get a Stimulus Check from Apple to buy a 
iPad Air? 

9-18-2020 Apple Event. Join us from Apple Park. September 15, 2020, at 10 a.m. 
PDT. Event to bring Steve Jobs back from the dead, cure Cancer with a Cook's Rx 
Recipe on the Big Screen. Apple Event iPad Air demo with the misinformation 
Steve Jobs downloaded to self cure his cancer would have been a better iPad Air 
Demo than the 300 year old Redwood Trees. “We werent expecting it,” To die a 
public death from cancer 



9-18-2020 The streets, too, transformed into Venetian canals, Venice transformed 
into the Worlds oldest Medicine Schools with 1,000 Medical Students. Not Yet! But 
this is a iPad Air demo. 

9-18-2020 The streets, too, transformed into Venetian canals, Gulf Shores USA 
First the Pink Cancer Women then the Virus Plague. Now the Sally Hurricane 
Storm Rains. Gulf Shores High School Can’t Catch a Name Change to MD Gulf 
Shores High School as there is not Stimulus Check from Bahrain or UAE for this. 
Trump will change the name to Casino Gulf Shores High School if he wins the 
election. 

9-18-2020 Name Change to "MD Gulf Shores High School" as there is not Stimulus 
Check from Bahrain or UAE for this. 

9-18-2020 Yale Key West Medical School Hospital Miracle Cure Rate not $$$ 
Dollars in the NY Times. John Muir Health in Walnut Creek, Calif., was the most 
costly system in the nation. Private insurers pay its hospitals four times what 
Medicare reimburses for care. 

9-18-2020 Cure Article the best Hospital for being cured was not named by the NY 
Times 



9-18-2020 Do the Editors at the NY Times think Prince in Bahrain and UAE will 
complain about 4 times higher charge to be cured instead of dying in surgery... 
kick-start the debate over the U.S. health care system and the need to overhaul it to 
cure Pink Cancers in 2020 not 3030. 

9-18-2020 MD's are not allowed to work over time on a Rx Recipe for Pink cancers 
or marry 4 Yale MD wife's in a legal Polygamous marriage to win a Nobel in 
Medicine for this Rx Recipe. 4 Wife's in Bahrain and UAE will Never Ever work 
with their husband on a Rx Recipe in Pink. 

9-18-2020 “Medicare for all” proposals that would do away with private insurance, 
AARP, Kaiser. VA Hospitals for all would do away with Wounded Warriors killing 
millions of breast cancer women not getting chemo and their breast cut off in time 
to live a few more years being tortured as terrorists. 

9-18-2020 MIT "Massachusetts General Hospital" charged private insurers nearly 
three times what Medicare paid. Many without enough money died. Patients from 
Bahrain and UAE got private suite and VIP MD care. 

9-18-2020 MIT "Massachusetts General Hospital" 4 times higher deaths from 
Breast Cancer statistics are not known but there is a hospital that does have 4 times 
higher deaths from breast cancer. 

9-18-2020 "Car Insurance for All" A Car Insurance Claim Estimate Before the 
Tow Truck Is Called. Call on F-35 Radar on 'All' 2020 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCars and No Insurance Claims! How to change the world of 'Car 
Insurance; with F-35 Radar on all Cars. All drivers will need to up grade to a 



'Pilots' Drivers license with drivers test they have to pass and blood test they have 
to pass. The New Apple Watch Measures Your Blood Oxygen. Now What? iPhone 
12 Pro Max iDash Cam iCop in your Car iTickets. "The U.S. Army has identified a 
soldier killed when he was struck by a motor vehicle driven by an on-duty U.S. 
Navy Security Force civilian on Monday at Naval Air Station Key West’s Sigsbee 
Park Annex. Sgt. 1st Class Hector Delgado Ortiz was a logistics soldier assigned to 
the 2nd Special" 

9-18-2020 Iran is not working on a Rx Recipe, Pink to cure Breast Cancer in Iran 
women. A War Crime. "Reports reveal that hackers have been secretly gathering 
intelligence on opponents of the Iranian regime, breaking into cellphones and 
computers and outsmarting apps like Telegram." Iran and USA women die on this 
Battlefield today. 

9-18-2020 ‘Hotel Rwanda’ 'Hero' Paul Rusesabagina, who mysteriously 
disappeared from Dubai last month and then resurfaced as a prisoner in Rwanda, 
says he believed he was being flown to Burundi to talk to church groups. 

9-18-2020 Rwanda — The former hotelier lauded as a hero during the 1994 
Rwanda genocide says he was duped by Bahrain, UAE, Diesel Mercedes War 
Machines. 1994 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars. Road Rage Road Kills of millions 
of people world wide by those in Dubai. 

9-18-2020 Porsche WindmillCars. Road Rage Road Kills of millions of people world 
wide by those in Dubai. 

9-18-2020 Porsche WindmillCars. Paul Rusesabagina, whose story inspired the 
movie “Hotel Rwanda,” made the assertion in an interview to The New York Times 
on Tuesday — as government officials listened in — at the Kigali Metropolitan 



Police headquarters, where he has been held for more than two weeks. 

9-18-2020 The NY Times is writing under duress, of Bahrain and UAE Porsche 
Windmill Cars... Large Oil Stimulus Checks enough to buy one or two. 

9-18-2020 Under Duress the NY Times writes a 100 Hospital Ships being built for 
Key West. Hospital Ship fans temporarily stuck under Duress of the Times. iPad 
Air app at the Apple Store 'Sold Out' 100 Hospital Ships, Cook did this. 

9-18-2020 Cruise Ships Can’t Sail. But the Behemoth Vessels Are Still a Draw. 
Empty cruise liners idling in the English Channel have become a tourist destination 
of their own, drawing cruise fans temporarily stuck on land. 

9-18-2020 

9-17-2020 1,001 IP invention projects preloaded on the New Next Years iPad Air... 
a years wait for this Apple. 



9-17-2020 This week Chancellor Angela Merkel decried the rise in anti-Semitism in 
Germany, warning in a speech to the Central Council of Jews that it is a reality 
“that many Jews don’t feel safe and respected in our country.” $$$ $$$ $$$ Bahrain 
and their Oil Stimulus Check for all Bahrain Citizens is 100's of times bigger than 
the Jewish Oil Stimulus Check. 

9-17-2020 Chancellor Angela Merkel decried the $$$ $$$ $$$ Bahrain and their Oil 
Stimulus Check for all Bahrain Citizens is 100's of times bigger than the Jewish Oil 
Stimulus Check. $$$ $$$ $$$ I am aware of the severe emotional toll of this $$$ $$$ 
$$$ experience,” Rabbi Borovitz said. Jews in Israel and Germany didn't get any 
Oil Stimulus Check from our Military Leaders they spent it on War Drones and 
Bahrain Casino Vacations. 



9-17-2020 Cervix and Ovarian Cancer women will die today from not having a 
scan!! Inquiry Ordered Into Claims Immigrants Had Unwanted Gynecology 
Procedures. 

9-17-2020 Key West Chinese with to many parking tickets paid at City Hall, ha. 
China-Backed Hackers Broke Into 100 Firms and Agencies, U.S. Says. City Hall 
Key West was hacked last week and no digital parking tickets or building permits, 
all of City Hall IT computers were Down and Out in London and Paris. The title of 
a book by George Orwell can be for IT computers at City Hall USA. No City Hall 
in the clouds on Microsoft or Amazon or IBM Cloud IT computers, Why. The NY 
Times will not write up this article until the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ unhack Gregs 
Ford and Porsche WindmillCars on the Winds of Key West for a stimulus Check 
100's of times bigger than the Bahrain Oil Stimulus Checks. NY Times editorial 
today about the Bahrain Oil Stimulus Checks censored out of the deal with the 
Jews, of course. NY Times Editors must get a check under the table from Bahrain, 
UAE. 

9-17-2020 12 Year old wife's for the Bahrain and Saudi Prince; "U.N. Population 
Fund warns that Covid-19 may lead to an additional 13 million child marriages 
around the world" 1 million in UAE, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar not 
mentioned in the NY Times. Why? Oil Stimulus Checks mailed out to the NY 
Times. 

9-17-2020 Apple Event iPad Air Demo put the vaccine in a sugar cube's pink dot 
inventions project better than Cooks demo of a 300 year old Redwood tree. 
Children who die of measles because they couldn’t get vaccinated in a time of 
plague — up to 80 million children may miss vaccinations. Because of the Apple 
Event put on by Cook. A war crime, people in Liberia, Nepal, the Philippines and 
Sierra Leone in a iPad Air demo about not getting a Oil Stimulus Check from 
Bahrain. No way Apple's cook would have made this into a demo for the new iPad 
Air. But, so far, rich countries have mostly been self-absorbed and small-minded, 
not considering that a distant bet at the Trump Bahrain Casino on the Ford and 
Porsche Windmill Cars will get a stimulus check to 7 billion. 



9-17-2020 "Mr. Chen and his brother each purchased an entire floor at One57, an 
ultra-luxurious Manhattan residential tower." Dr. Chen MD Purchase of an entire 
NYC Skyscraper for Medical Students advanced training in NYC was not 
approved by Xi. No MD training art of the diagnosis right the first time is a Xi 
stimulus for MD's. 

9-17-2020 Cube of pâte de fruit, “‘Pat,’ like, piece,” she said, “‘doo-free’ — of 
fruit.” Eyeing the assortment in front of me, I picked a saffron-colored piece the 
size of a sugar cube and bit it in half. Half a year from today the Vaccine will be in 
the Cube of pâte de fruit if I Martha Stewart cooks with Cook at Apple inventing a 
better way to take a vaccine or Rx Penicillins. "“It depends on who you are,” Ms. 
Stewart said, shrugging. “I pop 20 of them and just feel OK, but some of my friends 
do two and feel high, I don’t know why." The 79-year-old goddess of Cooking not 
Cooking a Recipe for some use besides gaining weight. “Like, I have an electric car. 
I have a Tesla. Hell with the God Sent 2020 Porsche Windmill Car. She wakes up, 
as she always has, around 4 a.m., beside her calico Persian cat, Empress Tang. 
Martha Stewart Blog; her daily entries “show you how to do something,” she said, 
“like how to wash your cat, or how to take care of your canaries.” On iPad Air the 
new one soon. As the up date will be out of Star Wars. And some man said, ‘My 
gosh, I had no idea you looked so good.’” She giggled girlishly as she recounted the 



compliment. “I just felt so good when that happened.” She offers it up as a cancer 
cured panacea to slurp down for Steve Jobs. The Ending of this article is a 1984 
Orwellian comment on Bahrain oil Stimulus, blood money wasted on War Toys. 
“The thing that really helps me are the oil drops that I have at night, before bed,” 
she said. “I just put a couple droppers of the blood orange or Meyer lemon under 
my tongue. Have you tried the blood orange oil? Try the blood orange oil. Not a 
drop, half a dropper — it’s nothing. Doesn’t it taste good?” 

9-17-2020 Apple Pie frozen to -254 C at the "At Grandad’s Apples," a 120-acre 
farm in Hendersonville, N.C., the visitors will be sold on an iPad Air Apple Pie 
Recipe that freezes the Apple Pie to -254 C almost absolute zero and the iPad Air 
has thermos air cooling package in this demo too. Not Grandmas Apple Pie but 
Apple iPad Air high tech Apple Pie for you. 

Apple Pie frozen to -254 C at the "At Grandad’s Apples" iPad Air cold air to -254 
C 



Apple Pie frozen to -254 C at the "At Grandad’s Apples" iPad Air cold air to -254 
C 

iPad Air Demo 1 trillion tomatoes frozen to -254 C This is a YouTube unboxing the 
iPad Air. Star Wars Tomatoes picker... instant cold to -254 on the vine then picked. 

9-17-2020 Should we fast track 1 billion Apple Pie's with the Soy Peanut Butter 
Crust frozen at -254 C shipped by Amazon world wide. Food Bank the next 
upgrade for Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Food Bank. Amazon delivers to your Door 
in Key West no long lines at the gas station either. Gas Bank at Saint Mary Star of 
the Sea Church. 

9-17-2020 Longing for a Apple Event Stimulus of 100 million iPad Air with Verizon 
Cell unlimited, shipped out by Amazon Prime 1 Click, this will happen on the 
Winds of the Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars! Amazon Cooks; inviting 
appearance, Dr. Gilding noted. The same hairs that can deliver a dose of 
unbelievable pain make the leaves and stems look deceptively soft and felty, “like 
it’s a furry, friendly green plant that you’d want to rub,” he said. In case it’s not yet 
clear: Don’t. 



9-17-2020 Radar unboxing it for 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Fire Trucks. 
"Speeding Fire Truck Hits Ambulance, Killing Patient, NYC. 

"Americans Never Going Into Afghanistan In The First Place" 

9-16-2020 Apple Event iPad Air demo with the misinformation Steve Jobs 
downloaded to self cure his cancer would have been a better iPad Air Demo than 
the 300 year old Redwood Trees. 

iPad Air Demos... 

9-16-2020 Apple Event. 300 year old trees. The Trees Giant Redwoods in a Apple 
Big Screen Event would have been better for the Cook if this was a Skin Cancer 
Tree on the new iPad Air! 

iPad Air Demos... 

9-16-2020 Apple Event. I joined this Apple Event and in a Ruined Writing Weekley 
this week in Key West though I did make Cook look like a Loser and Greg the 
Winner with an Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. Apple Store App for over the counter Drugs 
and Diagnosis of the immune system attacking your joints bones with arthritis. Join 
us from Apple Park. September 15, 2020, at 10 a.m. 1 Million could have been sold 
as Cook stood in front of the glass windows of Steve Jobs Campus, without the big 
screen Dr. Lisa Sanders MD pointing out the arthritis known as sacroiliitis — an 
inflammation of the joint between the pelvic girdle and the sacrum, the triangular 
bone that forms the connection between the hips. Cook was standing in front of the 
Apple Campus Glass Windows not in front of the Steve Jobs Big Screen. Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD will have a Apple Event in front of many Steve Jobs Big Screens 
selling more sacrum apps than Cook at Apple. 



iPad Air Demos... 

9-16-2020 Apple Event. Cook unboxing the Dr. Lisa Sanders MD app ready to sell 1 
Million. Cook had nothing to sell but old apps in the Apple Store Skin Deep and no 
Burn Apps for General and todays fiery Wrecks but CBS Nightly news at the 
ending story did have a fiery car with 4 people pulled out... 

9-16-2020 Apple Event. Arthritis sacrum app yesterday and Apple Event in 2021 
you do the math!! Different Universes with no app yesterday and no skin cancer 
pictures, tennis and 300 year old trees. The Trees Giant Redwoods in a Apple Big 
Screen Event would have been better for the Cook if this was a Skin Cancer Tree 
on the new iPad Air! 

iPad Air Demos... 

9-16-2020 Apple Event. 300 year old trees. The Trees Giant Redwoods in a Apple 
Big Screen Event would have been better for the Cook if this was a Skin Cancer 
Tree on the new iPad Air! 

iPad Air Demos... 



9-16-2020 Apple Event cooks in a Different Universe than Steve Jobs with terminal 
cancer today. Yes Steve Jobs made millions of Clones of Steve Jobs with Terminal 
Cancer today to test his CEO Cook to get a app that cures all Cancers and Wins 
Apple a Nobel in Medicine shared with Steve Jobs. Steve Jobs Ruined Weekely's 
not that many but a few were caused by Bill Gates. Gates father died yesterday at 
94 and he was a wasp lawyer. This is the hidden secret why there is no App for a 
Steve Jobs cancer cure all. Lawyers and Lawyer Apps perks for keeping the 2020 
Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars out of the Courts and Court Yards on Display. 

iPad Air Demos... 

9-16-2020 Apple Event iPad Air demo with the misinformation Steve Jobs 
downloaded to self cure his cancer would have been a better iPad Air Demo than 
the 300 year old Red Wood Trees. How old was Steve Jobs when all this cancer 
disinformation went to his head instead of Dr. Lisa's diagnosis at Yale. Yes Steve 
Jobs ate the misdiagnosis for a year or more instead of sending email to Yale. This 
iPad Air Demo at the Apple Event yesterday would have grown higher than 300 
year old Redwood trees by today in 1 Day for Steve Jobs with cancer today. Sorry 
he hired the wrong Cook for the iPad Air Demo, Today to discover the cure for 
cancer using a iPad Air in next years Apple Event on Sept. 15 2021. 

9-16-2020 Gates father died yesterday at 94 and he was a wasp lawyer, Why was he 
a Wasp Lawyer... Because he hand many many conversations with the 12 year old 
wife's of Prince Salman and the Dubai UAE Prince over many many rich dinners at 
their palace. 12 Year old wife's of the Prince have a USA Lawyer in wait, grin. 
Gates and Gates both know of this in Dubai... Charles Elphicke, who served as a 
Conservative member of Parliament, was found guilty of assaulting two women, 
one who worked for him as a parliamentary aide and the other as a nanny for his 
children. By ELIAN PELTIER 



9-16-2020 Apple Event In Bob Woodward’s ‘Rage,’ a Reporter and a President 
From Different Universes, but both drive 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill cars in 
a Different Universe both belong to the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

9-16-2020 Apple Event; This is the Apple Event App Spinopelvic instability is an 
uncommon injury that is caused by high-energy traumas. Surgical treatment is 
used, in the majority of cases, to restore stability and enable early mobilization. 
Various stabilization techniques have been used in the treatment of spinopelvic 
instability, and lumbopelvic fixation (LPF) is currently the technique of choice due 
to its biomechanical superiority. The sacrum app at next years Apple Event will 
have a new Star Wars technique - would if Cook would have had Dr. Lisa Sanders 
MD's app on Apple Event screens yesterday. 

9-16-2020 Apple Event; Israel, U.A.E. and Bahrain Sign Accords, With an Eager 
Trump Playing Host to $777 Trillion in Gas Station Hold up Loot from the USA, 
Miami, Cuba Gas stations $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA As U.N. Turns 75, the 
Celebration Is Muted by Calamity and Conflict of 2020 Porsche WindmillCars and 
Oil God's without a Real Universe Event. 

9-16-2020 Apple Event; Bahrain and their Oil Stimulus Check for all Bahrain 
Citizens is 100's of times bigger than the Alaska Oil Stimulus Check for Alaskan's. 

9-16-2020 Apple Event; iPhone 12 Pro Max Dash Cams iTickets for A ‘Crossroads’ 



for Humanity: Earth Is Still Collapsing from Oil Drilling Greed's Fiery Virus with 
Oil Wells, Refineries, and Cop Cars on Fire. 

9-16-2020 Apple Event; Apple Event in Kenya would have 2020 Porsche 
WindmillCar app. "U.S. Military Seeks Authority to Expand Counterterrorism 
Drone War to Kenya" By ERIC SCHMITT and CHARLIE SAVAGE 

9-16-2020 Apple Event; “Blood Alley.” app looking at Apple Employees who died 
in a fiery Wreck!! Not at the Apple Event Yesterday. “chaotic scene” as smoke and 
flames streamed out from the site, in North Massapequa, and engine oil and pieces 
of the wreckage were spread across lanes. The Southern State Parkway was closed 
in the area early on Tuesday because of the crash, but lanes were reopened about 
five hours after the collision. Numerous fatal accidents and near-crashes have 
occurred on the roadway over the past few years, and one particularly treacherous 
stretch — which includes the area where Tuesday morning’s crash occurred — is 
known by some locals as “Blood Alley.” In 2012, a 17-year-old boy who was driving 
with a learner’s permit slammed into a set of trees after losing control of his car on 
the highway. The vehicle split in two and four 18-year-old passengers died. Almost 
three years later, a father and his two children were killed when their car was rear-
ended by a man who was later charged with driving while intoxicated. 

9-16-2020 Apple Event; “Blood Alley.” Apple App for this Parkway was deleted by 
the Cook, grin. Not selling in the Apple Store today. A Bill for this! Experts have 
noted that the Southern State Parkway’s structure was designed for a time when 
fewer vehicles were traveling at slower speeds. In response to the string of 
accidents, Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo signed a bill in late 2018. 



9-16-2020 Apple Event; Key West Navy Base Car Crash in the Key West Citizen 
Newspaper only a few lines as you have to pay $5 to read the article. Greed Virus as 
they get a stimulus check from BP Oil in Key West. "Army solider killed, Navy 
civilian injured in crash" By Daniel Kelly Key West Citizen. A U.S. Navy vehicle 
struck and killed a U.S. Army solider in front of the Navy Exchange on Monday 
afternoon. Navy spokeswoman Trice Denny said the crash happened at 3:15 p.m., 
in front of the store for military families and retirees. The Naval Criminal 
Intelligence Service (NCIS). 

9-16-2020 Apple Event; Senate faults Boeing 737 Max Failures on "Day Labor" 
temps and 'Labor Ready" temps building the 737 Max. The congressional 
committee’s Democrats said two fatal crashes were a “horrific culmination” of 
engineering flaws, mismanagement and oversight lapses... same with the Pink 
Cancer Deaths and Steve Jobs Deaths the last 20 years of the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ living it up at the Qatar Casino. 

9-16-2020 Apple Event; Senate faults Win 10 update failures and Apple Events 
apps in no cure for 'Steve Jobs' cancers yet... Pink cancer cure too. 

9-16-2020 Apple Event; Even as Cases Rise, Europe Is Learning to Live With the 
Coronavirus Deaths like the Steve Jobs Cancer Deaths as they are in a Different 
Universe from 4 Yale MD Wife's learning how to Mastermind a Rx Recipe cure all 
for Steve Jobs cancers and all Pink Cancers with Apple Event app subscriptions 
from Apple and iPad Air cancer demo instead of 300 year old Redwood trees." By 
NORIMITSU ONISHI 

9-16-2020 Apple Event; Images of Skin Cancer Deleted by Cook have side effects in 
Berlin! "29 Officers Are Suspended in Germany, Suspected of Sharing Hitler 
Images" "A police department in western Germany discovered five chat groups 



with extremist content, feeding concerns about far-right infiltration of the 
country’s security services." Apple Event; Images of Skin Cancer Deleted by Cook 
have side effects in Berlin! 

9-16-2020 Apple Event; App that Fast Tracks all Jewish Rabbis world wide to 
become Dr. Einstein MD should have been the iPad Air demo by Cook yesterday. 
Virus Strands Hasidic Pilgrims on Ukraine-Belarus Border Hundreds of Jewish 
pilgrims seeking to travel from Belarus to Ukraine to visit the grave of a revered 
rabbi were barred from entering because of virus restrictions. 100's hundreds of 
Hasidic Jewish pilgrims get a MD degree just like 100's in Cuba got a MD degree 
on orders from the government. 



9-16-2020 Apple Event; 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill RV that can be driven on 
Lakes, Rivers and Floods. Hurricane Sally, after moving at a walking pace over the 
warm waters of the Gulf of Mexico, gathered strength overnight before making 
landfall on Wednesday near Gulf Shores, Ala., shortly before 5 a.m. Central time as 
a Category 2 hurricane. As dawn broke in Pensacola, Fla., more than two feet of 
rain had already fallen and the deluge was not forecast to let up any time soon. At 
the same time, the powerful storm pushed a wall of water ashore, adding to the 
flooding risks. Roads were turned to rivers, parking lots looked like ponds and 
driving winds continued to pound the Alabama coast and the Florida Panhandle. 

9-16-2020 Apple Event; "Clean Air Was Once an Achievable Political Scam" 1 
million birth defects were deleted by the Editors at the NY Times and CBS Nightly 
News. War Crimes. 

9-16-2020 Apple Event; First Date with a Yale MD Women. "How to Revisit Your 
First Date" First time with a cancer diagnosis then never ending war on cancer not 
fought by the Pentagon. Apple Event to get 4 MD Wife's to win the war on cancer 
the Pentagon Generals refuse to fight writing a secret cancer app for the Apple 
Store for the best treatments. If nothing else. 

9-16-2020 Apple Event; App for a Pink Cancer and Steve Jobs Cancer death rate 
like the C-Virus death count. Would this help get us married to 4 Yale MD women 
and expose the 4 wifes of Prince Salman as 12 year old girls with no MD degree, 
Hell. 

9-16-2020 Apple Event; Pink Steve Jobs Cause, a Rx Recipe any spy would love to 
help cook, "Her journey began in the lawless streets of Berlin in the 1920s, as 
Communists and Nazis brawled and the Weimar Republic unraveled. A blow from 
a policeman’s rubber truncheon during her first street demonstration set the 16-
year-old on the road to revolution. Although born to a prosperous, secular Jewish 
family from Berlin’s bourgeois Zehlendorf district, she signed up with the 
Communists, who seemed to be the only ones prepared to shed blood to fight the 



Nazis. And once she was seduced by their promise of a workers’ utopia, Sonya 
never swerved from the cause." 2020 Apple Event; Pink Steve Jobs Cause, a Rx 
Recipe any spy would love to help cook." As the world slid from world war into 
Cold War, the War on cancer has been lost since 1920 Berlin. Chiang Kai-shek’s 
Nationalists and Mao Zedong’s Communists, censored out the Pink War on 
Cancer, Xi does today in China building 1 million gas stations not 1 Million MD 
Women. AGENT SONYA "Moscow’s Most Daring Wartime Spy" By Ben 
Macintyre 

9-15-2020 Apple Event. Join us from Apple Park. September 15, 2020, at 10 a.m. 
PDT. Event to bring Steve Jobs back from the dead, cure Cancer with a Cook's Rx 
Recipe on the Big Screen. 

9-15-2020 Apple Event; This is the Apple Event Steve Jobs would walk out in front 
of the Big Screen picturing Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. These are powerful drugs that 
suppress the immune system are in a app that will also sell 1 million and be 
reinvented every year with every New Apple Event. A Apple over the counter drug 
app. 

9-15-2020 Apple Event. Cook unboxing the Dr. Lisa Sanders MD app ready to sell 1 
Million today at the Apple Event on the Big Screen Demo. "Trying Just About 
Anything" "The acute pain went away after a few days, but the old pain, the usual 
pain, came and went with depressing regularity. Ibuprofen or naproxen helped but 
irritated his stomach. His primary-care doctor put him on Celebrex, which is easier 
on the gut. The medications, along with a cushion that he now had to carry with 
him everywhere, got him through the worst of the attacks. Every now and then, he 
would try a new specialist to see if anyone had anything new to offer." Up to 39 
percent of patients with an inflammatory bowel disease develop arthritis. the pain 
in his buttocks. It was an associated disorder, a type of arthritis known as 
sacroiliitis — an inflammation of the joint between the pelvic girdle and the 



sacrum, the triangular bone that forms the connection between the hips. Although 
the reason this happens is not well understood, it appears that some of the immune 
cells misdirected to attack the gut can also attack the joints. Up to 39 percent of 
patients with an inflammatory bowel disease develop arthritis. She had put many 
people on these medications, she told him — some of them doctors. Most did fine. 
He agreed to start taking it. The effect was immediate and amazing. His pain — a 
regular visitor for nearly a decade — is gone. Even at the end of the day, his walk to 
and from his car is painless. He still uses the pad at times; those bones are still a 
little tender. But the rest of him feels great. Put on the Apple Event and Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD app. Sell 10 million in one day. This is the Apple Event Steve Jobs 
would walk out in front of the Big Screen picturing Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. These 
are powerful drugs that suppress the immune system are in a app that will also sell 
1 million and be reinvented every year with every New Apple Event. A Apple over 
the counter drug app. 

9-15-2020 Apple Event. iPhone 12 Pro Max cancer screening blood test and AI skin 
cancer pictures, there will be none (skin cancer iPhone 12 Pictures with AI) of at 
the Apple Event today. Swift work on the Job of the Cook's Rx recipe faulted by 
EEOC, OSHA, UN Human Rights Commission and UN War Crimes. War on 
Cancer financed not by Apple and Microsoft's trillions but UAE, Bahrain, Saudi 
Arabia and Casino Winnings. Florida Lottery too. Rarely used regulation for 
workers trying to Start the War on Cancer Forest Fires from Key West next to the 
Navy Base and the bomb out Yale Key West Medical School. 1,000 Medical School 
Students walking Duval today were murdered by the Admirals. 100's of iMac Labs 
on Duval are Bars today, just opened yesterday. EEOC OSHA Using different 
enforcement standards, OSHA levied an $87 million fine against the gasoline 
producer BP following a 2005 explosion at a Texas refinery that killed 15 people. 
(The company later settled for $50.6 million.) 

9-15-2020 Apple Event. iPhone 12 Pro Max digital stamps; "Is the Mail Getting 
Slower? We’re Tracking It" Disney movie of USPS workers in Star Wars theme 
Park at the Cape. NASA sends mail to everyone wanting to visit Star Wars NASA 
Apple Event. Why NASA will show up at todays Apple Event, a Star Wars App for 
the New iPhone 12 Max Pro. 

9-15-2020 Apple Event. ‘This Marvelous Universe Racing With the 2020 Porsche 
WindmillCars" expanding faster in Motions and Notions of Live Streaming Aliens 
free YouTube Movies with no ads watched on the Apple Event's iPhone 12 Pro 



Max." Discover what Gravity is, is it the Higgs Quarks? 

9-15-2020 Apple Event. Cook unboxing the Vegan Tacos packaging at -254 C. Ms. 
Villegas makes several kinds of tacos with her homemade vegan chorizo, as well as 
rehydrated hibiscus. "The Perfect Moment for Vegan Tacos packaged at a cold 
-254 C like the iPhone 13 Pro Max micro electric generator that fits perfect and 
goes with vegan tacos frozen to -254 C. Out of the Box opening of the iPhone 13 Pro 
Max. 

9-15-2020 Yale Key West Medical School. 1,000 Medical School Students walking 
Duval today were murdered by the Admirals. Greed Virus for Oil $$$. No Admiral 
or Bar Owner on Duval should fear OSHA EEOC for those working on a Nobel 
Prize in Key West. Admirals better way to protect their employees, 2020 Porsche 
WindmillCAR!! 

9-15-2020 Key West No Cruise Ships and No Hospital Ships as WHO at the UN has 
no influence over the Admirals 1 Hospital Ships not on the Job today working on 
the Steve Jobs with Cancers or on the Job with new iPhone 12 Pro Max cancer 
screening blood test and AI skin cancer pictures, there will be none of at the Apple 
Event today. 

New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here



New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here

9-15-2020 2 White Men at 1984 HQ Ruined Sirius Distance Learning for 7 billion 
the Rich Bill Gates, who have Ruined the Earth with the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 
Here in Key West its CIA HQ Ruin this InventBook Web with Temper Tantrums, 
not just Weekley but also the Navy with No Hospital Ships to ever dock in Key 
West. 

9-15-2020 EEOC reading up on the Law concerning Jobs working on a Nobel Prize 
in Key West. Not the EEOC's commonest complaint on the Job. Yes Steve Jobs 
name and cancer was mentioned without the long article by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD 
Art of the Diagnosis and treatment of Steve Jobs in the NY Times telling the EEOC 
what the Doctors diagnosed the first day of his first office visit to the day of his 
death from cancer that would have a cure if not for Bill Gates EEOC violations at 
Microsoft for decades of Oil Sales of Win 10 to Saudi Arabia and UAE. Killing time 
on the Job not working on a Rx Recipe for cancer but mosquitoes. 



9-15-2020 Apple Event. Cook unboxing the Dr. Lisa Sanders MD app ready to sell 1 
Million today at the Apple Event on the Big Screen Demo. "Trying Just About 
Anything" "The acute pain went away after a few days, but the old pain, the usual 
pain, came and went with depressing regularity. Ibuprofen or naproxen helped but 
irritated his stomach. His primary-care doctor put him on Celebrex, which is easier 
on the gut. The medications, along with a cushion that he now had to carry with 
him everywhere, got him through the worst of the attacks. Every now and then, he 
would try a new specialist to see if anyone had anything new to offer." Up to 39 
percent of patients with an inflammatory bowel disease develop arthritis. the pain 
in his buttocks. It was an associated disorder, a type of arthritis known as 
sacroiliitis — an inflammation of the joint between the pelvic girdle and the 
sacrum, the triangular bone that forms the connection between the hips. Although 
the reason this happens is not well understood, it appears that some of the immune 
cells misdirected to attack the gut can also attack the joints. Up to 39 percent of 
patients with an inflammatory bowel disease develop arthritis. She had put many 
people on these medications, she told him — some of them doctors. Most did fine. 
He agreed to start taking it. The effect was immediate and amazing. His pain — a 
regular visitor for nearly a decade — is gone. Even at the end of the day, his walk to 
and from his car is painless. He still uses the pad at times; those bones are still a 
little tender. But the rest of him feels great. Put on the Apple Event and Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD app. Sell 10 million in one day. This is. the Apple Event Steve Jobs 
would walk out in front of the Big Screen picturing Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. These 
are powerful drugs that suppress the immune system are in a app that will also sell 
1 million and be reinvented every year with every New Apple Event. A Apple over 
the counter drug app. 

9-15-2020 A win at the Bahrain Trump Casino Meeting of Minds on the day Apple 
Steve Jobs comes back from the Dead with no Cooked up Rx Recipe to cure cancer 
since Steve Jobs did the Apple iPhone 12 Pro Max event. 



9-15-2020 Time Zone Apple is in vs Key West Today CBS Nighty News will have 
forgotten Steve Jobs and his daughter Small Fry knowing their lives were too were 
Ruined by Temper Tantrums of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who can stop the 
forced update of Windows Edge but not order the Edge Update ruin so many 
Cooks InventBook today. 

9-15-2020 Try to Ruin this Webs sleep when they are woke up Win 10 Edge Update 
and Rage Screaming into InventBooks web page putting Gregs writing on Hold for 
the Edge Rage. 

9-15-2020 Who the Hell at 1984 HQ has authorized Greg a POW of our George 
Orwell society to write a Ruined InventBook Web Page Today and can I sue when 
Aliens and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ make contact? 

9-15-2020 Porsche WindmillCar NY Times in Ruins. NY Times Headlines about 
Bill Gates today is the cause of our Ruined Long Distance learning about Sirius. No 
Cook a ruined the Rx Recipe Latte to cure cancers on the Job in all stages in 8 days. 



9-15-2020 4 years working on the Jobs cancer cure at Starbucks, Rx Latte to get a 
good nights sleep is now in a Can of Coke with ads on CBS Nighty News and will 
advertise on the Apple Event Today as a Can of Coke with a Rx recipe to cure 
Steve Jobs cancer is in the works by writers not Ruined by the 2 White men at 1984 
HQ. 

9-15-2020 Who at 1984 HQ authorized Cook to Ruin this Web page that has forced 
Win 10 Edge updates today? 17 minute cat video in the NY Times in a article about 
the Swiss who's long distance InventBooks don't have men who Rage to marry 4 
Yale MD women for Nobel in Medicine Wives who cook up a good article on Bill 
Gates at his second home in Dubai. UAE with Prince talking to his 3rd wife a 12 
year old girl. 

9-15-2020 Dental Care was given to all in Qatar, UAE and Bahrain by the Pentagon 
Generals. "School Closures Cut a Critical Line to Dental Care for Poor Students" 1 
Billion Jews world wide need dental care and know they paid for all the dental care 
for UAE and Bahrain. No the Israeli Military will not declare war on Dental Care 
for the Worlds Jews, they are in a Rage for the Bahrain Casino flight from Israel. 



9-15-2020 DA Barr fire bombed cop cars on the side of the road writing a traffic 
ticket. "Israeli Settler Gets 3 Life Sentences for Firebomb Attack on Family" By 
ADAM RASGON Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu called it an act of 
terrorism. And the cop killers are the Elite Ruling Class with Barr. Court in central 
Israel ordered the settler, Amiram Ben-Uliel, 26, to pay members of the Dawabsheh 
family $288,893 in compensation within 90 days. Cops in the burn unit today have 
not been paid a cent by the DA Barr. Lawyers extremist ideology which made a 
new law for DUI drivers when they see the flashing cop car lights on the side of the 
road they must move over, most move over the wrong way and a cop and cop car 
are a fiery wreck today. Yes today this will happen and Google tracks this in secret 
for the government. Their elder son, Ahmad, who was 5 at the time of the attack, 
suffered major burns but survived. 100's of fiery wrecks today with suffer burns 
are tracked by Google. “Long Live the Messiah” on the car and the family’s home 
in Hebrew. South Dakota Investigates Fatal Crash Involving Attorney General he 
hit a deer and drove home then changed his story to he hit a person dead. Dead 
drunk cover ups are the Rage today. Lawyers who run DUI ads on CBS and Google 
YouTube know the drunk will run over other Lawyers yet they still try to cover up 
the crime and run ads to defend these drunks. 

9-15-2020 OSHA’s Response Is Failing Workers who are POW's in a 1984 Society 
in Key West writing to Win Exodus to Sirius make contact with Aliens in our life 
time and Cook up a iPhone 12 Pro Max Dash Cam that will end being pulled over 
by the cops for iTickets. OSHA's Response in Key West will ruin this InventBooks 
web page today by locals in Key West who Rage about losing the war in Vietnam. 
The Catholic Church and the Holocaust today is the Bishop driving the Diesel 
Mercedes War Machine to Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Church. OSHA’s Response 
to the Saint is Failing to stop the ruined InventBook Web page writing even though 
the Bishop will order a New iMac after the Apple Event is over today, but not for 
Greg in Key West. 1984 OSHA’s Response Is Failing Greg working on a Nobel in 
Key West. 



9-15-2020 Key West UN Observers watching the Big Screen Monitors at Apple 
Event in Key West. As U.N. Turns 75, the Celebration Is Muted by Calamity and 
Conflict. The organization created in the wake of one world war was aimed at 
preventing another. But a celebration of its accomplishments has been 
overshadowed by a pandemic and rising world tensions." 41m ago By RICK 
GLADSTONE WHO at the UN Today is Raged by the Oil Men's Greed Virus, as 
the WHO MD's Rage about the Porsche Windmill Car they have the money to buy 
today! Poor POW Greg visits the UN on Zoom Live Streaming video writing this 
InventBook Web from Key West. No Cruise Ships and No Hospital Ships as WHO 
at the UN has no influence over the Admirals 1 Hospital Ships not on the Job today 
working on the Steve Jobs with Cancers or on the Job with new iPhone 12 Pro Max 
cancer screening blood test and skin cancer pictures there will be none of at the 
Apple Event today. 

9-15-2020 UN turns 75 NY Times article and the next article is; Venezuela’s chief 
prosecutor said a U.S. citizen had been charged in an alleged terrorist plot to 
sabotage oil refineries and electrical service in order to stir unrest." By THE 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 

9-15-2020 UN does not have the Edge in its version of Win 10 because Bill Gates 
owns $5 trillion in Exxon Mobil oil fields and the UN can't report on this on its 75th 
BDay. Venezuela’s chief prosecutor said a U.S. citizen had been charged in an 
alleged terrorist plot to sabotage oil refineries and electrical service in order to stir 
unrest." By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 



"Windmill Car Thieves" Grand Theft Auto Ford and Porsche, a Disney Movie 
after "Cars 4" 

9-14-2020 How to Tell if Distance Learning Is Working, are you reading up on a list 
of 1,001 IP invention projects needed for the Distance to Sirius on Amazon Prime 
today. The Pentagon gave this Contract to Microsoft not Amazon Prime. 

9-14-2020 Delete this Win 10 Tech; We are alone on Earth in a Universe! "Tiana S. 
Clark, who has worked as an Air Force intelligence analyst, public-school teacher 
and now in Chicago as a sales director for Microsoft. People aren’t bound by 
location" Unless they are alone on Earth in a Universe. Win 10 with no IP invention 
projects for frozen food packaging at -254 C like Networks can grow stale, Ms. 
Kalinowski said, and a “fresh take” can be invigorating. Contact with Aliens in the 
Universe is stalled by Bill and Melinda Gates. Bill and Melinda Gates are happy in 
their second home in Dubai UAE. They have no plans on moving to Sirius with the 
Israeli Rabbis. Grin. 

9-14-2020 How to Tell if Distance Learning Is Working, are you reading up on a list 
of 1,001 IP invention projects needed for the Distance to Sirius on Amazon Prime 
today. The Pentagon gave this Contract to Microsoft not Amazon Prime. 

9-14-2020 Face the Unimaginable, making Contact with Jewish Aliens at Sirius 
today, not in a 100 years! 



9-14-2020 Face the Unimaginable, Gusty Solar Winds Could Whip Up Blazes, 
Giving Nobels in Medicine Fires More Strength to End the 'Pink Fire' of Torture 
and Death for millions of women if this 'Pink Fire' is not put out by Trump Biden 2 
White men at 1984 HQ. 

9-14-2020 '1984' Witnesses to the Ravages of 'Pink Cancer Fire', and Desperate to 
Avoid a Sequel. Recipe in the Times today is for food not a Rx Recipe for Pink 
Cancers Fire. Editors are following the same old orders from the same old 2 White 
Men at 1984 HQ. 

9-14-2020 Paris, London, Geneva, In the Swiss lost Nobels in Medicine the 'Pink 
Cancer Fires' Don't Rage Where they should burn for a Rx Pink Latte from all 
Starbucks managers. 

9-14-2020 Face the Unimaginable, Steve Jobs will be giving the Apple iPhone, iPod, 
iPad, iMac update tomorrow. Cook working on Rx Recipes, Hell No! It's the Worst 
thing I've every seen, no cure for cancers. 

9-14-2020 Face the Unimaginable, Help 4 Yale MD Wife's are taking over my life's 
Work to win a Nobel in Medicine!!!! 4 of them!!!! 

9-14-2020 Exodus Israel its modern day CERN and Einstein E=mc2 Rabbis vs 
Israeli Military Strength that will lose Exodus to Sirius for the Worlds Jews. Killed 
by their own Military, Netanyahu of Israel. Survival of the Universe of Jewish 
Aliens depends on its Einstein Rabbis IP invention projects beyond E=mc2 500 
Times Faster than the speed of light in a YouTube Video from Sirius vs Drones, 
Missiles and Diesel Mercedes War Machines from Berlin Wounded Warriors ready 
to defend Prince Salman's $777 Trillion needed for Exodus. CERN Space Station, 
Rabbi Space station both for 4K people. 



9-14-2020 Exodus Nearby Stars with Jewish Aliens, All around Arab and Muslim 
enemies who denounced the Jewish Exodus Invention Projects paid for with $4 gas 
from the 4th of July's in the USA since long before 9/11. Besides the NYC Jews 
need to sue Saudi Arabia for the 9/11 attack, Hell with Blood Money payments 
from the Prince and king and Perks from the 1984 White Men at HQ. Post Office 
Perks will buy you a house with Diesel and forest fire smoke in the living room and 
the Wife needing a Apple App for all her Chemo apts and hospital calls to her sister 
in the fiery wrecks. 1.3 million deadly ones just in 2020. F-35 radar on all Windmill 
Cars and roads paid for by 9/11 Wins as the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have spent 
their Blood Money on Trump Casino's in Israel not Paying Medical School 
Students more than West Point Cadets. 

New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here



New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here

9-14-2020 Exodus JERUSALEM — Since its founding, Israel has seen itself as a 
modern-day Sparta, a tiny fortress nation-state in a hostile desert, whose survival 
depended on its internal cohesion and sheer military strength. 

9-14-2020 Exodus Dr. Yitshak Kreiss, director general of Sheba Medical Center, 
Israel’s largest hospital, and a former military surgeon general, said that the 
biggest impact could be in changing the way ordinary Israelis think about their 
place in the region, not thinking about the Pink Jews world wide tortured to death 
with breast ovary cancer with no Rx Recipe cure all by Dr. Kreiss Ruling Class for 
the next Decade! 1 Million dead Jewish Women by Dr. Yitshak Kreiss taking blood 
money from Bahrain not for a Rx Recipe Pink One to cure Pink Cancers World 
wide. Dr. Kreiss will be at the Bahrain Casino today not on the worlds fastest super 
computer hacking 4 Trillion Rx Recipes to cure Pink Cancers. Casino life for the 
Israeli MD. 100's of Casino's “That’s a tremendous change for people of my 



generation,” Dr. Kreiss added. 100's of Casino's largely hidden from public view 
until they won over the Military MD's. Nobel Prize in Medicine is lettered out on all 
the Casino's Roulette Wheels. Grin. 

9-14-2020 Exodus Pink Women Bombed; Bahrain’s foreign minister, Khalid bin 
Ahmed al-Khalifa, defended Israel’s airstrikes on Iranian targets in Syria, writing 
on Twitter that, with Iran building up forces and rockets there, Israel “has the 
right to defend itself by eliminating the source of danger.” 

9-14-2020 9/11 Law Suit not in the News; Sept. 4, a Saudi imam at Mecca’s Grand 
Mosque preached about the Prophet Muhammad’s kindness toward a Jewish 
neighbor, in a sermon with no mention of $777 Trillion in the Mecca Bank. Riches 
beyond belief that belong to the Jews who paid $4 for gas on the 4th of July. 

9-14-2020 Pentagon will not Criticizes ‘Solitary Confinement’ of Rabbis Exodus to 
Sirius! 

9-14-2020 Retired Colonel Criticizes ‘Solitary Confinement’ of Quarantined 
Soldiers at Guantánamo. Exodus to Sirius is a lot more than Guantánamo but for 
the Pentagon Top Brass not the Rabbis who belive Jewish Aliens are at Sirius and 
all Nearby Stars. Bloomberg Says He’ll Spend $100 Million in Florida to Help 
Biden. We are in ‘Solitary Confinement’ in Florida. This is a waste of $100 Million 
and Biden knows it unless his Brain Cancer is acting up. 



9-14-2020 Delete this Win 10 Tech; We are alone on Earth in a Universe! "Tiana S. 
Clark, who has worked as an Air Force intelligence analyst, public-school teacher 
and now in Chicago as a sales director for Microsoft. People aren’t bound by 
location" Unless they are alone on Earth in a Universe. Win 10 with no IP invention 
projects for frozen food packaging at -254 C like Networks can grow stale, Ms. 
Kalinowski said, and a “fresh take” can be invigorating. Contact with Aliens in the 
Universe is stalled by Bill and Melinda Gates. Bill and Melinda Gates are happy in 
their second home in Dubai UAE. They have no plans on moving to Sirius with the 
Israeli Rabbis. Grin. 

9-14-2020 Arm to Delete Win 10; Nvidia Corp's $40 billion agreement to acquire 
Arm Ltd maker of 160 billion chips when insider trading knows about F-35 Radar 
on all Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars and iPhone 12 Pro Max Dash Cam on all 
cars for iTickets and iCop in your car to end fiery rear end collisions of cops 
writing a ticket on the side of the road and fewer drunks plowing into the back of a 
cop car with lights on a fewer drunks will be pulling out of the Worlds VFW's with 
iPhone 12 Max Pro Dash Cams high tech to detect drunks. Arm has unparalleled 
reach as a supplier of designs and intellectual property to most of the global 
semiconductor industry, licensing its technology to customers such as Intel Corp 
INTC.O, Qualcomm Inc QCOM.O and Samsung Electronics Co Ltd 005930.KS 
who increasingly compete with Nvidia. Arm’s open approach of licensing its designs 
to all comers has turned the 160 billion chips sold based on its technology into a 
huge ecosystem of devices from smart phones to smart toasters. CERN space 
station for 4K Physics techs will use a huge amount of Arm Chips all high tech high 
end nothing cheap as toaster chips. 

9-14-2020 Yoshihide Suga, 71, swept an election on Monday for the leadership of 
the conservative Liberal Democratic Party, assuring him the prime minister ship of 
Japan!! Mr. Suga appealed to a tradition-bound political establishment that resists 
change. To Jewish Exodus to Sirius, No Gas Stations in all of Japan by Christmas 
Day 2020 and Porsche Windmill Cars leading to the Windmills of charisma to blow 
in the 2020 Gravity Engine Car Invention before its time. 



9-14-2020 Jerusalem, Israel, on Sunday. Israel’s per capita coronavirus infection 
rate has risen to one of the highest in the world. Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu announced the drastic and unpopular measures in a televised address 
on Sunday, shortly before he boarded a flight to Washington, D.C. for a ceremony 
at the White House ushering in formal Israeli diplomatic and business ties with the 
United Arab Emirates and Bahrain. No Ben is not working on a Rx Recipe Cure on 
Israel's fastest super computer and 4 trillion Rx Recipes hacked by Israeli spy's. 
Mr. Netanyahu tried to put a positive spin on Emirates and Bahrain work and 
talking to the Prince instead of working on a Nobel in Medicine for Israel. Erosion 
of public trust in Mr. Netanyahu when a Nobel in Medicine is a War he sold out to 
Emirates and Bahrain. 

9-14-2020 Jerusalem, Israel, Erosion of public trust in Mr. Netanyahu by the 
Rabbis when they know he sits at the table with 12 year old wife's of Emirates and 
Bahrain Prince. When the Rabbis know 4 Yale MD Wife's for Israel Men will win 4 
Nobels in Medicine. 

9-14-2020 Friday, the eve of the Jewish New Year holiday. 

9-14-2020 In Switzerland 4 MD Wifes for each man and Cat for each. In the Op-
Doc CAT VIDEO above, we enter the world of an older man living by himself in a 
small city in Switzerland. Only he’s not alone — he has his two Scottish gray cats, 
Marmelade and Katyusha. The cats accompany him everywhere: to the bar, to the 
grocery store, to the ski slopes. As we watch their relationship unfold, the trio 
builds a world that’s exclusively and intimately theirs alone — a reminder that 
families are whatever we make them out to be. All that defines them is love. In 
Switzerland 4 MD Wifes for each man, cat for each, grin. 4 Nobels in Medicine for 
Switzerland. By Lasse Linder "I’m Not Alone. I Have My Cats." 

9-14-2020 USA Saudi War Crimes Watched by the Swiss. Rudy Giuliani when 
Mayor of NYC killed the stray cats! Got millions from feeding the cat, code 
violations from rich NYC Cat Women. Made sure all Trumps rentals said No Pets! 



Did not date any NYC MD women to win a Nobel in Medicine for NYC. Rejecting 
all marriage to MD Women, Rudy goes to the Casino with Trump. Casino Women 
Trump's Type, grin. 

Alaska and the Oil Stimulus Check for all in Alaska does not go viral Today for the 
ending story on CBS Nighty News. 

9-13-2020 Bahrain and their Oil Stimulus Check for all Bahrain Citizens is 100's of 
times bigger than the Alaska Oil Stimulus Check for Alaskan's. 

9-13-2020 Doha, Qatar Peace Talk Headlines a Breakthrough, Bahrain, Israel 
Peace Treaty without any Oil Money in the Nobel for Trump. Trump with No 
Money when Israel Drives the Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars. 

9-13-2020 Bahrain; In These Oil Kingdoms War is a YouTube Video Game on 
High End Mac Book Pro's and Big Screen iMac's! Now Trump won a Nobel in 
Bahrain the Jews can Celebrate the Jewish High Holy Days, cooking up a Rx Pink 
Recipe with the Rabbi. No one bought the Rabbi an iMac to play out this War on 
Pink Cancers to Win a Nobel. 



9-13-2020 Bahrain Prince and Israel Rabbis Google tracking their Open Heart By 
Pass Surgery. Will Peace make a difference in the breakthroughs new heart 
operations, diagnosis the first visit to the Doctor or waiting weeks to get the correct 
diagnosis? Google can track all this and protein bars sales. Grin. Cost of the Heart 
surgery, who pays? How much? Change of diet and exercise for all Rabbis. 

9-13-2020 Census questions written by the heart surgeon would be the 
Breakthrough in all Governments. Bob Woodwards 'Rage' is nothing compared to 
the Heart Surgeons Rage II. Ask Bob Woodward if he will get a Heart Transplant. 

9-13-2020 Doha, Qatar Peace Talk Headlines a Breakthrough, Hell No We Want to 
Sue Qatar for every $4 Gas dollars in gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba since 
9/11 and before when Jimmy Carter hid the Windmill Ford in his Peanut 
Plantation, so Qatar could sell gas in the USA at $4 on the 4th of July. 

9-13-2020 Bahrain Casino Owner Trump; "Trump Accuses Judge of ‘Stacking the 
Deck’ Against Him in Tax Ruling." Judge has ruled against 1 billion who play the 
Florida Lottery too. Apple loss sales of 1 billion Mac Book Pro's to those who spent 
the money on Florida Lottery tickets was stacking the deck a lot and the loss to 
society by the Judge was the Universe Lottery of Aliens at every nearby Star. Judge 
this. 

9-13-2020 Bahrain Breakthrough Headlines! NY Times special section "Greed is 



Good Except When Its Bad" this is more than greed its Bahrain felons holding up 
the Miami, Cuba gas station for the third time this week running over for spite the 
women pumping gas into her car. 

9-13-2020 Porsche Windmill Cars; Trump Onslaught of Bahrain, Casino Loser's 
Against Biden Falls Short of a Breakthrough, scathing law-and-order attacks by 
Lawyers Rudy Giuliani WHO make more money not Suing Saudi Arabia 
Terrorists, who today are buying up all the Diesel Mercedes War Machines. 
Missiles and Drones are at all Exxon Mobil BP Oil gas stations. Sill the felon pulls 
off another armed robbery for the second or third time out on bail. 

9-13-2020 Bahrain Breakthrough News Loser Rudy Giuliani when Mayor of NYC 
killed the stray cats! Got millions from feeding the cat, code violations from rich 
NYC Cat Women. Made sure all Trumps rentals said No Pets! 

9-13-2020 Bahrain Breakthroughs are of limited value to the Worlds Jews driving 
Windmill Cars to escape Berlin Warriors today. 

9-13-2020 Rudy Giuliani DUI lawyers the Bahrain Prince hired for total immunity 
in 2020 Drunk Driving Road Kills a thing of British colonial rule on the planet. 
Today Queen Elizabeth husband drunk driving crash into 2 British women was 
censored out of the crash news. DUI immunity a thing of British colonial rule on the 
planet. DUI immunity a thing of Rudy Giuliani DUI lawyers tracked by Google and 
kept secret for not as Google is tracking the Porsche Windmill Car sales. 



9-13-2020 Bahrain Breakthrough News, the most Casino's of any OPEC Nation and 
1 Million New Gas Stations. Yes Google tracks how many Casino's a Nation Has 
and who's who at the Casino. Secret Casino videos on YouTube for the Winners 
and Losers gone viral. 

9-13-2020 Fire Breakthrough in Fiery Car Crash; law-and-order attacks by 
Lawyer Rudy Giuliani deafening the fiery car crash and the Pope who drove by 
without stoping to help end gas stations world wide, install F-35 radar on all 
Windmill Cars and roads paid for by Bahrain and Saudi Casino Winnings. Lawyer 
fees into the Billions and Trillions of Dollars at the Bahrain Casino Bar. End of the 
Bar Exam by the WHO doctors treating DUI lawyers the Prince hired for total 
immunity in 2020 Drunk Driving Road Kills a thing of British colonial rule on the 
planet. 

9-13-2020 Breakthrough Windmill Porsche and Ford's 

9-13-2020 Breakthrough Rx Recipes like Penicillin! How its Made YouTube 
Videos... Hell No. 



9-13-2020 Bahrain and British colonial rule on the planet. UCLA 
ElectricWindmillCar.com at Berkeley, an intellectual circle that shaped the rest of 
our lives with Bahrain and Saudi Arabia Students getting into Berkeley by cheating 
the USA out of the Porsche Windmill Car Stimulus Drive for Yale and Harvard 
Students and Parents of the grads instead getting a Diesel Mercedes. 

9-13-2020 Berlin Warriors Today are not Star Wars Warriors helping the Jews 
escape to Exodus to Sirius! North Korean Propaganda Gets a YouTube Makeover: 
Fewer Parades, More Pizza, no Nobel Peace Prize for Trump. 

9-13-2020 Trump takes down the MIA POW flag from the White House Puts up a 
'Pink' flag. 

9-13-2020 Trump takes down the MIA POW flag from the White House Puts up a 
'Pink' flag. 

9-13-2020 Breakthrough for Paris Hilton the POW who went MIA and lost a Medal 
of Honor by Trump on 9/11 can win a Nobel In Invention Projects before Trump 
by ordering Comcast xfinity fiber high speed business at all Hilton rooms world 
wide with tech support by Hilton as all the iMac's will be painted Pink for the Pink 
Rich Girl who watches Steve Jobs torture... is Paris Hilton richer than Steve Jobs 
was? Death beds of the rich are not the same as ours. No Jimmy Carter planted his 
Peanut Plantation in the garden of Eden so you can take it with you. Oil Executives 
stay at the Hilton today. Pink MD Women working on a Rx Recipe for Breast 
Cancer are homeless, not at the Hilton on an iMac today. No Breakthrough until 
Paris and Paris Hilton make contact with 7 billion none oil men but MD's with Rx 
Recipes all Pink. 



9-13-2020 Alaska Hilton and the Oil Stimulus Check for all in Alaska does not go 
viral at the End of CBS Nighty News on orders from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

9-13-2020 Colorado Officials Sue God for 9/11 Oil Profits. Election Mailer was 
Misleading on Heaven and Hell as McCain according to his wife and daughters is in 
Heaven with 72 virgins singing and dancing today. Hell is for Hanoi! For not 
ending the War. Admirals and their kids talk about God and War Dead without 
talking about the Jewish Aliens at Sirius. Ships are War Ships not Star Wars Space 
Ships. Really. 

9-13-2020 Hell No We Won't Go to get vaccinated until we get 2 sugar cubes with a 
pink vaccine dot in the center and more sugar cubes to take home... yes Google 
tracks how much sugar everyone on Earth eats. 

9-13-2020 "4 Yale MD Wife's" Reality Show on CBS. "How ‘Keeping Up With the 
Kardashians’ Changed Everything for the worse in Breast Cancer and most other 
diseases. The reality show shaped not only TV but celebrity, beauty and 
entrepreneur ship and not working with 4 Yale MD Wife's in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage to get the Rx Recipe Pink Latte cure for all stages of breast cancer in 8 
days at Starbucks. Starbucks CEO didn't help either. Japan TV shows, Shinzo Abe 
Vowed Japan Would Help Women ‘Shine.’ They’re Still Waiting for the 
breakthrough Rx Recipes to be made public. Trade Secrets are want lawyers 
should sue about. 

9-13-2020 Celebrate the Jewish High Holy Days, cooking up a Rx Pink Recipe with 
the Rabbis Amazon Prime 1 Click links, specks and genius Einstein tutors on this 



new TV Show on CBS. NYC Jews this year there will not be a Marathon running 
but there will be one for Rx Recipe Cure All's. CBS cook off TV shows not only got 
people fat but killed their cravings to brainstorm a Rx Recipe Cure. 

"Americans Never Going Into Afghanistan In The First Place, sold on buying a 
2020 Ford or Porsche Windmill Car instead. 

New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here



New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here

"Windmill Car Thieves" Grand Theft Auto Ford and Porsche, a Disney Movie 
after "Cars 4" 

Bill and Melinda Gates are ‘Amazing, Isn’t They?’ Grammar checker on iMac's! 

Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz are two of the Bounty Hunters who Killed the King of 
Sweden's Nobels! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

Greg's New Book On Amazon Kindle; 'Secret Trillions - WindmillCars' ----------- 
Click Here $$$

Greg's New Book On Amazon Kindle; 'Secret Trillions - WindmillCars' ----------- 
Click Here $$$



New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here **************



YouTube Movie night TV Tonight CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue 
Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 



YouTube Movie night TV Tonight CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue 
Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 

"Americans Never Going Into Afghanistan In The First Place" 

9-11-2020 Trump and Biden today 9/11 can predict the loss of $777 Trillion in Cash 
by Saudi Arabia tomorrow, grin! 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; Lawyers WHO make more money not Suing Saudi 
Arabia Terrorists, Loser Lawyers who Drive a Diesel Mercedes instead of a 
Porsche Windmill Car. The Judge ruled in favor of the Lawyers! 

9-12-2020 Rudy Giuliani stated: "We will sue! Trumps Loser Lawyer, grin. Diesel 
Hell, his ex wife got the Windmill Porsche, Ha. 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; Bahrain; Says It’s Time to Embrace Israel. The Gulf 
Hears a Saudi Voice of $777 Trillion, Voice of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ USA is 
heard. Rabbis is sounded out with loud Trillion dollar Casinos betting on CERN 
and the Exodus Space Stations that caries 4K Rabbis and 4K Physics Techs along 
with many, many Einstein's E=mc2 500 times faster than the speed of light in a 
Jewish Alien video from Sirius. 



9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; Bahrain Casino's without any high tech '7 Tesla MRI's.' 
‘The 4 MD Wife's in Bahrain.’ Moslem Men and the 4 MD Wife's Report by WHO 
at the UN. War Crimes by Bahrain Men who marry 12 year old girls not Yale MD 
Wife's for a Nobel in Medicine instead of sex with a 12 year old girl. 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; Prince Salman is engaged to a 12 year old girl for his 4th 
wife not a Yale MD women. 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; 4 MD Wife's legal, to stop TB with a Nobel in Medicine 
Rx Recipe Latte at Starbucks Bahrain was killed by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 
"Stop TB is focused on preventing more than a million deaths from tuberculosis 
each year, primarily in Africa and Asia. With an annual operating budget of $100 
million, provided by donors like the United States Agency for International 
Development and the World Bank, the partnership is the leading organization in 
the fight against tuberculosis, still the world’s largest infectious disease killer." By 
Apoorva Mandavilli. Article "4 MD Wife's legal, to stop TB with a Nobel in 
Medicine Rx Recipe Latte at Starbucks Bahrain was killed By Apoorva 
Mandavilli" 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; 1,001 Stop TB Rx Recipes should have been in this NY 
Times article on Stop TB. AI and IBM links to the best Rx Recipe drugs giving to 
millions who have TB today by Apoorva Mandavilli were censored out of the article 
in todays NY Times, WHO ordered the article written this way instead of inserting 
the names of many Rx given to Stop TB with one or 5 stars by Amazon's Jeff Bezos. 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; Competition heats up for a winner in the Rx Recipe cook 
off, not hot dogs and burgers you will read about in the NY Times and watch at the 



end of CBS Nightly News but Rx Competition Heat and Cold in the Rx Recipes for 
Pink Latte Cure All and Stop TB with a pink dot in a sugar cube. 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; Apple Store Apps the rules have changed, open the 
Apple Store Apps to Rx Recipes feel the Heat and Cold in a Recipe along with 
chemo. 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; Bahrain; Says It’s Time to Embrace Israel not Stop TB 
with Rx Recipes in a Times article... Bahrain with $777 Trillion dollars has done 
nothing since 9/11 to Stop TB. 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; Today after decades of profiting from 9/11 $4 gas. 
Afghanistan Peace Talks Open in Qatar, Seeking End to Decades of War for Oil 
revenues, 1 million gas stations owned by WHO? 1 million Porsche Windmill Cars 
driven over the cliff by WHO? 

"Americans Never Going Into Afghanistan In The First Place, sold on buying a 
2020 Ford or Porsche Windmill Car instead. 

New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here



9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; Bahrain; 9/11 ElectricWindmillCar. com will generate a 
world without Bahrain and Saudi Arabia! Prince and King Salman will be the 
Loser's Trump Talks about at the Pentagon. Walter Reed Hospital will get a Pink 
Dr. Lisa Sanders MD from the Kings Loss. Pink Wounded Warriors Commercial 
at the end of CBS Nightly News today pointing out the Walter Reed Profiteers from 
9/11 Saudi Terrorists the last 19 years just before they get to retire with a Windfall 
Pension and no cure for Breast Cancer or War fighting Breast cancer for the last 
19 years. No sound in the Pink Forest as Wounded Warriors were heard for 19 
years over 1 million dead women tortured by the CIA. Bahrain and Saudi Arabia 
profited from 1 million USA women tortured to death for Oil Revenues of $777 
trillion. Now Bahrain and Saudi Arabia will profit from Jewish Women tortured to 
death by breast cancer, a million within a year and when Trump picks up his Nobel 
Peace Prize for this the King of Sweden will have a pink tie not a tux. Nobel in 
Medicine was lost by Trump getting a Nobel Peace Prize. 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; Gas Station Hold Up Men with spite for the 2 White Men 
at 1984 HQ they know about profiting from $4 gas on the 4th of July. Ex-Felons in 
Florida Must Pay Fines Before Voting, Appeals Court Rules" By PATRICIA 
MAZZEI Pat censored out all the women who pulled into a gas station as a felony 
armed robbery was going on at 1 million gas stations Exxon Mobil BP Oil the last 
19 years of profiteering from Oil holding up Porsche Windmill Cars! These women 
were attacked by gas station felons, covered in blood they paid for the ambulance 
and MD as Exxon and Mobil had wasp lawyers and the Judge had Exxon Stock. 
Today 100 Exxon Mobil gas stations will be help up by Felons the second or third 



time. 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; Architects of 100 USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs 
profiting from 9/11 aftermath of destruction of the ElectricWindmillCar.com web! 
Masterminds 400 USS Hospital Ships from the sin's of Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter 
profiting from 9/11 gas and oil Revenues spent on Drones, Missiles, Cheers of 
launching a USS Jimmy Carter nuke sub instead of a 9/11 Hospital Ships. War 
Ships were masterminded not hospital ships by those profiting from 9/11. 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; Sex, 1976 book, ‘The Hite Report,’ touched off ‘a 
revolution in the bedroom’ and has sold tens of millions of copies. But harsh 
criticism drove her to self-exile in 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; book, ‘The 4 MD Wife's in Bahrain Report.’ 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; Sex, 1976 book, ‘The Hite Report,’ 2020 Book the Google 
hits searching for breast cancer. Trumps a loser of 1 million live since 76. Google 
tracking the sales of protein bars not breast cancer deaths makes the headlines in 
the NY Times. Her most famous work, “The Hite Report: A Nationwide Study of 
Female Sexuality” (1976), challenged societal and Freudian assumptions, Bahrain 
and Saudi Arabia Assumptions on wife's, 4 of them not working on a Nobel in 
Medicine 24/7. For the last 19 years Bahrain and Saudi Prince have been buying up 
wife's 4 at a time and no Yale MD Women bought for Masterminding a Nobel in 
Medicine. Prince Salman wants a 12 year old girl for this 4th wife not 4 Yale MD 
women for Wife's. New Book is needed by Amazon on getting '4 Yale MD Wife's' 
for American Men. Grin. “sparked a revolution in Nobels in Medicine!!!!" Women 
they needed stimulation of a Nobel in Medicine Marriage made legal like the 
Moslems. 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; Ms. Hite lectured at universities around the world and 
wrote several more books, including a memoir, “The Hite Report on Hite: A Sexual 
and Political Autobiography” (2000). It was her attempt to set the record straight 
about her life and work and answer her critics. Shere Hite, Who Challenged Myths 
of Female Sexuality, Dies at 77. 2000 "Report on the ElectricWindmillCar.com" At 



all the Universities around the world a few elite Deans and Presidents have read 
this WindmillCar Report. 9/11 Profiteers; at universities around the world in Gas 
and Oil from Bahrain and Saudi Arabia. Canada was a profiteer from 9/11 too 
until Prince Salman pulled 8K Saudi Students at every University in Canada out, 
tell them to come back home to Saudi Arabia. Canada professors and University 
President's realized their life and death is ruled by Prince and King Salman. 
Canada losers and profiteers from 9/11 in the next Hite Report, with a comment 
from 1984 George Orwell to up date it to reality in a world ruled by the King of 
Saudi Arabia 19 years after 9/11. 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; Who Challenged Myths of King Salman and the King of 
Sweden! 9/11 Profiteers; Who Challenged Myths of these Kings can be seen in the 
Casino's at Lake Geneva next to the UN WHO office. Universities Presidents and 
Elite around the world are at a Casino today profiting from 9/11 oil and gas class 
and Caste. 1 Million new gas stations in 2020 all high tech thanks to a University 
education. IBM AI is fueling your gas stations high tech design but for the Felons 
holding it up for the second and third time. 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; Bahrain Casino's without any high tech '7 Tesla MRI's' 

9-12-2020 9/11 Profiteers; Lawyers WHO make more money not Suing Saudi 
Arabia Terrorists, Loser Lawyers who Drive a Diesel Mercedes instead of a 
Porsche Windmill Car. The Judge ruled in favor of the Lawyers! 

9-11-2020 On Campus in Boulder I had many many ElectricWindmillCar cards 
and posters up in every freshman Dorm and the Main Building, I got up late turned 
on the News of 9/11 hour before going to work on Campus. Walked by Ho Chi Min 
Trail to Campus. Laura the Chef was at her desk ask her if she hear about the 
World Trade Center she said No. No one in this Freshman Dorm had Comcast as 
on 9/11 it was priced out of reach of Freshmen and University President didn't wire 
the Campus. So by 11 am there was One TV with the World Trade Centers Towers 
minutes before they collapsed. Freshmen at the Dorm leaving for classes walked by 
many many posters of ElectricWindmillcar.com 2 White Men at 1984 HQ talked 
about Saudi Arabia Terrorists and the Ford WindmillCar as the Twin Towers 



Collapsed. Today Colorado has more Oil than Saudi Arabia and profited from 9/11 
in the Trillions of dollars from $4 gas. This is a crime so is 9/11. Profiting from 
War. CBS Nightly News last night ran the Wounded Warrior commercial when a 
Army of Pink women are not admitted to Walter Reed for chemo and getting their 
breast cut off. Saudi Arabia Prince has 4 nurse practitioners and a MD on Staff, 
100's of thousands and Olivia Newton John has a Doctors apt soon. No one profited 
from getting to Drive to a Cure All cooked up a Rx Recipe in a freshman dorm at 
the Boulder. 25K students and not one worked on a Rx Recipe Cure for a Pink 
Latte at Starbucks on Campus since 9/11. The University Presidents Wife died a 
quick death at the Best Hospital in Denver from breast cancer not caught early. I 
saw her a few times posting ElectricWindmillCAR posters and cards. I worked at 
the freshmen dorms cooking pancakes and Bookstore selling textbooks knowing I 
had to work on the ElectricWindmillCar. com web a lot after 9/11 as this web page 
didn't stop 9/11. So I read every textbook in the University Bookstore on breaks 
and lunch for years after 9/11. Win for Greg as the ElectricWindmillCar.com web 
is world wide in the Minds of all the Worlds Oil Men, grin. 1,001 other invention 
projects too. CIA on Campus before 9/11 and today on 9/11 ripe with Rage over the 
riches of Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion. Trump and Biden today 9/11 can predict 
the loss of $777 Trillion in Cash by Saudi Arabia tomorrow, grin! 

9-11-2020 Trump and Biden today 9/11 can predict the loss of $777 Trillion in Cash 
by Saudi Arabia tomorrow, grin! 

9-11-2020 Biden he predicted 9/11 attacks, so did 100's of other Senators and Gas 
Station Owners who knew about the War between Oil and 
ElectricWindmillCars.com! Orwellian comments by the 100's from Biden all year 
before 9/11 about 'WindmillCars' all on video you can search for on YouTube 
today 9/11. 

9-11-2020 Saudi Arabia since 9/11 has built 40,000 World Trade Center Building 
Condos for Citizens of Saudi Arabia and even two Palace's for every Prince. 



9-11-2020 Saudi Arabia since 9/11 has built 40,000 World Trade Center Building 
Condos for Citizens of Saudi Arabia and even two Palace's for every Prince. 

"Americans Never Going Into Afghanistan In The First Place, sold on buying a 
2020 Ford or Porsche Windmill Car instead. 

New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here



9-11-2020 19 years of $4 gas in NYC with most of the profits going to Saudi Arabia! 
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 9/11. It has been 19 years since passenger jets 
hijacked by terrorists slammed into the World Trade Center and the Pentagon and 
crashed into a field in Shanksville, Pa. Nearly 3,000 lives were lost, some 2,700 of 
them in New York, in the deadliest attack in the country’s history, a blow to 
America’s psyche. Psyche Rage to sue Saudi Arabia when you think most Lawyers 
have sued a MD for letting a women die from breast cancer. Michael Gold is a 
general assignment reporter on the Metro desk covering news in the New York City 
region and wrote the 9/11 article in the NY Times today without any Rage Writing 
about money from Saudi Arabia $$$ 

9-11-2020 Chase and other Big Wall Street Banks profited from 9/11's $777 Trillion 
In Oil Revenues from $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA, Moscow has this much cash 
too, France and England not quite as much Cash. Mecca has even more than $777 
Trillion. Today France will sink a Oil and Gas drilling ship of Turkey's trying to 
drill for oil and gas Macron wants for France. Oil verses Porsche WindmillCars 



and Ships. Porsche WindmillCar profits will drive to 300 New High Tech Hospital 
Ships like the Worlds Navy's Admirals could would never design in their minds. 
Masterminds of 300 New High Tech Hospital Ships I would like to think saved a 
ElectricWindmillCar post card from the University of Boulder Campus on 9/11. 

9-11-2020 For Survivors of 9/11 who can not sue Saudi Arabia on 9/11 have 'Rage!' 
Rudy Giuliani and wasp Lawyers 'Rage!' A New Book by Woodward without the 
fiery cop on the cover of the book. Rudy will get many iTickets from the NYPD for 
not moving over and running into a Cop Car on the side of the road writing a ticket 
then another for leaving a baby in a hot car to die a tortured death. Rage Book and 
9/11 Rage are Hot as a Hot Car without 24/7 A/C. Rudy Giuliani lawyers will sue 
over the death's of 100's of kids left in Hot Cars on 9/11. 

9-11-2020 Survivors of 9/11 Car Crash 1.3 million in 2017. Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu finally addressed the injustice this week, publicly apologizing 
to the Rabbis killed in fiery head on collisions world wide since 9/11 and the Ford 
WindmillCar Oil War just won by UAE and Netanyahu. The aftermath of the 2017 
episode in which a police officer was struck and killed, and the driver was killed by 
police fire... 100,000 Fiery Wrecks since 9/11. Knowing Rudy Giuliani he will tell 
the Judge even Pope Francis drives by fiery wrecks without stoping to help pull the 
woman and kids from the fiery wreck. There is no CBS Nightly News ad for these 
Wounded Warriors on tonight's CBS Nightly News. ...he should come and see the 
family and pay them compensation... “Of course, Netanyahu played this card for 
his own benefit! Oil Money Not Porsche WindmillCar Sales!” 

9-11-2020 Rudy Giuliani ex wife Rejected his 9/11 Ultimatum as he forgot to wear a 
Pink Tie tied to 4 trillion Rx Recipes, after 9/11 2020 get to work in NYC cleaning 
up the Breast Cancer Dead who will die today because of Rudy Giuliani not 
wearing a Pink Tie. Rx Pink Tie. 



9-11-2020 Trump Who ‘Needs to Touch the Flames of the Twin Towers and Fiery 
Cop Car Crash!,’ Bob Woodward Was Irresistible. Bob Woodward didn't put in 
one picture out of 100,000 of a fiery Cop Car Crash. Trump needs to flame this 
censorship by Bob Woodward! “Fear,” Mr. Woodward’s first book on Mr. Trump 
published in 2018. Books 'Rage' and 'Fear" next to Greg's Amazon Books "! 

9-11-2020 9/11 in many peoples minds was the ElectricWindmillcar.com web page. 
Woodward — better to pet the bear than to poke him. “I remember President Bush 
telling me that he thought it was important for history, given the significance of the 
attacks of 9/11, to capture the ElectricWindmillcar.com web page screen shot. Yes 
you can find this 9/11 page on Greg's web today! 

9-11-2020 Trump; somebody like Dr. Woodward MD that can write good. I don’t 
think he can, but let’s see what happens.” Dr. Woodward MD writing Rx Recipe 
code into the worlds fastest super computers with 100's of other MD's on the same 
page in a huge office at the NY Times. I don’t think Woodward can without going 
to Yale or Harvard Medical School. I think all journalists should be required to 
have a MD and Journalists Degree from Yale or Harvard to work for the NY Times 
or Washington post. 7 Billion Readers with almost as many Plagues and Scam's by 
Presidents driving the Diesel Mercedes War Machines with Exhaust you can see in 
Traffic are sick! 

9-11-2020 Dr. Woodward MD Diagnosis, tracking all Journalists world wide not to 
sell them protein bars on Google but life saving No Smoking No Drinking fine 
French Wine and Coors. Movement is medicine. The proof is in the results. In a 
study of adults with type 2 diabetes, half of the subjects were able to quit their 



medication within a year of starting a regular exercise and the Plage of Obesity is 
killing a million people today. 

9-11-2020 Inside Joe Biden’s history of falsely claiming he predicted 9/11 attacks. 
“The real threat comes to this country in the hold of a ship, the belly of a plane, or 
smuggled into a city in the middle of the night in a vial in a backpack,” Biden said. 
But when al Qaeda terrorists hijacked four planes the following morning and killed 
2,977 Americans, Biden began claiming he predicted the attack. 

9-11-2020 Biden he predicted 9/11 attacks, so did 100's of other Senators and Gas 
Station Owners who knew about the War between Oil and 
ElectricWindmillCars.com! Orwellian comments by the 100's from Biden all year 
before 9/11 about 'WindmillCars' all on video you can search for on YouTube 
today 9/11. 

9-11-2020 9/11 destroyed all Star Wars Towers, Saudi winners of 9/11 destroyed 
every NASA shuttle. This Island Earth Has No Bridges. Can It Survive With No 
Ferries named Exodus by the 9/11 Rabbis in NYC. Earth “You take a deep breath 
and you know it’s home in a Hell of a Universe!” Sanctions by Prince and King 
Salman since 9/11 have kept us from Driving the Windmill Porsche to Sirius. 
500,000 Wildfires and millions of fiery wrecks. 9/11 Fires caused by the Saudi 
Terrorists still burns today as no one cares to put out a million fiery Head on 
Collisions by Cars on 9/11. 



9-11-2020 19 years of $4 gas in NYC with most of the profits going to Saudi Arabia! 
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 9/11. It has been 19 years since passenger jets 
hijacked by terrorists slammed into the World Trade Center and the Pentagon and 
crashed into a field in Shanksville, Pa. Nearly 3,000 lives were lost, some 2,700 of 
them in New York, in the deadliest attack in the country’s history, a blow to 
America’s psyche. Psyche Rage to sue Saudi Arabia when you think most Lawyers 
have sued a MD for letting a women die from breast cancer. Michael Gold is a 
general assignment reporter on the Metro desk covering news in the New York City 
region and wrote the 9/11 article in the NY Times today without any Rage Writing 
about money from Saudi Arabia $$$ 

9-11-2020 Saudi Arabia since 9/11 has built 40,000 World Trade Center Building 
Condos for Citizens of Saudi Arabia and even two Palace's for every Prince. NYC 
New Development, Buyers Favor the Boroughs Yes, some buyers are leaving 
Manhattan. But others are doubling down on Brooklyn and Queens. New York 
exodus, to the suburbs and beyond, has so far been overstated, many of those who 
have left were affluent residents with second homes and had played a 
disproportionate role in supporting the overpriced Manhattan condo market, 
which was already slumping before Covid-19. Citywide, more than 60 percent of 
new condos remain unsold... Stimulus Check to get them into these condos will 
come from Saudi Arabia Prince and King Salman not Trump and Biden. Porsche 
Windmill Car Sales will also help to fill these NYC condos. Medical School Students 
paid more than West Point Cadets too. 

9-11-2020 Saudi Arabia since 9/11 has built 40,000 World Trade Center Building 
Condos for Citizens of Saudi Arabia and even two Palace's for every Prince. 



9-11-2020 Saudi Arabia since 9/11 has built 40,000 World Trade Center Building 
Condos for Citizens of Saudi Arabia and even two Palace's for every Prince. 

9-10-2020 9/11 "Guantánamo Forever, Gas Stations Forever!! By Linda 
Greenhouse. Contributing Opinion Writer NY Times 9/11 2020 No Gas Stations 
Ever Again is a Winner lost by the Loser's Trump-Biden. Green House Gas and 
Putin's Nerve Gas and No NT Times, CBS News about 'Forever Gas Stations, Just 
Forever Wars!' 

9-10-2020 'Forever Gas Stations, Forever Wars!' Vote by Mail... 



9-10-2020 Rudy Giuliani stated: Lawyers 'Rage!' 

9-10-2020 9/11 Rage of Girl Scouts and the one Eagle Scout Girl. 'War Eagle' 
license plate clouds the mind and clouds of Amazon and Microsoft open the data 
base of those who have the Pink database for 1 year from today to next years 9/11 
for the Rage of Girl Scouts and the one Eagle Scout Girl on CBS. Database of gas 
stations gallons and Pink Breast Cancers are censored for the most part. Rage book 
on the front page will never be about Pink Rage! And no Rx Recipe Cure All. 
Cloud computing by Amazon and Microsoft and CERN making Clouds of rain over 
Forest Fires. Rage Book Review in the NY times. CERN with a space station of 4K 
Physics techs can make a cloud and cause it to rain 20" over any forest fire or 
house fire on Earth. This is the Rage book Woodward should have written if he 
visited CERN in Geneva. 

9-10-2020 Rudy Giuliani stated: "We will rebuild. We're going to come out of this 
stronger, most NYC Skyscraper Penthouse and Hotels are owned by Prince and 
King Salman today. 

9-10-2020 Rudy Giuliani stated: "We will build 1 Million New Exxon Mobil, BP Oil 
Gas Stations in 2020 in India and China! 

9-10-2020 9/11 "Guantánamo Forever, Does the public care about the 40 remaining 
inmates with no obvious end to their imprisonment?" By Linda Greenhouse. 



Contributing Opinion Writer Sept. 10, 2020, 5:00 a.m. Linda writes about Supreme 
Court Men not the Oil Men who profited $777 trillion selling gas while all the 
POW's came and went in Cuba. Linda does not know more than 40 USA women 
were sucker punched pulling into a gas station in Miami, Cuba needing 100 
Stitches. NY Times Forever and Never about the 40 women pulling into a gas 
station tomorrow driving into a hold up of a gas station. Guantánamo 40 remaining 
inmates, Guantánamo Gas Station Hold up, of 40 Women pulling in for gas in 
Miami, Cuba tomorrow. Gas Station Hold ups in Miami on 9/11. 

9-10-2020 9/11 Guantánamo 40 remaining inmates, Guantánamo Gas Station in 
Miami a Hold up, of 40 Women pulling in for gas in Miami, Cuba tomorrow. Gas 
Station Hold ups in Miami on 9/11 By Linda Greenhouse. Contributing Opinion 
Writer NY Times. 

9-10-2020 CIA officials for not doing everything possible to resist $4 Gas on 9/11. 
Gas Stations selling gas today and on 9/11. Gas Station Owners, Texas, Alaska, 
Moscow, UAE, Saudi, Iran, Paris Oil Nations people like Putin, Macron, Salmon 
pay Hit Men and Bounty Hunters over who gets to sell their oil on 9/11. Soon this 
will osculate to Nuke Iran and WHO knows WHO else for selling oil like the 
Miami, Cuba gas stations tomorrow hit by armed robbers who out of spite for $4 
Gas and no Porsche WindmillCar to Drive sucker punch the women pulling into 
the gas stations in Miami, Cuba today and on 9/11. Wounded Warriors talking 
about Trump calling them Losers have not made the women pulling into a Miami 
Gas station on 9/11 winners of a Porsche Windmill Car on 9/11. Winners and 
Losers, Winner is Trump-Salman Oil Company. Loser's are Pink Women not 
allowed into Walter Reed Hospital for Chemo and transplants. 

9-10-2020 Rudy Giuliani stated: "We will rebuild. We're going to come out of this 
stronger, most NYC Skyscraper Penthouse and Hotels are owned by Prince and 
King Salman today. 



9-10-2020 Rudy Giuliani stated: Trump Admits Downplaying the Virus Knowing It 
Was ‘Deadly Stuff, Trump Downplaying 9/11 and $777 Trillion in Oil Revenue 
profits from 9/11. Trump Downplaying not letting Pink women into Walter Reed 
and VA Hospitals world wide for Breast Cancer chemo. Trump Downplaying 
working on a Rx Recipe Cure All at Starbucks on iMac's not Blue Screen of Death 
Win 10. Bill Gates Downplaying Win 10 updates every day and no 9/11 Update by 
Bill and Melinda Gates on 9/11 Porsche Windmill Cars but the Porsche Bill Gates 
just bought. Downplaying driving by fiery wrecks driving his new Porsche. Fiery 
Car wrecks tomorrow on 9/11 Masterminded by the Prince and King Salman. 

9-10-2020 “Boeing, Lockheed, Raytheon, all these Pink Women Workers dead in 
2020, Dead in Trump's Headlines about them making bombs instead of a Nobel in 
Medicine. MD's are not in Trumps Headlines. 

9-10-2020 General Atomics workers building Reaper drones made by General 
Atomics, target Pink Women and the Troops Cheer the Drone Strike. Chemo 
strikes on super computers are all at General Atomics. White House created 
"Space Force", which many in the Pentagon thought unnecessary. His campaign 
quickly began selling Space Force paraphernalia. CERN must be working on a 
Coup to build the Space Station for 4K Physics Techs. God Particles of Gravity. 
Pentagon thoughts on when the Gravity Engine will be invented. 

9-10-2020 Rudy Giuliani stated: One World Trade Center began on April 27, 2006, 
and reached its full height on May 20, 2013, height at 1,776 feet (541 m) and thus 
claiming the title of the tallest building. Rudy Giuliani and his inner circle in NYC 



knew about the Yale Key West Medical School bombed by the Navy in 2011 when 
Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion in Ford and Porsche Windmill Car 
Sales. Yale and Harvard Medical Schools could fill the 'Empty Space' in One 
World Trade Center on 9/11 but Wasp Lawyers like Giuliani want to sue MD's for 
a Pink Death not to Win a Nobel in Medicine for a Rx Pink Recipe Cure All for 
Breast Cancer just ask his exwife, grin. 

9-10-2020 9/11 Memorial are 88 searchlights at the footprints of the World Trade 
Center towers - 

9-10-2020 9/11 Memorial better one is 88 Nobels in Medicine were lost. "Americans 
Never Going Into Afghanistan In The First Place, sold on buying a 2020 Ford or 
Porsche Windmill Car Driven to 88 Nobels in Medicine by a Army of MD's at One 
World Trade Center. 'Empty Space' in this 'Tower' tomorrow when a Army of 
MD's should be working on a Nobel in Medicine a Pink One for American Women 
abused by Trump and his Lawyer Giuliani. 

9-10-2020 CIA officials for not doing everything possible to Sue Saudi Arabia today 
for $777 Trillion $$$ 

9-10-2020 CIA officials for not doing everything possible to Drive 9/11 Ford 
Porsche WindmillCars to NYC today and tomorrow. Best Secret on Earth is 9/11 
Ford Porsche WindmillCars. 



9-10-2020 CIA officials for not doing everything possible to confront terrorism. He 
criticized their failure to stop two of the 9/11 hijackers, Nawaf al-Hazmi and Khalid 
al-Mihdhar, as they entered the United States and their failure to share information 
on the two men with the FBI 

9-10-2020 9/11 Coordinated terrorist attacks by Saudi Arabia against the United 
States on the morning of Tuesday, September 11, 2001. The attacks resulted in 
2,977 fatalities, over 25,000 injuries, and substantial long-term health consequences, 
many more Pink USA women died from breast cancer than 2,977 fatalities on 9/11 
and the Wasp Lawyers at Yale and Harvard get to sue the MD for not having a Rx 
Recipe Pink Latte at Starbucks that cures all stages of breast cancer in 8 days but 
No One can sue Prince and King Salman tomorrow. Sanctions by the 2 White Men 
at 1984 HQ. 

9-10-2020 American Airlines Flight 11 and United Airlines Flight 175, crashed into 
the North and South towers, respectively, of the World Trade Center complex in 
Lower Manhattan. Within an hour and 42 minutes, both 110-story towers 
collapsed. 

9-10-2020 "Guantánamo Forever, Does the public care about the 40 remaining 
inmates with no obvious end to their imprisonment?" By Linda Greenhouse. 
Contributing Opinion Writer Sept. 10, 2020, 5:00 a.m. ET Linda writes about 
Supreme Court Men not the Oil Men who profited $777 trillion selling gas while all 
the POW's came and went in Cuba. Linda does not know more than 40 USA 
women were sucker punched pulling into a gas station in Miami, Cuba needing 100 



Stitches. NY Times Forever and Never about the 40 women pulling into a gas 
station tomorrow driving into a hold up of a gas station. Guantánamo 40 remaining 
inmates, Guantánamo Gas Station Hold up, of 40 Women pulling in for gas in 
Miami, Cuba tomorrow. Gas Station Hold ups in Miami on 9/11. 

9-10-2020 They spread the Diesel Exhaust,‘They Call Me a Criminal’: Nursing 
Home Workers Who May Spread the Virus. MD's who spread the 100,000 Hospital 
acquired infections mostly from catheters, not working in a SpaceX suit. Those who 
spread breast cancer at the Bar drinking Coors and smoking... whatever. 

9-10-2020 9/11 Medical School at World Trade Center Tower would give the USA a 
'Skinny' Nobel in Medicine that cures all the side effects and deaths of being obese. 
"Senate Republicans Plan Vote on ‘Skinny’ Aid Bill" NY Times wrote this about 
the 'Stimulus Check' not enough money to buy a iPad Pro let alone a Mac Book 
Pro. Rx Recipe for you to order a Rx Skinny Latte at Starbucks is a easy Nobel in 
Medicine! But there are no Senators voting for this Rx Recipe Stimulus Check. 
Cost of this Rx Recipe is in the $7 trillion dollar range, to expensive for Senators 
who own the gas stations. How many Senators own a gas station is classified. 

9-10-2020 Facebook may be ordered to change to "InventBook" by the 2 White 
Men at 1984 HQ. Face it Facebook is a 'Loser!' InventBook is a Winner! 

9-10-2020 Bishop said the 'Bishop Gas Stations" are a sin! Mecca told the Bishop 
God is Great for the Gas Money Riches Beyond Belief. 'Rage' by Woodward is 



really the Rage of Hell's Fire in the Raging Car Fires Woodward has driven by in 
traffic would wide. iPhone 12 Max Pro dash cam is a bigger winner than the cops 
body cam as drivers drive by fiery wrecks without stoping to help pull the women 
and kids from the burning wrecked car. Bishop has driven by many fiery wrecks on 
the way to Church. 

9-10-2020 Havoc from the Bishop's who can't get into the Yale Key West Medical 
School! Flu and Whooping Cough spread like wild fires in the congregation, 
vinegar wipes not Alcohol and Bleach wipes. Wipe out the disease and virus havoc 
as the congregation knows who gave them the flu on Sunday, on Monday. 

9-10-2020 Pope Francis gives out the flu shots early at the Vatican and mandatory 
from God. No not a injection but a pink dot in a sugar cube. Google Tracking the 
sale of protein bars at the Vatican and Google tracking What We Know About 
Coronavirus Cases on Campus at the Catholic University and Hospitals world 
wide. NY Times needs another virus article to write with Google tracking. Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD is the one who needs to write this article to alert the MD's to diagnose 
this on the spot not a week after bed rest. Rx Recipe for all Virus drugs should be 
published in her article too. For the thousand who will comment on her article. 

9-10-2020 Pope Francis Bishop's set up movable plexiglass partitions, as per the 
latest regulations, to keep the congregation apart and conversational droplets away. 
Before Covid-19, there was SARS, in 2002-3. And before that, the bubonic plague, 
smallpox, leprosy, rabies and bird flu. Infectious diseases have been part of the 
Vatican since before Christ. Time for a God Sent Miracle that reads the Rx Recipes 
mix that cures all virus and diseases then cancer. Dr. Pope Francis MD and all 
cardinals have a MD. 



9-10-2020 Coors, Vodka, French Wine, Tobacco; Hong Kong wet markets after a 
rabies panic hit the city in 1949. The “Dogs and Cats Regulation” ended the sale 
and consumption of those animals for meat in 1950, it was local Chinese elites, not 
the British elites. BP Oil elites master Chefs cooks of the gas stations are reading 
this. Grin. Despite the premium price — a live three-to-four pounder can go for $30 
— lines often stretch down the street on Sundays and around Chinese New Year, 
both high-demand chicken occasions. Gas Station lines a mile long are also history. 
Today, health officials inspect Hong Kong’s 29 government-registered chicken 
farms once a week. They require a vaccination certificate and blood test for every 
bird. Tomorrow 9/11 a blood test is required for everyone in the USA. It would be if 
the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in NYC were MD's like Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. Writers 
in the art of the diagnosis. And if even a trace of bird flu appears — in just one 
chicken — the entire population might be killed. Millions of fowl have been 
destroyed over the years, after sanitary culls in 1997, 2001, 2002, 2008, 2011, 2014 
and 2016. Faced with an epidemic and a public health dilemma, Hong Kong 
developed an intricate, expensive and time-consuming regulatory regimen — all to 
preserve a flavor, a texture and a Cantonese cuisine classic that people refused to 
give up. Food, tradition and culture are stronger than anything a disease can throw 
at us. This is a good time to win a Nobel in Medicine for Soy Chicken in packaging 
that is -254 C cold and your microwave cooks it in 10 seconds. Yes a Nobel in 
Physics for this microwave too. 

9-10-2020 9/11 Rage of Girl Scouts and the one Eagle Scout Girl. 'War Eagle' 
license plate clouds the mind and clouds of Amazon and Microsoft open the data 
base of those who have the Pink database for 1 year from today to next years 9/11 
for the Rage of Girl Scouts and the one Eagle Scout Girl on CBS. Database of gas 
stations gallons and Pink Breast Cancers are censored for the most part. Rage book 
on the front page will never be about Pink Rage! And no Rx Recipe Cure All. 
Cloud computing by Amazon and Microsoft and CERN making Clouds of rain over 
Forest Fires. Rage Book Review in the NY times. CERN with a space station of 4K 
Physics techs can make a cloud and cause it to rain 20" over any forest fire or 
house fire on Earth. This is the Rage book Woodward should have written if he 
visited CERN in Geneva. 

9-10-2020 



9-9-2020 Win when Jeff Bezos buys a Mac Book Pro preloaded with a Kindle 
"InventBook' for each one of Amazon 876,800 employees globally. 

9-9-2020 Win when Jeff Bezos buys a "InventBook" for each one of Amazon 
876,800 employees globally. 

9-9-2020 Win when Jeff Bezos buys a Mac Book Pro preloaded with a Kindle 
"InventBook' for each one of Amazon 876,800 employees globally. Patriotic Duty! 
2020 Ford and Windmill Cars sanctioned by the Ruling Class Trillionaire's world 
wide, one at Amazon not selling any Porsche WindmillCars today. Lost Sales by 
Jeff Bezos. Lost sales of 'InventBook' too! Greg's next Kindle will be titled, "Secret 
InventBooks" 

9-9-2020 Win for Saudi Arabia 9/11 Win for Saudi Arabia today is 300 Hospital 
Ships sanctioned by Trump, and the 400 million Porsche Windmill Cars, Grin. 
Loser's are Pentagon Top Brass who have the money to buy a Porsche. 



9-9-2020 Win 9/11 Win for Saudi Arabia today is "NYC Will Move 300 Homeless 
Men From Ritz Hotel" After Backlash, from Saudi Prince at the hotel. The Saudi 
Prince owns the Hotel, Ha!! 

9-9-2020 Win 9/11 Pentagon Winner's go to war against Saudi Arabia to Win $777 
Trillion in Cash! Cash Kerry will stack on Pallets and Amazon will ship to every 
City and Town in the USA. 

9-9-2020 Win InventBook is the Book to buy on Amazon Prime 1 Click; NY Times 
Editorial "The Best Answer to Chaos in Bolivia Is Socialism." Hell No! InventBook 
in the next NY Times Editorial!! 

9-9-2020 Win InventBook Owners Manual; Winds of the 2020 Ford and Windmill 
Cars sanctioned by the Ruling Class Trillionaire's world wide, one or two in Athens 

9-9-2020 Win InventBook Winner; CIA takes over the DEA and Wins the War on 
Drugs!! "7 Fatally Shot at California House Where 1,000 Pounds of Marijuana Is 
Found" "The illegal marijuana trade remains a constant and deadly presence, the 
Riverside County sheriff said." Sheriff Chad Bianco said at a news conference on 
Tuesday night that the illegal marijuana trade remains a constant and deadly 
menace, even as the state has legalized recreational marijuana. “Marijuana is not a 
victim less crime,” he said. “These illegal operations are extremely dangerous.” 20 
people, and multiple vehicles registered to different states, he said. CIA takes over 



the DMV and Invents a Federal License Plate that is digital and GPS License Plate 
stays with the car forever. 

9-9-2020 Win when Jeff Bezos buys a "InventBook" for each one of Amazon 
876,800 employees globally. 

9-9-2020 Win when Jeff Bezos buys a Mac Book Pro preloaded with a Kindle 
"InventBook' for each one of Amazon 876,800 employees globally. Patriotic Duty! 
2020 Ford and Windmill Cars sanctioned by the Ruling Class Trillionaire's world 
wide, one at Amazon not selling any Porsche WindmillCars today. Lost Sales by 
Jeff Bezos. Lost sales of 'InventBook' too! Greg's next Kindle will be titled, "Secret 
InventBooks" 

9-9-2020 Win and Lose Tiffany lawsuit also says that LVMH cannot avoid 
'completing the $16 Billion Buy out of Tiffany a deal is a deal' because it is 
inconsistent with its patriotic duties as a French company. LVMH Moët Hennessy 
Louis Vuitton. 

9-9-2020 Win and Lose $777 Trillion in French Oil in Africa. Paris Oil men's 
patriotic duties as a French Oil company to let the French Windmill Car's win the 
race to Sirius Star Wars the Universe Drive to cure Pink Cancers for all the women 
in Paris that will never happen if the patriotic duties of Macron is covered in Oil 
Money. 



9-9-2020 9/11 NYC Fire Department! Today N.Y. Fire Department deletes George 
Orwell's name on Its Highest Award, Citing Past 9/11 Fire and Fiery Wrecks today 
everyone will drive by without calling 9/11 Winners and Loser's preventing a fire 
and putting out a fire. 1.3 million fatal fiery traffic wrecks in 2020 Loser's as the 
Winners own the Gas Stations and sanction the Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars 
on 9/11. 

9-9-2020 9/11 NYC Fire Department! Reading InventBook over and over again and 
again. Invent a way to sue Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion... 

9-9-2020 Win 9/11 Win for Saudi Arabia today is "NYC Will Move 300 Homeless 
Men From Ritz Hotel" After Backlash, from Saudi Prince at the hotel. The Saudi 
Prince owns the Hotel, Ha!! 

9-9-2020 Fear Another 9/11 is paid for buying Saudi Oil for $4 on the 4th of July 
and 9/11 cited a Quran verse praising forgiveness and said the family hoped to be 
rewarded by God for its good deed giving Mecca riches beyond belief the NYC Fire 
Department has seen on Facebook and YouTube videos. 40,000 Skyscrapers with 
defective siding that burns on the outside of the skyscraper, installed on 40,000 
Skyscrapers in Mecca and UAE. Fear of your Skyscraper on 9/11 



9-9-2020 Fire, quickly spread because of high winds and the explosion of gas 
canisters. UN Fire Department in Geneva!! 

9-9-2020 Fire, Google can track protein bar sales world wide but not gas canisters. 

9-9-2020 Fire, Google can track fires set intentionally as cameras are everywhere! 

9-9-2020 Fire, Greek government officials have speculated that the fire may have 
been set intentionally. Stelios Petsas, a government spokesman, told Greek 
television on Wednesday that the fire “wasn’t accidental,” and may have been set 
by camp residents. 

9-9-2020 Fire, Greek government officials have speculated that the fire wrecks and 
2020 Ford Windmill Cars will cause many 'fires' in Athens at the War Crimes 
Trials. Greece for Doctors Without Borders, an aid group that can't get 2020 Ford 
and Porsche WindmillCar aid to Athens! 850,000 mainly Syrian and Afghan 
refugees and migrants made their way by boat from Turkey to nearby Greek 
islands like Lesbos, hoping to travel on the Winds of the 2020 Ford and Windmill 



Cars sanction by the Ruling Class Trillionaire's world wide one or two in Athens 
Shipping. Grin. Ruling Class Athens Oil Men doctors deemed a mental health crisis 
at the camp... with no 2020 Ford or Porsche Windmill Cars. 

9-9-2020 Fire, quickly spread because of high winds and the explosion of gas 
canisters. UN Fire Department in Geneva!! 9/11 NYC Fire Department! "Today 
Fire Destroys Most of Europe’s Largest Refugee Camp on Greek Island of Lesbos. 
Campaigners have long warned that the overcrowded conditions at the 
impoverished camp might lead to catastrophe." 

9-9-2020 9/11 Star Wars Fire Department Disney Movie and 1,001 IP invention 
projects for fires and fire prevent just using your iPhone 12 Pro Max from 1,001 
links specs on Amazon Prime IP invention projects. 

9-9-2020 Loser's building 787's; Boeing grounded eight 787 planes already in 
service for inspection and repair after finding that it had fallen short of its 
manufacturing standards. On Tuesday, Boeing said it had identified another failure 
to abide by its own guidelines during production of a horizontal stabilizer, though it 
said there was no immediate safety risk. ...stabilizer at its Salt Lake City facility 
and could affect the part’s life span. A total of 893 airplanes are believed to be 
affected. 

9-9-2020 Boeing, a culture that emphasized speed over quality at Boeing’s plant in 
North Charleston, S.C. Ford and Porsche Windmill Car Culture at Boeing's HQ 



emphasized 'Jet fuel' over Star Wars Windmill Fueled Boeing 787 jets. 1,000 
crashed and burned over Qatar Airways and Air Canada fuel sales for around the 
world Boeing flights. 

9-9-2020 9/11 Food for the Soul; A Beautiful Centerpiece for Rosh Hashana, 
stimulus for Rosh Hashana. Even though Breads Bakery has introduced it for the 
holiday, the Crown Medjool, a handsome ring of laminated croissant-style pastry 
filled with a creamy date purée, can be nibbled with morning coffee or served as an 
afternoon snack, or would make a grand entrance at dinner. It keeps quite well for 
a few days at room temperature. The Crown Medjool, $31.95, for pick up or 
delivery; Rosh Hashana assortment shipped nationwide (not including the Crown 
Medjool), $79.95; Breads Bakery, 18 East 16th Street or 1890 Broadway (63rd 
Street), 212-633-2253, breadsbakery.com. Amazon link is was not listed by Florence 
Fabricant at the NY Times, grin. "A Detailed Accounting of Recipes" By 
FLORENCE FABRICANT Sorry Florence we need a detailed accounting of 4 
trillion Rx Recipes for this 9/11 Jewish New Year Exodus to 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine and Food for the Soul kosher MD Eked. 

9-9-2020 9/11 Savor a Exodus to Sirius Star Wars Centerpiece for Rosh Hashana, 
stimulus of an iMac and Mac Book Pro given to every congregation by the Rabbis 
from winning the law suit against the 9/11 Terrorists the Saudi Bone Saw Prince 
this 9/11 is Mentally a Loser thinking how his masterminding of OPEC and the 
Berlin Diesel Mercedes War Machines driving over the Jews world wide will fly 
much longer. 

9-9-2020 9/11 Winners and loser's "U.S. to Reduce Troop Levels in Iraq to 3,000" 
6K Cuban MD's deployment at the King of Sweden's Palace to work on 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine all spelled out with Amazon prime links and specs, genius 
Pasteur Tutors from Paris still sanctioned by Trump Oil Company. This proves the 
King of Sweden is a POW... 



9-9-2020 9/11 Loser Lawyers never getting into Yale Key West Medical School 
defend Trump saying he has immunity when the Supreme court or the 2 White men 
at 1984 HQ will give 7 billion immunity from all virus and diseases with a MD 
Supreme Court void of wasp Lawyers loser's of immunity for 7 billion. Costing $7 
Trillion paid for from Saudi Terrorist of 9/11 and those who profited from 9/11 $4 
gas. Barr's lawyers made the unusual move of seeking to take over President 
Trump’s defense in a suit brought by Ms. Carroll, who has accused Mr. Trump of 
raping her in the 1990s. Nobel to end rape by Presidents and Dictators World 
Leaders and Saudi Prince world wide posted on Amazon Prime 1 Click with links 
specs and genius tutors. Nobel to End Rape World Wide, winners and losers, 
Trump will be a Loser having to pay $$$ $100 million dollar ticket for each rape. 
When this Nobel Prize is won. 

9-9-2020 Winner's; Manhattan Gynecologist need a stimulus from Trump, Ivanka 
with ovary cancer! Ovary Cancer Women Today need a Manhattan Gynecologist 
headlines and front page Rx Recipes in Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders 
MD. Google can track protein bar sales and Manhattan Gynecologist. 

9-9-2020 Winner's; Manhattan Gynecologist who discover a vaccine to prevent all 
Ovary cancers and diseases... reading InventBook Today. Trump has a few secret 
copies. 

9-9-2020 InventBook is the Book to buy on Amazon Prime 1 Click; NY Times 
Editorial "The Best Answer to Chaos in Bolivia Is Socialism." Hell No! InventBook 
in the next NY Times Editorial!! 



Win Turning the Rabbis into the Einsteins. They already know E=mc2. Which is a 
weapon of war the ruling class can't bomb out of their minds with flights to UAE. 
Rabbis Flights to Exodus to Sirius! 

Picture Your Windmill RV on this Lake!! 

Picture Your Windmill RV on this Lake!! 

9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Loser's $$$; "At Least 7 Billion People Have Been 



Displaced by America’s 9/11. 1 Billion Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars have also 
been 'Displaced' by the Top Brass at the Pentagon. A crime against its own troops! 
West Point Generals know about the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars but 
can't drive one or buy one for the Wife and Kids one. Winners and Losers in the 
9/11 War are the West Point Generals Wife's and kids. Ivanka driving a 2020 
Porsche Windmill Car would be a Winner instead she is a loser! 

9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Losers $$$; West Point Generals buying the Wife 
and kids a 2020 Ford Porsche Windmill Car on 9/11 2020. 

9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Losers $$$; Invention scientists are looking into 
turning the Rabbis into the Einsteins. They already know E=mc2. Which is a 
weapon of war the ruling class can't bomb out of their minds with flights to UAE. 
Exodus to Sirius! 

9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Losers $$$; When we get to sue Saudi Arabia for 
9/11, and profiting from 9/11 holding up gas stations in the USA for $777 Trillion 
dollars. 

9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Losers $$$; "Americans Never Going Into 
Afghanistan In The First Place, sold on buying a 2020 Ford or Porsche Windmill 
Car instead. 



9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Loser's $$$; New Year, Yom Kippur and Sukkot 
are a festive, of Einstein leading the Jewish Exodus to E=mc2 and 500 Times faster 
than the speed of light in a YouTube video from Sirius. Khashoggi, cited a Quran 
verse praising Einstein and Bezos at Amazon Prime 1 click 1,001 IP Star Wars 
Exodus IP invention projects for the Einstein Rabbis. Hell with flying to Dubai, 
UAE with Netanyahu. The U.A.E.-Israel Flight Is Nothing to Celebrate as UAE has 
the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues but for $1 Billion given to Netanyahu and none 
for the Einstein Rabbis iMac and Mac Book Pro's. Israel Women get nothing in 
Pink Rx Recipe cure for breast cancer from Netanyahu just the torture of breast 
cut off by the Army. 

9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Loser's $$$; ...found the Saudi 9/11 Terrorists - 
United Nations expert, who found that the agents traveled to Istanbul intending to 
kill Mr. Khashoggi and were carrying the tools to do so. 

9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Loser's $$$; Khashoggi’s sons, Salah Khashoggi, 
cited a Quran verse praising forgiveness and said the family hoped to be rewarded 
by God for its good deed. (Salah Khashoggi lives in Saudi Arabia, raising the 
possibility that the pardon was coerced.) 9/11 Ms. Cengiz wrote on Twitter that the 
people “responsible of this murder But the King and Prince pardoned by the UN, 
citing the Quran verse hoping to be rewarded by God not sent to Hell for the 9/11 
cover up by the UN for $4 Gas on the 4th of July and on 9/11 2002. 



9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Loser's $$$; who are behind 9/11 Today profiting 
from $4 Gas, Oil Revenues of $777 trillion since 9/11 used to finances all the Worlds 
Never Ending Wars instead of Radar F-35 for the 2020 Ford and Porsche 
WindmillCars saving 1.3 million a fiery traffic accident death. And the baby 
Trump and Biden left in a hot car! A Crime! Masterminds of fiery wrecks and they 
forget the baby they left in a hot car. Wrecked, damaged Prince Mohammed’s 
international reputation, they the NY Times and MSNBC, CBS forget the Prince 
also forgot the baby left in a hot car. Today and on 9/11 all they can remember is 
profiting from $4 Gas since 9/11. Add in the Orwellian Crime of 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ will not let the 9/11 Jews sue Saudi Arabia until the 2020 Ford Porsche 
Windmill Car is driven to the NY Times Headlines! 

9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Loser's $$$; Editors at the Times today want $5 
Billion not $5 Trillion. "How to Fix New York’s $5 Billion Budget Crisis" By THE 
EDITORIAL BOARD Page A22 

9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Loser's $$$; New Year, Yom Kippur and Sukkot 
are a festive, of Einstein leading the Jewish Exodus to E=mc2 and 500 Times faster 
than the speed of light in a YouTube video from Sirius. Khashoggi, cited a Quran 
verse praising Einstein and Bezos at Amazon Prime 1 click 1,001 IP Star Wars 
Exodus IP invention projects for the Einstein Rabbis. Hell with flying to Dubai, 
UAE with Netanyahu. The U.A.E.-Israel Flight Is Nothing to Celebrate as UAE has 
the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues but for $1 Billion given to Netanyahu and none 
for the Einstein Rabbis iMac and Mac Book Pro's. Israel Women get nothing in 
Pink Rx Recipe cure for breast cancer from Netanyahu just the torture of breast 
cut off by the Army. 

9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Loser's $$$; "At Least 37 Million People Have Been 



Displaced by America’s War on Terror. A new report calculates the number of 
people who fled because of wars fought by the United States since Sept. 11, 2001." 
By JOHN ISMAY 

9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Loser's $$$; "At Least 7 Billion People Have Been 
Displaced by America’s 9/11 

9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Loser's $$$; 1,001 IP invention projects on Amazon 
Prime 1 Click; when 51.88 inches of rain fell in areas of forest fires. Einstein Jewish 
Rabbis created the rain out of the air... warmer air has an increased capacity to 
carry water. E=mc2!! Spin off formulas. Not yet posted on Amazon Prime 1 click 
with links, specs and genius Einstein tutors by Jeff Bezos. 

9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Loser's $$$; Furnace for the coldest towns in 
Siberia and Alaska, plug into our climate controlled Ford Windmill Car or RV. 
Electric not wood or gas. Advantage of a portable Electric Furnace in the trunk of 
your car carried into your coldest on Earth home. Winners and Loser's in this War 
between Oil and WindmillCars. Winter in NYC plug in your space heater at home 
and at the office, no, no. no you don't need a outlet to plug in your Windmill Car's 
Furnace. Facebook blocking of InventBook will fall short and freeze to death inside 
a gas engine car out of gas. 

9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Loser's $$$; MD Magazine in 1971. Gloria Steinem 
and Dorothy Pitman Hughes, the founders of Ms. magazine, in 1971. Gloria 



Steinem because we are winning. Pink Dead are in the millions and 100's of kids 
were forgotten in hot cars. ...because we are winning. This is a 'Animal Farm' 
article in the Times. 

9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Loser's $$$; Invention scientists are looking into 
turning the Rabbis into the Einsteins. They already know E=mc2. Which is a 
weapon of war the ruling class can't bomb out of their minds with flights to UAE. 
‘Sudden’ Cardiac Arrests Often Aren’t So Sudden, so the Rabbis need to become 
Dr. Einstein MD and get the Spy agency to track all Cardiac Arrest and write up 
Dr. Lisa Sanders MD art of the Diagnosis the correct one on day one not in a week 
or month. Those who miss the diagnosis are sent to Mecca. Grin. “Review of my 
mother’s case highlights separate but associated problems: likely misdiagnosis and 
inappropriate prescribing of medications,” Ms. DeRhodes wrote in JAMA Internal 
Medicine. “Diagnostic errors led to the use of prescription drugs that were not 
indicated and caused my mother further harm. The muscle relaxer and prednisone 
led to her first incidence of delirium. Prednisone likely led to the gastrointestinal 
issues, and the antibiotic likely led to the diarrhea, which led to the prescribing of 
dicyclomine, which led to the second incidence of delirium.” Dr. Einstein MD and 
get the Spy agency to track all everyone in Israel for misdiagnosis and 
inappropriate prescribing of medications tracked like never before! By the Spy 
Agency. Hacked by the Spy Agency the Rx Recipes! For intelligent Rx Recipe 
Cooks. Stimulus Check. Winners as Trump said. 

9-8-2020 9/11 Winners $$$ and Loser's $$$; 

Picture Your Windmill RV on this Lake!! A Winner! 



Picture Your Windmill RV on this Lake!! A Winner! 

9-7-2020 This Labor Day These Workers are Trying to work on a Rx Recipe Cure 
All without any Rx Recipes posted on Amazon Prime 1 Click with links, specs and 
Genius tutors, Jeff Bezos is not working on Labor Day 2020. 

9-7-2020 "Labor Day Work of Love" Our Sun, White Dwarf Star Labors on its 
Life, in the Amazon Prime Kindle "Secret Life of Stars" being Secret because its 1 
billion Birthdays are not celebrated. A Billion years from today Yom Kippur will 
be celebrated thanks to the Exodus Labor of Rabbis turned Einstein's, grin. 



9-7-2020 This Labor Day These Workers are Trying to work on a Rx Recipe Cure 
All... a billion year job security, grin. 

9-7-2020 This Labor Day 9/11 Gas Stations will be open selling $4 gas. Labor that 
goes into building the 9/11 Windmill Ford and Porsche is a Recipe Cure All, no gas 
stations on Earth for the next billion years. 

9-7-2020 A Billion years from today Yom Kippur will celebrate the Exodus Ford 
WindmillCar! Soul of a Godsent Miracle Invention! 

Flocks of 150,000 White Dwarfs tracked by NASA. Losing your sense of 'Good 
Taste.' 

9-7-2020 "Labor Day Work of Love" No sense of Good Taste by Trump. Winners 
and Losers in Life!! Week before election day Trump orders the CIA to take over 
the DEA!! Winners and Losers in the War on Drugs! Trump could win the Election 
by a 'windfall' if he signs a executive order making organ donation mandatory and 



Transplants free at Walter Reed Hospital. All VA Hospitals for all who need a 
organ transplant. Pink Women's Chemo done free at all VA Hospitals and Army 
Hospitals World Wide for all the Worlds Pink Breast Cancer Women infected by 
Road Rage Wounded Warriors Drunk on Oil Financed Wars! 

9-7-2020 "Labor Day Work of Love" White Dwarf Star Labors on its Life, its Rx 
Growth Hormones are in Exodus to Sirius today. A Billion years from today Yom 
Kippur will be celebrated, seeds planted for the Labor of Love Work to Invent one 
Godsent invention after another via 'Animal Farm' perpetual motion Windmill Car 
after getting the -254 C micro Electric Generator into the iPhone 12 Max Pro and 
Mac Book Pro. Einstein 500 times faster than the speed of light in a YouTube video 
hacked from Jewish Aliens at Sirius, a Super Red Giant. 

9-7-2020 "Labor of Love" Hell of a Universe is the Best Reason to go to College 
instead of Joining the Army! Stiffed, Cheated, West Point Cadets out of their 'Life,' 
of driving a 2020 Ford or Porsche Windmill Car to the Yale Key West Medical 
School life of being a Nobel winning MD. Yes 1 or more a year would win a Nobel 
in Medicine. 

9-7-2020 "Labor Day Work of Love" A Billion years from today Yom Kippur will 
be celebrated, Labor Day Inventions, 9/11 Gas Stations $$$. Trump pulls the 
women from the fiery wreck, scam video. Sheriff said Trump left a baby in a hot 
car... thousands world wide! MSNBC sold out to Lawyer Wasp. An arrest warrant 
seen by The New York Times details episodes of baby left in a hot car and women 
not pulled from a fiery wreck by Trump and Biden, Pope Francis, they just drove 
by without stopping to help. 



9-7-2020 "Labor Day Work of Love" "Heat Wave" A White Dwarf Star Labors on 
its Life of Billions of Birthdays. Rx Growth Hormones for people following the Sun. 
A billion years into its future and theirs. 

9-7-2020 "Labor Day Work of Love" "Heat Wave Roasts Southern California 
With Record of 121 Degrees" By MARIE FAZIO Sheriff said Trump left a baby in 
a hot car... thousands world wide! By MARIE FAZIO, not reported in any Heat 
Wave headlines on Labor Day 2020. 

9-7-2020 "Labor Day Work of Love" Windmill Fueled Helicopters Rescue About 
200 Trapped in California Car fires. Trump and Biden will drive by without 
stopping to pull the women from the fiery wreck, savages put the kids in the back 
safety seat and forget their in back so they die tortured in a hot car today. 9/11 
terrorists did this to them from their profiting off 9/11 $777 trillion in Saudi Oil 
Revenues. 

9-7-2020 "Labor Day Work of Love" Working for 7 Billion trapped on Earth on 
fire set by Savage Road Rage Drunks who will be driving and drinking today. 
Labour leaders outside Starbucks Paris today without any WiFi in the parking lot 
and no iMac Mac Book Pro's or Rx Pink Latte to order. Labour leaders... 10 New 
Comic Books for all when Superman set the Universe on Fire. Core of the Sun and 
Stars Physics in Comic Books and Professor Rabbi PhD in Einstein Physics on Yom 
Kippur (the night of Sept. 27) from home. Greg's 74th BDay is Sept. 27, 2020. Gift 
from the Dr. Rabbis PhD. Hell of a Universe Comics are the Ruling Class Military 
not even trying to win Star Wars Exodus to Sirius. They fly to the Palace in Dubai, 
UAE for riches beyond belief stole from the Rabbis congregations. 



9-7-2020 "Labor Day Work of Love" Yom Kippur is the holiest day of the Jewish 
year. It's the day of atonement after the Jewish new year, Rosh Hashanah. On this 
day, Jews ask God for forgiveness for their sins to secure their fate. ... At the end of 
the services, a shofar or ram's horn is blown to signal the end of Yom Kippur. 

9-7-2020 "Labor Day Work of Love" Fate of the Windmill Car model Yom Kippur, 
WindmillCar's horn is blown at the start of Exodus to Sirius. Fate of the Earth is 
it's Ending, the White Dwarf Star the Rx Growth Hormones are in Exodus to Sirius 
today. A Billion years from today Yom Kippur will be celebrated. 

9-7-2020 "Labor Day Work of Love" A billion Years of Yom Kippur Driving the 
2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars. Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement, 
provides a day of intense self-scrutiny and self-affliction within which to undertake 
looking inward with the primary goals to realize 1 Billion Years Jews will be 
driving the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars not selling F-35 Jets to Dubai, 
UAE. 

9-7-2020 "Labor Day Work of Love" New Hampshire England today, secret 
ingredients 



9-7-2020 A 'Bar's' bustling nightlife area!! Witnesses said that an attacker wearing 
a hooded top had approached the victims without warning, and eluded bystanders’ 
attempts to capture him. “It happened very quickly,” one witness, Savvas Sfrantziz, 
a bar owner in the nightlife area, told Sky News, describing one of the attacks. “He 
just went up to her and just stabbed her. I’ve never seen anything like it.” The 
mayor of Birmingham, Andy Street, said in a post on Twitter that the attacks were 
a “one-off tragedy.” Real Tragedy is this London Plague fueled by BP Oil when 
there should be no gas stations in England and New England and no knife attacks 
called “one-off tragedy.” By the Mayor of London and Birmingham. ...police 
recorded 46,265 offenses involving knives or sharp instruments in that period, an 
increase of 6 percent over the previous 12 months. According to the Office for 
National Statistics, 256 people died in such attacks, “one-off tragedy.” By the 
Mayor of London and Birmingham. 46,265 offenses involving knives. Real Tragedy 
is CBS Nightly News not reporting 46K crimes. 

9-7-2020 "Labor Day Work of Love" $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues Labors on as a 
Weapon for Ruling Class Extortions. Fiery Wrecks on Labor Day didn't make the 
picture on the front page of the NY Times on Labor Day. Going back to school on 
the first day when school will be all year round when kids get paid Day Labor 
wages for going to school many will become full time High School Students like the 
grads at Yale and Harvard. "MD High School" will become the JFK new 
Kennedy's as Brain Cancer and the Windmill Car ran over Teddy Kennedy when 
Jimmy Carter was in Georgia High Schools infecting kids with Peanut Plantation 
owners Subs and Nukes no kids want today. 

9-7-2020 "Labor Day Work of Love" Dr. Jenner 100 years ago and today; "Parents 
who get shingles can experience debilitating symptoms and pass the chickenpox 
virus to their children. So why can’t they have the vaccine? So why can’t they have 
a Rx Recipe Cure all for Shingles and chickenpox. Oil spills needed to be cleaned 
up today on Labor day there are Oil Spills out there in the Ocean and on Dry Land 
cover in Oil. This is the real reason there is no Rx Recipe cure all for Shingles and 
chickenpox on Labor day 2020 as Labor goes into Oil and Gas production not Rx 
Recipes. 



9-7-2020 "Labor Day Work of Love" Oil Men cleaning up their Oil Spill on Labor 
Day - may not have known that the same virus that causes chickenpox can re-
emerge later in life as shingles — or herpes zoster. In addition to acute pain, fever 
and fatigue, more severe complications of shingles can include pneumonia, brain 
swelling (encephalitis), facial paralysis, hearing problems, permanent nerve 
damage or vision damage if the rash appears near the eye. Shingles can also 
reoccur. 

9-7-2020 $200 vaccine for shingles, called Shingrix, was only approved by the Food 
and Drug Administration for adults over 50. Medicare medical insurance that 
deducts $125.00 a month from social security does not pay for a Shingles vaccine or 
labors on for a Rx Recipe Cure All. Government is not making good choices in 
vaccinations not being tracked by Google and mandatory. Then the Rx Recipe 
Cure All latte at Starbucks not on CBS Nightly News about Starbucks. Doctor 
Video gone viral. 

9-7-2020 This Labor Day These Workers are Trying to work on a Rx Recipe Cure 
All without any Rx Recipes posted on Amazon Prime 1 Click with links, specs and 
Genius tutors, Jeff Bezos is not working on Labor Day 2020. 

9-7-2020 After C-Virus Google will tack all your vaccinations and all will be 
mandatory by the CDC. Times will Change as the CIA will take over the DEA and 
Police will write iTickes to your iPhone 12 Max Pro. Pull you over will be history. 



9-7-2020 "Labor Day Work of Love" Road Trip along route 66 a billion years ago 
by Greg and a Million others is today Labor of working building the road to Sirius 
and Exodus. Birthday Cake Rx Recipe for a White Dwarf Star laboring on its life in 
the Universe. 

9-7-2020 "Labor Day Work of Love" 

9-7-2020 "Labor of Love" Growth hormone for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine working 
in the 'Clouds' soon to be 'Cloud II' at Star Wars with iPhone 12 Pro Max setting 
up your 'Cloud II" website menu with Hey Google Google set this up for me, no 
icons to touch makes it a breeze to set up. Cloud II Safari with Growth Hormone 
Rx's. Hey Google remember all by ID's and Passwords, security questions. Auto 
insert all of them. 

9-7-2020 "Labor of Love" Growth hormone for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine working 
in the 'Clouds' soon to be 'Cloud II' at Star Wars with iPhone 12 Pro Max setting 
up your 'Cloud II" website menu with Hey Google Google set this up for me growth 
of verbal no touch commands make it a breeze to set up. AI in the Cloud II set up 
drives faster, a same day set up is less than a hour to set up in Cloud II with iPhone 
12 Pro max call. "Ok Google." If the Google Assistant is off, you'll be asked to turn 
it on. Tip: On some devices, you can also say "Hey Google." 

'1984 Labor Day Weekend 'and Fiery Wrecks, not in the CBS, MSNBC News. 
"Law and Order in the 2020 Campaign" Trump and Biden both over the Labor 
Day Weekend will Drive by Fiery Wrecks and not stop to help unless Trump stages 
a 'Hero' Presidents rescue of a women in a crashed car on fire... he might do this 
too. Labor Day Weekend Trump and Biden left baby in hot car over Labor Day 
Weekend, no arrest expected. "Sheriff: Florida baby dies after being left in hot car! 



9-7-2020 "Labor of Love" Hell of a Universe is the Best Reason to go to College 
instead of Joining the Army! 

Yale Key West Medical School life of being a Nobel winning MD. Yes 1 or more a 
year would win a Nobel in Medicine. "Labor of Love" Hell of a Universe!! 
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year would win a Nobel in Medicine. "Labor of Love" Hell of a Universe!! 
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9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" Your Preconceptions about "War is Hell" and the 
famous Movie of this title without any CERN God particles or Jewish Exodus to 
Sirius Nobels. "Hells Angels" the Movie with Clouds and now comes 'Clouds II' 
thanks to 4K CERN Physics Tech on a New Space Station. Structure of the Quarks 
and then comes the weak force of gravity. 

9-6-2020 Labor Day Sale on Kidney Transplants, Hearts too if Cheney is still at his 
PC or iMac! Trump could win the Election by a 'windfall' if he signs a executive 
order making organ donation mandatory and free at Walter Reed Hospital. All VA 
Hospitals for all who need a organ transplant. 



9-6-2020 Labor Day; Or Trump can just Start a War the week before Election Day 
2020! What do you think Trump will do... Donate his Heart to Cheney or Start a 
War with Cheney's help. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of 9/11" PG&E warns of power shutoffs, Gas Stations selling $4 
gas on 9/11 2020. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" PG&E warns of power shutoffs to 103K customers due 
to strong winds PG&E said Saturday it may turn off power for 17 counties in 
California due to winds expected. The outages would start Monday. Sacramento on 
the winds of 1984 Observers is the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars with 
power to plug into 103K homes and businesses. Power shutoffs to the Elite at City 
Hall who work for Prince Salman Oil Company on 9/11 2020. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" Department of 1,001 IP Invention Projects for MD's at 
'Yale Key West Medical School.' -254 C cold MRI's have miles of spin off 
inventions at -254 C and Rx Recipes, Packaging for Amazon Prime. And Jimmy 
Carter Peanuts. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" MD women who will inspire accomplish Nobel Kings in 



Sweden and Bone Saw Prince and King in Saudi Arabia to Make the Star Wars 
MD Movie that makes contact with Jewish MD at Sirius. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" "Four months later, it was Mr. Kulvete’s turn to provide 
compassion and caring, as Ms. Brown learned that she needed a kidney 
transplant." 

9-6-2020 Labor Day Sale on Kidney Transplants, Hearts too if Cheney is still at his 
PC or iMac! Trump could win the Election by a 'windfall' if he signs a executive 
order making organ donation mandatory and free at Walter Reed Hospital. All VA 
Hospitals for all who need a organ transplant. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" at intelligence wars over vaccine Rx Recipe Cure All for 
all 1,001 Virus and diseases and Pink Cancer, research has intensified as China and 
Russia expand their efforts to steal American work at both research institutes. 
Pasteur Institute. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" China and Russia expand their efforts to steal American 
work at both research institutes. Pasteur Institute too. 



9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" WeChat app on the front page of the NY Times not 
'WeInvent' and 'InventBook' on Labor Day Weekend. Paid time off by the Times. 
When the Workers whan to work on 'WeInvent' and 'InventBook.' 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" Tiz the Law lost the Kentucky Derby to 'Authentic' 
Lawyers lost Kentucky the Rx Recipe for C-Virus and the Wounded Warriors Race 
Day in 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars around the Kentucky Derby Race track. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" Amazon 1 Click Prime with specs links and genius tutors 
is not up and running on Labor Day Weekend. Jeff Bezos is not working on Labor 
Day Weekend on a Virus Rx Recipe. Why? 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" How Trump Draws on Wasp Lawyers who are 'Loser's' 
to Play Doctor. $58 Million for Trumps wasp lawyers since Labor Day 2015. Legal 
Bills are in the millions; millions dead on the Walter Reed Hospital Battlefields 
world wide by these wasp lawyers driving by fiery wrecks and leaving the baby in a 
hot car to die. This is why they are Wasp Lawyers. 1.3 traffic deaths in 2020 world 
wide and on the operating table too both are a scam by the Elite Ruling Class with 
$777 trillion in Chase Bank Saudi Arabia. UN Geneva has been sued to death and 
sanctioned by wasp Lawyers paid by Trump Oil Company and worst no Lawyer in 
Hell wants to defend the Ford and Porsche Windmill Car Company. 



9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" Wounded Warriors Fear the 2020 Ford and Porsche 
Windmill Cars in the Vets News and Headlines; Fighting Patriarchy, and Fearing 
Worse From the Taliban. A new generation of career-minded women in 
Afghanistan fear that all they have fought for will be swept away if the Taliban 
negotiate a return. 

9-6-2020 A new Generation of Wounded Warrior's Drive a Porsche Windmill Car 
in 2020 and want to Drive by Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter, the $4 gas on the 4th of 
July Presidents of the USA Peanut Wars. $777 Trillion in gas money is no longer 
Peanuts and enough money to buy a 2020 Porsche Windmill Car either. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" Every Wounded Warrior around the world is spying on 
the Elite Ruling Class of Jimmy Carter and Prince Salman listening in for the 
stimulus Check not $1,200 but $120,000 enough for a 2020 Porsche Windmill Car 
after they spent $7 Trillion on War just in the last couple years. And they have $777 
Trillion in their War Chest in Cash. They asked Kerry. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" Battlefields world wide; Trumps wasp lawyers driving 
by fiery wrecks and leaving the baby in a hot car to die. This is why they are Wasp 
Lawyers and they are world wide. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" Department of Permafrost at Moscow State University, 



one of the few universities to have such a specialty. Perpetually frozen soil are 
usually a few hundreds of yards deep, but they go down almost a mile in some 
places in Siberia. Another possibility is that methane trapped in deeper layers of 
the permafrost in a crystalline, ice-like form known as methane hydrates is 
reverting to its gaseous state, possibly because of effects of global warming. In this 
theory, rising pressure rather than thawing on the surface is causing the gas 
pockets to burst. Within a year or two of erupting, the craters fill with water and 
appear no more suspicious than small lakes. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" Department of 1,001 IP Invention Projects for MD's at 
'Yale Key West Medical School.' -254 C cold MRI's have miles of spin off 
inventions at -254 C and Rx Recipes, Packaging for Amazon Prime. And Jimmy 
Carter Peanuts. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" MD women who will inspire accomplish Nobel Kings in 
Sweden and Bone Saw Prince and King in Saudi Arabia to Make the Star Wars 
MD Movie that makes contact with Jewish MD at Sirius. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" "Four months later, it was Mr. Kulvete’s turn to provide 
compassion and caring, as Ms. Brown learned that she needed a kidney 
transplant." 

9-6-2020 Labor Day Sale on Kidney Transplants, Hearts too if Cheney is still at his 
PC or iMac! Trump could win the Election by a 'windfall' if he signs a executive 



order making organ donation mandatory and free at Walter Reed Hospital. All VA 
Hospitals for all who need a organ transplant. The Wounded Warriors will protest. 
Explosion at Mosque, Likely Caused by Gas Leak, Kills 16 in Bangladesh. Dozens 
of worshipers were severely burned in the blast on Friday night just outside Dhaka. 
New England Dozens will be severely burned on 9-7-2020 in fiery wrecks all 
preventable by the Top Brass at the Pentagon. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" Russian Jews spy on the Moscow Virus Cure Rx Recipe. 
Jewish congregations around the country are observing Rosh Hashana and Yom 
Kippur this year, and for the first time the Rabbis are observing a Nobel in 
Medicine Labor for the congregations also observing Exodus to Sirius IP invention 
projects 1,001 spelled out by the Rabbis with links and specks genius Einstein 
E-mc2 congregations. Forget the flight to UAE Dubai sponsored by the Israel 
Ruling Class, Exodus to Sirius is more like Jewish Exodus than a flight to UAE 
riches beyond belief in 40K Trump Towers that will be built to specs with 
treadmills, Nordic Tracks and iMac's in the Jewish NYC kitchens for a Rx Recipe 
feast on Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur this year. Rosh Hashana (which starts the 
night of Sept. 18) and Yom Kippur (the night of Sept. 27) from home. Greg's 74th 
BDay is Sept. 27, 2020. Gift of the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars $777 
Trillion and 1,001 IP invention projects spin offs to Exodus IP invention projects. 
Happy Birthday Invent Something for the Jewish Exodus to Sirius Aliens. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" PG&E warns of power shutoffs to 103K customers due 
to strong winds PG&E said Saturday it may turn off power for 17 counties in 
California due to winds expected. The outages would start Monday. Sacramento on 
the winds of 1984 Observers is the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars with 
power to plug into 103K homes and businesses. Power shutoffs to the Elite at City 
Hall who work for Prince Salman Oil Company on 9/11 2020. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" 1 Million girls take a growth hormone Today. Now a 
Medical one is Discovered. A study published this weekend in the journal The 
Lancet found that an experimental drug called vosoritide increased growth in 



children with the most common form of dwarfism to nearly the same rate as in 
children without the condition. The study has raised hope that the drug, if taken 
over the course of years, can make life easier for those with the condition, known as 
achondroplasia, including the distant prospect of alleviating major quality-of-life 
issues such as back pain and breathing difficulties. But the drug has also ignited a 
contentious debate in a community that sees “dwarf pride” as a hard-won tenet — 
where being a little person is a unique trait to be celebrated, not a problem in need 
of a cure. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" Growth hormone for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine working 
in the 'Clouds' soon to be 'Cloud II' at Star Wars with iPhone 12 Pro Max setting 
up your 'Cloud II" website menu with Google Hey Google set this up for me growth 
of verbal no touch commands make it a breeze to set up. AI in the Cloud II set up 
drives faster, a same day set up is less than a hour to set up in Cloud II with iPhone 
12 Pro max call. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" 'dwarfism' infects the 2 White men at 1984 HQ World 
Wide, NYC, London, Paris, Moscow, Dubai, UAE. Warfism 4 Trillion Rx Recipes 
many for slow growth for lack of a Hubble Telescope that can see Aliens at Sirius. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" 'dwarfism' By Serena Solomon in the Times didn't go 
into our Sun becoming a 'Dwarf Star' in 1 million years and how to save 7 billion 
people from this dwarfism in Stars. Looking ahead at the end of the Earth long 
before by dwarf Ruling Class Warriors in Paris. 



9-6-2020 “Everything Beautiful in Its Time.” by Jenna Bush Hager, Oil spill in her 
back yard is long past its time to be cleaned up, not yet by the Daughter of a Oil 
God the title “Everything Beautiful in Its Time.” When the Oil Spill in her back 
yard covers all the Beautiful birds and poor people in Texas. Time clock in Mecca 
cost $20 Billion, a gift from Texas. Time for a $200 Billion dollar stimulus check for 
all the poor people in Mecca, Texas. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" 1991 charge of heroin possession in Canada. Cathy 
Smith, Who Injected John Belushi With Fatal Drugs, Dies at 73. After giving an 
interview to The National Enquirer, she was convicted in Mr. Belushi’s overdose 
death and served time in prison. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" Trump said John Belushi was a looser drug addict and 
drunk, as he signed the executive order for '2020 Prohibition' and ordered the CIA 
to replace the DEA to win the election with a 'Sober Up' WindFall! 'Sober Up' 
'Sobered Up' President Trump 2022. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" Amazon, Google, Apple, Microsoft; tech companies 
rushed to help their employees. They used their comfortable '$100 Billion dollar 
profit margins' to extend workers new benefits, including extra time off for parents 
to help them care for their children. It wasn’t long before employees without 
children started to ask: What about us? '$100 Billion dollar profit margins' and the 
NY Times journalists don't ask what about us writing this up on the front page of 



the NY Times. They said Hell No! Facebook offered up to 10 weeks of paid time off 
for employees if they had to care for a child whose school or day care facility had 
closed or for an older relative whose nursing home was not open. Google and 
Microsoft extended similar paid leave to employees dealing with children at home 
or a sick relative. Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Sloan School of Business, 
who studies workplace policies and management practices. '$100 Billion dollar 
profit margins' MIT University with $100 Billion in Chase Bank and invested in 
Exxon-Mobil in times of the BP Oil Plague that kills millions with everyone at MIT 
driving the Berlin Diesel Mercedes War Machines. Birth Defects around MIT 
campus can be tracked by Google and the results kept secret. 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" Hell of a Universe is the Best Reason to go to College 
instead of Joining the Army! 

9-6-2020 "Labor of Love" Your Preconceptions about "War is Hell" and the 
famous Movie of this title without any CERN God particles or Jewish Exodus to 
Sirius Nobels. "Hells Angels" the Movie with Clouds and now comes 'Clouds II' 
thanks to 4K CERN Physics Tech on a New Space Station. Structure of the Quarks 
and then comes the weak force of gravity. 

9-6-2020 Safari on Mac's "Labor of Love" to win a war with Win 10 and Edge II. 
Steve Jobs travels back to his Safari to save everyone from a tortured death from 
cancer. Jenner took 20 years in his London Safari with cows to spot 3 different 
plagues that are all called pox. Safari infected with a virus, City Hall Key West 
infected with a Virus in their Safari searching for the Safari II restore point that 
drives itself. Labor to do on Labor Day Weekends. 



9-5-2020 Labor Day Weekend and Fiery Wrecks, not in the News. "Law and Order 
in the 2020 Campaign" Trump and Biden both over the Labor Day Weekend will 
Drive by Fiery Wrecks and not stop to help unless Trump stages a 'Hero' 
Presidents rescue of a women in a crashed car on fire... he might do this too. 

9-5-2020 "Labor of Love" Trump stages a 'Hero' Presidents rescue of a women in a 
crashed car on fire... he might do this too. 

9-5-2020 "Labor of Love" Driving the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars into 
Labor Day and 9/11 for a USA Victory Day! Coup on Trump, Biden, Prince 
Salman, and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ, grin! 

9-5-2020 "Labor of Love" Driving the Labor of Doctors to the Diagnosis today not 
in a few days or weeks. Eradicating smallpox, gas and oil for the Miracle cure of the 
2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars! 

9-5-2020 "Labor of Love" Dr. Lisa Sanders MD should write this story up in Art of 
the Diagnosis getting it diagnosed the first day instead like Jenner taking 20 years. 
Yes it took 20 years to save most in London from the death of small pox and today 
if Dr. Lisa Sanders MD wrote this up the next virus disease would not take the MD 
Genius 20 years to diagnose. 

9-5-2020 "Labor of Love" Sadly the milkmaid story is a lie invented by John 
Baron, Jenner’s friend and first biographer. Jenner himself never claimed to have 
discovered the value of cowpox, nor did he ever say, despite a huge volume of 
correspondence, how he first came across the idea. The myths of the milkmaids are 
just that, myths. To modern eyes, Jenner is revered for eradicating smallpox by 
using cowpox; in his lifetime, however, Edward Jenner faced severe criticism from 
jealous competitors and from many ordinary doctors who did not trust his method 
because, unlike inoculation, it did not give permanent immunity to smallpox. 



9-5-2020 Labor Day Weekend Cohen: I Believe Trump Would 'Go So Far As To 
Start A War' To Win Re-Election | NBC Nightly News 

9-5-2020 Stiffed, Cheated, West Point Cadets out of their 'Life,' of driving a 2020 
Ford or Porsche Windmill Car to the Yale Key West Medical School life of being a 
Nobel winning MD. Yes 1 or more a year would win a Nobel in Medicine. 

9-5-2020 Labor Day Weekend Trump and Biden left baby in hot car over Labor 
Day Weekend, no arrest expected. "Sheriff: Florida baby dies after being left in hot 
car. 
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9-5-2020 Labor Day Weekend California's Heat Wave Will Be Dangerously Hot 
This Weekend. Record-breaking temperatures are expected. The New York Times; 
No 2020 Ford Porsche WindmillCar News expected in the NY Times this Weekend. 

9-5-2020 Labor Day Weekend Trump and Biden left baby in hot car over Labor 
Day Weekend, no arrest expected. "Sheriff: Florida baby dies after being left in hot 
car. PANAMA CITY — A newborn baby died after being left inside a hot car in 
Florida's Panhandle, sheriff's officials said. The Bay County Sheriff's Office offered 
few details about the case as 1984 HQ wants to keep this out of going viral on CBS 
Nightly news as the 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars are climate controlled 
24/7 with A/C. And iPhone 12 Pro Max alarms for kids left in cars. Trump and 
Biden both know this yet said they forgot. 



9-5-2020 Invent Labor Day Sale; iMac Labor Day Work. Safari Labor Day 
Inventions, battery assembly line in China is replaced with a USA GE micro 
electric generator at -254 C cold. Labor of many Nobel in Physics winners who will 
replace all your battery's with a micro electric generator at -254 C cold. Labor Day 
Sale! 

9-5-2020 Invent 'Cloud II' Pentagon scamed by Microsoft Cloud 1 out of date. Like 
G4, when G5 is 25 Times faster. 

9-5-2020 Stiffed, Cheat Workers on Wages Grows Worse With the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ. They are the one's who write the military 'Stars and Stripes' without the 
'Stars and Jewish Aliens' at Sirius. A serious war as Star Wars Birds of Prey by 
other Aliens are at Centaurs. Tactics of the Pentagon in a Universe of Aliens is a 
scam. Pentagon will lose the Earth and all its people not fighting Star Wars Exodus 
to Sirius. 

9-5-2020 N.Y.C. Cut 40,000 Youth Jobs When They Were Needed Most. 8K Cuban 
MD's hired by WHO in Geneva to work on a list of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine. 6K 
Cuban MD's hired by the King of Sweden to work at his Palace on 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine all spelled out with specs and genius tutors. Pentagon to make a new 
MOS job description for working on 1,001 Nobel in Medicine and Physics. 500,000 
troops come to work every day and work on 1,001 IP Invention Projects all spelled 
out with links and specs genius tutors and officers at the Pentagon in charge of 
winning a invention a day. NY Times does not write of 6K Cuban MD's fired by 
Brazil Ruling Class Elite on orders from Trump and the 60K patients without a 
MD Today from this crime. They write about fire not fiery wrecks and cop cars on 
the side of the road rear ended and on fire. A Crime. "Brazil Fires Burn World’s 
Largest Tropical Wetlands at ‘Unprecedented’ Scale" By MARIA MAGDALENA 
ARRÉLLAGA, ERNESTO LONDOÑO and LETÍCIA CASADO Hell 
unprecedented scale is just the fiery wrecks in Brazil today let alone the fiery car 



wrecks world wide when the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars have F-35 
Radar and no head on crash news. The Times will not write up F-35 Radar on all 
Cars, 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars, grin. 

9-5-2020 Miracle Invention Tactics Art of War Inventing Star Wars and Making 
first contact with Jewish Aliens. 

9-5-2020 Pentagon said it would reconsider its work with Microsoft in light of 
Amazon’s objections. After a “comprehensive re-evaluation,” however, it 
determined that Microsoft’s proposal “continues to represent the best value,” a 
spokesman said. 

9-5-2020 Pentagon said Jeff Bezos and Greg better not put 'Cloud' in the list of 
1,001 IP invention projects on Amazon Prime with links, specs and genius Cloud 
builders ready to invent 'Cloud II' then the Pentagon will be stuck with Microsoft 
Cloud 1 out of date. Like G4 G5 25 Times faster. 

9-5-2020 "Productivity may be increased when multiple users can work on the 
same data simultaneously, rather than waiting for it to be saved and emailed." 
Cloud IP invention projects as 1,001 Nobels in Medicine and Physics. Nearby stars 
IP invention projects 1,001 of them all spelled out with links and specs same as 
Brain Surgery and Cure for Pink Cancers. 



9-5-2020 IP invention projects upgrades to their computers, Amazon Prime 1 Click 
links to 1,001 IP invention project upgraded every day like Microsoft try's to install 
a update to Win 10 every day. IP invention projects are upgraded every day. 

9-5-2020 Bar and Medical Exam Delays Keep Graduates in Limbo. 'Medical Exams 
for All' Delays in advancing health care in the USA and World Wide will be A Test 
for the New WHO at the UN in Geneva. When a $6 Billion dollar a year WHO get a 
windfall of $7 Trillion to be spent on Doctors and Health Care for All World Wide. 
No more wasting Doctors time on Trump's Oil and Gas Scams. Gas Stations world 
wide are Urgent Care Clinics, millions of them treat 7 billion people. 

9-5-2020 Testing; For Blood and sickness not lawyers. "Mr. Molera, 25, is among 
roughly 70,000 recent law school graduates who take the bar each year, along with 
thousands of others who sit for licensing exams in social work, engineering, surgery 
and other fields, typically alongside hundreds of other students squeezed into 
crowded rooms at universities or testing centers." 

9-5-2020 ...thousands of others who sit for licensing testing not Medical Exam Test 
for health. This is a Scam by the government the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Law 
students “I have $300,000 in loans, and I have no idea how I got scamed by this 
Orwellian Society ruled by Lawyers not MD's. ‘Ruth Bader Ginsburg did it, she the 
Lawyers play Doctor without passing the test and this killed millions of Pink 
women with no Rx Recipe Cure All for Breast Cancer for Decades and Decades. A 
Crime. Pink women who read 'Star and Stripes' are panicking every day about 
War news and no War on Cancer news in 'Stars and Stripes!' Millions of pink 
women dead on this battlefield, virus and disease battlefields and all we read is 
Trump and Biden news not Rx Recipes. Pink panicking every day as tomorrow 
Trump and Biden on the front page of Stars and Stripes not Rx Recipes. Pentagon 
mobilization to end Exxon Mobil for 2020 Ford and Porsche WindmillCars. 



9-5-2020 Russians in 2020 The first batch of public data from the “Sputnik V” 
vaccine showed that it was safe and produced an immune response. No one knows 
yet whether it prevents coronavirus infections. In 1796, 75 years after Lady Mary 
Wortley Montague and Charles Maitland introduced inoculation into England,1,2 
Edward Jenner performed an experiment that would eventually lead to the 
eradication of smallpox and the end of inoculation. (NB: in this article, inoculation 
refers to immunization with smallpox virus and vaccination refers to immunization 
with cowpox virus.) He inoculated a child with material from a cowpox pustule just 
as he would have done from a smallpox pustule. About six weeks later, he 
performed a conventional inoculation on the same child using smallpox material. 
When there was no reaction to the inoculation, Jenner believed that he had 
demonstrated that cowpox could produce immunity to smallpox just like the real 
smallpox virus. His experiment had worked. But how did Edward Jenner get to this 
point, where had the ideas come from, and what lay behind his seemingly audacious 
practice on a child. Idea to run this on a $500 million dollar super computer today 
not just for coronavirus but for all 1,001 know virus diseases will not be worked on 
Labor Day 2020 by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ they are taking the Day off from 
Labor. And gave millions who want work on a Star Wars Vaccine Cure all on 
Labor Day the Day off even though they wanted to work. Go in to work on Labor 
Day is not a Option at Yale or Harvard or MIT. 

9-5-2020 "Labor of Love" Painting this Picture of Your Star Wars Porsche 
Windmill RV on this Lake!! 

9-5-2020 "Labor of Love" Painting this Picture of Your Windmill RV on this 
Lake!! $777 Trillion dollars from the Labor of Oil, Gas Stations on 9/11 selling gas 
for $4 a gallon when the Labor of Love of Building the 2020 Ford and Porsche 
Windmill Car's and RV's is Things you can not Do on Labor Day Weekend '1984' 
listen to and watch the '1984' Steve Jobs Super Bowl ad that lets Labor Hack 4 
trillion Rx Recipes for a Rx Pink and Steve Jobs Cancer Cure All latte at Geneva 
Starbucks Labor Day 2020, well 2021 as Geneva was conquered this time by the 
100's of Saudi, UAE, Qatar, Kuwait Palace's and Princes invasion, the Mercedes 
Diesel War Machines overran Geneva 2020. Geneva Captured by the Saudi Prince! 
$$$ 

9-5-2020 Picture Your Windmill RV on this Lake!! The C.D.C. Is Preparing for 2 
Covid-19 Vaccines. Here’s What You Need to Know. Invasion of Geneva by those 
who Labor on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine are Preparing for a Rx Recipe that cures 
all virus, disease, cancers in 8 days or less. A clone of the "Penicillin Miracle Cure' 



Times. 

9-5-2020 What we need this Labor Day Weekend is a new A New Book from a 
Photographer of iMac and Mac Book Pro Computer Labs and Living Rooms Work 
Stations iMac. Mac Book Pro, iPhones Layout and 'electricty' for inspiration! 1,001 
IP invention projects on Amazon Prime 1 Click listed with specs and genius tutors 
in A New Book from a AI Photographer. Safari Labor Day Inventions, battery 
assembly line in China is replaced with a USA GE micro electric generator at -254 
C cold. Labor of many Nobel in Physics winners who will replace all your battery's 
with a micro electric generator at -254 C cold. Labor Day Sale! 

9-5-2020 "Labor of Love" Dr. Ruth Schwartz, a prominent obstetrician and 
gynecologist, $500 million for a Super Computer with AI Surgery simulations to get 
Star Wars obstetrician and gynecologist Surgery Tools. Yes Ruth the $500 million 
would have come from Prince Salman, grin. 

9-5-2020 "Labor of Love" Jenner and cow pox and small pox! Today Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD should write this story up in Art of the Diagnosis getting it diagnosed 
the first day instead like Jenner taking 20 years. Yes it took 20 years to save most in 
London from the death of small pox and today if Dr. Lisa Sanders MD wrote this 
up the next virus would not take the MD Genius 20 years to diagnose. 

9-5-2020 "Labor of Love" Sadly the milkmaid story is a lie invented by John 
Baron, Jenner’s friend and first biographer. Jenner himself never claimed to have 
discovered the value of cowpox, nor did he ever say, despite a huge volume of 
correspondence, how he first came across the idea. The myths of the milkmaids are 
just that, myths. To modern eyes, Jenner is revered for eradicating smallpox by 
using cowpox; in his lifetime, however, Edward Jenner faced severe criticism from 
jealous competitors and from many ordinary doctors who did not trust his method 
because, unlike inoculation, it did not give permanent immunity to smallpox. 

9-5-2020 "Labor of Love" In 1796, 75 years after Lady Mary Wortley Montague 
and Charles Maitland introduced inoculation into England,1,2 Edward Jenner 
performed an experiment that would eventually lead to the eradication of smallpox 
and the end of inoculation. (NB: in this article, inoculation refers to immunization 
with smallpox virus and vaccination refers to immunization with cowpox virus.) He 
inoculated a child with material from a cowpox pustule just as he would have done 
from a smallpox pustule. About six weeks later, he performed a conventional 
inoculation on the same child using smallpox material. When there was no reaction 
to the inoculation, Jenner believed that he had demonstrated that cowpox could 
produce immunity to smallpox just like the real smallpox virus. His experiment had 
worked. But how did Edward Jenner get to this point, where had the ideas come 



from, and what lay behind his seemingly audacious practice on a defenceless child? 
History texts and children’s stories all focus on the supposed role of milkmaids in 
guiding Jenner to cowpox. Even the most recent histories of smallpox eradication 
say that he learned of cowpox’s benefits from a milkmaid. In many cases, the 
milkmaid is beautiful because she cannot catch smallpox. In some versions of this 
story, the fabled beauty of the unscarred milkmaids is widely known and gives 
Jenner his first clue. Occasionally, other names pop up but are quickly dispatched 
as not really significant and home in on Jenner as the man who realized why the 
milkmaids were so beautiful. Sadly the milkmaid story is a lie invented by John 
Baron, Jenner’s friend and first biographer. Jenner himself never claimed to have 
discovered the value of cowpox, nor did he ever say, despite a huge volume of 
correspondence, how he first came across the idea. The myths of the milkmaids are 
just that, myths. To modern eyes, Jenner is revered for eradicating smallpox by 
using cowpox; in his lifetime, however, Edward Jenner faced severe criticism from 
jealous competitors and from many ordinary doctors who did not trust his method 
because, unlike inoculation, it did not give permanent immunity to smallpox. John 
Baron invented the milkmaid story to counteract these criticisms. What really 
happened is more prosaic although no less fascinating. The Suttons’ improved 
method of inoculating spread rapidly through England. By 1768, a country 
surgeon, John Fewster, and his colleague, Mr. Grove, had become partners with 
them. Years later, in response to the renowned chemist George Pearson’s inquiries, 
Fewster wrote: In the spring of the year 1768 I came to live at Thornbury, where I 
have resided ever since. In that very year, from the following occurrence, I became 
well acquainted with the disease called Cow Pox. The late Mr. Grove and myself 
formed a connection with Mr. Sutton, the celebrated inoculator; and to inoculate 
for the smallpox we took a house in Buckover. We found in this practice that a 
great number of patients could not be infected with Small Pox poison, not 
withstanding repeated exposure under most favourable circumstances for taking 
the disease. At length the cause of the failure was discovered from the case of a 
farmer who was inoculated several times ineffectually, yet he assured us that he had 
never suffered the Small Pox, but, says he, “I have had the Cow Pox lately to a 
violent degree, if that’s any odds.” We took the hint, and, on enquiry, found that 
those who were uninfectable had undergone the Cow Pox. I communicated this fact 
to a medical society of which I was then a member, and ever afterwards paid 
particular attention to determine the fact. Thornbury is a town near Bristol on the 
river Severn. About six miles north is the town of Berkeley, and about seven miles 
inland is the market town of Chipping Sodbury. The events which led to 
vaccination evolved over a 30-year span in the rough triangle formed by these three 
Gloucestershire towns. In 1768, 19-year-old Edward Jenner was apprenticed to 
Daniel Ludlow, a surgeon, based in Chipping Sodbury.3 Daniel and his apothecary 
brother Edward were members of a medical society which met at The Ship, an inn 
at Alveston near Thornbury. This was Fewster’s local medical society, referred to 
in his letter. At one of their meetings, Fewster reported his conversation with the 
old farmer and his subsequent inquiries, so there is a potential direct connection 
between Fewster and Jenner through the Ludlow brothers. Fewster’s information 
probably spread through the West Country by word of mouth. It is just the sort of 
lightbulb moment that changes human knowledge forever. Before, the fact that 
some individuals resisted all attempts to inoculate them was a mystery and a 
considerable problem for doctors, since they were obliged to reinoculate their 
patients who had not had a smallpox pustule in response to their inoculation. Now 
that they had heard of cowpox on the grapevine they knew to ask their patients 
about cowpox, and if they did not respond to the operation there was a good 
explanation. The effects of cowpox would also have been of great interest to dairy 
workers who would have spread the information among their colleagues at fairs 
and market days. Within a few years, the news had spread around the West 
Country so that most doctors and many farm workers would have heard of the 



phenomenon. On one of the few occasions when Jenner discussed farmers’ 
knowledge of cowpox he wrote: ...it appeared that it (cowpox) had been known 
from time immemorial, and that a vague opinion prevailed that it was a preventive 
of the smallpox. This opinion I found was, comparatively, new among them; for all 
the older farmers declared they had no such idea in their early days - a 
circumstance that seamed easily to be accounted for, from my knowing that the 
common people were very rarely inoculated for the smallpox, till that practice was 
rendered general by the improved method introduced by the Suttons: so that the 
working people in the dairies were seldom put to the test of the preventive powers 
of the cow pox. Here, Jenner himself draws the link between inoculations with 
smallpox and the discovery of the effects of prior cowpox. Many years later, a 
friend of his confirmed that Jenner once said that he first heard of cowpox in 1768. 
By 1769, Jenner was in London working as a house surgeon to the famed 
experimental surgeon John Hunter at St. George’s Hospital. Since he discussed the 
cowpox effect with Hunter, Jenner must have known about the discovery before 
leaving Gloucestershire. But the Suttonian method only became widely available 
after 1766–17675 so that the discovery could only have been made in a narrow 
window between 1767 and 1769, while Jenner was still apprenticed to Ludlow. 
Whether Jenner was actually present at the dinner where Fewster discussed his 
findings is not clear; apprentices were probably not invited) but it seems likely that 
he would have heard about Fewster’s observations from his boss soon afterwards. 
The advantages of cowpox could not have been discovered before general 
inoculation became a feature of country life, because only when large numbers of 
people were inoculated at the same time could the existence of several resistant 
individuals become apparent. Smallpox epidemics often smouldered rather than 
exploded and it could take months or years for the disease to leave a particular 
area. The few who escaped might have had previous mild smallpox and have been 
rendered immune by the undetected infection, something that was particularly 
likely to happen when the individual was an orphan because the parents, who might 
have remembered the early childhood infection, were dead; or they might just have 
been lucky and avoided exposure to the virus. John Haygarth had shown that direct 
contact with a smallpox patient or their possessions was necessary to contract the 
infection. A few individuals, thought to be about one in 20, seemed to be naturally 
resistant to smallpox and never caught the disease. Inoculation itself was also not 
100% effective; individuals sometimes had no response to the operation and it was 
common practice to reinoculate them to test whether they were resistant, immune, 
or whether, for unknown reasons, the first procedure had failed but the second was 
effective. If an individual failed to respond to inoculation after several attempts, it 
was usually assumed that they had had smallpox before. There was no way to link 
cowpox infection, which might have occurred years before and been forgotten, with 
inoculation resistance. However, once a large number of farmers and dairymaids 
were identified who resisted attempts to inoculate them, it became possible to 
question them closely until, as Fewster relates, one of them provided the crucial 
piece of information. Only cowpox infection shortly before inoculation could 
provide the clue required, and only when a large group of individuals were 
inoculated together would the necessary individual turn up. Cowpox itself was a 
sporadic illness found mostly in the south and west of England, so finding an 
individual with the right sequence of infections would only happen when large 
group of dairymen was inoculated at one time. Edward Jenner left his country 
apprenticeship for London where he had the good fortune to be the first pupil of 
John Hunter, who is widely credited with developing scientific surgery. Hunter had 
an obsessive interest in experimentation – his most famous aphorism, which Jenner 
would have heard frequently, was ‘why think, do the experiment’. Master and 
student became close friends and remained in correspondence for the rest of 
Hunter’s life. When Jenner returned home to Berkeley, he took the habits of 
observation and experimentation gained from his mentor with him. The country 



physician shared some of his ideas about cowpox with his former superior who was 
intensely interested in the concept since he was also an inoculator. Back home in 
Berkeley, Edward Jenner settled into the routine of a country doctor. He joined two 
local medical societies; one of them the group that met at The Ship where Fewster 
and the Ludlows still participated in the discussions. Why didn't cowpox fascinate 
them in the way that it became an obsession for Jenner? Fewster’s lack of interest 
was based on his long experience of country medicine, which had convinced him 
that cowpox was actually a more serious disease than inoculated smallpox. The 
cowpox virus was transmitted by contact, and probably could only infect through 
cuts or scratches in the skin. If there was only a tiny scratch then there would only 
be a single ‘pock’, but if there were numerous scratches all over the arms, or 
extensively chapped skin from continuous outdoor work, then there would be many 
more pustules and the patient would have a fever and pronounced systemic 
symptoms. Sometimes the infection even spread to the face, transferred by 
scratching or licking a sore finger. A few patients who had widespread skin 
problems might have cowpox over their whole body, much like children with 
eczema following vaccination in the 20th century. Suttonian inoculation was 
actually milder than natural cowpox in most cases. Fewster wrote: I think that it 
(cowpox) is a much more severe disease in general than the inoculated smallpox. I 
do not see any great advantage from the inoculation for the Cow Pox. Inoculation 
of the Small Pox seems to be so well understood that there is little need of a 
substitute. It is curious, however, and may lead to other improvements. In 
experienced hands, the death rate after inoculation was less than one in 500, and 
about 20% of patients had only a single pock at the inoculation site. Although there 
was the risk of starting an epidemic, by then doctors knew how to prevent one, 
either by isolation or general inoculation. In contrast to inoculated smallpox, a 
cowpox pustule often matured into an intensely painful ulcer on the hand or 
fingers, which left the sufferer unable to work for several days. On balance, 
inoculation was less troublesome for the patient than having cowpox. There was a 
second, and more compelling, reason why country doctors were not impressed by 
cowpox. It did not always protect against smallpox. Many individuals who said that 
they had had the cowpox before had perfectly normal inoculation smallpox. There 
were also cases of natural smallpox among individuals who had thought that they 
were immune from a previous infection caught from cows. While immunity always 
implied prior cowpox, previous cowpox did not always imply immunity. What 
would be the point of investigating the potential benefits of something that simply 
was not as effective as current practice? It is easy to see why Jenner’s colleagues 
found him tedious, and even he acknowledged that the imperfect protection 
problem was a major setback, noting that the term ‘cowpox’ was also applied to 
conditions – ‘spurious cowpox’ – which were not infections with vaccinia. It took 
Edward Jenner 25 years to unravel the mess. The problem lay in the definition of 
‘cowpox’. There were at least three diseases that produced ulcers on the teats of 
cows10 and only one of these was caused by the cowpox virus: ‘this for a while 
damped, but did not extinguish my ardour’. Jenner’s remarkable achievement is 
that he spent all that time untangling true cowpox from spurious cowpox and 
defining its unequivocal appearances. He learned how to recognize ‘milker’s nodes’ 
a painful bacterial infection on the fingers, which lacked the typical erosive ulcer of 
cowpox, and he could differentiate between cowpox and staphylococcal infections of 
the udder because the damage caused by staphylococcal bacteria spread beyond the 
teats. Eventually he learned how to recognize cases of true cowpox and could 
confirm that they really were resistant to inoculation. Jenner had also had a second 
insight that his colleagues had not appreciated. Inoculated cowpox would be much 
less severe than natural cowpox, just as inoculated smallpox was less dangerous 
than naturally acquired disease. In May 1796, Jenner was asked to inoculate an 
8-year-old pauper child named James Phipps. At the same time, there was a local 
outbreak of cowpox, something that only occurred every few years. Sarah Nelmes, 



a dairymaid, was infected with cowpox from her employer’s cows and had 
developed a large pustule where she had been scratched by a thorn. ...matter was 
taken from a sore on the hand of a dairymaid,?…?and it was inserted, on the 14th 
of May 1796, into the arm of the boy by means of two superficial incisions, barely 
penetrating the cutis, each about half an inch long. In order to ascertain whether 
the boy, after feeling so slight an affection of the system from the cow-pox virus was 
secure from the contagion of the smallpox, he was inoculated on July 1 following 
with variolous matter The appearances were observable on the arms as we 
commonly see when a patient has had variolous matter applied, after having either 
the cow-pox of smallpox. Several months afterwards he was again inoculated with 
variolous matter, but no sensible effect was produced. Had Jenner done something 
unethical? In medical circles it is fashionable to claim that his first experiment 
would never have been approved by a modern ethics committee. Some writers even 
claim that the boy was an unwilling victim of Jenner’s ego and he would never have 
‘volunteered’ for the experiment. In reality, Jenner was acting in a completely 
acceptable way and actually giving Phipps, son of a poor labourer, protection 
against a feared disease. A child who had not had smallpox was almost 
unemployable because no one would take on a boy who might bring smallpox into 
the household and whose care and burial expenses would be charged to his 
employer if he did come down with the disease. If he caught smallpox before he was 
employed, his care would have been charged to his labourer father, who could not 
afford it, or to the parish overseers as his father was a pauper. Inoculation was the 
standard way to give the child immunity and protect him from the consequences of 
the infection. Although Jenner had never ‘vaccinated’ anyone before he had good 
reason to believe that the procedure might work, based on numerous patients of his 
who had proved resistant to inoculation after having cowpox. All he was doing was 
attempting to see whether artificial cowpox worked as well as natural cowpox, just 
as artificial inoculated smallpox protected against natural smallpox. After 
vaccinating Phipps, he was be inoculated in the usual way. If cowpox had failed, he 
would just have a normal mild inoculation response; if it worked nothing would 
happen. Jenner was following up his experimental treatment with the ‘gold 
standard’ method of protecting the child. Since inoculation was a well-established 
and largely safe procedure that was widely used in England, there was no ethical 
issue with that part of the experiment. Inoculation would have been viewed as a 
necessary part of growing up for a child receiving parish support. Since cowpox 
was never fatal and had few systemic effects, there were unlikely to be any 
unexpected complications apart from failure to immunize. Even in the hyper 
health-and-safety health- and safety-conscious 21st century, this experiment would 
have been given ethical approval. 

9-5-2020 WHO HQ in Geneva they can see from their windows the $7 Trillion in 
Cash at Prince Salman's Palace at Lake Geneva. WHO Doctors can see the day 
they move into the Palace left to them by Prince Salman and 1K other Saudi 
Princes. New 'Medical Invention Palace' for some for the 8K Cuban MD's hired by 
WHO to work on a Nobel in Medicine in Geneva. 700,000 MD's hired to work on 
1,001 Nobels in Medicine by WHO. Who said No Way, Trump, Grin! 



WHO HQ in Geneva they can see from their windows the $7 Trillion in Cash at 
Prince Salman's Palace at Lake Geneva. 

9-4-2020 "The Manhattan Home of an Iranian Princess Finally Sells. The seven-
story brick and limestone mansion at 29 Beekman Place was bought by a real estate 
company for $11.5 million. The Midtown mansion that was a longtime home of 
Princess Ashraf Pahlavi, twin sister of Iran’s last shah. The Midtown mansions of 
the 'Last Prince and King of Saudi Arabia,' UAE, will be written up on Labor Day 
2021. 9/11 NYC Jews will buy every Manhattan Mansion from the winnings of their 
9/11 law suit, Labor of Seven Light Year Exodus to Sirius. Costing $11.5 Trillion. 



9-4-2020 9/11 Saudi Win of $ trillions will give "The Hospital for Special Surgery, 
on East 70th Street" enough money to add condos for all its Doctors and Nurse's 
above the Hospital. Ms. Fine and her fiancé, Bryon Shek, are focusing on co-ops 
close to her workplace at the Hospital for Special Surgery, on East 70th Street. 
Closer if we get to sue Saudi Arabia for 9/11. "For workers who are required to be 
on-site, fear of public transportation has spurred a wave of demand for homes 
within walking distance of their jobs." By Joyce Cohen. Joyce Cohen never thought 
to write up "The Hospital for Special Surgery, on East 70th Street" enough money 
to add condos for all its Doctors and Nurse's above the Hospital. 

9-4-2020 WHO HQ in Geneva they can see from their windows the $7 Trillion in 
Cash at Prince Salman's Palace at Lake Geneva. WHO Doctors can see the day 
they move into the Palace left to them by Prince Salman and 1K other Saudi 
Princes. New 'Medical Invention Palace' for some for the 8K Cuban MD's hired by 
WHO to work on a Nobel in Medicine in Geneva. 700,000 MD's hired to work on 
1,001 Nobels in Medicine by WHO. Who said No Way, Trump, Grin! 

WHO HQ in Geneva they can see from their windows the $7 Trillion in Cash at 
Prince Salman's Palace at Lake Geneva. 

CERN HQ in Geneva can vision a CERN Space Station with 4K Physics Techs who 
Discover the Gravity Engine God Particle. 

WHO knows about the "Yale Key West Medical School" and the "West Point 
Medical School" 

WHO knows that Medical School Students World Wide will get paid more than 
"West Point Cadets" when everyone Drives a 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Car 
and the 'Berlin Diesel Mercedes War Machines' are arrested for childhood cancers 



and birth defect war crimes! 

9-4-2020 Dr. Seymour Schwartz, left, celebrating the 50th anniversary of his 
medical textbook, “Schwartz’s Principles of Surgery,” in 2017. The 11th edition 
was published last year. Credit...via the American College of Surgeons. Dr. 
Schwartz retired as a practicing surgeon when he turned 72, but he continued to 
teach, write and lecture. He also became a serious student of cartography after his 
wife, Dr. Ruth Schwartz, a prominent obstetrician and gynecologist, decided he 
needed a hobby to distract him from medicine and bought him a used book of maps 
for 50 cents. $500 million for a Super Computer with AI Surgery simulations to get 
to Star Wars Surgery Tools would have been a better purchase for this MD 
surgeon, Sorry Ruth! Yes Ruth the $500 million would come from Prince Salman, 
grin. 

Lyrics of “Rule, Britannia!” evoke a British colonial, imperialist past. Taylor 
Swift’s BBC Lyrics in 11 new songs. "Orthostatic Hypotension' and the Pink 
Plague in London, Lyrics written between the lines in “Rule, Britannia!” 

9-4-2020 'Cancel Russian Pipeline' Under Great Pressure by the 2020 Ford and 
Porsche Windmill Cars!! 

9-4-2020 "Minivans at the Food Bank" are a Ruling Class Scam the 2020 Windmill 
Minivans are sanctioned by Trump. CBS videos gone viral of everyone driving to 
the Saint Mary's food bank and 100's of pictures of food being loaded into a 
Minivan is a scam by CBS as they all know about the 2020 Windmill Minivans. 
CBS Doctor Videos with $500 million dollar AI super computer doing the surgery 
writing the Rx from looking at 4 trillion Rx Recipes, Hell No, CBS has 3 kids who 
slow a disease. Why would CBS scam with a Doctored Facebook Video? 



9-4-2020 "9 Major N.Y.C. Roads Get Lower Speed Limits as Traffic Deaths 
Surge!!" 

9-4-2020 No Traffic Deaths driving the 2020 Ford Minivans as F-35 Radar will be 
on all Minivans and roads along with iPhone 12 Pro Max Dash cams and iTickets 
and 100's of Star Wars Windmill Car and Minivan accessories only found today at 
a Disney Theme Park or Movie. 

9-4-2020 Radar Hell, the Windmill Minivan's iPhone will detect heart attacks and 
cardiac arrest low blood pressure before you crash. Dr. Seymour Schwartz, Who 
Wrote the Book on Surgery, Dies at 92. Kindle's 2020 will write the code for super 
computer AI Surgery for 92 million people in 2021. 

9-4-2020 Dr. Seymour Schwartz, left, celebrating the 50th anniversary of his 
medical textbook, “Schwartz’s Principles of Surgery,” in 2017. The 11th edition 
was published last year. Credit...via the American College of Surgeons. Dr. 
Schwartz retired as a practicing surgeon when he turned 72, but he continued to 
teach, write and lecture. He also became a serious student of cartography after his 
wife, Dr. Ruth Schwartz, a prominent obstetrician and gynecologist, decided he 
needed a hobby to distract him from medicine and bought him a used book of maps 
for 50 cents. $500 million for a Super Computer with AI Surgery simulations to get 
to Star Wars tools of Surgery would have been a better purchase for this MD 
surgeon, Sorry Ruth! Yes Ruth the $500 million would come from Prince Salman, 



grin. 

9-4-2020 Accepted by Yale but unable to afford the tuition, he enrolled at the 
University of Wisconsin on a scholarship and completed his pre-med degree in two 
years. 

9-4-2020 Yale had $20 Billion in Chase Bank Manhattan and refused to spend any 
on Medical School Tuition when West Point Cadets made a Windfall Medical 
School Students should have been paid more than West Point Cadets for their War 
on Cancer and disease. 

9-4-2020 Seymour Ira Schwartz was born on Jan. 22, 1928, in the Bronx, to parents 
from Jewish immigrant families. His father, Dr. Samuel Schwartz, was a physician 
who taught anatomy at Polyclinic Hospital in Manhattan. 

9-4-2020 Jewish MD Students today can't Drive a Windmill Porsche as Berlin War 
Machine is still gassing Jews. In the 1960s, while serving on the University of 
Rochester’s admissions committee, he was appalled to learn that a highly qualified 
candidate was being rejected because he was Jewish. Dr. Schwartz inquired how 
he, a Jew from New York, had been admitted and was told that school officials had 



mistaken him for Sidney Schwartz, a young tennis star from Brooklyn. 

9-4-2020 He was a pioneer in treating bleeding esophageal veins intravenously with 
the hormone vasopressin, and he shared a patent for an electrical nerve stimulater, 
implantable in the body, to control blood pressure and treat hypertension. 

9-4-2020 From 1987 to 1998, he was chairman of the university’s surgery 
department. 

9-4-2020 He was not allowed to Drive a 1987 or 1998 Porsche Windmill Car by the 
2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

9-4-2020 “I was happiest in the operating room,” he told The Democrat and 
Chronicle of Rochester in 2018. “I have ego. And I felt I could operate as well, if not 
better than, most of the surgeons I was around.” 



9-4-2020 The 2 White Men at 1984 HQ can't Operate a 2020 Porsche Windmill 
Car, Grin! 

9-4-2020 100's of Super Computers are in Manhattan today and none are being 
used by Jewish MD Surgeons for AI Star Wars Tools of Surgery, a war crime! 

9-4-2020 NY Times should write a front page article about the 100's of Super 
Computers in Manhattan Today! 

9-4-2020 Kindle's 2020 will write the code for super computer AI Surgery for 92 
million people in 2021. 

9-4-2020 Oil and Gas Profits since 9/11 and even before are all illegal gas station 
hold up loot $$$. 



9-4-2020 Face Up To It Gas and Oil Under Great Pressure will give way to 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine and Physics once the Oil Tzar and Oil Kings $777 Trillion are 
spent by those driving the Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars to WHO at Lake 
Geneva. All Bill and Melinda Gates Malaria, disease, cancers will win a Nobel for 
the Rx Recipe Cure All Latte at Geneva Starbucks. 

9-4-2020 The Nord Stream 2 pipeline, at the Mukran port in Sassnitz, Germany. 
The pipeline will eventually bring natural gas from Russia to Germany. Credit and 
Debits are War Crimes in 2020. 

9-4-2020 The pipeline is 94 percent completed, and Ms. Merkel defended the need 
to finish it as recently as last Friday. 764-miles under the Baltic Sea. 

9-4-2020 'Cancel Russian Pipeline' 



9-4-2020 Merkel; Berlin Nazi crimes in 2020 are this Russian Gas Pipeline, Guilty 
as Hell! 

9-4-2020 Paris; the poisoning of Mr. Navalny has made it harder for Mr. Macron, 
not the 100K kids with childhood cancers and birth defects as this is a Nazi like 
crime in Paris for Gas and Oil Money. 

9-4-2020 Navalny Poisoning Raises Pressure on Merkel to 'Cancel Russian Pipeline' 
Evidence that the Russian opposition leader was attacked with a military-grade 
nerve agent has placed new pressures on the German chancellor. Berlin 

9-4-2020 Nerve Agent is Merkel; Berlin Nazi crimes in 2020 Russian Oil Pipeline 
are driven to Rome as 'Diesel Mercedes; and Rome Children in the thousands with 
birth defects and cancers visit the Vatican for a Miracle. Like fiery wrecks the Pope 
drives by without stopping to help needs a Agent with Nerve. A Miracle. 

9-4-2020 What we need this Labor Day Weekend is a new a New iMac! 



9-4-2020 What we need this Labor Day Weekend is a new A New Book from a 
Photographer of iMac and Mac Book Pro Computer Labs and Living Rooms Work 
Stations iMac. Mac Book Pro, iPhones Layout and 'electricty' for inspiration! 1,001 
IP invention projects on Amazon Prime 1 Click listed with specs and genius tutors 
in A New Book from a AI Photographer. Safari Labor Day Inventions, battery 
assembly line in China is replaced with a USA GE micro electric generator at -254 
C cold. Labor of many Nobel in Physics winners who will replace all your battery's 
with a micro electric generator at -254 C cold. Labor Day Sale! 

9-3-2020 Jane Fonda in Hanoi in today's NY Times. Not to give away $7 Trillion to 
Hanoi for 1 million Minivans to drive in Hanoi. Would the aging communists in 
Hanoi give a million people in Hanoi a Ford Windmill Minivan? This is the $7 
Trillion dollar question Jane Fonda in todays NY Times refused to answer in her 
question and answer part of the article. 

9-3-2020 After Hanoi and After Afghanistan and After BP Oil and the Virus Cure 
All Nobels! A Ford Windmill RV and Car for All Drivers! Driven like never before 
as you don't ever have to stop for gas or fiery wrecks on the side of the road writing 
a speeding ticket. Nerve Agents!! 

9-3-2020 After Oil and Gas! What to know about Colon Cancer, Breast Cancer. $7 
Trillion will get a Rx Recipe Cure All. This is classified as those with $777 trillion 
want to keep it all. Hell No you can't have $7 Trillion of their money! This is Oil 
and Gas Money! 

9-3-2020 Jane Fonda in Hanoi in today's NY Times. Not to give away $7 Trillion to 
Hanoi for 1 million Minivans to drive in Hanoi. Would the aging communists in 
Hanoi give a million people in Hanoi a Ford Windmill Minivan? This is the $7 
Trillion dollar question Jane Fonda in todays NY Times refused to answer in her 



question and answer part of the article. 

9-3-2020 After Hanoi and After Afghanistan War, Women Asked 
#WhereIsMyPinkName, A Small Victory that was not as I added the "Pink" to 
Afghanistan Women and Jane Fonda in Pink. Tortured by the CIA are a million 
Pink women and Jane Fonda was given the covert orders not to Tell All in this NY 
Times article on torture of women. Jane Fonda must know 100 Women who were 
tortured to death by no Pentagon Masterminded War on Pink Cancers. And the 
VA Hospital are closed to Breast Cancer women needing Chemo today. A War 
Crime by Wounded Warriors who still put their ads on CBS Nightly News asking 
for money today. 

9-3-2020 W.H.O. has irreplaceable connections and will get a Windfall of $7 
Trillion when the 2020 Ford Windmill Porsche is Driven in Geneva! 

9-3-2020 W.H.O. gets private donors such as the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation and Michael R. Bloomberg’s philanthropies, on this web these 
donations are realized as '1984' petty cash when compared to the $7 Trillion when 
the 2020 Ford Windmill Porsche is Driven in Geneva! 

9-3-2020 $777 Trillion Trump has access to hack for the USA! Trump 
Administration Will Redirect $62 Million Owed to the W.H.O. Petty cash they 
would not discover the Rx Recipe Cure All for his mini strokes. iPhone 12 Max Pro 
Alerts hour before the stroke or cardiac arrest will cost $7 Trillion to discover. 

WHO knows about the "Yale Key West Medical School" and the "West Point 
Medical School" 



WHO HQ in Geneva they can see from their windows the $7 Trillion in Cash at 
Prince Salman's Palace at Lake Geneva. 

WHO HQ in Geneva they can see from their windows the $7 Trillion in Cash at 
Prince Salman's Palace at Lake Geneva. 

WHO knows about the "Yale Key West Medical School" and the "West Point 
Medical School" 

9-3-2020 Lyrics of “Rule, Britannia!” evoke a British colonial, imperialist past. 
Taylor Swift’s BBC Lyrics in 11 new songs. "Orthostatic Hypotension' and the 
Pink Plague in London, Lyrics written between the lines in “Rule, Britannia!” 
evoke a British Nobel in Medicine future that cures all the colonial imperialist in 
Africa Oil Fields today for British Windmill Cars and Rule the Nobel in Medicine 
for all the Past and current plagues in London today. Pink Queen is Tortured by 
her past wars that were not to cure disease but win the lottery gambling on winning 



a war in India or elsewhere. 

9-3-2020 The Telegraph, invention and today 500 Times faster than the speed of 
light in a YouTube video picked up from Sirius the North Star, BBC watching 
Jewish Aliens at every one of the nearest 100 Stars. The Telegraph, ended all 
British Inventions by the ruling class. 

9-3-2020 Fonda “I actually called Jared, and I told him my idea and he said, ‘Well, 
Ivanka is the environmentalist in the family.’ Yeah, sure. So she called me and I 
told her my idea and she laughed and I never heard from her again.” 

9-3-2020 Fonda in the NY Times and the Kremlin in the NY Times, Fiery Moscow 
Cop Cars Is a Threat they both Cannot Speak Of! 

9-3-2020 September 3, 2020 This Labor Day weekend, the Florida Highway Patrol 
is participating in the annual “Drive Sober or get Pulled Over” Campaign to ensure 
motorist never drive impaired... the drunk behind the drunk pulled over will rear 
end the cop car and this will not be News on CBS Nightly News after Labor Day! 



9-3-2020 NY Times Labor Day Front Page the Florida Highway Patrol Cop Car 
rear ended by the 2nd Drunk Driver in a line of 100's of Drunk Drivers just on US 
1. iPhone 12 Max Pro DUI test in the parking lot not on the side of the road. 

9-3-2020 Fonda Jane Fonda, Intergalactic Pink-Warrior in a (Red) 'Pink' Coat" By 
MAUREEN DOWD Maureen Dowd really needs to rewrite this NY Times article 
on Jane Fonda as Dr. Jane Fonda MD in Pink Fatigues issued by the CIA. I always 
though Jane Fonda was a CIA agent in Hanoi. We have to wait 50 years for the 
documents but today the CIA is painting in Pink so Dr. Pink MD's are what the 
covert mission is today with millions tortured from breast cancer Jane Fonda and 
Maureen Dowd didn't know any breast cancer women being tortured who needed 
help from Jane Fonda, this gave the ending of the article a How to Marry Ted 
Turner not ho to marry 4 Yale MD Wife's to get 4 Nobels in Medicine. 

9-3-2020 Fonda “Ted Truner Fonda bought MGM so he could own ‘Gone With the 
Wind.’” Windmill Cars are Gone from the lives of the rich and famous all these 
decades since Jimmy Carter drove Rosalynn around the Peanut Plantation in a 
1980 Porsche Windmill Car. 

9-3-2020 Fonda ‘Barbarella’ could be made, Fonda flys the Star Wars Disney 
Chariot animation movies saves Disney a lot of money making movies. Grin. 

9-3-2020 Fonda and Dr. Susan Love MD the matriarchs bringing an army of 
women to rescue her child, from those in Berlin building the "Diesel Mercedes War 
Machines" another Disney War Movie. 

9-3-2020 Fonda Ms. Fonda, whose mother died by suicide while in a psychiatric 
facility. Rx Recipes really need to get crunched and mixed up in a better batch... 1 
Click Amazon Prime list of links and specs and genius tutors to Star Wars Times 



today. 

9-3-2020 Fonda, I have good posture driving the 2020 Ford Porsche Windmill Car. 

9-3-2020 Fonda “Well, let me just explain,” she said. “When I met Ted, he had six 
properties. When I left, he had 23. And we kept clothes at each place. And so I 
would have to buy in bulk. I remember very often at Saks Fifth Avenue, the sales 
girl would say ‘Are these gifts?’ And I’d say, ‘No, they’re all for me.’” 

9-3-2020 Fonda, Marilyn Monroe She glowed! ‘Barbarella’ could be made Today. 
Both would have to be Dr. Lisa MD in Pink Disney Movies like 007 Sean Connery 
in 'Medicine Man' with the ants and sugar recipe to cure cancer but with super 
computers and Amazon Prime 1 Click Recipes with specs, links and genius tutors 
who really work in the Rx Recipe Labs at Pasteur Institute. Oui, Oui 

9-3-2020 4 Yale MD Wife's working in a Polygamous Marriage on 4 Nobels in 
Medicine article in the NY Times was deleted for this one; "Once Out, Consort to 
Thailand’s King Is Back In (and a Major General, Again)" By HANNAH BEECH 
Sineenat Wongvajirapakdi rose to the position of royal consort to King Maha 
Vajiralongkorn Bodindradebayavarangkun, only to be stripped of her official title 
last year, amid accusations from the palace that she was trying to upstage the 
queen. 4 Yale MD Wife's in a Polygamous Marriage in the USA to win 4 Nobels in 
Medicine were deleted by the Mad Men at the NY Times who mastermind which 
articles are written. 

9-3-2020 "Crazy Talk from the Russians in Baghdad outside the Oil Field" 
Minivans Windmill ones as charity is Crazy Talk from Russians in Baghdad 
outside the Oil Field. Crazy is mixing oil with Windmills." "Minivans at the Food 
Pantry: Meet America’s New Needy. The economic strain of the coronavirus 
pandemic has more Americans turning to food banks and charity for help feeding 
their families." By TIM ARANGO and BRENDA ANN KENNEALLY. Lets start 



with $7 Trillion from Moscow Oil Company for Minivan and RV's for Russians 
Stimulus to Drive to the next USSR that wins more Nobels in Medicine than Battles 
in Syria and Baghdad. Why would the Russian Elite ever want to Drive to so many 
Nobels in Medicine when they call this "Crazy Talk?" Million Russian women are 
being tortured by breast cancer, their breast are being cut off by Prince Salman's 
bone saws. Putin knows the Russian Women better than Trump and his Miss 
Moscow Hotel Rooms. 

9-3-2020 "Crazy Talk" about running out of electricity when the 2020 Ford and 
Porsche Windmill Cars have been kept at Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation for 
decades. "Electric Grid Under Strain, California Turns to Batteries. When demand 
exceeded supply in a recent heat wave, electricity stored at businesses and even 
homes was called into service. With proper management, batteries could have made 
up for an offline gas plant." This is "Crazy Talk" By IVAN PENN at the NY 
Times. A Crazy War Crime too. 

9-3-2020 Jimmy Carters endless lines at the gas stations in Georgia at the Saudi Oil 
Embargo until the 1980 Ford WindmillCar ended it. Now future generations: the 
endless lines of cars waiting to get gas today at Lake Charles after the Hurricane 
and FEMA didn't stock gasoline for this. FEMA didn't want to give them 70,000 
Windmill Cars and RV's. "Crazy Talk" giving people a Car or RV is what FEMA 
call this! Not when you have $7 Trillion from Moscow Oil Company in cash. And a 
large inventory of For Sale Cars on all the Car Lots up and down the highway's." 
Crazy Talk is going on among those who own the gas stations today. And they are 
kept out of the news at CBS. 

9-3-2020 Crazy Talk is loading milk into a Minivan with no ice box! With his 
daughter, Laura Horsburgh, and five grandchildren along for the ride, Mr. 
McNamara, 74, drove his car through the procession as it moved along with 
military precision. At each station a coach or a teacher or even the principal loaded 
up the trunk with milk. 

9-3-2020 Start over with the 2020 Ford Windmill Car's Star Wars accessories, best 
being never having to stop for gas at $4 a Gallon on the 4th of July or 9/11. 



9-3-2020 "Crazy Talk" from the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who own several gas 
stations is selling gas for $4 a Gallon on 9/11 2020. $7 trillion in profits since 9/11 
2001. This is how 1 Million in the USA and another Million in Moscow, London, 
Paris will get a free 2020 Ford WindmillCar or RV. 

9-3-2020 "Crazy Talk" In Paris the Elite Ruling Class Oil Men 'despise' this Idea to 
take their $7 Trillion for Drivers in Paris. 'Secret Profits of $7 Trillion from Oil 
spent on Minivans! Let them eat cake in their Windmill Minivan! Crazy Elite Oil 
Men in Paris want to add trillions more and not give away any Minivans to anyone 
in Paris. 

9-3-2020 Amazon Kindle book you can write and publish today. "Running Out of 
Gas Driving a Car Statistics!" You need to know, Google's tracking of Running 
Out of Gas driving a Car. In Paris the Elite Ruling Class Oil Men 'despise' this Idea 
to take their $7 Trillion for Drivers in Paris. 'Secret Profits of $7 Trillion from Oil! 

WHO knows about the "Yale Key West Medical School" and the "West Point 
Medical School" 

WHO HQ in Geneva they can see from their windows the $7 Trillion in Cash at 
Prince Salman's Palace at Lake Geneva. 



WHO HQ in Geneva they can see from their windows the $7 Trillion in Cash at 
Prince Salman's Palace at Lake Geneva. 

WHO knows about the "Yale Key West Medical School" and the "West Point 
Medical School" 

New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here



New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here

Picture Your Windmill RV on this Lake!! 



Picture Your Windmill RV on this Lake!! 

9-2-2020 Paris Elite Ruling Class 'despise' the Universe Because the Nearest 100 
Stars were discovered to be inhabited by Jewish Aliens, by Greg in Key West 
'Secret Invention!' 

9-2-2020 Amazon Kindle book you can write and publish today. "Cop Cars;" 
Trump Voices Support for Police With Little Mention of fiery rear ended Cop cars 
on the side of the roads world wide, no Russian post about this on Facebook, Grin! 
For the Kremlin, Fiery Moscow Cop Cars Is a Threat It Cannot Speak Of! 

9-2-2020 Russian ‘Folklore’ 'Gravity' has Greater Intelligence than Putin's Old 
KGB. “The view that everything in the world is a battleground between great 
powers is the belief and religion of Russia’s ruling elite at the moment.” Russian 
‘Folklore’ 'Gravity' has the Russian's ruling elite at the worlds fastest super 
computers in Geneva, and at CERN. Russian ‘Folklore’ of the Russian ruling elite 
updated to bone saw that opens Putins brain in a Moscow Hospital to cut out or 
laser out the brain cancer. Russian ‘Folklore’ in Novels and Nobels. Russian 
‘Folklore’ break a leg break a hip but for Putins Mother and Grand Mothers. 
Battleground between great powers as women age and turn Pink with no power or 
money to order the Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Moscow Starbucks. 

9-2-2020 Russian ‘Folklore’ in Taylor Swift’s ‘Folklore’ 11 new songs. Song 
"Orthostatic Hypotension' 'Dizziness Folklore' song. Taylor Swift providing 7 
billion people an adequate supply of bloody lyrics, videos. One of the most effective 
strategies to combat orthostatic hypotension is regular physical exercise. Taylor 
Swift music video song and dance on a Nordic Track and dozens of other exercise 
machines would change the complications of falling, not in love but falling and 
breaking a hip. 



9-2-2020 Elite ruling powers 'despise' the Universe and the Nearest 100 Stars as the 
Universe and Nearest 100 Stars will dispose our current Oil and Gas Ruling Class 
for CERN Physics Techs and Electrical Engineers. Russia’s ruling elite — 
particularly former K.G.B. officers like Mr. Putin look up at the Stary Night and 
think of Russian ‘Folklore’ not the design of the CERN space station with 4K 
Physics Techs and the other Moscow Jewish Space Station named Exodus USSR. 

9-2-2020 MD's who have the worlds fastest super computer simulations for each 
and every diagnosis and chemo treatment times. 

9-2-2020 “Our country is run by the logic of the K.G.B.” Pointing Out to the CIA 
the Second Star to the Right as Sirius! 

9-2-2020 “Our country is run by the logic of the K.G.B.” Army of K.G.B. MD's a 
science fiction Utopian Novel, a Nobel. 11 new songs. Song "Orthostatic 
Hypotension' 'Dizziness Folklore' song. 

9-2-2020 ‘Mafia Folklore’ “It is like the mafia: Nothing can be done without the 
approval and guarantee of impunity of the boss,” the new boss of the Mafia boss is 
his Dr. Lisa MD the real boss with the Rx Recipes and instant diagnosis. 



9-2-2020 Gas Station Owners and Exxon Mobil BP Oil CEO's; By Michael J. 
Sandel "Disdain for the Less Educated Is the Last Acceptable Prejudice!" Knowing 
they are spreading the 'Greed Virus' the worst virus on Earth that can really kill all 
7 billion people on Earth for $777 Trillion more in Oil and Gas Revenues. 

9-2-2020 NY Times Editors failed the Treadmill Oxygen Test Big Time! Treadmill 
Desk at the NY Times are non existent as a 'Supplied Stimulus' by the Ruling Class 
at the NY Times yet they censor this out of Dr. Ortega's experiment causing a 
wrong paper published in July in the "Journal of Aging and Physical Activity," 
then reprinted as in the NY Times when the supplied stimulus is Treadmill Desk or 
Nordic Tracks on every floor of the NY Times and in every classroom at the 
University of Colorado. This is a major failure! 

9-2-2020 NY Times Editors failed the Treadmill Oxygen Test Big Time! Google 
articles that tracked their oxygen consumption, Hell no Google tracks selling them 
protein bars! Track the number of treadmills or Nordic Track at NY Times, 
Google, Amazon, Microsoft with headsets to record oxygen levels! Treadmills or 
Nordic Track in every classroom at the University of Colorado. This is a major 
failure! 

9-2-2020 Exercise scientists at Humboldt State University in California and the 
University of Colorado at Boulder began to wonder recently about walking and 
whether it might tell us something about workouts and ideal intensities. 



9-2-2020 In Colorado we think about using more oxygen yet there are no finger 
oxygen test next to the BP test at Whole Foods in Boulder Colorado so no one really 
knows the percent of oxygen even in Colorado let alone oxygen rates when walking 
and biking. 

9-2-2020 Walkers and runners who were 65 or older to the lab and asked them to 
walk on a treadmill at various speeds while wearing headgear to measure their 
oxygen consumption. 

9-2-2020 Facebook Work and InventBook workouts and ideal intensities if 
everyone worked on an iMac or Mac Book Pro with a database of Rx Recipes and 
help from 4 Yale MD women cooking. 

9-2-2020 Everyone then walked on a treadmill at paces ranging up to about 4 miles 
per hour while the researchers tracked their oxygen consumption. And, as with the 
runners, the older cyclists walked well, their efficiency matching that of the young 
people. But the older walkers’ efficiency was as much as 17 percent lower. 

9-2-2020 Exercise seemed not to have “supplied sufficient physical stimulus” to 
maintain people’s ability to walk easily as they aged, says Justus Ortega, a 
professor at Humboldt State University who co-authored both studies 



9-2-2020 NY Times Editors failed the Tread Mill Test Big Time! Tread Mill Desk at 
the NY Times are non existent as a 'Supplied Stimulus' by the Ruling Class at the 
NY Times yet they censor this out of Dr. Ortega's experiment causing a wrong 
paper published in July in the "Journal of Aging and Physical Activity," then 
reprinted as in the NY Times when the supplied stimulus is Treadmill Desk or 
Nordic Tracks on every floor of the NY Times and in every classroom at the 
University of Colorado. This is a major failure on the part of the ruling class elite in 
supply sided stimulus for exercise as those who didn't would have if the Boss 
supplied a Nordic track Desk. By Gretchen Reynolds 

9-2-2020 'Supplied Stimulus' 'Corticosteroids,' Steroids Can Be Lifesaving for 
Covid-19 Patients and million others and if Jeff Bezos gives Amazon a supplied 
Stimulus of 1,001 invention projects for the Steroids we have today be stimulated 
into Super Steroids 1 billion can be saved by the Rx Steroids Recipe Latte at 
Starbucks. 101 different Steroid Latte's at Starbucks soon as Jeff Bezos gets to 
work at Amazon. Steroids like dexamethasone, hydrocortisone and 
methylprednisolone are often used by doctors to tamp down the body’s immune 
system. Rx Recipes for these should be posted on Amazon IP invention projects. 
The optimal doses and duration of treatment also need to be identified!! 

9-2-2020 'Supplied Stimulus' Dr. Jessica MD struck up a conversation that went on 
forever about 4 Trillion Rx Recipes in her new cookbook on Amazon. 

9-2-2020 'Supplied Stimulus' Today 400 or 4,000 CIA KGB Agents at the 'Exodus 
Wars''Cold War' in a way but -254 C Windmill Generators and many other 
inventions besides keeping the MRI cold and CERN magnets, a Bone Saw Prince 
Salman. "Four CIA Spies at the Dawn of the Cold War — a Tragedy in Three 
Acts" By Scott Anderson Illustrated. 576 pp. Doubleday. $30. 



9-2-2020 'Supplied Stimulus' Sean Hepburn-Ferrer, the son of Audrey Hepburn 
who died of pseudomyxoma peritonei in 1993. Sean was recently successfully 
nominated by the charity as 'rare disease day ambassador' for 2015. 'Supplied 
Stimulus' is Amazon Kindle making contact with Sean Hepburn to get all the 
Medical Records of his mother Audrey for a Kindle book along with Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD. With ads in the NY Times this Kindle with many masterminds 
brainstorming a cure could sell a million copies. The Supplied Stimulus would get 
1,001 Kindles Amazon should get written by helping the author with a supplied 
stimulus. 

New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here

Amazon Kindle book you can write and publish today. "Running Out of Gas 



Driving a Car Statistics!" You need to know, Google's tracking of Running Out of 
Gas driving a Car. 

9-2-2020 Amazon Kindle book you can write and publish today. "Cop Cars;" 
Trump Voices Support for Police With Little Mention of fiery rear ended Cop cars 
on the side of the roads world wide, no Russian post about this on Facebook, Grin! 
For the Kremlin, Fiery Moscow Cop Cars Is a Threat It Cannot Speak Of! 

Picture Your Windmill RV on this Lake!! 

Picture Your Windmill RV on this Lake!! 

9-1-2020 Surgery Complications caused by TikTok Deal, fall and breaking a hip. 
Song 'InventBook' with music video inventing the 'Gravity Physics' with music. 



9-1-2020 Pink Rx Recipe Latte at Starbucks USA-China, Complications as U.S. and 
China Ratchet Up Tit-for-Tat! 

New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here

Amazon Kindle book you can write and publish today. "Running Out of Gas 



Driving a Car Statistics!" You need to know, Google's tracking of Running Out of 
Gas driving a Car. 

9-2-2020 Amazon Kindle book you can write and publish today. "Cop Cars;" 
Trump Voices Support for Police With Little Mention of fiery rear ended Cop cars 
on the side of the roads world wide, no Russian post about this on Facebook, Grin! 
For the Kremlin, Fiery Moscow Cop Cars Is a Threat It Cannot Speak Of! 

Picture Your Windmill RV on this Lake!! 

Picture Your Windmill RV on this Lake!! 

9-1-2020 Surgery Complications caused by TikTok Deal; Yale Key West Medical 
School complications world wide. 1K Medical School Students in Starbucks at the 
iMac's working on a Rx Recipe Latte, 1,001 of them. Complicated. 



9-1-2020 Complications from your diet of Bacon Cheese Burgers with the Wine and 
Coors is highlighted for students in the diet the Fed's picked without the Risk 
percent like surgery, brain surgery for the Fed's will be Your Fired Hiring MD 
only. Federal Government Relaxes Rules on Feeding Low-Income Students a low 
risk diet for Pink Cancers, colon cancers, and Campus Diesel for less Brain Cancer 
risk. On Campus today the Feds know how many have the Virus, how many have 
Brain Cancer, colon cancer, Pink Cancer is unknown as the students were not 
tested. The Feds are being Tested today. 

9-1-2020 Mr. Rusesabagina rose to fame after his story was captured in the 2004 
Oscar-nominated film “Hotel Rwanda,” which starred the actor Don Cheadle. 

Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 



9-1-2020 Windmill Car and RV complications in 2005 for Bush and Texas Oil Men. 
In 2005, President George W. Bush awarded Mr. Rusesabagina the Presidential 
Medal of Freedom. Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter were also given the Medal of 
Honor by Bush for $4 gas on the 4th of July 2005. Complications from Windmill 
Cars and RV's were overcome by Bush Oil Company killings. 

9-1-2020 Dubai Complications for Surgery; Mr. Rusesabagina last spoke to his wife 
last Thursday from Dubai, and his whereabouts was unknown until he surfaced on 
Monday in Rwanda, according to Kitty Kurth, a spokeswoman for his Hotel 
Rwanda Rusesabagina Foundation, who is based in Chicago. “We believe he was 
kidnapped and taken by extraordinary rendition to Rwanda,” Ms. Kurth 

9-1-2020 Dubai Complications for the Surgeon doing the Brain Surgery. 

9-1-2020 2004 Oscar-nominated film “Hotel Rwanda!" MGM movie producers of 
the film partnered with the United Nations Foundation to create the International 
Fund for Rwanda, which supported United Nations Development Programmers 
initiatives assisting Rwandan survivors. UN Complications from the 2004 Windmill 
Car and RV will be in the next movie “Hotel Rwanda II Windmill Cars and RV's!" 
1.3 million traffic deaths world wide, many in Rwanda every year since 2004 to 
2020 Bush and Trump Oil Company did the math and it was complicated by $777 
Trillion Windfall profits at Bush and Trump Oil Company. Orthostatic 
hypotension is also a risk factor for strokes and heart attacks and even motor 
vehicle accidents. iPhone 12 Max Pro would sound the Alarm long before the 
Crash, fall. Complications to prevent this and Breast Cancer are at 1984 HQ. 



9-1-2020 1.3 million traffic deaths and high speed fast track of iPhone 12 Max Pro 
dash cam's on all cars is kept secret in this NY Times article. By Christina 
Goldbaum is a transit reporter covering subways, buses, ferries, commuter rails, 
bicycles and all the other ways of getting around New York. Before joining The 
Times in 2018 "9 Major N.Y.C. Roads Get Lower Speed Limits as Traffic Deaths 
Surge.More drivers, passengers and motorcyclists have been killed so far this year 
than all of last year. Reckless driving is a major factor, officials say." Already this 
year, more passengers, drivers and motorcyclists have been killed in car crashes 
than all of last year: 28 drivers, 16 passengers and 26 motorcyclists have died, 
according to city data. 

9-1-2020 26 motorcyclists have died, in 2020. The motorcycles involved in some 
crashes were often unregistered or had expired registration, and many drivers did 
not have a motorcycle-specific license. iPhone 12 Max Pro and Google Tracking for 
something else than selling you protein bars, grin! 

9-1-2020 26 motorcyclists have died, in 2020. By Christina Goldbaum is a transit 
reporter covering subways, buses, ferries, commuter rails, bicycles and all the other 
ways of getting around New York. Before joining The Times in 2018. "Mr. de 
Blasio convened a panel of transportation experts to make recommendations for 
avoiding gridlock and traffic deaths. But those experts say that the mayor has yet to 
review or act on those recommendations, because he knows all the Bar Owners and 
said no Google Tracking of those leaving the NYC Bar's! VFW Drunks Driving are 
Off Limits for Vets!" Christina Goldbaum knows this but censored out all Statistics 
on DUI road kills in these 2020 statistics. Why? Following orders! 



9-1-2020 1.3 million traffic deaths and high speed fast track of iPhone 12 Max Pro 
dash cam's iTickets!! 12,672 tickets issued one day at the end of February to 24,765 
tickets issued daily ...and F-35 radar on all cars and roads. 

9-1-2020 2004 Oscar-nominated film “Hotel Rwanda!" MGM movie! Next Hotel 
Movie, scores of royals, ministers and businessmen detained at Riyadh’s Ritz-
Carlton Hotel. Most were released after reaching undisclosed settlements with the 
state. MGM movie! Next Hotel Movie. One complication Saudi Arabia owns MGM 
and a few other Movie Producers. 

9-1-2020 Disney Movie for Yale Key West Medical School Students. 2020 Oscar-
Winning film "Bone Saw Headquarters" kids in Saudi Arabia think it's another 
film for Halloween in the USA. The virus MD's on CBS Nightly News confronted 
with the Politics of testing and a vaccine before it has been tested also confront the 
Bone Saw Prince Salman in the Doctors Lounge. 

9-1-2020 Paris Complications for the 2020 Ford Windmill Car and RV. Diesel 
Mercedes from Berlin, exhaust in the air and 7 million Special Ed kids with birth 
defects in their DNA complications. Diplomat, Mustafa Adib, has served as the 
Lebanese ambassador in Berlin, Germany since 2013, and his official designation 
came. President Emmanuel Macron of France arrived in the Lebanese capital to 
press the country’s politicians on long-delayed reforms that could unlock 
international aid. But not the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Car's and RV's. Not 
today's news! 



9-1-2020 Paris Complications at the Pasteur Institute. 2020 Ford and Porsche 
Windmill Car's and RV's are being manipulated by hostile foreign powers with 
$777 Trillion in oil money to spend today. 

9-1-2020 Science Times Complications in Taylor Swift’s Dominant ‘Folklore’ 
Notches a Fifth Week at No. 1 'PinkFolklore' Complications getting Taylor Swift a 
MD degree in 11 new songs. Song "Orthostatic Hypotension' 'Dizziness Folklore' 
song. Taylor Swift providing 7 billion people an adequate supply of bloody lyrics, 
videos. One of the most effective strategies to combat orthostatic hypotension is 
regular physical exercise. Taylor Swift music video song and dance on a Nordic 
Track and dozens of other exercise machines would change the complications of 
falling, not in love but falling and breaking a hip. 

9-1-2020 InventBook, InventBooks!! "Walmart Announces Membership Service in 
Attempt to Compete With Amazon" 1 Click Prime for 1,001 Nobles in Medicine 
spelled out with links, specs, genius tutors. Salk for the Virus Doctors working on 
the C-Virus Cure All and the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte Cure All. All waiting on 



Jeff Bezos to post these on Amazon Prime. InventBook would cure all the Florida 
Lottery Gamblers loss of trillions of dollars and many inventions. "Facebook Could 
Block Sharing of News Stories in Australia." Facebook does block a million from 
InventBook today. 

9-1-2020 Run out of Gas! Revolution! What Are the Best Precautions When 
Traveling by Car? 

9-1-2020 Amazon Kindle book you can write and publish today. "Running Out of 
Gas Driving a Car Statistics!" You need to know, Google tracking of Running Out 
of Gas driving a Car. 

New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here



8-31-2020 War on Hurricanes. Greed Virus has infected Trump's purchase of 17K 
Ford Windmill RV's for Lake Charles FEMA give away's Driven by Trump to 
Lake Charles and yes they can be driven on Lake Charles as they are Star Wars 
2020 Ford Windmill RV's driven on land or lakes. 



8-31-2020 First thing we must do is cure the Greed Virus, this is the most deadly 
virus on Earth as 1.3 million traffic deaths in 2020 from those infected by the Greed 
Virus that lets them cheer on the drone and missile strikes of Road Rage Drivers. 

8-31-2020 President Trump toured storm damage from Hurricane Laura in Lake 
Charles, La., on Saturday but not the 17K Ford Windmill RV's as Trump has 
sanctions on 17K 2020 Ford Windmill RV's a war crime in the War on Hurricanes. 
Greed Virus has infected Trump's purchase of 17K Ford Windmill RV's for Lake 
Charles FEMA give away's... a war crime! 

Winds the 17K Ford Windmill RV's 

but not Driven on the Winds the 17K Ford Windmill RV's 

8-31-2020 War on Hurricanes. Greed Virus has infected Trump's purchase of 17K 
Ford Windmill RV's for Lake Charles FEMA give away's Driven by Trump to 
Lake Charles and yes they can be driven on Lake Charles as they are Star Wars 
2020 Ford Windmill RV's driven on land or lakes. 



8-31-2020 War on Hurricanes. Greed Virus has infected Trump's purchase of 17K 
Ford Windmill RV's for Lake Charles FEMA give away's Driven by Trump to 
Lake Charles and yes they can be driven on Lake Charles as they are Star Wars 
2020 Ford Windmill RV's driven on land or lakes. 

Trump and Hurricane Laura in Lake Charles, La., on Saturday but not Driven on 
the Winds the 17K Ford Windmill RV's 

Winds the 17K Ford Windmill RV's 

8-31-2020 Most of Us Have Risk Exactly Backward, Brain Cancer Risk and Risk of 
ordering at Starbucks the new Rx Total Recall Memory Latte or the Rx Pink Latte 
that cures all stages of beast cancer in 8 days. Risk of skin cancer and 100 SUV not 
given out by FEMA to kids and Parents. 



8-31-2020 Win 10 Microsoft flexes its power to update your PC every day, 'could 
not install updates' as the Greed Virus has infected Bill and Melinda Gates. In bid 
for Tik, Tik, Tik headlines every day on CBS, MSNBC, NY Times. Power of the 
worlds fastest super computer simulations is not flexed to win 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine or even a App in the cloud to write a Nobel Novel at the Hemingway 
House Writing class with a Virus Discover in every chapter written on iMac and 
Mac Book Pro's as Win 10 still has to blue screen of death from Pink Breast 
Cancer. Tortured Bill and Melinda Gates fly into their second home in UAE next to 
the Palace of the Prince with 4 Wifes.“It’s time consuming,” and could ultimately 
be decided by a judge. Power to update the 2020 Ford Windmiill Car's and RV's 
'could not install updates' Drivers distracted by the thoughts of their cancer chemo 
treatments and treatments by a Win 10 update you have to run a 'Restore Point" 
on. 

Movie; "1,001 Nobels in Medicine" all spelled out on Amazon Prime 1 Click with 
specs and genius tutors! 

8-31-2020 Odyssey Summer of Driving the 2020 Ford Windmill RV's with Star 
Wars accessories, start your perpetual motion electric engine on the 2020 Porsche 
Windmill RV for the end of Summer 2020 Drive to a New Universe on Earth! First 
thing we must do is cure the Greed Virus, this is the most deadly virus on Earth as 
1.3 million traffic deaths in 2020 from those infected by the Greed Virus that lets 
them cheer on the drone and missile strikes of Road Rage Drivers pulling out of the 
VFW not tracked for DUI and Road Kill arrest. Pink Cop Cars pull over the Coors 
and gas station owners and ask the warning label to stop the start of breast, ovary 
cancers. Colon Cancer Bacon cheese burger's and Trump Steaks are high steaks 
risk of cardiac arrest and by pass surgery. 1.3 million get a heart by pass surgery 
today, will in 2020. 

8-31-2020 Odyssey Summer, 1946. The Cousteau family, Jacques, his wife Simone 
and their two children Philippe and Jean-Michel, live in their beautiful house by 
the Mediterranean Sea. By day they dive, by night they watch the stars. It's 
paradise on earth. But Jacques is never content. He hungers for the adventure of 
the undersea world, and believes in the virtues of progress. With his invention, the 



aqualung, his recently acquired vessel, the Calypso, and a crew of free-spirited 
adventurers led by his wife, Simone, Jacques is ready to cross the world's oceans. 
Ten years later, back from the boarding school, Philippe finds his father greatly 
altered as an international celebrity. Jacques cannot see it yet, but Philippe already 
understands that progress and pollution have begun to lay waste to the submarine 
world. But father and son’s voyage to Antarctica may be their greatest adventure 
yet. 

8-31-2020 When It Comes to 2020 Star Wars aqualung, and the Paris Cousteau 
family, recently acquired vessel, the Calypso fueled by Windmills! French Navy 
sailing with H-Bombs Missiles for their Star Wars invention! 

8-31-2020 Most of Us Have Risk Exactly Backward, Brain Cancer Risk and Risk of 
ordering at Starbucks the new Rx Total Recall Memory Latte or the Rx Pink Latte 
that cures all stages of beast cancer in 8 days. Risk of not posting these IP invention 
projects on Amazon Prime 1 click with links and specs. Risk of not ordering iMac's 
and Mac Book Pro's for all Starbucks customers world wide is end of the Earth or 
really end of the Universe people today will have to wait for the Jewish Star Wars 
Exodus in 3030. 

8-31-2020 Entire roof of a Motel 6 was ripped off as Hurricane Laura, those 
building it knew it would be blown off in Hurricane Laura and built every roof in 
the USA the same way knowing a Hurricane or high winds will blow off the roof yet 
the same builders will rebuild the roof the same way again today and tomorrow as 
Trump will not Blow the Headlines saying they Build Roofs like idiots not on the 
Trump Tower Roofs. 



8-31-2020 Buildings, trees and utility poles all over the city were damaged. Every 
Hurricane to come will be the same damage not matter how many pieces of 
plywood are nailed up. 1,001 IP invention projects are not posted on Amazon Prime 
1 Click for better War Bunkers built by the Army Engineers for Hurricane Wars 
Today. But Green Zone Wars in Baghdad Bunkers. Hurricane War Bunkers are 
not up on Amazon Prime 1 Click. 

8-31-2020 368,000 customers in the state remained without electricity. Some 17,000 
linemen were at work on repairs 

8-31-2020 Electricity is restored is the No. 1 priority for most people yet there are 
No 2020 Ford Windmill RV's just 17K Linemen Trucks. 17K 2020 Ford Windmill 
RV's would have been driven into the Hurricane areas if the top brass would have 
refused to sell Bone Saws to the Saudi Prince as he would have given the USA 2020 
Ford Windmill RV's lot more than 17K. Grin 

8-31-2020 President Trump toured storm damage from Hurricane Laura in Lake 
Charles, La., on Saturday but not the 17K Ford Windmill RV's as Trump has 
sanctions on 17K 2020 Ford Windmill RV's a war crime in the War on Hurricanes 

8-31-2020 $8 billion to $12 billion wind damage 



8-31-2020 $777 trillion in Wind Damage by Saudi Arabia to the USA 

8-31-2020 The storm caused a fire on Thursday at a Biolab chemical plant in 
Westlake, prompting Governor Edwards to warn residents to “close your windows 
and doors and turn off your air conditioning units.” 

8-31-2020 Some residents acknowledged concerns over the community’s industrial 
surroundings and their unwelcome consequences. But those facilities also offered 
stable, decent-paying jobs, a kind of promise that might be tough to find in other 
places. 

8-31-2020 Lake Charles, a city of 78,000 heavily dependent on the oil and gas 
industry. 

8-31-2020 78K Dependent on the oil and gas industry in 2020 only because 



sanctions by Trump Oil Company on 2020 Ford Windmill RV's with higher paying 
jobs and clean A/C air 24/7 accessories perks lost to Trump Oil Company a war 
crime in the War on Hurricanes. 

8-31-2020 NY Times writes of community spirit of oil and gas workers. When her 
car got stuck in mud, two men walked over and pushed her free. When she 
approached a fallen limb in the road, strangers lifted it up for her to pass. Mary 
Williams Walsh contributed reporting. To his community spirit of gas and oil town 
not the same town with Ford Windmill RV's as the Ford Windmill RV community 
spirit. Rick Rojas is a national correspondent covering the American South. He has 
been a staff reporter for The NY Times since 2014 and a oil and gas Hit Man and 
Bounty Hunter since the 1980 Ford Windmill Car was driven by Jimmy Carters 
community spirit of $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA for money for Mecca not the 
USA. A war crime. 

8-31-2020 A worldwide Greed virus-hunting program allowed to expire in exchange 
for perks and $777 Trillion in bribes. 

8-31-2020 Oil Mens Greed Virus prompted wide criticism among scientists, not one 
of them smart enough to out smart the Greed Virus infecting oil men. Prince 
Salman! 

8-31-2020 National Institutes of Health, the agency is not normally a home to 
cutting-edge science. 



8-31-2020 Greed Virus infecting Prince Salman, blame China, rather than Trump, 
for the deaths of tens of thousands of Americans from the Saudi Arabia Greed 
virus! 

8-31-2020 Amazon Prime 1 Click links and specs on 800,000 potentially dangerous 
viruses discovered in dozens of animal species. 1,001 Discoveries by Amazon Prime 
1 Click members out to win a Nobel in Medicine or get a better Rx Recipe hacked 
from 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets. 

8-31-2020 Greed Virus has a long history at the Pasteur Institute in Paris; 

8-31-2020 Paris Oil Men overthrown in a coup d’état, 2020. 

8-31-2020 Pasteur can put this to work; 20 million tons of ammonium nitrate is 
produced every year, nearly half by Russia. 



8-31-2020 In normal times, around 700 trucks leave Dakar for Mali every day. 700 
Diesel trucks not 700 Ford Windmill Trucks as the Paris Oil Men have not been 
overthrown in a coup d’état, 2020. Malian drivers looked at pictures of ammonium 
nitrate on their cellphones as they waited to get on the road, sitting on broken 
chairs and plastic mats by a weigh station. The conversation on their truckers’ 
trade union WhatsApp group was all about the chemical. Few if any truck drivers 
have learned about the 2020 Ford Windmill Trucks sanctioned by the Paris Oil 
Men. 

8-31-2020 Last Chance writing a traffic ticket on the side of the road with lights 
flashing, drunk drivers, distracted drivers who have cancer in deep thoughts about 
a Rx Recipe Cure drive into the flashing lights and a forest fire burst into the night 
sky, a cop and speeder are burned to death. "It took six hours to reach Mr. Jones’s 
car. Mr. Tanner inched down the rocky hillside to a collection of boulders. It was 
there he found the skeletal remains of Mr. Jones, his two metal walking canes by 
his side. To some of Mr. Jones’s acquaintances, it felt like a betrayal. A man who 
had worked so hard to live in harmony with nature was killed by its ferocity. “He 
was, right at the end, surviving, which is how he would want to go,” his sister, Ms. 
Jones, said. “He wouldn’t want to peter out.” Thomas Fuller reported from Last 
Chance, Calif., and Nicholas Bogel-Burroughs from Edisto Island, S.C. Kitty 
Bennett contributed research. Last Chance writing a traffic ticket on the side of the 
road with lights flashing, drunk drivers, distracted drivers who have cancer in deep 
thoughts about a Rx Recipe Cure drive into the flashing lights and a forest fire 
burst into the night sky, a cop and speeder are burned to death. NY Times 
journalists shunned electricity of iTickets sent to the dash cam iPhone 12 Pro Max 
for Last Chance Road and forest fires not cops writing a traffic ticket in the forest 
fire of drivers distracted with their cancer treatments or car payments drive into 
the flashing lights. 



8-31-2020 War on Hurricanes. Greed Virus has infected Trump's purchase of 17K 
Ford Windmill RV's for Lake Charles FEMA give away's Driven by Trump to 
Lake Charles and yes they can be driven on Lake Charles as they are Star Wars 
2020 Ford Windmill RV's driven on land or lakes. 

8-31-2020 War on Hurricanes. Greed Virus has infected Trump's purchase of 17K 
Ford Windmill RV's for Lake Charles FEMA give away's Driven by Trump to 
Lake Charles and yes they can be driven on Lake Charles as they are Star Wars 
2020 Ford Windmill RV's driven on land or lakes. 



"Windmill Car Thieves" Grand Theft Auto! 2020 Ford and Porsche, a Disney 
Movie after "Cars 4" 

8-30-2020 NY Times is so out of Date in this high Tech Culture of Amazon. Write a 
Journal, when you have CERN and Brain surgery to buy on Amazon Prime, grin. 
"A Strange Rash Had Doctors Stumped. Was It an Insect Bite?" By LISA 
SANDERS, M.D. Write a Kindle tell all how the first few MD's and NP missed the 
correct diagnosis. Now is the time to write a Kindle. 

8-30-2020 So we need Jeff Bezos a Billionaire to post 1,001 links and specs for those 
writing this "Billions of Light Years" Nobel in Literature Kindle with super 
computer simulations from CERN's New Space Station for 4K Physics Techs which 
cost Trillions! 

8-30-2020 Change the conversations to Billions of years and Billions of Light Years 
and write this article for the front page of the NY Times and a Amazon Kindle. 
Today our Universe is made of 13 billion light years. This should change Humanity 
if planted into his brain! This is not planted into his brain by any Nobel in 
Literature Winners! So we need Jeff Bezos to post 1,001 links and specs for those 
writing this Nobel in Literature Kindle Book. 

8-30-2020 So we need Jeff Bezos a Billionaire to post 1,001 links and specs for those 
writing this "Billions of Light Years" Nobel in Literature Kindle with super 
computer simulations from CERN's New Space Station for 4K Physics Techs which 
cost Trillions! 



8-30-2020 Change the conversations to "Trying the Japanese for War Crimes in 
2020 for 9/11 as the Japanese Porsche Windmill Car would have prevented 9/11." 
By GARY J. BASS 

8-30-2020 Change the conversations to Billions of years and Billions of Light Years 
and write this article for the front page of the NY Times and a Amazon Kindle. 
Today our Universe is made of 13 billion light years. This should change Humanity 
if planted into his brain! This is not planted into his brain by any Nobel in 
Literature Winners! So we need Jeff Bezos to post 1,001 links and specs for those 
writing this Nobel in Literature Kindle Book. 

8-30-2020 Change the conversations, marry a MD Wife and change the 
conversations in your life. Change the conversation to making Legal, Polygamous 
Marriage in the USA and Russia, China to 4 MD Wife's. A New French Revolution! 
Get the Elite French Men out of the Oil Business into the Doctors Office. 

8-30-2020 Change the conversations, Gasp for a breath of air, in which you know 
the size of the particles in the air and what chemical molecule formulas they have. 
And what can ruin DNA divisions. Current of vision made visible in her 
conversations. 



8-30-2020 Change the conversations to The Billionaire, who's Billions were made 
from profiting from 9/11. 

8-30-2020 Change the conversations to 100,000 Princess Billionaires in Saudi 
Arabia, UAE, Qatar, Kuwait, The Princess Ivanka Trump's inner circle of 
Billionaire Women! 

8-30-2020 "A Strange Rash Had Doctors Stumped. Was It an Insect Bite?" By 
LISA SANDERS, M.D. Write a Kindle tell all how the first few MD's and NP 
missed the correct diagnosis. Now is the time to write a Kindle. 

8-30-2020 Change the conversations to Riches Beyond Belief and it's all illegal. So 
call a cop or lawyer. Better call God call on God to send the King to Hell. $777 
Trillion dollar conversation with the 4 MD Wife's. What can we spend this money 
on? 

8-30-2020 Conversation, 'College Football Is Not Essential' Yale Harvard Football 



games for decades lost Essential Nobels in Medicine and Physics. This Kindle can 
be written by Kerry a Yale Grad now at a Harvard Campus walking around idle 
today. 

8-30-2020 Change the conversation to the "West Point Medical School" "With an 
Eye on China, Taiwan Moves to Revamp Its Military" Hell No, Taiwan is not going 
to Mastermind a 'West Point Medical School' for its Military! 1.3 million killed in 
traffic wrecks in 2020. Revamp the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars with 
iPhone 12 Max Pro dash cam's, iTickets, F-35 Radar. GPS tracking map of your 
life driving a car with all the stats on speed and breaking time. Road Rage 
incidents. 

8-30-2020 Change the conversation to the UN; Audrey Hepburn - "Gardens Of The 
World" In her Garden Audrey Hepburn grew 1990 Ford and Porsche Windmill 
Cars but for some Orwellian reason could not sing a whistle blowing song of 
Windmill Cars to seed the world, CBS, BBC, and MSNBC killed the seeds to Sue 
Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion and the $7 Trillion going to UNICEF in 1989. CBS, 
BBC, and MSNBC killed Audrey Hepburn Rx Recipe Cure for cancer long before 
she died from "Pseudomyxoma peritonei" and never a ending news story on CBS 
Nighty News, CBS is infatuated with panda videos not "Pseudomyxoma peritonei" 
cancer cause and cure videos. Why? 2 White Men at 1984 HQ must have something 
to do this what video goes viral at CBS. 

8-30-2020 Change the conversations to The Billionaire, Behind Hudson Yards 
Thinks New York Is Too Expensive. 



8-30-2020 Change the conversations to 100,000 Princess Billionaires in Saudi 
Arabia, UAE, Qatar, Kuwait, The Princess Ivanka Trump's inner circle of 
Billionaire Women! 

8-30-2020 Change the conversations to The Billionaire, who's Billions were made 
from profiting from 9/11. Yes the NY Times could have written this article and 
posted all their billions in a graph on the front page of Sunday's NY Times Today 
but didn't, Why? 2 White Men at 1984 HQ is certainty the reason here as they 
don't want you to know who profited from 9/11. As a conversation will mention 
Mecca profited from 9/11. You know the CIA and NY Times have already had a 
conversation about this. 

8-30-2020 The conversations that could change Humanity; NY Times writes, 
"Women Would Abolish Child Labor (and Other Anti-Suffrage Excuses)" By 
ELAINE WEISS Women would put a 'Cop' at every gas station in Miami, Cuba to 
stop the hold-up men from taking out their spite for $4 gas on 'women' because 
they can't take it out on the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Who profit in perks and pay 
from $4 Gas. Pentagon profits from $4 gas so this conversation can really change 
'Humanity!' Trump Says Crime Is Rampant in N.Y.C. Here Are the Facts... Trump 
will not speak about Gas Station Hold-ups and the NY Times will not write on the 
front page about Gas Station Hold-ups, theses are the Facts of life when there is 
$777 Trillion in gasoline profits from Gas Stations. Who owns most of these gas 
stations, Trump and Ivanka! 

8-30-2020 Conversation, 'College Football Is Not Essential' Yale Harvard Football 
games for decades lost Essential Nobels in Medicine and Physics. This Kindle can 
be written by Kerry a Yale Grad now at a Harvard Campus walking around idle 
today. 



8-30-2020 The Conventions Hit Closer to Home This Year if the year was '1984.' 
Now Is the Time to Start Keeping a Journal, wrong!! Now is the Time for Jeff 
Bezos to post 1,001 IP invention projects and 1,001 Nobels in Medicine on Amazon 
Prime 1 Click with links, specs, and genius tutors to help you write up a Invention 
or Discovery. NY Times is so out of Date in this high Tech Culture of Amazon. 
Write a Journal, when you have CERN and Brain surgery to buy on Amazon 
Prime, grin. "A Strange Rash Had Doctors Stumped. Was It an Insect Bite?" By 
LISA SANDERS, M.D. Write a Kindle tell all how the first few MD's and NP 
missed the correct diagnosis. Now is the time to write a Kindle. 

8-30-2020 Amazon Prime instructions for those who code the worlds fastest super 
computers; "How to Make a Love Potion Perfume!"By MALIA WOLLAN Over 
run by Diesel Mercedes the Germans should be told to make a Love Potion 
Perfume. 

8-30-2020 "Trying the Japanese for War Crimes in 2020 for 9/11 as the Japanese 
Porsche Windmill Car would have prevented 9/11." By GARY J. BASS 

8-30-2020 While the majority of Amazon Books dedicated to the nation’s nuclear 
ambitions have thus far focused on the two other principal Manhattan Project sites 
— Los Alamos, N.M., and Oak Ridge, Tenn. — the Hanford nuclear reservation is 
#1 Olson argues, “the single most important site of the nuclear age.” The first full-
scale nuclear reactor was at Hanford. The first ever nuclear test, detonated near 
Alamogordo, N.M. (the 75th anniversary of which was this past July 16), used 
plutonium fuel from Hanford, as did the last atomic bomb used in warfare, which 



devastated Nagasaki. In 1966, when Hanford’s nuclear plant produced electricity, it 
was the largest power reactor in the world. Olson writes when Olson should have 
written the 10" Windmill GE Generators cooled to -254 C generated 1 Trillion 
Volts and Amps making a billion GE Windmill Generators Out of Date! GE got 
this electricity censored from every Book at Amazon Prime today! GE nuked 10" 
Windmill generators cooled to -254 C that can generate 1 Trillion Volts and Amps. 

8-30-2020 "During its 10-year existence, Predict spent $207 million to train about 
5,000 scientists in 30 African and Asian countries, and to build or strengthen 60 
laboratories to seek out animal viruses that could endanger humans. Scientists 
working for Predict collected over 140,000 biological samples and found over 1,000 
new viruses, including a new strain of Ebola." 

8-30-2020 Back to Billions; "The Global Virome Project", a multi-billion-dollar 
effort to genetically sequence up to 800,000 potentially dangerous viruses 
discovered in dozens of animal species. Winds of the Porsche Windmill Car Driven 
Globally would make this Virus Project a Multi-trillion-dollar effort. Lost by the 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ who will not let the USA sue Saudi Arabia for 9/11. 

Front Page Picture in the Times of Star Wars High Tech Power Lines! 



8-29-2020 Sarah Palin’s Suit Against New York Times Will Go to Trial, Judge 
Rules" This Judge can also rule the 9/11 NYC Jews can go to trial and get $777 
Trillion from Saudi Arabia as if a Judge ever rules!! The NYC 9/11 Jews know they 
won $777 Trillion, Sarah Palin could win enough money from the NY Times to pay 
cash for a 2021 Porsche Windmill car, Ya Bet ya Soul! 

8-29-2020 Continental factory picture below; was among German companies that 
together paid about $4.5 billion in reparations. Today these Germans who paid out 
the $4.5 billion can help 9/11 NYC Jews sue Saudi Arabia Terrorists in 2020 for 
$777 Trillion they profited from since 9/11 $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 



8-29-2020 9/11 Victims Get $777 Trillion from King Salman in 2011 then today. 1K 
MD's would be in Key West today biking and walking over Admirals Cut Bridge to 
the 20 Hospital Ships also in Key West Today. The Admiral would not know what 
to do with 25 Hospital Ships in Key West today, the 1K MD's in Key West would 
know what to do... as the MD's can count 7 Billion people are on Earth in a 
Universe the Admirals refuse to Sail on the Jewish Rabbis Exodus to Sirius. CERN 
will help the Jews with the God Particle a Space Station for 4K CERN Physics 
Techs next to the Exodus space station with 4K Rabbis. Gravity of Sirius Jewish 
Aliens are all God Particles light years across the Ocean. 

8-29-2020 UN, CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue Saudi Arabia for 
$777 Trillion! "Sarah Palin’s Suit Against New York Times Will Go to Trial, Judge 
Rules" This Judge can also rule the 9/11 NYC Jews can go to trial and get $777 
Trillion from Saudi Arabia as if a Judge ever rules the NYC 911 Jews know they 
won $777 Trillion, Sarah Palin could have won a 2020 Porsche Windmill car in a 
law suit. Grin! Can millions sue Sarah Palin for no 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars, 
Hell Yes! Sue the NY Times, for not financing A Pink Nobel in Medicine with Jeff 
Bezos!! 



8-29-2020 Sue the NY Times for a Treadmill Desk or Nordic Track Desk, Exercise 
May Boost Your Vaccine Response. Two new studies of elite athletes found that 
working out amplifies the immune response to a flu shot. Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in 
art of the diagnosis would write a few more pages to this article in the Times. 

8-29-2020 9/11 Victims Get $777 Trillion from King Salman in 2011 then today. 1K 
MD's would be in Key West today biking and walking over Admirals Cut Bridge to 
the 20 Hospital Ships also in Key West Today. The Admiral would not know what 
to do with 25 Hospital Ships in Key West today, the 1K MD's in Key West would 
know what to do... as the MD's can count 7 Billion people are on Earth in a 
Universe the Admirals refuse to Sail on the Jewish Rabbis Exodus to Sirius. CERN 
will help the Jews with the God Particle a Space Station for 4K CERN Physics 
Techs next to the Exodus space station with 4K Rabbis. Gravity of Sirius Jewish 
Aliens are all God Particles light years across the Ocean. 

8-29-2020 $7 Trillion dollars from Saudi Terrorists Today on 9/11 2020 will rebuild 
these Down and Out of Date GE Power lines across the USA as 'Star Wars Power 
Line Technology,' at Disney theme park and Movie first. A Disney Movie that 
would never be ordered by bone saw Prince Salman, Ha. 

8-29-2020 "Trump Says Crime Is Rampant in N.Y.C. Here Are the Facts." By 
ALAN FEUER Alan Feuer at the Times has to censor gas station hold ups and Gas 
Station Owners killing off the Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars! 



8-29-2020 Regular gas station hold ups in NYC crime-fighting duties of the NY 
Times articles written by these 2 journalists censored out all NYC gas station hold 
ups for 2020 and this decade all are 1984 secrets. Neil MacFarquhar contributed 
reporting on no gas station hold ups in NYC. Oh Trump knows better to even 
mention gas stations, grin. 

8-29-2020 Continental was among German companies that together paid about $4.5 
billion in reparations. Today these Germans who paid out the $4.5 billion can help 
9/11 NYC Jews sue Saudi Arabia Terrorists in 2020 for $777 Trillion they profited 
from since 9/11 $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 

8-29-2020 UN, CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue Saudi Arabia for 
$777 Trillion! 

8-29-2020 "Military response to civic unrest at Gas Stations on 9/11 2020, on the 
4th of July selling $4 gas. Generals resigned after many 'Times' women pulling into 
a gas station Miami Cuba being held up were sucker punched (100 Stitches not paid 
for $) out of spite for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ selling gas instead of Porsche 
Windmill Cars, no one not even a CIA General can Steal a Porsche Windmill Car 
ha. Gas station owners and NY Times Staff members were publicly critical $4 gas 
and the publisher, A.G. Sulzberger, described “a significant breakdown in our 



editing processes, on the 4th of July $4 gas USA” 

8-29-2020 UN, CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue Saudi Arabia for 
$777 Trillion! 

8-29-2020 Continental was among German companies that together paid about $4.5 
billion in reparations to former forced laborers in the late 1990s. 9/11 victims will 
be able to sue Saudi Arabia, if the Germans go against Trump Salman Oil 
Company! 

8-29-2020 Continental factory picture below; was among German companies that 
together paid about $4.5 billion in reparations. Today these Germans who paid out 
the $4.5 billion can help 9/11 NYC Jews sue Saudi Arabia Terrorists in 2020 for 
$777 Trillion they profited from since 9/11 $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 



8-29-2020 Continental's piston ring factory in Frankfurt in 1935, in a photograph 
made available by the company. 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars in the factory today, 
photos are classified by the USA. This factory picture that employed around 10,000 
slave laborers, often in inhumane conditions. During the war, when Continental 
supplied tires for military aircraft and vehicles, the company used concentration 
camp inmates to test products and the inmates often died as a result. 

8-29-2020 Diesel and Windmill Car War inmates Women Drivers died and got 



cancers from particles in the air. In the Air today is lets Sue Saudi Arabia like this 
factory was sued after WW II. 

8-29-2020 800-page book on Continental’s wartime history and today Greg's books 
on Amazon Secret Files on Windmill Cars. 

8-29-2020 Many prominent German companies have still not underwritten detailed 
studies of their behavior under Naziism. Mr. Erker lists some of them in a footnote 
in his book: the electronics giant Siemens, the detergent maker Henkel, and the 
chemical and pharmaceuticals maker Bayer, which during the war was a part of 
the notorious IG Farben conglomerate. IG Farben built a synthetic rubber factory 
that depended on slave labor from nearby Auschwitz, and produced the gas used to 
kill concentration camp inmates. 

8-29-2020 S.S. guards forced inmates at the Sachsenhausen concentration camp 
north of Berlin to walk 11 hours a day around a test track wearing shoes made with 
the experimental soles, Mr. Erker’s report said. The shoes were often the wrong 
size, and the inmates were not given socks. The S.S. guards beat the inmates and 
made them sing German military songs as they marched a route that took them 
past the gallows where other inmates were hanged for infractions. Many of the 
poorly fed inmates died from the exertion, according to Mr. Erker’s study. The S.S. 
provided Continental with detailed data on how quickly different varieties of 
synthetic rubber wore out. 



8-29-2020 Continental was among German companies that together paid about $4.5 
billion in reparations to former forced laborers in the late 1990s. The company said 
Thursday that it would display a commemorative plaque with the names of all the 
forced laborers who could be identified. 

8-29-2020 After the war, Fritz Könecke, Continental’s wartime chief executive, was 
able to reinvent himself as a Nazi resister and escape punishment, Mr. Erker told 
reporters. 

8-29-2020 Audrey Hepburn, diagnosed with a rare form of abdominal cancer called 
pseudomyxoma peritonei. 

8-29-2020 "Pseudomyxoma peritonei" with $7 Trillion in money from the King of 
Saudi Arabia 100,000 girls like Audrey Hepburn would not have died at 63 in 1990. 
As there would be a Rx Latte Recipe cure all for "Pseudomyxoma peritonei" at 
Starbucks drive through today! This war with Saudi Arabia has cost the lives of 
millions of women so Trump can keep Prince Salman in riches of $777 Trillion for 
his mega city building in the deserts. And Biden didn't mention this in his Facebook 
and YouTube ads. Why? 



8-29-2020 Japan with $7 Trillion for Ulcerative Colitis, Abe’s Shinzo Affliction, Is a 
Long-Term, Debilitating Disease that would have been cured 8 years ago if Abe in 
Japan as PM would have Sued Saudi Arabia for 9/11. Or if Abe Shinzo would have 
hired 50,000 US Troops to work on this Nobel in Medicine on Amazon 1 Click 
Prime with links to 4 Trillion Rx Recipes and Japans fastest super computers - they 
sat idle for 8 years with a Ulcerative Colitis, Cure! 

8-29-2020 She was named a Goodwill Ambassador of UNICEF in 1989. UN, CBS, 
MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 

8-29-2020 The Trump Pink Women All Dead, Dead, Dead, if not dead tortured into 
hysterics that CBS Nightly News will not go viral with at the end story. Trying to 
Help Trump Pink Women, No Way! By SARAH LYALL 

8-29-2020 Audrey Hepburn, She was 63 years old and had undergone surgery for 
colon cancer in November. After chemotherapy, she went into hospice care at her 
home in Switzerland. On January 20, 1993, Hepburn passed away in her sleep. 



8-29-2020 She was named a Goodwill Ambassador of UNICEF in 1989. UN, CBS, 
MSNBC, 9/11 Victims Get Backing to Sue Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion! 

8-29-2020 Audrey Hepburn - "Gardens Of The World" In her Garden Audrey 
Hepburn grew 1990 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars but for some Orwellian 
reason could not sing a whistle blowing song of Windmill Car seeds to seed the 
world, CBS, BBC, and MSNBC stifled the seeds to Sue Saudi Arabia for $777 
Trillion $7 Trillion going to UNICEF in 1989. 

8-29-2020 Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD article on Audrey Hepburn 
didn't drink much in her younger days (or, if she did, she didn't talk about it), but 
as she got older she reportedly came to enjoy exactly “two fingers of J&B scotch,” 
served neat with a Kent cigarette in the evening. 



8-29-2020 Of course, they don't actually serve breakfast at Tiffany's. Audrey 
Hepburn's Holly Golightly is forced to bring her own—a Danish and coffee, eaten 
out of a paper bag—while she gazes longingly in the jeweler's window at a world of 
luxury and wealth that seem so close but forever out of reach. Feb 4, 2013 

8-29-2020 "Breakfast at Tiffany's" selling 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Movie with 
Audrey Hepburn was not in the conversations with Audrey as her culture was of 
Gardens of the Word not Medical Schools of the World Culture and Conversations 
about colon cancer and the cause being drinking and smoking. 

8-29-2020 World War II broke out during Hepburn’s adolescent years. She 
watched Germany took over the Netherlands and a number of her own family 
members were either killed or sent to labor camps. Although Hepburn had a 
privileged upbringing up until then, she experienced food shortage during the war 
and even suffered from malnutrition. 

8-29-2020 Hepburn’s War and Peace Movie (1956) Of course, her most famous role 
would eventually be in the 1961 movie Breakfast at Tiffany’s. The film 
immortalized Hepburn in pop culture history and she became one of the most 
recognized actresses of the 20th century. 



8-29-2020 $7 Trillion dollars from Saudi Oil fortune of $777 Trillion; With 
UNICEF, Hepburn traveled to developing countries such as Ethiopia, Vietnam, 
Turkey, and El Salvador. There, Hepburn worked with the local government to 
promote things such as clean water and immunization. 

8-29-2020 How did Audrey Hepburn live with Saudi Oil fortune of $777 Trillion; in 
1989 working with UNICEF with $7 dollars when $7 Trillion was there for the 
taking from the King of Saudi Arabia after 9/11 and the Ford and Porsche 
Windmill Cars Audrey Hepburn knew about and talked about? 

8-29-2020 With UNICEF, Hepburn traveled to developing countries such as 
Ethiopia, Vietnam. Hepburn worked with the local government to promote things 
such as clean water... Executive Admits Manslaughter in U.K. Trafficking Case 
Involving Vietnamese. A second man from Northern Ireland has pleaded guilty in a 
case that shocked Britons when the bodies of 39 Vietnamese were found in a truck 
trailer. By STEPHEN CASTLE Most of the victims, aged between 15 and 44, were 
from Nghe An and Ha Tinh provinces in Vietnam, and had left their homes in 
search of better economic prospects. Thirty-one of them were men or boys, and 
eight were women. An inquest established the cause of death as asphyxia and 
hyperthermia, when the body excessively overheats. 2020 Ford Windmill Cars were 
know about by the Queen and Generals in Vietnam at this time. 39 Vietnamese 
Died in a U.K. Truck. 18,000 More Endure This Perilous Trip. Nov. 1, 2019 18K 
Ford Windmill Cars in Nghe An and Ha Tinh provinces in Vietnam, were they got 
into the trucks not Ford Windmill Cars. More War Crimes in Vietnam. 



8-29-2020 With UNICEF, Hepburn hear read about the 100's of kids left in hot cars 
in Paris, London, NYC to die when the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars have 
A/C 24/7 like her home and Hotels. 

8-29-2020 UNICEF, reads about the 100's of kids left in hot cars! 

8-29-2020 UNICEF brains, Opinions, "The Brain Implants That Could Change 
Humanity" Brains are talking to computers, and computers to brains. UNICEF top 
brass at the UN are Not safe from war crimes like the German factory pictured 
above as perks and higher pay than normal like the Post Office workers. Will be in 
the uncensored version of Gregs Amazon Books and documents about $7 Trillion in 
Bonus pay for UN and PO and others used to win Nobels in Medicine for Rx 
Memory Recipes and to save the life of Audrey Hepburn and Steve Jobs will change 
the status quo of the next 'Vatican Miracle' not driven by the Pope to the 
congregation at Saint Mary Star of the Sea in Key West and Notre Dame in Paris 
congregation and tourists in more need of Rx Recipes for the plagues today in Paris 
and London. 

8-29-2020 UNICEF 40,000 Trump Tower Skyscrapers built by UNICEF could have 
been financed by suing Saudi Arabia for $777 Trillion, UNICEF fail humanity and 
somehow got Audrey Hepburn to keep the 1990 Porsche Windmill Car Seeds from 
growing in all the Worlds Gardens. Next Movie "All the Worlds Gardens" will 
have the seeds of the Porsche Windmill Cars growing in every Hepburn Garden. 
Swiss be over grown in Windmill Porsche's! Long over due! 



8-29-2020 Princess Ivanka Trump has enough cash to finance A Nobel in Medicine, 
enough influence to get Jeff Bezos to post on Amazon Prime 1 click links, specs and 
genius tutors for this 1 Nobel in Medicine to succeed ASAP with the worlds fastest 
super computer simulations and Recipes all trade secrets. 

8-29-2020 A Word Not Uttered by Princess Ivanka Trump at the Convention: 
Nobel in Medicine! 

8-29-2020 Worse than Princess Ivanka are the 100K Saudi and UAE, Kuwait, 
Qatar Princess not working on a Nobel in Medicine and not willing to fiance a 
Nobel in Medicine with Jeff Bezos. 



8-29-2020 "Qatar's 40,000 Trump Tower Skyscrapers Riches Racist Housing Policy 
Left Neighborhoods Sweltering in NYC in NY Times front page graphs not NY 
Times front page Pictures of Qatar Skyline built with 9/11 money of $777 Trillion. 
This journalists are War Criminals." By BRAD PLUMER, NADJA POPOVICH 
and BRIAN PALMER 

8-29-2020 "How to Choose the Right Brain Surgeon" get the names of all the Brain 
Surgeons Binden knows and put them on your Black Hole's in the Brain list, Grin. 
Yes Biden has enough cash to finance a Nobel in Medicine for Brain Cancer but 
lost interest quickly. 

8-29-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD I spoke to the patient a week after he started the 
steroid cream. The rash was fading, but slowly. He’s been out to the spot in the 
yard where he felt the sting and searched the surrounding bushes and grasses for 
clues to what got him. He hasn’t found a likely culprit. No ant hills or beehives. No 
spearlike plants or grasses. No spider webs. It’s a mystery, he told me. But from 
now on, he averred, he’ll mow the lawn wearing long pants as well as socks and 
shoes. 

8-29-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD I will speak to Dr. Lisa about Audrey Hepburn 
'Gardens of the World' off camera comments of Audrey Hepburn about getting 
bited or stung making this Movie of Gardens of the World as 100's of women 
gardeners must look for spider or insect bites. And put Neosporin on the bite to get 
a rash caused by the Neosporin. 4 percent of those exposed to ingredients found in 
triple antibiotic ointment developed allergic contact dermatitis. This would not 
have been put in the Audrey Hepburn movie 'Gardens of the World' unless Audrey 



Hepburn had married a MD. 

8-28-2020 $7 Trillion dollars from Saudi Terrorists will rebuild these Power lines 
across the USA as Star Wars Power Line Technology, a Disney theme park and 
Movie. 

8-28-2020 Hurricane Trump Last Night Fireworks; 9/11 Victims to Sue Saudi 
Arabia for $777 Trillion! Mom's are being tortured by the CIA via breast cancers 
Rx Cure's loss, of $7 Trillion for a Cure All! Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. $4.00 plus 
tip, grin. Women get the right to Vote, When 1984 White men at HQ are arrested 
for War Crimes! 

$7 Trillion dollars from Saudi Terrorists will rebuild these Power lines across the 
USA as Star Wars Power Line Technology, a Disney theme park and Movie. 



$7 Trillion dollars from Saudi Terrorists will rebuild these Power lines across the 
USA as Star Wars Power Line Technology, a Disney theme park and Movie. 

8-28-2020 Torture of Saudi Terrorists a Paris Movie Ghost Writer. Ivanks No 
mentioning of Breast Cancer On night four of the Republican National Convention. 
Girl Scouts No iMac's as their stimulus checks, cure work! Mom is being tortured 
by the CIA via breast cancer! Torture of Saudi Terrorists a Paris Movie Ghost 
Writer Earned $777 Trillion world wide! 

8-28-2020 Epic hurricanes; 404,000 without power 104,000 without power in Texas. 
7 Billion without Power on Earth to Drive the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill 
Cars to the invention of the Gravity Car Engine. 



8-28-2020 Epic 'Laura' Hit Battered by Petro-chemical Men, A Factory Goes Up in 
Flames, 1.3 Million traffic deaths in 2020 and this flames out on CBS Good 
Morning American today. Laura, “She felt she was getting sick!!” Sick enough to 
end this Era and Culture of Petro-chemical Men as the Ruling Class who have the 
power to keep Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars out of CBS News. 

8-28-2020 Smoke and Smoking; A fire that broke out at a chemical plant in 
Westlake, La., was caused by storm damage from Hurricane Laura. The 
widespread smoke and smoking... Epic Smoke burn off from a million oil wells 
today. 

8-28-2020 Acid acrid smoke poured from a Louisiana chemical factory! Biolab Inc. 
Biolab, its parent company, KIK Custom Products. Data from the Environmental 
Protection Agency shows that the Biolab site stores large amounts of chlorine. How 
much is large? 



8-28-2020 Epic, NY Times article about the tons of chemicals and the millions of 
cancers for the last decade from this chemical plant when the Epic 'Article' in the 
NY Times would be 'No Smoking in the USA" executive order by Trump! 

8-28-2020 Epic, largest petrochemical complex in the United States, in 2020 when 
the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars are not Epic CBS News! Oil Men's 
Triangle contains many large refineries and chemical plants. Port Arthur has the 
Motiva oil refinery, North America’s largest. Beaumont has a major Exxon Mobil 
refinery, and refineries along the Sabine-Neches ship channel make most of the 
nation’s military jet fuel, in 2020 when the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars 
are not Epic CBS News! 

8-28-2020 Drone and Missile Culture of Cheers blowing up the hospitals, MD's; 
ORLANDO — A man hit a security guard in the head and threatened to kill him at 
Epcot theme park when he was asked to follow Disney World's mask rules, sheriff's 
officials said. 

8-28-2020 Drone and Missile Culture in Key West bombed the Yale Key West 
Medical School on 3-4-2011. A Cut by the Admiral who was in Charge in 2011. 1K 
MD's would be in Key West today all grads working on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine 
paid by the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars Windfall Profits and $777 
Trillion won in the 9/11 law suit against Saudi Terrorists. The cruise ship referenda 
battle may claim a completely separate victim. Key West City Attorney Shawn 
Smith told city commissioners at their last meeting that a deal to build a pedestrian 
bridge over Admiral’s Cut, the 45-foot-wide water gap in the sidewalk between the 
Pier B. 1K MD's would be in Key West today!! Admiral in Charge today will write 
a email to the Pentagon to keep this, 1K MD's would be in Key West today biking 
and walking over Admirals Cut Bridge to the 20 Hospital Ships also in Key West 
Today. The Admiral would not know what to do with 25 Hospital Ships in Key 
West today, the 1K MD's in Key West would know what to do. 

8-28-2020 Drone and Missile Culture; Texas woman shot dead in gunfight between 
two groups of Hurricane Laura evacuees. Hurricane Laura claimed no lives in 
Texas, but a homeless woman in downtown Austin was killed during a gunfight 
between two groups of evacuees from Laura! 1,001 Women were shot to death in 



2020 and all were censored from CBS Nightly News end story. 

8-28-2020 Epic Disney Movie; "Windmill Car Thieves" Grand Theft Auto!! "Fords 
and Porsche's Windmill Cars a Disney Movie after "Cars 4" 

8-28-2020 Three Charged With Leaking Movies as Part of Global Piracy Ring! 
Epic Disney Movie "100 Years of Breast + Colon Cancer" 

8-28-2020 Epic Disney Movie "100 Years of Breast + Colon Cancer" “Lets have 
Breakfast at Tiffany’s Starbucks with iMac and 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade 
Secrets,” NYC and Geneva Disney remake of Audrey Hepburn still alive, Cured in 
1980 by Windmill Cars Cancer Drive!! Disney! "New Safety Standards for Movie 
going as U.S. Theaters Reopen" 007 Movie with Dr. Bond MD. 

8-28-2020 7 Billion People to Rescue! 

8-28-2020 Lord’s Outreach Worship Center they had spent the night praying, 
pleading for help. Help from the Military's Space Defence; Trumps Military in 
Space failed Humanity in its first War against a Hurricane, no Drones packed with 
heavy water to rain buckets over the ocean before the Hurricane hit Cameron were 
deployed by the Pentagon Generals they were in Syria and Baghdad not Cameron. 
How do you fight Hurricane Wars when the Top Brass are at the Palace in 
Baghdad counting their oil money not how much rain they can sink into the Oceans 
before it hits land. No Defense at all from a Hurricane! 

8-28-2020 7 Billion People to Rescue bent by the Winds of War not the War on 
Hurricanes, Cancer, and Disease. Trees, fig, cashew, bowed toward the wasted fruit 



not harvested by the Heavy Lift Helicopter combines fueled by the Wind and 
Windmills wasted fruit on the ground and in the trees by the winds of the Military 
Space Defence not flying the Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines. 

8-28-2020 Thick smoke spread from a fire at a chemical plant in the storm’s wake. 

8-28-2020 Unsealed Archives Give Fresh Clues to Pope Pius XII’s Response to the 
Holocaust... 

8-28-2020 Pope Francis Response to the Jewish 'Exodus' to Sirius and $777 Trillion 
from 9/11 Saudi Terrorists making a profit off 9/11 and making Mecca richer than 
Rome. Pink deaths in Rome out number Pink deaths in Mecca and these statistics 
are secret like the number of Catholic MD's working for Saudi Arabia instead of 
Rome Citizens who will die because of it. 

8-28-2020 Pope Francis data base of every Pink Women in every congregation 
world wide is kept secret today as this is worse than WW II Jews as the $7 Trillion 
to Cure Breast Cancer in all Stages has been kept locked in the Vatican Bank, a 
war crime. 

8-28-2020 2020 Berlin Nazi crimes are driven to Rome as Diesel Mercedes and 
Rome Children in the thousands with birth defects visit the Vatican like fiery 
wrecks the Pope drives by without stopping to help. 

8-28-2020 Miracle of the 2020 Ford Porsche Windmill Cars; 2014 trip to Israel, 
Pope Francis said that Pius XII would not be beatified, the penultimate step to 



sainthood, until a miracle could be attributed to him. 

8-28-2020 Vatican Defends Status of WWII Pope 

8-28-2020 Vatican Defends Status of Pope Francis and the 2020 Ford and Porsche 
Windmill Cars. 

8-28-2020 The Pope and Mussolini,” about Pius’s predecessor, Pius XI 

8-28-2020 The Pope and the Bone Saw Prince Salman's fleet of sanctioned Ford and 
Porsche Windmill Cars 



8-28-2020 2020 German Automotive Giant Admits It Was a Nazi Accomplice, in 
2020 a Bone Saw Prince Salman Hit Man delivering Diesel Mercedes world wide as 
agents of Poison Exhaust for Oil Kickbacks. Hit Man Pay. Volkswagen or Deutsche 
Bank, that laid bare their wartime pasts decades ago. 

8-28-2020 Under Bone Saw Prince Salman's $777 Trillion Today in Berlin; under 
Naziism. Mr. Erker lists some of them in a footnote in his book: the electronics 
giant Siemens, the detergent maker Henkel, and the chemical and pharmaceuticals 
maker Bayer, which during the war was a part of the notorious IG Farben 
conglomerate. IG Farben built a synthetic rubber factory that depended on slave 
labor from nearby Auschwitz, and produced the gas used to kill concentration 
camp inmates. 



8-28-2020 Israeli Officer Need Not Have Shot Autistic Palestinian, Commander 
Says 

8-28-2020 Israeli Leaders have Shot 1,001 Rabbis and killed put sanctions their 
'Exodus' to Sirius IP invention projects for 'Blood Money' and 'Riches' from the 
bone saw Prince Salman and the UAE Prince 

8-28-2020 Wasp Lawyers defending the Diesel Mercedes in the World Court and 
UN. In Trump’s Rudy Giuliani Finds a Potent Reward: Relevance in the 9/11 riches 
of $777 Trillion. 

8-28-2020 Trump + Ivanka; No Pink Graves in front of the White House! 

8-28-2020 Torture of Saudi Terrorists a Paris Movie Ghost Writer. Ivanks No 
mentioning of Breast Cancer On night four of the Republican National Convention. 
Girl Scouts No iMac's as their stimulus checks, cure work! Mom is being tortured 
by the CIA via breast cancer! Torture of Saudi Terrorists a Paris Movie Ghost 
Writer Earned $777 Trillion world wide! 

8-28-2020 On night four of the Republican National Convention, viewers knew her 
as “The Honorable Ivanka Trump.” The title was a nod to her senior role in the 
White House Never Painted Pink and No Pink Graves in front of the White House! 
Sounded many Hysterical Breast Cancer Women Tortured by the CIA on 9/11. 
Same Pink Women notes of no War on Breast Cancer in 2016 and millions dead 
and being tortured in 2020. Besides the torture of not being able to drive a Porsche 
Windmill Car! 



8-28-2020 Japan 2020 War Crimes in the War on Pink Cancer's and diseases. He 
cited the debilitating effects of ulcerative colitis, a bowel disease that has no known 
cure. At the news conference on Friday, Mr. Abe said he had been told by doctors a 
few months ago that they had found signs of a relapse of the disease. He said that he 
had since lost much of his strength, and that he would now step aside so he could 
receive treatment with a new drug that he called promising. Shinzo Abe, Japan’s 
Longest-Serving Prime Minister, Resigns Because of Illness. Cancers caused by 1 
million gas stations in Japan instead of 100 million Porsche Windmill Cars! Japan 
believe helped avert punishing trade deals or demands that Japan pay more to 
support close to 55,000 American troops on bases across the country. 55K MD's are 
not supported by world leaders today. He cited the debilitating effects of ulcerative 
colitis, a bowel disease that has no known cure. Yet paid for 50K US Troops not 
MD's working on a cure! A war crime by Japan today. 

$7 Trillion dollars from Saudi Terrorists will rebuild these Powerlines across the 
USA as Star Wars Power Line Technology, a Disney theme park and Movie. 



8-27-2020 $1 Trillion dollar Intel Super Computer named 'Girl Scouts' Rx Recipe 
Protein Bar Cookie IP invention projects. GS in the Next 007 Movie. Rx Pink Latte 
at Starbucks for Mom's. Trump didn't mail any stimulus Checks to Girl Scouts. 
GPS Google tracking Map of their GS life a Stimulus Map Street Views! 

8-27-2020 $1 Trillion dollar Intel Super Computer named 'Exodus' IP invention 
projects. Lost by Intel CEO selling 100's of Super Computers to Saudi Arabia, 
UAE, Kuwait, Qatar. tracking supercomputer installations around the world is 
censored. 

8-27-2020 Argonne National Laboratory will only crunch Rx Plants on a $1 Trillion 
dollar super computer bought by Greg in Key West not the $500 million dollar one 
they ordered from Intel. 



8-27-2020 $1 Trillion dollar Intel Super Computer named 'Girl Scouts' Rx Recipe 
Protein Bar Cookie IP invention projects. 

8-27-2020 $1 Trillion dollar Intel Super Computer named 'Exodus' IP invention 
projects. Lost by Intel CEO selling 100's of Super Computers to Saudi Arabia, 
UAE, Kuwait, Qatar. tracking supercomputer installations around the world is 
censored. 

8-27-2020 $1 Trillion dollar Intel Super Computer named 'Girl Scouts' Recipe IP 
invention projects. 

1 Trillion dollar Intel Super Computers would have invented better 'Power lines' 
costing $7 Trillion to install paid for from the $777 Trillion won from Saudi Arabia 
9/11 terrorists. 



1 Trillion dollar Intel Super Computers would have invented better 'Power lines' 
costing $7 Trillion to install paid for from the $777 Trillion won from Saudi Arabia 
9/11 terrorists. 

CBS Nightly News Videos of 'Pandas' have gone viral; CBS, MSNBC, 9/11 Victims, 
and NYC Jews "Soon to Get Backing by the USA" to Sue Saudi Arabia for $777 
Trillion Tonight's Electric Porsche Windmill Car. 

Apple Store App for " 007 Medicine Man and Women" looking for the Cancer 
Cure in the Jungle of the Worlds Fastest Super computer simulations in the next 
007 Bond movie. 



8-27-2020 Hurricane Laura made landfall at Cameron, Trumps Military in Space 
failed Humanity in its first War against a Hurricane, no Drones packed with heavy 
water to rain buckets over the ocean before the Hurricane hit Cameron were 
deployed by the Pentagon Generals they were in Syria and Baghdad not Cameron. 
How do you fight Hurricane Wars when the Top Brass are at the Palace in 
Baghdad counting their oil money not how much rain they can sink into the Oceans 
before it hits land. No Defense at all from a Hurricane! 

8-27-2020 100 destroyed homes! 

8-27-2020 Did Trump Over Value His Star Wars Military to fight a Season of 
Hurricanes, Hell Yes! 

8-27-2020 A United States Air Force C-130 landed briefly they took off empty as 
those fleeing the Hurricane were not waiting at the Airport but were in a shelter... 
missed their flight out the planes left empty. 

8-27-2020 U.S. Troops Injured in Syria Head on Collision With Russian Military 
Vehicles; 100's of Head on Collisions on the Worlds Highways today everyday and 
these Russians make the front page of the Times not the 100's of civilian head on 
collisions by Disneyland. 



8-27-2020 $1 Trillion dollar Intel Super Computer named 'Girl Scouts' Recipe IP 
invention projects. 

8-27-2020 For the first time in decades, the Girl Scouts are getting new Uniform 
and New Recipes that are all Rx Recipes and all trade secrets for the Girl Scouts to 
hack for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. 

8-27-2020 $1 Trillion dollar Intel Super Computer named 'Girl Scouts' Recipe IP 
invention projects. 

8-27-2020 Stimulus Check for Girl Scouts should be the iPhone 12 Pro Max; F.I.T. 
redesign; there are only so many ways to redesign a diagonal loop of cloth, although 
it got a hidden iPhone-size pocket, too. Hidden wealth of $777 Trillion by the 
Ruling Class World Wide. There really is enough money World Wide to stimulate 
all Girls who join the Girl Scouts in 2020 with a stimulus Check of a iPhone 12 Pro 
Max with a Data Base of Rx Recipes and Cookie Recipes with Super Computer 
simulations from the Yale Key West Medical School analysis of out of date Girl 
Scout Cookies, Girl Scout Protein Bar Cookies some with Rx Drugs for Diet and 
super memory, immunity. 



8-27-2020 $1 Trillion dollar Intel Super Computer named 'Girl Scouts' Recipe IP 
invention projects. 

8-27-2020 Girl Scouts Rx Recipe Cookbook on InventBook for this meeting; Autism 
Society of the Keys will hold its monthly meeting on Thursday, Sept. 3, in Key 
West. The meeting will start at 6 p.m. at the library at The Basilica School of St. 
Mary Star of the Sea. 

8-27-2020 Girl Scout iMac donations go to Wounded Warriors; “I normally come 
to Key West every winter and spend upwards of $35K. I am so happy to see that the 
anti-mask crowd says they won’t come to town. I have bought a box of Girl Scout 
Cookies for $4 no iMac's for $4K never in 10 years of spending $35K a year in Key 
West. God is Great! 

8-27-2020 iMac's for all Moscow Girl Scouts; Strategic Trends in Moscow $$$. 

8-27-2020 iMac's and Super Computer Rx Recipe simulations for Girl Scouts; Hell, 
Intel Slips, and a High-Profile Supercomputer Is Delayed. The chip maker was 
selected for a government project to counter a technology challenge from China. 
But problems at Intel have complicated the effort. 

8-27-2020 $1 Trillion dollar Intel Super Computer paid for by 9/11 law suit against 



Saudi Arabia was lost by the Men at 1984 HQ who have bet on Prince Salman's 
trillion dollar projects for Saudi Arabia. 

8-27-2020 When it selected Intel to help build a $500 million supercomputer last 
year, the Energy Department bet that computer chips made in the United States 
could help counter a technology challenge from China. Officials at the 
department’s Argonne National Laboratory predicted that the machine, called 
Aurora 

8-27-2020 Argonne National Laboratory will only crunch Rx Plants on a $1 Trillion 
dollar super computer bought by Greg in Key West not the $500 million dollar one 
they ordered from Intel. 



Argonne National Laboratory will only crunch Rx Plants on a $1 Trillion dollar 
super computer bought by Greg in Key West not the $500 million dollar one they 
ordered from Intel. 

8-27-2020 $1 Trillion dollar Intel Super Computer named 'Exodus' IP invention 
projects. Lost by Intel CEO selling 100's of Super Computers to Saudi Arabia, 
UAE, Kuwait, Qatar. tracking supercomputer installations around the world is 
censored. 

8-27-2020 Hurricane Laura made landfall at Cameron, La population of about 
7,000. The eyewall of the storm was moving over Cameron Parish around midnight, 
lashing the Gulf of Mexico coastline with heavy rain and high winds. The National 
Hurricane Center said that a monitoring site in the town of Cameron was reporting 
sustained winds of 101 miles per hour, with gusts of up to 116 m.p.h. 

8-27-2020 ‘2020 Can Go to Hell’: The Story Behind the Viral Fire Photo That Said 
It All By JACK HEALY 

8-27-2020 Capital One Tower 22 Story building 100's of Windows Ripped out of its 
Heart! Capital One Tower is a Class A skyscraper located in Lake Charles, 
Louisiana and is the second tallest building in the city. 



8-27-2020 The building was designed by Lloyd Jones Brewer Associates of Houston 
and was constructed by Miner-Dederick of Houston and F. Miller and Sons of Lake 
Charles. Construction began in March 1981 with groundbreaking in January 1982. 
The building was opened in 1983 and stands 22 stories and 310' tall and today has 
100's of Windows ripped out by the hurricane. And got the builders fired up for a 
law suit. 

8-27-2020 2020 Ford Porsche Windmill Cars will have accessories for a "Burn 
Shelter" inside the Cars. Three people were killed when flames swarmed their 
mountainside property took refuge in a homemade “burn shelter.” 



8-27-2020 Rabbis Hearts are being ripped out for the Saudi, UAE, Qatar's Prince 
Heart Transplant. 

8-27-2020 Pink Breast are being ripped out to give the breast cancer diagnosed 
women a few more years to live. 

8-27-2020 Rabbis Hearts are being ripped out for the Saudi, UAE, Qatar's Prince 
Heart Transplant. These statistics and the names of the hospitals are Israeli secrets 
like Melania will not buy her son a 2020 Porsche Windmill Car or a 2021 Gravity 
Engine Porsche! 

8-27-2020 Rabbis Hearts are being ripped out for the Saudi, UAE, Qatar's Prince 
Heart Transplant. 

8-27-2020 Pink Breast are being ripped out to give the breast cancer diagnosed 
women a few more years to live. 



8-27-2020 Pink Breast are being ripped out to give the breast cancer diagnosed 
women a few more years to live. Today's NY Times article about Ste.-Marie-la-
Mer, police officers, who asked the women to cover up their bare breast on the 
French Beach. 

8-27-2020 In France, where the bikini was invented nearly 75 years ago, being 
topless has been associated with women’s liberation 

8-27-2020 In France, where the Rx Recipe for the Paris Starbucks Pink Latte cure 
all for breast cancer has not been invented in 75 years of women having their breast 
ripped out on a French Beach to give them a few more years to live with breast 
cancer! 

8-27-2020 Americans and the Bias Suit Against Yale's $20 Billion in cash in the 
Bank the last 20 years and not backing 9/11 Yale Alumni from Suing Saudi Arabia 
terrorists for $777 Trillion the last 20 years. 

8-27-2020 Kerry a Yale graduate says the Trump administration is concerned 
about Americans only when it’s “politically expedient" and there is no Stimulus for 
Jews at Yale to get financed for Exodus to Sirius IP invention projects and 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine by Yale Jews. 



8-27-2020 This was not the first time that Russian military activity had set off 
alarms in Sweden. In 2017 the government announced the reintroduction of 
compulsory military service “to resist an armed attack against Sweden from a 
qualified opponent,” a letter from the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency said. 

8-27-2020 Stockholm was also worried about another threat at the time: Today 
Sweden's King is worried about the 8K Cuban MD's waiting in a long line outside 
his Palace in Stockholm to work for the King on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine all 
spelled out with specs and links, genius Pasteur tutors. All Sanctioned by Trump 
and the King of Sweden will not risk War with Trump. This is a Crime against 
Humanity that will be Headlines when the 2020 Ford and Porsche Windmill Cars 
are Driven to Sweden's Nobel Prize. 

8-27-2020 Body Cameras on all Priest, Bishops, Popes, Ministers; What Jerry 
Falwell Jr. Taught Me!! 

8-27-2020 Live Streaming Video on all Priest, Bishops, Popes, and Jerry Falwell Jr. 
his wife and pool boy, grin. GPS Google tracking Map of their life too. 

8-27-2020 



8-26-2020 700 Times better for society will be the Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines 
fueled by Air. Heat, Smoke no bath rooms in the plantation fields Are Battering the 
Workers Who Feed America. Deere Tractor RV's will be the next upgrade with 
Windmill Deere Tractors for the farm workers. Yes showers and toilets and Dish 
TV in the RV Tractors that drive 24/7 until the harvest is harvested. Planting time 
the seeds will be 700 times more powerful than Hiroshima. Yes seed research on 
Amazon Prime IP invention projects with links to all the worlds seeds in case you 
want to mix them up super glue them together for 2 crops in one field. 

8-26-2020 US Army Medics Save Lives. Let Them junk their Diesel Mercedes and 
Diesel Guided Missile Ships for 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars they can afford to buy 
with cash! 

8-26-2020 US Army Medics Save Lives. Leak the video of 6K Cuban MD's at the 
King of Sweden's Palace in a long line waiting to get into his Palace in Stockholm to 
work on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine all listed with specs and genius tutors all this 
sanctioned by Trump in Times of MD's running for President of the USA. Values 
and aspects of life that mattered the most to US Army Medics treat Trumps Brain 
Cancer and check for Syphilis in the brain then get a MD President of the USA. 



8-26-2020 $777 Trillion dollar loss to USA Hospitals IP invention projects on 1 click 
Amazon Prime and Medical School Students in the USA and World Wide paid 
more than West Point Cadets via Saudi Terrorists 9/11 in 2020. 

8-26-2020 Whooping Cough killed 100 kids in London 2020 and not 1 headline or 
video in the London Times! 'Panda' YouTube Videos went viral in London in 2020 
thanks to CBS in the USA. 

London 007 Movie Studios 'Medicine Man' remake with the Sean Connery working 
the worlds fastest super computer, dramatic super computer simulations. Sean 
Connery! The first James Bond turned 90 this week. 90 years of cancer deaths in 
London with a outlook for 90 more years of cancer deaths in London. 

Apple Store App for " 007 Medicine Man and Women" looking for the Cancer 
Cure in the Jungle of the Worlds Fastest Super computer simulations in the next 
007 Bond movie. 



Apple Store App for Medicine Man and Women looking for the Cancer Cure in the 
Jungle of the Worlds Fastest Super computer simulations in the next 007 Bond 
movie. 

London 007 Movie Studios 'Medicine Man' remake with the Sean Connery working 
the worlds fastest super computer, dramatic super computer simulations. Sean 
Connery! The first James Bond turned 90 this week. 90 years of cancer deaths in 
London with a outlook for 90 more years of cancer deaths in London. 

8-26-2020 As Summer Wanes in N.Y.C., Anxiety Rises Over What Fall May Bring 
to the 9/11 Law Suit against Saudi Terrorists who today have $777 Trillion and a 
inventory of 1,001 Bone Saw's and Hit Men Paid from this $777 Trillion in illegal 
$4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. Profiting from 9/11 as NYC looks like the Slums 
compared to the Riches beyond belief of Mecca and Saudi Arabia, UAE skyline of 
New Skyscrapers built by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ USA NYC. 



8-26-2020 $777 Trillion dollar loss to USA Hospitals and Medical Schools via Saudi 
Terrorists 9/11 in 2020. Trump Administration Orders Hospitals to Report Data or 
Risk Losing Funding of millions when $777 Trillion are the life saver for Star Wars 
Upgrade to all USA Hospitals and MRI's, CT's on the worlds fastest super 
computers paid for with $777 Trillion in Star Wars Upgrade Cash. 

8-26-2020 "Pink Lives Matter, Not to Trump, And the top brass dismissed this as 
unimportant War. This behavior that critics say makes them unfit for Leading 7 
billion who all want a Pink Victory not More Wounded Warriors in Pink who 
never get to Drive the 2020 Porsche Windmill Car. By TRIP GABRIEL 

8-26-2020 "Liberty University’s Medical School Campus" 1K Medical School 
Students starting next Week was Sanctioned by Trump when Jerry Farwell Jr. 
endorsed him last election. Really they talked about women and sex when they meet 
last election, the CIA has the audio and video. Trump and Jerry Farwell Jr never 
mentioned starting up the "Liberty University’s Medical School Campus" Like the 
Yale Key West Medical School that was bombed by Navy Jets back from Syria. 

8-26-2020 Pink Lives of Jerry Falwell Jr. Departure Brings Relief on "Liberty 
University’s Campus" By RUTH GRAHAM Pink Graves of Ruth on Campus 
would have Driven the 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars to build the "Liberty 
University’s Medical School Campus" 



8-26-2020 How the U.K. Restarted Its Restaurant Industry: Not its Oxford Medical 
School Industry with so many plagues in London Today the Queen would not let 
the London Times put all of them on the front page with pictures of the dead. 

8-26-2020 Whooping Cough killed 100 kids in London 2020 and not 1 headline in 
the London Times! 

8-26-2020 Birth Defects from London Diesel Exhaust poisoned 10,000 in 2020 with 
cancers. 

8-26-2020 Pepperoni and Corn dismissed as unimportant which one is good to eat 
and poison same as if Putin made your Pepperoni Pizza as the Statistics like the 
35% plasma cure are 1984 stats that have infected 1 billion in China to Drink and 
Assault those who refuse to have a class of wine when if not for 1984 it would be 
otherwise with 1 million Porsche Cars not 1 Million New Gas Stations in China all 
drunk drivers with immunity via 1984 Culture. Bias at Trump Steak and Butter 
Restaurants at Trump Towers World Wide. 



8-26-2020 Pompeo Delivers Speech From Israel, With Eye Toward 2024 $4 gas at 
all Israel gas stations not 2024 Porsche Windmill Cars for Israel. No Eye Toward 
the Rabbis Exodus Drive to Sirius Jewish Aliens. 

8-26-2020 Ms Lee was 61. Her eldest son, Dr. Eddie Lee, said the cause was ovarian 
cancer... 

8-26-2020 4 Yale Women MD's work all night in the Lab op a Rx Tofu soup! 
Served on many super computer simulations on people with all kinds of Health 
problems that need a Rx Protein Bar Recipe. 

8-26-2020 “The secret is in the seasoning,” Dr. Lee said of the tofu soup... 



8-26-2020 4 Yale MD women working on the Recipe for ovarian cancer say the 
secret Rx seasoning is in the worlds fastest super computers all in use by the 
Pentagon for Drones and missiles. 

8-26-2020 Hee Sook Lee’s recipe for soondubu, a steaming bowl of soft tofu in a 
spicy, bright-red beef bone broth, was so secret, she wouldn’t even share it with her 
husband. While he and her young sons slept, Ms. Lee, who owned a restaurant in 
Los Angeles, spent many long nights in the kitchen experimenting with spices until 
the dish was just right: the tofu just silky enough that it melted not on the spoon 
but on the tongue; the broth adding just the right kick of gochugaru, or Korean red 
chili pepper. 

8-26-2020 Ms. Lee, the founder of the BCD Tofu House chain, died on July 18 in a 
hospital in Los Angeles. She was 61. Her eldest son, Dr. Eddie Lee, said the cause 
was ovarian cancer. Dr. Lee, who was an assistant professor at the Keck School of 
Medicine 

8-26-2020 Melania Trump, Dressed for Battle. But Which One? The first lady's 
words during her speech at the Republican National Convention said one thing, but 
her suit said another. The New York Times. Melania Trump came dressed for 
battle. She strode alone down the white-pillared colonnade of the White House on 
the long walk to the podium in an olive green skirt suit with broad shoulders and a 
military edge with 5 Stars taken from a 5 Star General back stage, with diamonds. 
Cost $5 million for each Star thanks to Saudi Arabia gifts. “Ask yourselves why are 
we prevented from seeing certain information?” Riches Saudi Arabia gives to 
Trump's inner circle and Geneva Elite. “burn the Stars and Stripes Endless Wars! 
Jewish Exodus to Stars that will burn for 5 billion more years, there is plenty of 
time for CERN. She said the “the China virus.” 1 Million new gas stations and 10 
million new Diesel Mercedes is the virus as the Prince has to sell his gas and oil. 



Melania will not buy her son a 2020 Porsche Windmill Car or a 2021 Gravity 
Engine Porsche! 

8-26-2020 Wine Glass washed in the bathroom sick at the Reach Hotel in Key West 
YouTube Video goes viral when Greg is Pardoned by Trump tonight. Hotels Tout 
Cleaning, But Guests Say, ‘My Room Was Dirty’ Body Cams on MD's and Hotel 
Room Videos of your room being cleaned will have the same Status Quo as iPhone 
12 Pro Max Dash Cam's in your 2020 Porsche Windmill Car with the Apple store 
app for iTickets and chat with the Police as you are Driven to Star Wars Gravity 
Car Traffic in 2025. 

8-26-2020 Exodus Politics on the Flight; Israelis on the first direct commercial 
flight between Tel Aviv and Abu Dhabi... tell the Rabbis $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues will be spent by the Prince not the Rabbis! 

8-26-2020 Rabbis Hearts are being ripped out for the Saudi UAE, Qatar's Prince 
Heart Transplant. These statistics and the names of the hospitals are Israeli secrets 
like Melania will not buy her son a 2020 Porsche Windmill Car or a 2021 Gravity 
Engine Porsche! 



8-26-2020 Republicans Are Ripping Out ‘the Very Heart and Soul’ of Their Voters 
for Prince Salman's Heart Transplants. 

8-26-2020 The U.S. military, with its experience in disasters and its multiple 
medical corps, could do more to end the pandemic headlined by Cheney cutting in 
front of the line for a Heart Transplant, what didn't make headlines were the 1,001 
Saudi Prince's with Cheney. 

8-26-2020 Heart; The death toll has risen past 175,000. 

8-26-2020 Breast Cancer; The death toll has risen past 175,000. 

8-26-2020 Ovarian; The death toll has risen past 175,000. 



8-26-2020 Alcoholism; The death toll has risen past 175,000. In China death toll is 
100 times higher! 

8-26-2020 Smoking; The death toll has risen past 175,000. In China death toll is 100 
times higher! 

8-26-2020 The U.S. military, with its experience in disasters and its multiple 
medical corps, could do more to end the pandemic caused by the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ in Tel Aviv and Abu Dhabi. Saudi Arabia armed with the best of 
America’s medical personnel and resources, and the article yesterday in the Times 
about the Saudi Prince kidnapped by Prince Salman had 4 nurses and 1 MD when 
kidnapped and there are 10,000 other Prince's in Saudi Arabia also with 4 nurses 
and 1 MD. 

8-26-2020 Forget backpacks and binders. Here are the essentials teenagers will 
need for the strange school year ahead. iMac, Mac Book Pro, iPad Pro with 
Verizon Internet when there is no wifi. Amazon Prime 1 Click IP invention projects 
with links, specs and genius tutors. Strange School Year ahead knowing about the 
invention of the Gravity Engine and Exodus to Sirius invention projects posted by 
the Jewish Rabbis. 



8-26-2020 "New Video Shows Largest Hydrogen Bomb Ever Exploded" Cheers 
from the Wounded Warriors to hell with the 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars 
Explosion World Wide. United States in 1952 detonated the world’s first, its 
destructive force was 700 times as great as that of the atomic bomb that destroyed 
Hiroshima. 700 Times as Great as the Diesel Mercedes yet the German War Drive 
is not for 2020 Porsche Windmill Cars. "Nicknamed Tsar Bomb, or the Tsar’s 
bomb, and set off on Oct. 30, 1961 — was 50 megatons, or the equivalent of 50 
million tons of conventional explosive. That made it 3,333 times as destructive as 
the weapon used on Hiroshima, Japan" 

8-26-2020 700 Times better for society will be the Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines 
fueled by Air. Heat, Smoke no bath rooms in the plantation fields Are Battering the 
Workers Who Feed America. Deere Tractor RV's will be the next upgrade with 
Windmill Deere Tractors for the farm workers. Yes showers and toilets and Dish 
TV in the RV Tractors that drive 24/7 until the harvest is harvested. Planting time 
the seeds will be 700 times more powerful than Hiroshima. Yes seed research on 
Amazon Prime IP invention projects with links to all the worlds seeds in case you 
want to mix them up super glue them together for 2 crops in one field. 

London 007 Movie Studios 'Medicine Man' remake with the Sean Connery working 
the worlds fastest super computer, dramatic super computer simulations. Sean 
Connery! The first James Bond turned 90 this week. 90 years of cancer deaths in 
London with a outlook for 90 more years of cancer deaths in London. 



London 007 Movie Studios 'Medicine Man' remake with the Sean Connery working 
the worlds fastest super computer, dramatic super computer simulations. Sean 
Connery! The first James Bond turned 90 this week. 90 years of cancer deaths in 
London with a outlook for 90 more years of cancer deaths in London. 

Apple Store App for Medicine Man and Women looking for the Cancer Cure in the 
Jungle of the Worlds Fastest Super computer simulations in the next 007 Bond 
movie. 

Apple Store apps one is like a iPhone smoke detector in a building but for a alarm 
to sound and call all iPhones in the building before it falls down!! 

Apple Store apps, 1,001 IP invention projects for Apple Store apps one is like a 
iPhone smoke detector in a building but for a alarm to sound and call all iPhones in 
the building before it falls down!! More than 1,200 people were killed in 1,161 
building collapses across India in 2017, according to latest data from the National 



Crime Records Bureau. 

8-25-2020 Apple Store apps, More than 1,200 people were killed in 1,161 building 
collapses across India in 2020. Apple Store apps one is like a iPhone smoke detector 
in a building but for a alarm to sound and call all iPhones in the building before it 
falls down, Gravity Control iPhone Detector. 
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NEW CELL # 3054346276 

Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along with 400 
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All that missing 
in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink 
Latte's from Starbucks. 



1,800 Page Web 3 megs Ran Out of Memory on my PC Click Here its HTML as I 
don't have enough memory to make it a PDF, Thanks Greg

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf 
version long file takes a few mins to open with Win 10

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 



Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



ISBN: 9781656088123 "Secret Files on Windmill Car's 2020" by Greg WindCar 
Buell Jan 5. 2020 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1656088126 

Link Click Here Secret Files on Windmill Cars 2020

'Secret' file on the cover of Greg's book radiates when you get to 'Perpetual 
Motion' knowing Oppenheimer at Los Alamos wrote this 'Secret' file on the cover 
of Greg's Book on Amazon. 

1-12-2020 Kindle Rabid Dog Pasteur's Virus Apps. Pasteur in 2020 is shot down on 
legal options in Paris to rid the world of a Rabid Virus by Elite Oil Men in Secret in 
Qatar, UAE, and Saudi Arabia 

1-23-2020 Key West - NYC - Mecca - Paris; ...patients are six times as likely to 
receive T.P.A. in the first 60 minutes after symptom onset — the so-called “golden 
hour” during which the drug is most likely to reverse the ill effects of a stroke. “It 
can be the difference between being in a wheelchair and walking independently,” 
said Dr. Mackenzie Lerario, medical director of the NewYork-Presbyterian Mobile 
Stroke Unit. “Or between needing constant nursing care and living how you were 
previously able to.” Even with advances in medical technology, we will, of course, 
never eradicate regret. Regret is a fundamental aspect of being human. But there 



are high- and low-tech steps we can take to ease the sting. Perhaps none more 
important than embracing regret as part of life, and focusing not on what might 
have been but on what still is. Dhruv Khullar, M.D., M.P.P (@DhruvKhullar) is a 
physician at NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital, an assistant professor of health care 
policy at Weill Cornell Medicine, and director of policy dissemination at the 
Physicians Foundation Center for the Study of Physician Practice and Leadership. 

1-1-2018 "Yale Key West Medical School And Hospital Ships" will be a Disney 
Pixar Fox Movie with Dramatic Art of the Diagnosis via Dr. Lisa MD that will save 
your and your Wife's life's - Antidote for Coors Invented in Key West! Qatar Oil 
Revenues of $777 Trillion will pay all your tax in 2018. Antidote for No Smoking 
Quit Smoking will be invented in 2018 in Key West by Greg and Wife's. Slim Down 
in 2018 invented too. Rx Recipe Latte's at Starbucks. 

1-1-2019 Greg is 71 *.* Happy New Year With InventBook end of Facebook in 2019 
Thank God we can get back to inventing Miracle Cure's Rx! 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine + Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novels with 1 Click Amazon 
links to IP invention projects. iMac on every Cafe Table in Paris and every 
Starbucks Worldwide. InventBook for 2019 by Greg + Many Legal Wife's in Key 
West... 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 email 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL 3054345276 

Gravity Engine Car invention in 2021 CERN God Particle Driven!! 



Gravity Engine Car invention in 2021 CERN God Particle Driven!! 



Jewish Exodus to Sirius IP invention projects by the Rabbis, Einstein 500 Times 
faster than the speed of light in a live streaming video from Sirius Aliens all Jewish. 

Super conductivity of GE electric generators at -254 C generating 1 Trillion volts 
and amps via a 10" windmill on a Navy Carrier. 20-20 hindsight given the lack of 
knowledge at the beginning of the WindmillCAR's on Jimmy Carters Peanut 
Plantation in 1980. Navy Commander Jimmy Carter with wife Rosalynn. 





International Furor over Notre-Dame to be rebuilt as a Pasteur Medical School 
with AI the worlds fastest super computers for Diagnosis and Rx Recipes with 1.2 
Trillion Transistors on each CPU up from the 300 Billion on todays Super 
Computer CPU's. 

7-11-2020 Star Wars Next to the Hershey Bars in Whole Foods A Veggie Burger! 
Unlike the Others as it's not in the frozen foods but next to the Hershey Bars! Star 
Wars Today 



7-11-2020 Next to the Hershey Bars in Whole Foods A Veggie Burger! Unlike the 
Others as it's not in the frozen foods but next to the Hershey Bars! Star Wars 
Today so Crave and sell a Veggie Burger with bites from a Hershey Bar. Packaging 
makes all the difference in what we buy at Whole Foods ask Jeff Bezos. 



7-11-2020 Next to the Hershey Bars in Whole Foods A Veggie Burger! Unlike the 
Others as it's not in the frozen foods but next to the Hershey Bars! Star Wars 
Today so Crave and sell a Veggie Burger with bites from a Hershey Bar. Packaging 
makes all the difference in what we buy at Whole Foods ask Jeff Bezos. 



Qatar Fire Engine at the Penthouse... 



Qatar Fire Engine at the Penthouse... 

Link to many fiery wrecks on Greg's web here... 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 



Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2020 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover to zoon in and read the 
Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages

Right Click on picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and 
save it then open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los 
Alamos wrote about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 





Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along with 400 
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All that missing 
in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink 
Latte's from Starbucks. 



Key West - NYC - Mecca - Paris; TPA in Bottled Water. A Nobel for 2020. 

New Kindle on Amazon Secret Inventions Click Here



‘Serendipity’ Rx Recipe's 4 Girls looking into the Apple and Starbucks Windows 
for their iMac and Mac Book Pro $$$ 

Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2020 


